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riiKFACE

Some half dozen years ago, while engaged in assisting my friend

Mr. Longfellow in the pi'ei)aration of his Cyeloj)iedia, 1 found myself

frequently impatient and not seldom exasperated over the dittieulty

of getting at any authentic and exa(;t information concerning the con-

struction, design, dimensions, and history of many even of the most

important and well-known buildings of mediaeval Italy. French

writers, German writers, Italian writers, English writers, had passed

over the gronnd, one after another, and had set down with serene

confidence their facts and their theories. Unfortunately in many

cases their facts and in most cases their theories did not agree, and

may be said to have formed as a rule the subject of lively and too

often acrid personal controversy, which, however entertaining to the

reader, is seldom instructive to the student.

Moreover, the works of these writers, even when most satisfactory

(witness those of Mr. Ruskin in Venice, of Boito and Cattaneo in

North Italy, of Schulz in South Italy, of Dartein in Lombardy, of

Rohault de Fleury in Tuscany, and many others), are fragmentary,

covering generally a restricted portion of the field, — the most nota-

ble exception being the " Baukunst des Mittelalters in Italien " of

Mothes, which, although a mine of useful and minute information

and exhibiting a truly German patience and thoroughness of research,

is yet so much detailed as to dates and fragmentary constructions,

and is withal so disconnected and so inadequately illustrated, as to

repel and discourage any reader with less patience than its author

;

while in the English language no writer has heretofore attempted

anything like a continuous account of the rise, progress, and decline

of the various styles of building w4iich followed one another on the

soil of Italy for a thousand years after the decay of the Roman

power.

These considerations moved me finallv to this attempt to supplv.
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us best I coiikl, the need which other students in this fiekl must have

felt as strongly as I.

I cannot hope that the present work will bo found to meet with

any completeness the requirements which its perhaps too ambitious

title may suggest. A complete history of architecture in Italy would

be the work of a lifetime, and could only be written during a prolonged

residence in that country, and as the result of a personal examina-

tion of all the important works and of the documents contained in

the archives of many cities. I can only claim to have used, in writ-

ing this book, my best efforts towards substantial thoroughness and

accuracy, and to have gone over the greater part of the ground after

its completion, manuscript in liand, verifying, correcting, modifying,

and amplifying, as far as my opportunities allowedo

1 make no claim to have w^ritten a philoso])hical history. In the

confusion of traditions in which the annals of Christian Italy are

involved, beginning with Imperial Rome, continuing with Gothic

kings and Greek exarchs at liavenna, Lombard kings at Pavia and

Milan, Norman counts in South Italy and Sicily, German emperors

beyond the Alps with their constant interference, Saracens on the

neighboring coasts with their scarcely less constant invasions and

harryings, and at the centre all the while the one i)ortentous shape

which never changed, — the Papacy,— it is no wonder that the story

of architecture, like the storj^ of the political and social life of the peo-

ple, presents no steady and logical development, but a bewildering

mixture of styles and streams of influence, in the midst of which the

thread which connects the form of architecture with the conditions

out of which it grew is often lost to the student, who requires, to

liold and follow it, a more adequate equipment of historical know-

ledge and training than I can pretend to.

This book, then, is only a narrative and descriptive history, neces-

sarily incomplete and more or less disjointed. I shall be content if it

prove to be, in any degree, of service to the student of architecture,

or to that somewhat indefinite and uncertain personage, the'* general

reader," who may yet have a ])articular interest in the infinitely

varied forms which that art has taken in the land which was for so

many centuries the home of all the arts and the leader of modern

civilization.
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Such as it is, 1 nuist not let it go tnrili witlioiit a word ot iiurdial

thanks for tlu3 inoro than ('ourteous aid I have received, esj)e(dally in

the prei)arati()n of the iUnstrations, from the directors and attr-nd-

ants of the Hoston Atheniuum, the Hoston Pul)lic Lihrary, tho Fogg

Museum at Cand)ridge, and the Institute of Technoh)gy, who liave

seemed to take a j)h'asure in granting me a freechjm in the use of

their (-ollections far beyoml what 1 shouhl have ventured to ask.

I make my acknowledgments also to Professor Wright, the accom-

plished editor of the "American Journal of Arclueology," for per-

mission to reproduce some of the illustrations of Mr. Frothingham's

articles on the Gothic of the Cistercian monasteries.

230 Clarendon Street, Boston,

Ist October, 1901.
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ARCHITlX^rUKE IN ITALY

CHAPTER I

EARLY CHRISTIAN ARCHITECTURE

The beginniiii;-8 of Christijin architecture must be sought very

near the beginnings of the Christian religion, and wliile that religion

was yet proscribed and occasionally persecuted. For three centuries

the only places in Home where a body of Christians could meet to-

gether with comparative safety, during the frequent periods of perse-

cution when the private houses were closed to them, were the cata-

combs in which their dead were buried. These consisted xhe Roman

primarily of narrow subterranean passages, not laid out catacombs.

according to any preconceived plan, but extended step by step as the

additional space was required. Where the rock had not strength

enough, or where the excavation had left it insecure, the sides of the

passages were lined with walls of brickwork. These passages were

generally three to four feet wide, excavated from the soft rock which

underlies Rome. Their sides were lined with loculi, or graves, one

above another, also excavated in the rock, and closed on the side next

the passage by a slab of stone or a thin wall of bricks, bearing an

inscription. A little later, single families built special burial cham-

bers, called cubicula, varying in size and shape, but usually square,

and seldom more than twelve feet on a side. In these chambers the

graves were of a less simple character, often taking the form of an

arched recess in the wall, called an arcosolium, in which was placed

either a detached sarcophagus or an excavated receptacle serving the

same purpose, and covered with a horizontal slab of stone. A cham-

ber of these dimensions could, on occasion, be made to serve the pur-

poses of a small body of worshippers, and some of them have been

found surrounded by a stone bench with a stone chair or cathedra on

the fourth side for the bishop or teacher.^ These chambers had at

^ " That the small chapels in the Catacombs -were intended chiefly for the performance

of the burial service, or for families of pilgrims to pray at the shrines of the martyrs,
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first little or no architectural character,— the roof was usually

vaulted with brickwork, and the entrance doorways from the corridor

were now and then surmounted by a brick moulded ])ediment, some-

times supported by pilasters. Some of the chambers were lighted

by luminaria, or light-shafts, rising to the surface of the ground. As

Fig. 1. Part of the Catacomb of St. Agnes.

early as the second century it was common to decorate the walls and

vaults with frescoes.^ One of the most complete and beautiful of

seems evident from their size, as none of them could contain more than fifty persons, and

at the time they were cltiefly built, in the third or fourth century, the (^liristiaus assem-

bled for public worship in much larger numbers. But in times of persecution they were

used for the regular church service, when the Christians were not permitted to meet as

usual in \\\y\ houses of the more wealthy members of the body, who usually received them

in their halls, or basilicas. From this circumstance, in later times, when the name basilica

became synonymous with church, or ecclesia, these chapels were sometimes called also by

that name." Parker, Cdtdcoiiihs, ]). oC).

^ Parker maintains, however, that the frescoes were almost always of later date. '' The
fact is that fully three quarters of the paintings belong to the latest restorations of the

eighth and ninth centtiries, and of the reniaiuing fourth part a considerable number are of

the sixth century. jKiiuted originally in tlu; tiuu' of John I., who was Pope A. I). ."i'J.'), and

wh(» made one catiicomb and restored two othei-s. . . . Still there are many paintings of

the fourth and fifth centuries. Th«' earliest are the common Good Shepherd and certain

w»'ll-kiio\vn scriptural subjects. In the early catacombs of Pretextatus and Nereus and

Achilletis there are ])aintings of the second and third centuries, but they are not of reli-

gious subjects at all, and might as well be the decoration of a Pagan tomb as of a Chri.s-

tian catacomb. Tliey are tlu* Cultivation of the Vine in Pretextatiis, and the Four Sea-

sons in St. Xereiis. . . . There are no religious subjects before the time of Constantine,

au«l during the fourth and fifth centuries the ])aintings are confiiu'd entirely to scriptural
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those chambers was (liscjoveiod hy Dc Kossi, in 1857, in what lias Hinee

been presumed to bo the cemetery of l*rctextatus. He (lescribes it

as a hir<;e sipiarc apartment, with walls of excellent brickwork, which

had been lined throughout with (rreck marble, — the ceiling being a

high elliptical vault terminating in a sipiarc luminarium. The whole

surface of the vault was covered witli a fine; white plaster and de(;o-

rated with bands of floral ornament in fresco of great delicacy and

Fig-. 2. Cubicula arranged as a Church.

beauty. One side wall was pierced by an arched recess for a sarco-

phagus, and an inscription here enabled the explorer to identify the

chamber as the tomb of St. Januarius. The wall of the tomb towards

the corridor from which it opened was " of yellow brickwork, and the

subjects. There is not a figure of a saint or martyr before the sixth century, and very few

before the eighth, when they become abundant.'" Catacombs, p. xi., introd.

The vaults were generally divided ixito geometrical compartments or panels separated

by ornamental bands, with a circular or polygonal panel in the centre. The panels in-

closed pictorial subjects, generally classical in character and treatment ; often symbolic,

as. The Vine, The Fish, The Good Shepherd, etc., etc. The walls, especially the wall

under the arch of the arcosolium and often above the arch, were sometimes decorated in

a similar manner.
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doorway was oriKiinented with pilasters of the same material in red,

and with decorated cornices of terra cotta, just like the Pagan sepul-

chres on the Latin or Appian roads." ^ De liossi presumed the

work, from tlie analogy of the Pagan buildings above cited, to date

from the latter half of the second century.

One of the most interesting of the structures in the catacombs

devoted to the purposes of Christian worship consists of a

series of square cubieula (Figs. 2 and 3), arranged on both
churches, sides of ouc of the narrow passages or corridors, and so

connected as to form tooether a miniature church whose arransre-

ment prefigured in some respects that of the later churches.^ It was

Burial
cham-
bers as

Fi<r. '•]. Section of Ciibiculii luiininsr Church.

discovered by Father Marchi in 1841 in the catacombs of St. Agnes,

near the church of S. Agnese fuori le inura. On one side of the

corridor, which is lighted by a luminarium, K, are three, and on the

op])osite side two chambers about seven feet square, covered by

groined vaidts at the height of about thirteen feet, and separated

from each other by broad round arches, the whole length being about

forty-five feet. The innermost of the longer series, F, is much lower

than the others, D D, and in the middle of its end wall is an episcopal

chair, II, hewn from the rock, and flanked by stone benches, which

are continued on the two lateral walls. This was obviously the chan-

cel of tlie little church, and its se])arating arch springs from two

rude three-quarter colunnis attached to the side walls. A similar

arch, but higher, and springing from taller columns, separates the

two compartments, G G, on the other side of the corridor, which were

])rol)ably devoted to the women of the congregation. In each side

wall of every compartment is an arcosolium or arched recess, cover-

* Northcote and Brownlow, Roma sotteranea, p. 1.35.

- Northcote and Brownlow, p. 28 ; Marchi, 3/on. delle Arte Crist., p. 185. pi. 35, 36.
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ini; :i (loiihli! j^rjivo or a siircopliii^iis ; tlu; wjills iihove tin- aicli,

oxcopt in the cliaiicel, Iumuj; ])icrcc(l with hx'iili or singhi graves one

above another. No traee of painting or other decoration waH dis-

covered on the walls or vanlts, bnt in one of the eonipartnuMits a

fragnuMit of marble pavement was still to be seen. IIh; date of tliis

interesting work is uncertain, J)e Kossi assigning it to the earliest

years of the fourth eentury, while its discoverer, Marehi, believes it

to be a eentury earlier.^

The burial chambers were, however, not always scjuare. Fig. 4

shows two examples from the cemetery of Pretextatus, of private

Fig. 4. Two Cubicula in the Cemetery of Pretextatus.

cubicula, round and hexagonal in plan, covered with low domes.

Examples have been found in the cemetery of Calixtus and else-

where of circular, polygonal, and cruciform chambers, of larger size

and more intelligently adapted for the assembling of worshipers than

those of which I have spoken. After the recognition of Christian-

ity by Constantine, — the peace of the church, as it was called, — in

330, it was no longer necessary (except during brief periods of per-

secution) that these structures should be concealed beneath the

ground. Accordingly we find it common through the fourth century

^ " This church had not been seen by Bosio, and was only known in a very imperfect

way to any of his successors before our own time. It lay buried under a mass of soil,

which, having' poured down through an open luminarium during centuries of neglect,

now covered the whole floor to a considerable depth, incumT)ering the neighboring gal-

leries to the distance of more than fifty yards, and filling the luminarium itself to the

height of fifty feet," Northcote and Brownlow, p. 229.
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to build chapels at the entrances of the various catacombs or cemete-

ries. These buildings were partly subterranean, for the reason that

it was still felt desirable that their area should include the tomb of

the family by which they were built. But their increased size had

naturally been aceom])anied by a corresponding increase of height,

and their walls and vaults, therefore, rose above ground. At the

entrance to the catacomb of Pretextatus,*near the Via Appia, are

two of the most remarkable of these chapels. (Fig. 5.)

The one is a square of about twenty feet internally, with a rectan-

gular recess about ten feet broad and five feet deep opening from

each of three sides by a single round arch,— the plan thus becoming

nearly a Greek cross. ^ The central vault is gone and the interior is

open to the sky, but the greater part of the walls and two of the

barrel vaults of the recesses are still complete, and the masonry is

Fi jr. o. Chapels at the Entrance of the Cataeoiub of Pretextatus,

an excellent example of the Roman brickwork of the fourth century,

with its long thin bricks, laid with thick joints of mortar.

The second chapel is a circle, somewhat more than thirty feet in

diameter, with six semicircular apses opening from it by single round

arches, each apse covered by a hemispherical brick vault. In the

wall of one of the apses is a narrow entrance doorway, and the apse

opposite the door, considerably broader and higher than the others,

was evidently the chancel. Above the arches the wall is pierced by

twelve rectangular windows. The central vault — doubtless a hemi-

spherical dome— has disappeared. In this building we have the

l)rototyi)e of many of the baptisteries of the ninth, tenth, and eleventh

centuries in North Italy.

' It is not. liowever, to be inferred that the eruciforni phm had as yet any symbolic

significance. The recesses by which the plan took that form were simply the most obvi-

ous and convenient preparation for the ponderous sarcophagi which inclosed the bodies

of the dead.
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A notahlc oxainplc! ol" tlic liui^cr hmial chaiuluM'H, wliioh iiuiy or

may not have served as a plaee of worHliip, is that known jih Theapo»-

the apostolic? t'l'ypt, adjoining; the eatacronih of St. (.'alixtiiH.
to'»«"ypt

(Figs. () and 7.) In plan it is an irrcj^ndar scMirK'ircle, or rath«a- nionj

than a SiMuicirclc, about thirty-two fe(;t in diauHiter, with a ran<;e of

arcosolia extend ins;- (putt; around the perii)hery. The ehandjer is

high and vaulted. It derives especial interest, as well as its familiar

name, from having been the ])laee of tem])orary deposit of the body

of St. Peter, which was originally laid in the Vatican catacomb. But

Fig.. 6. Plan of the Apostolic Crypt.

when the Emperor Heliogabalus was about to make a circus for

racing elephants on that spot, the Christians, fearful that the body

of the saint might be disturbed, removed it to this crypt on the

Appian Way, whence, after an interval of forty years or so, it was

transferred to its original and final resting place.

In the years which followed the recognition of Christianity by Con^

stantine many small churches and chapels were built over or near

the entrances to the various catacombs, in honor of the martyrs there

buried, as well as to mark and dignify the new entrances. Of these

by far the greater number have long since disappeared, but many
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remains of such buildings have been brought to light during the more

or less systematic explorations of the past half century. The most

important of these are two chapels over the cemetery of Calixtus, a

little to the west of the Via Appia, discovered by Marchi about 1845,

and of which the plans are given in Fig. 8. The plan of the two

buildings, which are about two hundred and forty feet apart, is

essentially the same, a square of about sixteen feet in the one and

twenty-one feet in the other, with semicircular apses opening from

three of its sides, and from the fourth a short nave. The apses are

F'v^. 7. IntHpior of the Apostolic Crypt.

covered by homis})heric vaults of brickwork. The naves had i)rob-

ably wooden roofs. In one chapel, the strong buttresses at the junc-

tion of the a})ses and a portion of a similar buttress at the junction

of one apse with the nave wall suggest that the central square was

also vaulted. From the nave of each chapel a stair descends to the

catacomb beneath, and this is sufficient, in the estimation of Marchi,

to establish the Christian origin of the buildings, and, taken in con-

nection with certain inscriptions which he found there, to warrant

the belief that one was the mausoleum of St. Damasus and the other

of St. Mark and St. Marcellianus. Tiie apses are i)resumed to have

contained each a sarcophagus, which was also, according to the custom
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S BastllH

of the time, an altar. The ehapels thus served the triph; purpose of

ehurch, niausoleuiu, and vestibule to the eeinetery hen(;ath.'

Perhaps tlio most fully develojx'd of tin; subterranean cliajielH yet

diseovered is one heloni;in<;- to the eenietery of St. Hermes

near the present Via 1^'laminia, about half a mlh; outside

the Porte del Po])olo, and under the hill now known as tlie Monte

Parioli. It is ealled the Cha})el of Santa Hasilla. Its disposition

will be understood from the plan and seetion. ( Fig. 0.) The length,

in all about fifty feet, is divided into three irregular reetangular bays,

and a semicircular apse of the full breadth of the nave, about

twenty-five feet. The apse is covered by a hemispheric vault ; — of

Fig. 8. Chapels over the Cemetery of St. Calixtus.

the nave bays, that next the apse has a barrel vault ; the other two

are groined, one with a single, the other with a double vault. The
height of the interior, together with the starting of what appears to

have been an arch covering the nave, about seven feet above the floor,

led Marchi to believe that the space now occupied by the church,

about forty feet in height, was originally occupied b}^ two churches,

one above the other,— or a pagan building two stories in height, of

which the upper story rose partially above ground, and of which the

1 Lanciani, Pagan and Christian Rome, p. 118, calls these chapels scholae. the name
given to a small building- which was erected for the celebrations of the anniversary of the

death of the builder or on his birthday, when the friends were accustomed to meet and to

have a feast. " Funeral ceremonies did not cease when the body was laid in the sepulchre.

It was the custom to celebrate on that occasion a feast, and to repeat that feast year by

year on the birthday of the dead and on other stated days. For the holding of these feasts,

as well as for other meetings, special buildings were erected, named scholfe, and when
the societies received gifts from rich members or patrons, the benefaction frequently took

the form of a new lodge-room, or of ground for a new cemetery, with buildings for meet-

ings." Baldwin Brown, p. 17. See D'Agiucourt on the Chapels of the Catacombs, vol.

i. 24.
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intermediate floor was removed for the greater convenience of its use

as a Christian church. The present staircase of eighty steps, by

wliich the floor of the churcli is reached from the Casino above, is

modern.

But buildings of nuich greater size and importance than any I

have yet mentioned were built in the catacombs both before and just

after the Peace of the Church. We bave the authority of the " Liber

Pontificalis '*
^ for the statement that Fabian (Pope 23G-250) built

many small churches in the cemeteries. Of Pope Damasus, more

than a century later (3G6-385), the same may be said ; and one of

Fig. 9. S. Basilla.

the churches built, or at least begun, by him has been brought to

s. Petro light within the present generation. This is the so-called

niiia. Basilica of S. Petronilla, in the cemetery of Domitilla, of

which the i-emains were discovered by De Kossi, in 1873. It was

a church with a lenj^th of about one hundred feet and a breadth of

somewhat more than sixty feet, divided into nave and aisles by four

marble colnmns on each side, the nave entered from a long porch or

narthex extendin<r across the whole breadth of the church, and ter-

minuting at the other end in a semi-circular apse. The church was

only i)artly subterranean, its floor being some twenty feet below the

surface of the ground, or nearly on a level with the ui)i)er gallery of

the catacomb, with which it connnunicated by doorways and passages

^ Quoted by Nortlicote and Brownlow, p. 140.
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Fig'. 10. kj. Sinforosa.

on both sides, wliilo its wjills iind roof imist have risen t(i a consider-

able lioij^lit above <;round.

The basili(;a of Sta. Sinlorosa, so caUed, at Konu! is another inter-

estin«^ exani|)k'. (Fi*;*. 10.) 'VUo phm is licr*; also fidly d<'- ^ sinfo-

velojM'd, with nave and aisles nearly one hundred feet lon<^,
'°''*

aeparaUut by scjuare piers, the nave terminating^ in a semicircular

apse preceded by a sipiare

compartment. In both

these examples the i)lan

and the construction are

very rude, — the wall and

colonnade on one side are

not parallel with those on

the other, the end wall is

not at right angles with

either, the brickwork of the walls is poor ; but the buildings are

interesting as showing the extent to which the development of

church building in the catacombs had advanced, and the point at

which it stopped.^

For with the recognition and adoption of Christianity by Constan-

tine, in 324, all the conditions were changed ; and although, as we

have seen, the affection with which the catacombs were regarded by

the Christians caused chapels and mausoleums, both subterranean and

above ground, to be built there for another half century as monu-

ments of private devotion and piety, yet these were quite overshad-

owed in importance by the grreat basilicas which the Em-
Constan-

peror himself in his new zeal built over the graves of the tine's

saints and martyrs. The six years which intervened between

the conversion of Constantine and the transference of the seat of

^ Rome was not the only city which built catacombs. It is probable that all the large

provincial cities followed in this respect the example of the capital. Naples had an

extensive system of catacombs, resembling^ in their main features those of Rome, but

much more spacious and lofty, owing* in great part to the superior character of the rock

from which they were excavated. Their burial chapels were much larger, their ceilings

were often supported by columns or piers left in the rock, and at least one example is

recorded of a well-developed church with nave and chancel, the latter provided with its

bishop's chair and altar. The catacomb* of S. Gennaro, of which the origin goes back

to the first century, are important as to their construction, their architecture, and their

pictorial adornment. [See Sehultze, Die Catacomhe von S. Gen. zu NeapeL Jena. 1877 ; De
Rossi, V Ahside delV antica basilica di S. Giorgio di Napoli, Naples, 1881.] It is curious

that no catacombs appear to have been built in the East. The earliest churches were

probably not built much before Constantine 's time. What did the Christians do for three

centuries ? See Vitet, Etudes, ii. 236.
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government to Byzantium, saw the building of no less than six of

these churches, viz. the Lateran, St. Paul's, St. Peter's, St. Agnes, St.

Lawrence,^ and the Sessorian basilica. These were all built on the

outskirts of the city or beyond its walls, and may be said in general

to have taken the place of earlier chapels at the entrances to the

various catacombs. No one of them has preserved to our day much of

its original structure or decoration. Successive destructions by fire

or pillage or earthquake have been followed by successive restorations

or rebuildings, in some of which the original form has been perpet-

uated, while in others it has been quite disregarded.

Indeed, it seems probable that most of Constantine's churches had

become ruinous as early as the reign of Theodosius, that is, before

the end of the century in which they were built. The admirable

methods of building which characterized the great works of the elder

Romans had been long forgotten. The churches were slightly built,

of poor materials, and crumbled at the first touch of war or yielded

easily to the slower destruction of time. Most were burned, many
fell. The contrast, in respect of construction, between the Christian

churches and the Pagan temples and other public buildings seems

surprising. But the decay of all the arts, mechanical as well as

artistic, had necessarily followed the degradation which had over-

taken all departments of the Roman state and all classes of the

Roman people.^

It should be borne in mind that the great basilicas, not less than

the modest chapels, were sim])ly the sanctuaries inclosing the graves

of the martyrs. The grave was the central point to which the aifec-

^ Mothes reckons that tliree of the basilicas were anterior to Coustantine, vi/. S. Al-

lessandro on the Via Nomentana, — three-aisled, no transept, apse .it west end ; S. Ste-

fano, Via Latina, — three-aisled, sixteen columns, no transept, west apse lonjf ,
probably

later, small crypt with apse ; and S. Pudentiana, wjth atrium and narthex, three aisles,

no transept, sej^mental apse without windows. But it is prol)able that none of these was

more orif^-inally than a chapel at the entrance of a catacomb, enlar^-ed or rebuilt after the

establishment of Christianity,— as was the ease withS. Agnese, fcj. Lorenzo, !S. Paolo, etc.

Mothes, Jiatilcunst des MIttelalters, pp. ('».'), 00. See, also, Parker, p. ix.

- Monnnseu says : "At the beginninj^ of the fifth centtiry. Rome was still the most

populous and wealthy and by far the most sensual city in the world. The population can-

not be reckoned at less than one and one-half millions. The court was as bad as the peo-

ple, — a vain, decaying;' court, ever increasing' in impotence ; adventurers, mostly from

other lands, at the head of the army ; the .Senate as arrogant as cowardly."
" The government was at Ravenna, whence masses of troops were sent to the relief of

Rome, besieged by the Goths. — but they could not approach the city and were destroyed

in detail." The (loths stormed and took the city, which was given \ip to sack, August 24,

410. The population of Rome, which under Hadrian and the Antonines had been reck-

oned as high as two millions, h.id now, after two centuries of decline and disaster, sunk

to scarcely more than half that number. Comp. Gregorovius, i. i>), and Platner.
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tion :uul veneration of tln' iailiiful dun;;, and to wliich all cine wan

only accessory. As tlio burial of the dead was forl)idden within the

limits of the city, tiiese graves and the chur(;hes which cover them

are necessarily without tlie walls. When, ther(;f()re, the ori^^inal

enbiculum in which the boily had been depositcid became too small for

the meetings of the worshij)})ers who gath-

ered about it, it was found necessary to

make a further excavation sufficient for

the area of the new church. *' This was

done," says Lanciani, "in conformity with

two rules,— that the tomb of the martyr

should occu})y the

place of honor in

the middle of the

apse, and that the

body of the chnrch

should be to the east

of the tomb, except

in cases of force ma-

Fig-. 11. Confessio of

kS. Marco, Rome.
Fig. 12. Confessio of S. Mar-

tino, Rome.

jenre, as where a river or public road or some other such obstacle made
it necessary to vary this principle. Such is the origin of the greatest

sanctuaries of Christian Rome. The churches of St. Peter, St. Paul,

St. Petronilla, St. Sebastian, St. Valentine, St. Hermes, St. Agnes,

St. Lawrence, and fifty other historical structures owe their existence

to the humble grave which no human hand was allow^ed to transfer

to a more suitable and healthy place. When these graves were not

very deep, the floor of the basilica was almost level with the ground,

as in the case of St. Peter's, St. Paul's, and St. Valentine's; in other

cases, it was sunk so deep in the heart of the hills that only the roof

and the upper tier of windows were seen above the ground ; as in

St. Lawrence, St. Agnes without the walls, St. Petronilla, etc.

There are two or three basilicas built, or rather excavated, entirely

underground. The best specimen is that of St. Hermes on the old

Via Salaria." ^

The cell in which the body of the saint was contained was the

point over which the high altar of the church above was placed. In

later basilicas this cell, which was called the confessio, an example

of which may still be seen in S. Marco, where a narrow^ ring sur-

rounds the apse wall and gives access to the cell under the altar,

developed into a crypt, at first small, embracing sometimes only the

1 Lanciani, Pagan and Christian Borne, p. 120.
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space beneath the apse, as at Torcello, but later extending under a

considerable portion of the nave, and in some rare instances under

the whole church. The confessio was often adorned with rich mate-

rials, paintings, mosaics, silver and gold and costly hangings.

The adaptability of the Pagan basilicas of Home— the great halls

of justice, serving also the purposes of the modern exchange —
The Pagan to the uscs of Christian worship, where great congregations
basilicas. ^vere to be gathered together, where the sexes were to be

divided, where the greater and smaller dignitaries of the church were

to be provided with spaces for the ceremonial observances of the new
worship, was too obvious to be neglected. But the extent to which

they were copied in the Christian basilicas has been greatly over-

WHKiiKiKii PiPiRHVKB
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Fig. 13. The Basilica according- to Vitruvius.

stated. The Pagan basilica was a rectangular hall, whose length

was two or three times its breadth, divided by two or more lines of

columns bearing entablatures into a broad central nave and side

aisles. It was generally roofed with wood, sometimes vaulted, as in

the basilica of Maxcntius, and in the larger examples, as the Uli)ian

basilica, open to the sky except the aisles and apses. At one end was

the entrance. From the centre of tlie o])posite end opened a semicir-

cular recess as broad as the nave, called in Latin the ''Tribuna" and

in Greek the " Apsis." ^ The nave was the gathering i)lace for all

comers ; the aisles were sometimes divided into offices for notaries,

clerks, etc., but more generally appropriated for the appellants for

justice, one aisle being given to men, the other to women. The space

in front of the apse was for advocates, and the transaction of business
;

^ At least tliis was tlio tyj)ical basilica, suhiect to individual variations. — sometimes

the apse was w:intin{j and replaced by a square recess, as at Pompeii, — .sometimes the

entrance was on the side and an apse at either end, as in the Ulpian basilica.
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tlic ti'ibuiu^ was for llw i>iL'si(lin<;- iii:i<»;istr:it(3 juhI his jiHSCHHors. No

examples of this iiiipoitant huihliiii;- exist except in a stati; of ruin,

but tlu» remains of tlie «;i'eat hasiliita of Trajan, the l)asili(;as of .fulia

and of Maxentlus in the Koruni, and that ;it Pompeii, arc sufficient

to establish thc^ i;-eneral arrnni^cmcnt. Some of the smaUer basilicas,

as those at Otricoli and l*eri;amo, exliil)it a plan closely resemblinj;

that.of the Clu-istian churelies. ( Fij^'. 14.) Tlu^ phm in its inain

features was ;i(h)pted by Constantine in tlie churches wliich lie buih,

ami was retained substantially

unchan<;ed in most of those

which followed in Home for

seven hundred years. ^ Out of

this plan grew by natural and

i
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Fisi'. 14. Basilica of Otricoli. Fig-. I'). Xenodochiuiu of Paiumacliius.

easily traced development the more intricate plans of the Roma-
nesque, Gothic, and Renaissance churches of the Middle Ages, all

over Europe. Certain modifications and amplifications of the plan

were naturally required. Of these the most important was the addi-

tion at first of an open porch in the form of an arcade or colonnade

running across the front of the church, its openings sometimes

^ The derivation of the Christian from the Pa^an basilica is strenuously denied by vari-

ous German archaeolog-ists, Zestermann. Hiibseh. Dehio, and others, most of whom prefer

to trace its plan from that of the Greek and Koman private house, with its atrium or

implu\'ium, and the ample peristylium or colonnaded court which in the more fully

develojjed examples opened from it. Schultze {Archdologie der Altchristlichen Kunst. p. 44)

adduces a striking example in the Xenodochium of Paramachius, in Porto (Fig-. 15

above), in which the central space of the peristylium terminates in a true apse, and the

tablinum and the entire arrangement of the interior is precisely that of the simpler basil-

ican church. See, also, Dehio and Von Bezold, Kirchliche Baukiuist des Ahendlandes,

p. 67, et seq.
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closed by curtains. This was called the " Narthex," and was for

the use of novices or catechumens, and penitents awaitinof
The

. .
^. ®

Christian absolution.^ Later this feature was continued around the

four sides of an open square, and backed by a close wall,

forming an inclosed atrium or fore court, through which the church

was entered, which served as a burial ground for the faithful, and

which secured for it greater seclusion and sanctity. The central

j)oint of the atrium was often occupied by a fountain. The porch

of the atrium was a conspicuous feature, as at S. Clemente and

S. Sabas.

AVithin, the basilica lent itself by the distribution of its various

l)arts to the usages and traditions of the primitive church. The
aisles were appropriated on the one hand to the male, on the other

to the female worshippers, enforced separation of the sexes being a

rule of the church ; the catacombs even had separate staircases for

men and women. The nave and aisles in the fully developed basil-

ica abutted against a solid wall pierced at the centre by a single

arch of the full breadth of the nave, called the triumphal arch, and

by smaller arches at the end of the aisles. By these arches, com-

monly closed by curtains, the transept was entered, — a great cross

hall as high and commonly as broad as the nave, — its floor raised

slightly above that of the nave. The great central tribune or apse

opened from the middle of the transept,— the bishoj)'s chair or throne

raised high against the wall of it, flanked on a lower level by the seats

of the clergy. In some examples, as 8. Pietro in vincoli, 8. Cle-

mente, S. Maria In Domnica, the central aj)se was flanked on each

side by a similar but smaller apse. This became later a common
arrangement in the Komanesque churches. The altar stood in the

middle of the transept and in front of the apse ; or where there was

no transe])t, in the centre of the chord of the apse. Part of the nave,

including perhaj)s a third of its length, was sometimes inclosed by

screens, and its floor raised a few feet above that of the nave : this

space formed the choir or chancel for the singers and the lesser

clergy. On either side of it stood a pulpit or ambon, generally of

marble, one for the reading of the Epistles, the other for the Gospels.

The altar was generally covered by a ciborium, — a feature which

varied greatly in form, but consisted ordinarily of four columns suj)-

j)orting a canopy. The typical form is that of which several exam-

ples are still to be seen in the Roman basilicas — notably in San

' In sonu' instances thu iiartliex was inside the church, stretching across the front of

nave and aisles.
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Lorenzo tiuni and S. (iiori;io In V%*l:il)ro. ( I'ii;. H>.) lint tour cnl-

unms arc Coiiiithian, and support an ('ntal)latun*, abovo which is a

structure in two or thi'cc sta«;os of small c(»l(»iiiiM(lt's. s(|n:iif .-umI

octa«;()nal, liuishiiii; with

a small octaj^oual roof.

Variations of this type

may be seen in S. l^ietro

in Vincoli, S. Maria in

Trastevere, S. Clemente,

and oceasionally in the

provinces, as in S. Angelo

in Formis at Capua, at

Castel S. Elia, and even

as far south as Barletta,

where we find it in the

Cathedral.

A rigid system of ori-

entation was established

from the first. The priest

stood at the altar facing

his congregation, and his

face must be turned to-

wards the holy city of

Jerusalem, that is to say,

eastward. The principal

front of the church was

thus to the east, and the

apse to the west. The
ambon or pulpit for the

Gospels was on the south

side of the choir, that

for the Epistles on the

north. The men of the

congregation occupied the

south aisle, the w'omen

the north. Early in the

fifth century all this was

reversed. The priest still

faced the east, but turned his back to the congregation. The apse

was therefore at the east end of the church, the main entrance front

at the west ; and this orientation continued throughout the Middle

Ages, and with decreasing strictness to the present day.

Fig. 16. Ciborium, S. Giorgio in Velabro.
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In respect of construction, the basilicas followed i)retty closely the

Paii'an model. The nave and aisles were divided bv lines of columns

carrvin<>- either round arches or classic entablatures, above which rose

a high, Hat clerestory wall, commonly quite without architectural fea-

tures, pierced by simple rouml-arclicd windows. The columns were

in almost every instance taken from the temples, Pagan basilicas, or

other buihlings of classic Rome, by no means always ruined, and

were frequently different in material, size, and style.

The question whether the columns of the nave should be joined by
an entablature after the manner of the ancient basilicas, or by arches

springing directly from the capitals, was generally determined by the

possibility of finding among tlie spoils of the older temples entabla-

tures ready to their hand. The Romans unquestionably preferred,

then, as always, to adhere to the old traditions as closely as possible.

But they had discovered that the arch offered an easier as well as a

cheaper way to span the opening than the lintel. And as it was

always more difficult to find entablatures than columns suitable to

their ])urj)oses, we find the entablature much more rare even in the

earlier basilicas of Rome than the arch, while outside the capital the

use of the arch was universal. It is curious, however, that the spa-

cing of the cohunns was pretty much the same, whichever method

was adopted of covering the opening,— the interval rarely exceeding

in the arcades four diameters.

The nave was covered with a trussed wooden roof, of low pitch,

sometimes concealed by a horizontal i)aneled and decorated ceiling

;

the aisles had generally simpk* lean-to roofs. The exterior walls

were generally of brick ^ and without any attempt at architectural

desijrn, but in the oreat basilicas the facade was made jrlorious bv

profuse mosaic decoration, or where that was wanting, the brickwork

' Hriek beji'an to be used for f.icinp;' of walls only in the time of the Empire, and con-

tinued to be the common material until the lieuaissance. Early brickwork, e g. of the

fii-st century, wjis very carefully laid. The bricks were eight to twelve inches long-,

one and one fourth inches thick, smooth on face, and laid with very close joint, not more

than one eighth of an inch. Where used as the facing of great wall surfaces, the bricks

were triangular. The wall was generally laid with an inner an<l outer face, the core

being filled in with bits and fragments of stone, grouted with a quick-setting mortar.

The wall wjis banded at intervals of a yard or so with a l.iyer of broad briek tiles. Arch

bricks were twenty inches long, voussoir shaped.

In the second century the brickwork wjis of the same character, but yellow bricks were

used instead of red. as in the first. In the third century, the character of the work has

dfclined. joints are thicker, <'. <j. in the Baths of Caracalla. In the fourth century, further

(leterioration, — joints grow thicker and bricks larger, — until in the sixth century the

joints are almost .as thick nn the bricks and the bricks are no h>nger laid in true horizontal

courses. Banding courses become rare and iiually disappear. llUbsch, ..l/^/l;•. Ktrclun,!.
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was c'ovennl willi a coat ot stucco which loiiiicd iIk* ;;iouinl loi- rm-

bleiiiatic or historical })aiutings. 'I'hc outline of the facade followed

closely the section of nave and aisles, and its pn^donnnatinj^ f(;ature

was the great entrance porch swung across the whole brea<ltii of the

church, above which rose the front wall of the nave pierced l)y win-

dows, mostly small and unimportant, and crowned cither by a low

])odimcnt or by an overhanging concave cornice. The early basilicas

had broad arched windows, lilled sometimes with translucent slabs of

alabaster, sometimes with

thicker plates of marble
pierced with circles or loz-

enges either open or filled

with glass, or with a thin film

of some translucent material

through which light can pass,

though feebly.

Great account was made of

hangings, curtains, carpets,

etc., in the interior of basili-

cas. Not (tnly wTre the arches

which entered the transei)t

closed by curtains, but also

the apses, particularly the side

apses opening from the aisles, which were called pastoforia, used, the

one to contain the sacred vessels of the church, the other as a place

of deposit for books and papers ; and the intervals between the nave

columns were hung with rich carpets, generally the gift of some

wealthy patron. Hadrian I. decorated many of the lioman churches

in this manner, in addition to his costly and splendid gifts of paint-

ings, sculpture, and gold and silver work. Hundreds of artists of

various sorts were kept at work by him on the basilicas.^

I have said that the columns of the basilicas w^ere in almost every

instance taken from older edifices. , The extent to which the decora-

tive portions of the buildino's of classic Rome were availed«.,,.,. ^, .. .. .
Plundering

of in the buildings of later centuries is a striking evidence of ancient

of the splendor of the ancient city. The practice of taking

columns, friezes, cornices, etc., from the temples, basilicas, baths, and

other monuments was well-nigh universal for six hundred years.

Repeated efforts on the part of the emperors to put a stop to this

spoliation were of small avail. One would suppose the supply of

^ See Gregorovius. Gesch. der Stadt Eoin. iii. pp. ol. 32.

->^* V

^•^ o » »\
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such material woulil have been exhausted in a single generation.

Hut the' (juarry was prodigious. .Vucieut itineraries of Rome, pub-

lished before the end of the fourth century, enumerate 424 temples,

304 shrines, 80 statues of gods, of precious metal, 64 of ivory,

3785 bronze statues of miscellaneous character, etc.

Tlie porticoes are not mentioned in this enuuieration, but they

nuist have been one of the most fruitful sources of the supply. They
were very numerous and in some cases of great extent, c. g. those

leading froui the city gates to the basilicas of St. Paul, St. Peter, and

S. Pudentiana, the first named having a length of more than a mile,

with probably not less than a thousand columus.^

The following is the edict of Majorian, about 457, concerning the

destruction of ancient monuments :
'* We, the ruler of the State,

wish to put a stop to the disorder which has long moved us to horror,

and by which the face of this noble city has been disfigured. We
are well aware that many public buildings, the ornaments of the city,

have been destroyed through the criminal iudifference of the author-

ities. Under the pretence that the stones of these buildings are

needed for ])ublic works, the monuments of antiquity are thrown

down, and great buildings are destroyed that small ones may be

raised in their places. Hence has arisen this monstrous abuse that

whosoever wishes to build for himself a private house is not afraid,

through the favor of some judge, to seize and carry away the material

therefor from some public building. . . . A\'herefore, we command,

by a general law, that all buildings which have been of old devoted

to the public use and for public ornament, whether temples or other

buildings, shall not be destroyed nor laid hands on by any man.

And if any jndge shall order or permit this to be done, he shall be

])unished b\' a fine of fifty pounds of gold : and whosoever, being

an officer or assessor (numerarius), shall obey such an order, from a

judge, shall be punished by whipping, and shall have his hands cut

off, because he has insulted and defamed the monuments of the

fathers instead of protecting them."^ Before this, in 408, Ilonorius

had forbidden the destruction of temples: but in 41G Theodosius II.

' It was not only for the decorative features of edifices that the ancient monuments

were plundered. Lanciani discovered twenty years apo, durinp some excavations, a

f(»undation wall ])uilt of cotirses of statues below — many fine ones— and of cornices,

pilastt'i-s. etc.. above. It is indeed hard to exap^fjerate the bar})arous indifference of the

early Christian builders to the art of classic times. The lime with which their roui;h

brickwork w;ls laid was made from the marbles of the ancient temples. inclndiuEf statues

as well as architectural members.
* Grejforovius, op. cit. i. li'Jl.
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:iuth(>riz('(l l»y an vA'wl tlic convrision of tcmph's into cliurclH'H or

other lniil(liiii;s. Hiil, (-ouHtaiitino .still cailicr liad set the example

of spoliation, and on a ^reat scale, first hy usin<; in tlu; hasilicas which

ho bnilt in Koine the eohunns and ent;ihlatnres of ohler temples,* ainl

later still more extravagantly by carryin;;- off to Constantinople; j^reat

(piantities of columns, friezes, reliefs, statu(!s, etc., not only from

Rome, but from other Italian cities as well, for the decoration of his

new capital.'-

The earliest of the great basilicas was the Lateran. When Con-

stantine entered Kome in triunn)h, after his victory over
. . The

Maxentius, in 312 A. i)., he installed himself in the palace Lateran

of the Laterani, an ancient Roman family of great wealth,

whose most prominent representative suffered death under Xero, his

j)alace afterwards |3assing into the hands of the P^mperor. As an

imperial residence, it inchided a basilica for the administration of

justice ; and it was this basilica which, when Constantine in 323 gave

the palace to Pope Sylvester, was transformed into the first great

Christian church. How great was the transformation, or whether it

was rebuilt altogether, it is perhaps impossible now to determine/^

Its dimensions and its plan are equally a matter of conjecture,^ since

there is no description of it in contemporary records, as in the case

of other churches, and it was so completely rebuilt during the first

centuries of its existence^ that nothino- of the original construction

^ Speaking- of the basilica of St. Peter's, Lanciani says :

'* In one of the note-books of

Antonio da JSan (iallo, the young-er, I found a memorandum of the quality, size, color,

and other details in regard to one hundred and thirty-six shafts. Nearly all the ancient

quarries were represented in the collection, not to speak of styles and periods. Grimaldi

says that he could not find two capitals or bases alike. He adds that the architrave and

frieze differed from one intercolumniation to another, and that some of the blocks l)ore

inscriptions with the names and praises of Titus, Trajan, Gallienus, and others." The

Destruction of Ancient Borne, p. .'>2.

- Dartein, Etude sur Varch. lombarde, etc., p. 7, text.

^ Constantine is said in some accounts to have assisted with his own hands at the work
of laying the foundations. This indicates either enlarg-ement or rebuilding.

^ Mothes says it had five aisles, as at present, — transepts slightly projecting beyond

the outer walls of aisles, columns partly old and partly new, with Ionic and Corinthian

capitals, in the inner rows eighteen columns, in the outer, twenty -three. Atrium some-

what narrower than the church. The apse was decorated in 430 ; the nave had a new
C3iling with gold decoration under Leo I., about 440. Mothes, pp. 120, 121.

Hiibsch maintains that the plan of the basilica of the thirteenth century was that of

the primitive church, because at that date it would have been impossible to get together

thirty antique marble shafts ten metres high. On the authority of an ancient Roman coin,

of which a cut is given by Ciampini, he gives a conjectural view of the exterior, showing

a two-story narthex. Hiibsch, p. xvii. pi. 3, 4.

^ By the middle of the eighth century, the Lateran had been several times enlarged.

Pope Zacharius (742-752) enlarged the Patriarchum or Palace of the Popes by adding
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was left when under the pontificate of Sergiiis III., early in the tenth

century, the first rebuilding took place, of which any traces are visi-

ble in our own day. Before this rebuilding the great church is said

to have " lain for seven years a mere heap of ruins ransacked by the

Romans in search of the votive gifts which lay buried within. Val-

uable works of early Christian art and gifts of Constantine, in which

the Lateran especially gloried, were then lost forever." ^

The general proportions of the original basilica were probably

preserved by Sergius, who made use of such of the ancient columns

— granite, porphyry, verd-antique— as remained, and added a por-

tico or narthex of ten columns to the facade. The transept and the

great apse were the only })ortions of the church of Sergius which

retained their ancient form and aspect after Bon-omini's splendid but

tasteless rebuilding of the seventeenth century ; but under Pius IX.,

in 1865, the apse was taken down and rebuilt with the interposition

of a square bay between it and the transept. The mosaics were pre-

served and replaced over rich w^ainscoting of i)arti-colored marble

and Cosmati-work.

The Lateran basilica w^as consecrated by Pope Sylvester in 324.

The same year saw the connnencement of three more of this interest-

ing group of churches, viz. St. Peter, St. Paul, and St. Agnes. AVe

may be reasonably certain of the plan and design of all these

churches, since the first two, notwithstanding repeated restorations,

retained substantially their original form down to recent times, while

the third still exists, with its first dis])osition unchanged in all essen-

tial respects.

The basilica of St. Peter, which was built over the catacomb of the

a portico and tower to its fa^-ade. The Lateran building's now included. " besides the

preat basilica, several smaller churches, many oratories, triclinea or diuingf-halls. and

several chapels, among them the celebrated private chapel of the Popes called S. Lorenzo

or the Sancta Sanctorum. Close to the basilica stood the Baptistery, the Monastery of

S. John Baptist and the Evangelist, that of SS. Andrew and Bjxrtholoniew. and appar-

ently another dedicated to S. Stephen, and a fourth to SS. Sergius and Bacchus. — all

forming, as at the Vatican, a little town of labyrinthine plan." Gregorovius, Travels

in Itdli/, p. 2(>">. vol. ii.

The Lateran j)alace continued to be the residence of the Popes for nearly a thousand

years, or until the abandonment of Kome as the Paj)al city, in \'AW. On their return

from Avignon in 1;I7>>, the \'atican was made the official residence. But the church has

always retained it.s position and rank as tlie first church in rhri.stendom. " Orbis et Urbis

Omnium Ecclesiarum Mater et (\ii)ut." — the ehapt«'r of the Lateran still taking preced-

ence of th;it of St. Peter's. It w.as origin;illy dedicated to ("hristus S.ilvat<»r. ])ut was

known also as the Basilica Constantiniana and as tlie Basilica Anrea (from its abundant

gold di'coration). In the sixth century it was dedicated to St. John.

' Gregorovius, (lescft. <ier SUtdt Rom. iii. 'lAi\.
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Vatican, in whidi many Popes had been buried in the first and second

^^
centuries,^ was probably the largest of the early churches,

Vatican coverino' an area of soniethin"- over 7000 square metres

(73,000 sq. ft.). (Fig. 18.) It was a five-aisled church, with

a nave 75 feet wide and 285 feet long, separated from the side aisles

by two lines of 23 antique monolithic columns of granite and marble,

35 feet high, with Corinthian capitals, carrying a horizontal entabla-

ture above which rose the nave walls to a hei^jht of more than 100
feet, pierced above the aisle roofs with laige round-arched windows.
The two aisles on either side the nave were separated by arcades of

round arches on columns.'-^ The transept, about 55 feet wide and
245 feet long, projected boldly beyond the outer aisle walls, and was
entered by single round arches from the nave and aisles ; that

from the nave— the triumphal arch— was considerably stilted, and
sprang from detached colunms. The great apse had a breadth equal

to that of the triunq)hal arch, — nearly 60 feet ; it was covered by
a semi-dome, which, as well as the walls, was decorated with mosaics.'^

The nave was covered by a wooden trussed roof of low pitch, and
a single lean-to roof covered the two aisles on each side. The two

outer aisles were, about the end of the eighth century, covered with

barrel vaults. Before the church was an atrium surrounded by

arcades and entered through a sort of propylieum, to which, in 770,

two flanking towers were added. The central point of the atrium

was occupied by a fountain. The arcade next the church was broader

than those on the other sides, forming a si)acious narthex from which

the church was entered by seven doors, three in the nave and one to

each aisle. The facade was probably enriched with mosaics.^

St. Peter's was the object of constant care and pride on the part

of the Popes, who employed one after another all the resources of

their time on its enrichment. Honorius I., in G25, covered the great

doors of the main entrance with silver plates, weighing nine hundred

and seventy-five pounds, with bas-reliefs of scripture subjects; lined

^ What remained of the catacomb was entirely destroyed in the sixteenth century,

when the foundations of the new clmrcli were laid. Parker, p. 50.

- Bunsen j^ives the followinjj dimensions, followinj^;' the figures of Alfarano

:

Lenf^th, including^ apse, 52S palms. Nave. 10(5 palms broad, 170 hifjh.

to end of transept, 400 " Atrium, 250 *'
lonjf, 200 broad.

Breadth across aisK-s, 2S5 " Walls, 7 " thick.

trans«'pt, ;Ut(t "

V. &- B. The Roman palm is a little less than nine inches.

' From .1 point near the apse a stair descended to a small confessio or crypt extending

undfr .'i jxtrtion of tlie transept, and which contained the sarcophaji:us of St. Peter.

* Wiebekintf, Analyse, etc., i. 5()S
; lliibsch, p. xvi. pt. :), 4; Gutensohn and Knapp.
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tho vvjills of the (•()^t\^ssio with silvor, and l)('^|;(<l of th<! I^nipc'ior

Heniclius the <>il(hMl roof tiles of the teiiiphi of Venus and Kome,

wliieh he tninsfencd to the roof of the ^n^at l)a.sili(;a.'

iladriaii I. also bestowed nuieh attention upon St. JVter's. The

basiliea was approaeluul from the eity gate, near the mausolcMini of

Hadrian, by a h)ni;- eovered colonnade, which ha<l become more; or Ihhh

ruinous. The Pope restored this eolonnack', strengthenin<^ its foun-

dations, as the ehronieles say, by more than twelve thousand blocks

of tufa, probably taken from the ruins of ancient Kome. He
restored the atrium and enriched the bell tower, which his predecessor,

Fig'. 19. Section of St. Peter s.

Stephen II., had built at the right of the entrance, with great bronze

doors brought from some temple at Perugia.^ Within, continuing

the work of Honorius, one hundred and fifty years before, he laid

down before the door of the confessio a pavement of solid silver

plates weighing one hundred and fifty pounds, and decorated the

walls with bas-reliefs of gold. The mosaic had fallen from the vault

of the apse. Hadrian replaced and renewed it after the original

design.

In the middle of the ninth century, the basilica had become the

1 These were stolen by the Saracens in the sack of 846.

" Grimaldi climbed the roof at the beginning of 1603 and found it covered with three

kinds of tiles, bronze, brick, and lead, — the bronze cast in the time of the Emperor Ha-

drian for the roof of the temple of Venus and Rome, and transferred to S. Peter's about

6o0 ; the brick tiles all stamped with the inscription or seal of Theodorie, fifth century
;

the lead stamped with names of various Popes in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries."

Lanciani, p. loO.

2 GregoroviuS; ii. pp. 126-440.
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centre of an important group of convents, hospitals, and dwellings,

which, standing without the city walls and cpiite unj)rotected, had

repeatedly been the object of attack from various enemies. In 846

St. Peter's and St. Paul's, on o])posite sides of the capital, were both

sacked by the Saracens. Leo IV., the reigning Pope, with much
effort found means in 849-852 to surround the whole of the Vatican

TO ROME TO OSTIA

TRANSEPT

• •

e S PAULS
@TOMB@

TRANSEPT

O AISLE [1 NAVE M AISLE O
Fig. 20. The Two Basilicas of St. Paul.

district with a circuit of walls and towers, connected with those of

the city, and thus to create what he called the Civitas Leonina.

Through successive restorations, in which, however, its essential

aspect was not changed, this noble church continued to exist until

the beginning of the sixteenth century, when the ambition of Julius

II. prevailed over his regard for the venerable monuments of the

earlier times, and the great basilica, with all the i)riceless examples

of ancient and media.*val art which it contained,— mosaics, marbles,
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gold and silver dccnrations, moiiunu'iits of ihr early HciiaiMsaiicc

fioiii (iiotto io Miiio da Firsolc, — was sacriiictMl without a seruplr,

to niakti way for tlio splendid edifii-e of Bianiante an<l his successors.

This vandalism was sharply rehuked l>y Michael Am^«1o.*

The basilica of St. Paul without the walls, <>v(;r tin; cataeonil* of

Jiueina, l)Oi;un in the same year with that of St. Peter, and nagiiicaof

finished in oJ^O, was rel)ullt in 380 on a lar<;«M' .scale,'-^ and ^^- ^*"^

this second church, although injured by eartlnpiakes and war, and

subjected to ])artial restorations in almost every successive century,

endured without radical chani^ci until its destruction by fire in 182'},

after which it was rebuilt on its original lines, but with much greater

splendor of material and decoration.

In dimensions and ])lan, the church was very like St. Peter's,— a

five-aisled basilica, 190 feet wide, 350 feet long inside, the aisles

separated by lines of Corinthian columns of veined marble, all carry-

ing round arches. Each line consisted of twenty columns ; those

next the nave were fluted and had a height of 35 feet.'^ The nave

^ Tlie church appears, however, if we may trust the report of the consistory appointed by

Paul V. in IOC"), to examine the basilica and describe the condition of the nave and aisles

(the transept having- already given place to the new work of Braniante and Michael

Angelo) to have been in a dangerous state. The two inner lines of cohimns and the

outer aisle wall, on the south or left hand side, had been built on the foundations of the

Avails of the circus of Calig-ula, with which they coincided ; while those of the opposite

side had been built on new foundations. The latter had stood firm ; but the former had

\-ielded to such an extent that the walls of the clerestory were found to be out of plumb

not less than three and a half feet. — the whole church leaning over southward. The

report was conclusive, and was no doubt in accordance with the desires and intentions of

the Pope, and the work of demolition was at once completed. See Lanciani, p. 144.

'^ The first church was very inferior in size to the other basilicas of Constantine. This

is explained by its situation. The tomb of the martyr was only one hundred feet to the

west of the high road to Ostia. As the church must, in accordance with the early and

rigorous rule, be built to the east of the tomb, the tcmb remaining in the centre of the

apse, this distance governed its dimensions. Its plan, as determined by the excavations

of 1834 and 1850, is given by Lanciani {Pagan and Christiari Ronie, p. 149) from a memoir

of Paolo Belloni. When the larger basilica was built in 386, the restriction as to the

orientation was no longer de rigueur, and the church was reversed, the position of the

tomb remaining unchanged and the high altar being placed above it. as before. (Fig.

20.)

^ ' The first twenty-four columns of the nave next the entrance, thirteen on one side

and eleven on the other, were taken from some antique monument. Nothing can com-

pare with the beauty of the marble shafts and with the workmanship of the capitals.

All the other columns vary in material, form, and spacing,— bases and caps are of differ-

ent ordei-s. . . . All support ai-ches, above which is a bare wall of excessive height.*'

(D'Agincourt.) He gives (vol. iv. pi. 6, 7) examples at large scale of one of the ancient

capitals of the nave and one of those prepared for the basilica. When D'Agincourt

wrote, the old basilica was still standing, and his gTeat work was published in 1823, the

year of its destruction. Wiebeking's account (p. 567. vol. i.) is also that of a contempo-

rary ; his work having been published in 1821. In Gutensohu and Knapp is an elevation

of the upper part of the facade.
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was nearly 78 feet wide, aiul 270 feet long. The wall above the

colnnins, rising to a height of 95 feet from the pavement, was piereed

with great ronnd-arehed windows, one over each of the nave arches.

The surface of the wall between these windows and the arcade below

was divided by flat pilasters and horizontal bands of marble into

three ranges of .panels— the two upper ranges filled with paintings,

the lowest with medallions of the Popes, with inscriptions.

The clerestory windows were filled by thin, perforated slabs of

marble. The nave had a panelled wood ceiling decorated with plates

Fij,--. 21. St. PaiiUvitliout til.' W:ills.

of gold, and it is presumed that the transept and the side aisles were

also ceiled. ' The transept, entered by round arches from the nave and

each side aisle, was of the same breadth as tlie nave, but, unlike that

of St. Peter, projected but slightly beyond the aisle walls. At some

time, not now to be determined, but manifestly subsequent to the

com])letion of the basilica, the transej)t was divided longitudinally by

a continuous arcade, with a broad arch in the centre answering to the

triumphal arch, and four smaller arches on each side, sui)ported by

columns of granite and cipollino of excessive size and height, and car-

rying a .solid wall, reacliing to the apex of the roof. The trium])hal

^ D'Affincourt shows no ceiling, but speaks of the effect of the trusses which support

the roof.
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arch, 45 feet wide aiul 08 ftu^t liigli, sprim^ troiii an (MitaUlatun;

sii]>|)()rt(^(l l)V (Ictaclicd Ionics colmiiiis. TIh; ^r«'at apse?, as hroad as

the iiavu and on the chord oT whicli stood the; hi;;h aitar, was roofj'd

by a seinl-doint', covered with lich mosaics, as was also the end wall

of the nave above tlui trinniphal arch.' '\\m' apse with its inosaicH

escaped destruction in the fire of 1<S-J)), and is pi-eserved in the new

church,'- of which tlui interior closely follows the old. A small con-

fessio or erypt, of uncertain size, occupied a part of tlui space under

the transept, the tond) of the saint bein*;* as usual under the hi'^h

altar.

In section, St. Peter's and St. Paul's were nearly identical, —
the breadth and height being nearly the same in the two churches,

and the arrangement of roofs varying but little. The walls were of

brick and on the exterior very plain, as nsual in this class of build-

ings, scarcely any exam])le of an attempt at architectural effect

being known. Of the atrium, the greater i)art was destroyed in 1348

by eartlupiake.'^ It was not rebuilt. The arcade next the church

remained and formed the open narthex of nine round arches on

Corinthian columns, of which the capitals, like those of the interior,

which were not taken from older buildings, were of extremely inferior

design and workmanship, and testified strongly to the deterioration

of art which had taken place since the days of the repnblic. vSeven

doorwa3"s opened, as in St. Peter's, from the narthex to the interior,

three to the nave, one to each side aisle, the openings of the central

doorway being closed by bronze doors incrusted with silver. Above

the narthex, the faqade followed the outline of the interior, the cen-

tral portion having two rows of three windows, like those of the

clerestory, with a low gable, corresponding to the pitch of the nave

roof. The basilica was in an exposed position, far from the city

and on the high road from the seaport, and was thus endangered

by the approach of every enemy coming from the sea. " In 846, it

was ransacked by the Saracens before the Romans could come to

the rescue. For these considerations, Pope John YIII., 872-882,

determined to put the church and its surroundings under shelter and

^ These mosaics probably dated from the time of Galla Placidia, aboxit 440. They
were replaced, probably in the thirteenth century, by others, possibly copied from the

originals.

'^ '' The interior surfaces of the walls, as in all the important chiarches of this period,

were covered with thin slabs of marble, so arranged as to form a pattern." (Hiibsch,

col. 17.) But he says also the nave walls were entirely covered with painting's from

Bible subjects on a g'old g'round.

^ Before this, however, it had been much neglected, for, in time of Hadrian I., 772-795,

cows pastured within it.
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St. Agues.

to build ;i fort that could also counnand the approach to Kome from

this, its most danoerous side." He surrouuded the basilica with

a stroujr wall enclosing: much "round about the church, and further

strengthened the position by a castle on the river bank. The ])lace

was named Johannipolis. It corresponded, but on a probably smaller

scale, with the Civitas Leonina of the Vatican. No trace of it

remains, save an inscrii)tion which was over one of its gates. It is

not mentioned in any of the old chronicles.^ The church had a

(jiiadripoiticus or atrium towards the river, which was standing- in the

middle of the fourteenth century. A great colonnade of marble two

thousand yards long connected the basilica with the city gate. All

is gone.'-

The basilica of St. Agnes without the walls, begun by Con stan tine

in 324, was of inferior dimensions to those already men-

tioned, but has some features of great interest. It was

directly connected with the extensive catacombs of St. Agnes, and its

floor was on the level of their first gallery,

some 25 feet below the surface of the ground,

from which it was and still is reached by a

broad staircase of 47 steps. (Figs. 22, 23.)

It is of small size, about 53 feet broad and

83 feet long, measured within the walls and

exclusive of the apse. There is no transept,

and the side aisles are single. — unlike the

great basilicas which preceded it. The nave,

about 33 feet broad, is separated from the

side aisles by arcades of eight round arches

springing from columns taken from older

buildings. The colunms are of various sizes,

with capitals and bases of various designs,

and the shafts are of all sorts of materials
Fi Plan of 8t. Amies.

— light red marl)lc, dark red, black and white, pale yellow, with

^ Grt-j^orovius. vol. iii. ]). 20.").

' " Here also we find tli<» evidence of the pg-antic work of destniction. pursued for

centuries by the Romans theni.selve.s, which we have been in the habit of attributing to

tlu- barbarians alone. The barbarians have their share of responsibility in causinjr the

abandonnuMit, and desolation of the Canipapia. They may have looted and damaged

some edifices from which there was hope of a booty, — they may have profaned churches

and oratories erected over the tombs of the martyrs. Hut the wholesale destruction, the

obliteration of classical and media-val monuments, is the work of the Homans and of

their 8ucces.sive rulers. T«> them, more than to the barbarians, we owe the present condi-

tion of the Campa^^na. in the midst of which Home rem.nins like an oasis in a barren soli-

tude." Lanciani. I'dtjati (iml Christian Home, p. 100.
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horo and tlu'ic a shaft of ^ray granite. The arcade in earned aroiiml

the entrance end (d* the ehnn^h, where it forms a nartiiex. The

aish\s an^ divided into two stories, the npper foiinin«j^ ori«;inaliy a

"•aUery for th(r nse of the women ; and tliis j^uIUm y, which is also

cairied aronnd the end of the ehnrcli, has an arcade like that helow,

bnt on a smaller scale. The (capitals here are surmonnted hy small

stilt hhxrks. Above the second arcade, the clerestory wall is pienred

Fig-. 2^}. St. Agnes without the Walls.

with simple round-arched windows. The nave had a wooden trussed

roof of low pitch :
^ the aisle galleries had a lean-to roof ; but are

now groined, like the aisles themselves. The hemispherical vault of

the apse is still covered with the original mosaics, three figures on a

gold ground. They are of small merit, probably dating from the

seventh century, at which period the art of the mosaicist had greatly

declined.^ Over the small confessio, which contains the body of

the saint, stands the high altar, in the centre of a square chancel

^ To which, in the seventeenth century, was added a coffered and richly carved and

^Ided ceiling-.

'^ The wall below retains its facing- of marble slabs divided into compartments by
vertical lines of darker marble.
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enclosed by ii balustrade. The altar was formerly covered by a

ciboriiiin of gilt bronze, the gift of the Emperor Ilonorius ((338).

It is impossible to say how much, if any, of the church of Con-

stantine remains in the building we see to-day. The basilica was

repaired as early as 410, was restored by Symmachus in 500, and by

Honorius iu (520. It was so much damaged during the siege of

Rome in 756 by the Lombards under Astolf that Hadrian I. rebuilt

it twenty years later, and it has been extensively modernized in the

present century. In spite of all these renewals, we may, however,

feel some confidence that we see, if not the substance, at least the

essential form of the early basilica, one of the

^ very few examples in Italy of early churches with

galleried aisles and one of the still rarer exam-

])les of the carrying of the aisles around the

entrance end of the church.^

Tlie double basilica of San Lorenzo fuori le

nuua is one of the most interesting of

the Christian basilicas. Its early his-

tory is obscure. Two complete and distinct

churches appear to have been built, the one by

Constantine or by his orders sometime before

336 ; the other by Sixtus III. about 435. (Fig.

24.) The two were built on the same axis, the

former with its front to the east, the latter to the

west, but on different levels, the earlier having

been built nearly or quite on a level with the

catacomb, and the two apses back to back.- The

theory of jNIothes may be accepted as reason-

able, to the effect that the grave of the saint

behind the apse of Constantine's church was in-

closed by Sixtus in a crypt (which still exists),

and that over this crypt he built a small basil-

ica with its apse turned to the east, and on the

west end an Inclosed narthex. About 580 the

church of Ccmstantine was rebuilt by Pelagius

S.Lorenzo.

Fijf. 24. S. Lorenzo.

II., who ])erhaps added the aisle galleries. Hadrian I., about 720,

1 GrejroroviuH. vol. ii. p. lo'.» ; Hiib.Hcli, p. N"), pi. oi')-;").") ; Le Tarouilly, p. 2'-'">. pi. 1 ll' ;

Wieb. vol. i. p. ')72. pi. 2').

' The :irraii},M'«ii«'"t wa.s .similar to that of the (loul»l»' teiiipli' of Venus and Konie in the

Forum, huilt in the reij,ni of Ant. Tiu-s. and of which the ruins still exist. See Hiibsch.

pi. 1, fig. IC), for plan.
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fifty years hdorc he was I*(>|m', hoin^ tlu'ii al)l)<)t, irstored ami <ii-

lar<;o(l tlio cliurch of Sixtiis, and united tlu* two clmrclics l)y n*inovin^

both apst's. Finally, about 121l)-1227, Ilonorins III. added the

fine entrance porch.' In its pr«'S(?nt aspect there is litth; harmony

between th(^ two portions of the basilic^a, but the effect of the interior

is one* of great picturesqueness. I'ljc breadth of the two churches

is the same, about 02 feet, and the nave colonnades are very nearly

in the same line. I'he hui<^th of the front church is W^ feet, that

of the rear 05 feet. The whole of the nave of the smaller (diurch

Fig-. 'J.O. i>. Lorenzo. Section of the Early Chuith.

was, when the two were thrown together, taken for the chancel or

presbytery. But as the floor of the rear church was on a consider-

ably lower level than that of the front, it became necessary to raise

it. The level of the chancel w^as thus made some four feet above the

nave, from which it is reached by two stairs of seven steps ; while

two others descend from the aisles to the crypt. The space between

the old floor and the new was utilized for a crypt. The lower range

of columns was thus buried for nearly or quite half their height.

They have recently, however, been uncovered, and are visible from

the aisles, and also from the crypt. (Fig. 25.) The chancel is enclosed

on either side by a low marble wall with panels of red and green por-

phyry, with marble benches, and backed by a screen of mosaic, with

the bishop's chair in the middle. The upper and lower ranges of

^ De Rossi, however, believes it -was not till the time of Honorius that the two apses

were removed, and the two churches made one. Bulletin de VArcheologie Chretienne.
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columns in this church, both of which are carried around the east

end, are so out of keeping as to warrant the belief that the upper

is a later addition of Pelagius. The lower columns are extremely

fine shafts of Phrygian marble, with Attic bases and Corinthian

cai)itals, and were evidently taken from an older monument. These

columns su})port an entablature composed of miscellaneous fragments

of ancient architecture, varying in profile and enrichment. The

Vvj;. -'i. S. Lorenzo. Interior of Early Clnirc-h.

upper columns are very much smaller, and their capitals, whose foli-

age has a distinctly Byzantine character, are surmounted with stilt

blocks, from which spring round arches. A very low clerestory ^ is

pierced with small round-arched windows. It will be observed that

this church had a close resemblance to S. Agnese. The triumphal

arch remained after the apse was removed,— its west surface is still

covered with the original mosaics and is ])iorced by two of the origi-

nal windows, — the ()])enings filled by marble slabs, pierced by cir-

cular holes, in which were set thin sheets of translucent alabaster.

The nave and chancel are paved with opus alexandrinum.

' The lieif^ht of the j,'-.'ilh'ries in proportion to the clerestory is a strong indication tliat

they were an afterthonght.
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'V\\i) Iront chuicli is ol" simple toriii, tin- ii.ivc ;iii<l aislcH m^panited

by colonnades oi eleven colmnns on each side, of granite and in.uble,

the shafts and hases varying" in size and design, an<l with loni<t capi-

tals cairyini; a horizontal entahlature, abov«; which is a plain clere-

story, with simple ronnd-archcd windows. Two fine aml)ons stand,

one on either side of the nave, of rich marbles divided into j)anels by

borders of mosaic. The roofs were all of wood withont eeilinj^s, bnt

a richly panelled and <;ilded ceiling was added by Cardinal Oliviero

Carafa in the sixteenth century. The great porch of entrance lias

six anticpie Ionic columns with shafts of various design, supporting

an entablature whose frieze is decorated with mosaics and its crown

mouldini;* with sculpture. The church is flanked on the south by a

thirteenth century campanile and by a cloister,^ with arcades of

grouped arches on columns with stilt blocks supporting the wall of

the monastery on four sides. The groups are separated by broad

pilaster-like buttresses which are continued through the full height

of the wall.

The last of the basilicas attributed to Constantine or to his mother

was known at first as the Sessorian basilica, from its
S. Croce

occupying the site of the Sessorian Palace^ of Sextus inGeru-

Varius, father of the Emperor Heliogabalus ; but its name
was soon changed to that by which it is known at present, of Santa

Croce in Gerusalemme, the Empress Helena having deposited within

it a fragment of the true cross, which she had herself brought from

Jerusalem. The original basilica, of which scarce anything is to be

traced in the present church, is said by Motlies (p. 105) to have

had an atrium, a porch or narthex with six granite columns, an

apse without windows, nave with flat ceiling and large windows. In

720, being ruinous and roofless, it was repaired by Gregory II., the

side aisles vaulted at mid-height, and galleries built above them. A
single roof covered the three aisles, and a broad apse was added.

The church was repaired in 1144 and 1432, and in 1743 was rebuilt

almost beyond recognition. According to Gregorovius, the ancient

buildino- from which the church was formed consisted of a rectanole

52 feet by 85, with five round arches on each of its four sides, and

five windows of similar form above. To this was added at one end

an open porch of six columns with a closed story above. This porch

^ Hiibsch, p. 34, pis. 3-17 ; Le Tarouilly. p. 555. pis. 268-272 ; Mothes, p. 82-90

;

Platner, vol. 3, ii. p. 312 ; Greg-orovius, I. p. 102.

^ Or perhaps the '' Sessorium " was one of the judicial basilicas of Rome. Nothing- is

certain about it. Platner, 3, i. p. 565.
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was (Icniolislied, and a new facade built (the present one) under

Benedict XIV. \\'liether the interior disposition of the ehurcli

belongs to this period or to that of the original basilica is a disputed

point inii)()ssible to determine with certainty.^

It is noticeable that the grou}) of Constantine's basilicas includes

all the varying forms which the basilica assumed in later centuiies.

8t. Peter's and St. Pauls and })erhaps the Lateran were five-aisled

churches, the others were three-aisled. St. Peter and St. Paul had

the long projecting transept. St. Agnes and St. Lawrence (the

smaller part) had the aisle galleries. The longer, later church of

St. Lawrence had neither transept nor galleries. The Sessorian

basilica had the narrow transept not projecting. The naves of St.

Peter and St. Lawrence (the newer part) had colonnades, the others,

arches.

It should be understood that the truly cruciform plan, as emblem-

atic, was a later growth. The transept of the basilica, even in the

rare cases where it projected beyond the aisle walls, made with the

nave not a cross, but a T? i^i^^^ it was, as before stated, separated

from the nave and aisles by a solid wall, piei-ced by the triumphal

arch at the end of the nave and by similar smaller arches at the end

of the aisles. Beyond the transept there was nothing except the apse

or tribune, which opened from it, and belonged to it. Not until the

connection became more intimate between the nave and aisles and

the transept, and the nave and in some cases the aisles were driven

through the transejit, and ])r()longe(l on the far side of it, did the

])lan become a true cross. This change was ])art of the develo])m('nt

into the Komanescpie.

The grou]) of basilicas tlius created in the first years of the re-

cognized establishment of the Christian Church were but the proto-

types of a long line of basilicas in Home and all over Italy,- varying

^ But IIiil)scli ;ii^-ii('s with much reason in this, as in otlior similar cases, tliat it would

have been difKcnlt in tlie Middh' Ayes to procure a dozen simil.ir anti<iue columns of the

dimensions of those her« employed.

The basilica of SS. Pietro e Marcellino is also mentioned by Mothes, Platner. and

othei-s as havinf;' been built by {'onstantine. The church still exists (near the Lateran).

but with scarce any trace of its ori<^inal construction, of which nothinu' is known with

certainty.

^ And not only in Italy. Constantine. whose zeal for chinch buildin;^ was by no means

exhausted when he left Italy, built, in conjunction with his mother, the Empress Helena,

churches in all the places made memorable by events in the lif»' of Christ. — at Beth-

lehem, at Nazareth, at Bethany, at Mount Tabor, and esj>ecially at Jerusalem, whei-e two

f^reat l)asilica.s were erected, one on the Mount of Olives, the other on (^alvary. (Vitet,

Ktu(hs. ii. p. 'I'M.) Constantinople, at the close of the fifth century, reckoned not less
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j^TCJitly in plan, disposition of pints, luid (limciisioiis, aH well as in

richness ol" dccorjition and ol" niatnial, l)iit rctainin*; with i«'iiiarkal»l«*

constancy the essential featnr<'s ol" the type, 'j'he persistency of thr

hasilicau typo of chui'ches in Konie is reniarUahle. I»nt, nnlik(; nio.-,t

other styles, it cannot be said to hav(! iiad any gradnal developin<'nt

either of constrnction or design. The; lirst cxani])lcH were the best

and most coni])lete ; those which followed were, as a jmIc, hut jtartiai

examples. St. Peter's and St. Pauls were not only the lar<^est and

most imposini;-, hut the most fully typical. People ])uilt as they

could. In all hut the earliest basilicas transe])ts were exceptional,

and atriums and <;alleries over aisles were ecjually so.

It is to be remarked that henceforth it is not from the civil ])ower

that cluirch bnihlino* derives its activity, but from the energy and

enthusiasm of the Popes. Julius I., who was Pope from 337 to 352,

had shared to a considerable extent the interest of Constantine in

this work. He was the builder of S. Maria in Trasteverc. s Maria

Umler his immediate successor, Liberius, was built the Maggiore.

great church of S. IMaria IMaggiore, sometimes called the Liberian

basilica, and the only one not already mentioned which ranks among

the basilicas of the first class. (Fig. 27.) It was built between 352

and 356 at the cost of a rich childless patrician, on the site of the i)ri-

vate basilica of Sicinius, w hence it was at first known as the Sicinian

basilica.^ Eighty years later, it was rebuilt, enlarged, and otherwise

somewhat altered by Pope Sixtus III. The original church had no

transept and no entrance porch : Sixtus removed the two western col-

unnis of each row in the nave, /. e. the two nearest the tribune, and

turned a single round arch over the opening thus made, and a similar

but larger one across the nave for the triumphal arch, which he deco-

rated on its inner face with mosaics, thus gaining an unbroken, though

narrow^ transept, from one aisle wall to the other. The four columns

than fourteen Christian churches besides many oratories and chapels, and Antioch was

probably not much behind her.

Constantine's work was continued on an equal scale two centuries later by Justinian,

but the churches were no longer of the basilican type. The Byzantine architecture had

come in. But in 014. Palestine was invaded and Jerusalem taken by the Pei'sians. who
made a point of destroying-, as far as lay in their power, every Christian building. What
the Persians left, the Mohammedans finished a few years later. Again in 1010, the

Caliph Hakim-Biamr-Illah ordered and saw carried out the deliberate destruction of all

the churches of Jerusalem. Thus the Crusaders, at the end of the eleventh century,

found little of the ancient work of the Christian builders. But what the Persians and

Mussulmans left, the Crusaders themselves abolished in their rage for new churches

during- the eighty years of their occupation of the Holy Land. De Vogii^, La Si/rie

Centrale, p. 28.

1 Mothes, p. C9. Its present name dates only from the eighth century.
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taken away were set at the east end of the church, and made the

chief feature of a narthex or porch. The clerestory wall was pierced

with round-arched windows
by Gregory III. in 732 ;

the apse was rebuilt by

Paschal I. in 818. The
mosaic pavement was laid

towards the end of the thir-

teenth century at the cost

of two noblemen of Kome.
Many chapels were added

during and after the fif-

teenth century, and in 1500

the open roof of the nave

was concealed by a richly

panelled and gilded wooden

ceiling. The church was

repaired extensively by

Benedict XIV. in 1743,

but no essential change was

made in the interior. The
exterior was entirely re-

built.i

The great interior is, in

design, ])erha})s the simplest

of all the great basilicas,

but its magnificent dimen-

sions, the richness of its

materials, and the unbroken

continuity of its colonnades

combine to make it one of

the most effective and im-

posing of all the Roman
churches. It is a rectangle

about two hundred and

sixty-five feet long and one

Innuhvd and ten feet wide

inside the walls. The nave,

the only original ])art left,

has a breadth of sixty feet and a height of sixty. It is spparated

' Le Tarouilly, p. GOo, tt seq.

Fig. 27. IS. Maria Maj;|;ioiv,
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from tlio aislrs by loii^' colonnades of Ionic cohiinnH of wliit«? ni:irl»l«*

and ji^ranito, 2.0 feet liij;li, with narrow intervals, cairyinj; a horizontal

entaldature, with mosaic friezes and decorated cornicre, aliovi; which

rises a clerestory wall, with Hat Corinthian pilasters over the colnmns

below, and pierced with lar<;e ronnd-headed windows, nnder which are

S(iuare panels inclosing what lliibsch believes to be the oldest mosaics

in Home. The face of the triumphal arch is also decrorated with

mosaics, ])erhaps of e(pial anti(pnty. Those of the tribune itself

Fig-. 26. IS. Maria Maggiore.

were given by Nicholas IV. at the end of the thirteenth century^

who also adorned the upper part of the front with mosaics of similar

character. The nave is covered by a coffered ceiling richly painted

and gilded ;
^ the aisles are covered with barrel vaults.

The majestic continuity of the great nave colonnades was sadly

impaired when the two cruciform chapels were built between 1586

and 1630, one on either side of the church, the one by Pope Sixtus V.,

the other by the Borghese famil}^— when, to mark the entrances to

these ambitious family monuments, two intervals of the colonnade

on each side were thrown into one and covered by a broad and high

arch springing from coupled columns.

^ Hiibsch maintains that the present ceiling-, which dates from the fifteenth century,

replaced an older one, and that the practice of leaving the roof open and visible was one

which prevailed only in the poorer days of the church.
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The basilica of Sta. Piulenziana, near S. Maria Maggiore, has

s. Puden- '^ siiiguhir interest, both liistorical and architectural. Its

ziana. orijrin is variously referred to the second century ^ and to the

bej^inninii^ of the fourth, in either of which cases it would antedate all

those of which 1 have spoken above. It is asserted that this was,

before the recognition of the Christian religion by Constantine,

regarded by the Christians as the cathedral church. It was first

restored under Hadrian I., near the close of the eighth century, and

later in the eleventh, twelfth, and sixteenth. Portions of the original

work are, however, still to be traced. The interior is a rectangle

about 54 feet wide and 94 feet long. The columns which separated

the nave from the aisles, seven on each side, of gray marble, with

ca})itals of singular and most unclassic design, are now partially

inclosed by the piers from which start the partition walls which now
divide the aisles into square chapels. Their bases, or rather the

plinths which take the ])lace of bases, are concealed beneath the

pavement. They carry round arches, and a clerestory wall pierced

with broad round-arched windows. On either side of the entrance

door a column is visible, partly inclosed by the end wall of the nave,

which seems to ])oint to a former interior narthex, similar to that of

the choir end of S. Lorenzo fuori. There are no transepts, but the

nave, about 29 feet wide, terminates in a tribune of a form ipiite with-

out parallel, — a square bay - with a flat curve at the back. The wall

and segmental vault of this tribune are covered with mosaics of great

beauty and of undoubted antiquity, but whether of the date of the

original building or of the restoration b}' Hadrian is not now deter-

minable.'^ Far below the pavement of the church are extensive

remains of what is supposed to be the house of the Senator Pudens

(the father of St. Praxeda and St. Pudentiana) upon which traces of

interesting frescoes are still visible. The facade of the church is

brilliant with frescoes, but of no great antiquity.

The basilica of San Clemente has retained through all its succes-

sive restorations more of its original character than any other. The

oriirinal structure is said bv Mothes to have been in existence as

' Motlu's savs Pius I., as «'arly as 14"), conv«'rt«'(l tin- Baths of Xovatus into a church

at the nMpiest of S. Praxeda. w liich was a little later dedicated to her sister. S. Pudenti.ma.

Iliihsch says the conversion dates from the fourth century, basinj;^ his conviction mainly

on the character of the ])rick\vork. P. (». pi. vii., viii.

- Now c(»vered hy a hii;h dome on j>endentives.

^ I)e Rossi maintains with confidence that these mosaics are of the fourth century.

Vitet (f^tndis sur I'hislnire tie V Art. vol. i. pp. 2*J0-L':'/.>) declares them to be the finest

mosaics in Kome. Mothes, pp. 0'>-lU8 ; Platner, 3, ii. p. 'loi'^.
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viii'ly lis JJOS, ioniiinn, then, :is in tlic case of S. I'lidfutiana, :i por-

tion of tlio house of a lioinan citizrii. It is incntiomHl g cie-

by St. Joromo in \V.)'l : it was adorned in 441» hy Loo I.,
°'*°^

and in i'uVl hy »Iolin 11.; in fuO the adjacent iicMiedietinc nionast<MV

was founded hy (Iregory the (Jreat. In 772 tlie roof was n'n(;\v«Ml,

and in the arranj^enient of the choir in the nave was perfected.

A destructive fire in 1084 j^reatly injured

the ehuicli, wliich was, however, restored

in WMl
The history of tiiis restoration is one

of the most singular and interesting^ in

the annals of architecture. Some sounil-

ings, made in 1857 i)reparatory to cer-

tain re])airs on the atljoining convent,

resulted in the accidental discovery of

a church below the basilica, whose ex-

istence had not been suspected. Exca-

vations were at once undertaken by De
Rossi, which brought to light the lower

])art of the ancient basilica destroyed

in 1084, of which the walls and colon-

nades had been used as the foundations

in rebuildino'. The floor of the old

church was about 12 feet below that of

the new. Its nave had the breadth of

the nave and right aisle of the upper

church, nearly 50 feet. Its columns,

which were strongly Byzantine in char-

acter, supported horizontal entablatures,

and were divided by two piers on each

side into three groups of openings each.

The wall of the aisles had been covered

with fresco paintings on stucco, and

some of these are still in a tolerable

state of preservation. The columns of

the left hand row had been enclosed by square piers, the sides of which

were also covered with frescoes in much better condition than those

on the walls. At the west end of the church was the flat apse,

somewhat larger than the new one, and at the other end a narthex

extending across the whole breadth of nave and aisles, backed by a

solid wall of brick, and opening to the church by an open range of

Fiff. '29. S. Cleraente.
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eiglit iiKirble columns also joined by a later wall, covered, like the

aisle walls, with paintings.

In its present state the upper church (Figs. 29, 30) is remarkable

as showing us, more faithfully, perhaps, than any other existing exam-

})le, what was the exterior and interior aspect of an early Christian

basilica. In the first place, its atrium is complete,— the only per-

fect one in Kome.^ It is about 48 feet wide and GO feet long, and is

surrounded by ranges of Ionic columns on three sides and on the

fourth by square piers. These latter are on the entrance side of the

court, and, as well as the columns of the oj)posite narthex, carry

round arches, the ceilings being groined, w^hile those of the longer

sides carry a horizontal entablature with flat wood ceiling above.

The atrium is entered through a square open porch with four

antique columns carrying round arches and a groined roof.

From the narthex, the church is entered by a single doorway in

the centre of the nave. It is a rectangle about 115 feet long and 71

feet wide. The nave is separated from the aisles — of which the

left is much broader than the riiiht, — by arcades of marble columns

with Ionic ca})itals. Each arcade is divided into two groups of five'^

openings each by a broad square pier, faced with two pilasters.

Above the arcade is a plain and low entablature, and over this rises

the bare clerestory wall, now pierced by square windows. The roofs

were exposed, but the latest restorer has hung beneath them in nave

and aisles a panelled ceiling painted and gilded like a ballroom.

There is no transe])t, but the nave and aisles are each terminated by

an apse, that of the left aisle polygonal, the others semicircular.

The floor of the central apse is raised by some steps above that of

the nave, and its walls and hemispherical vault are covered with the

fine mosaics of the twelfth or thirteenth century, while the mosaics

on the wall above the arch of the tribune are presumed to date from

the end of the eleventh century.*^ The bishop's chair stands in the

centre of the curve of the apse, and is flanked by the bench for the

presbyters."* The altar stands at the front of the presbytery, under

a ciborium. Directly in front of it, occupying the centre of the

nave for nearly one half its length, is the long rectangular choir,

enclosed by a beautiful screen of marble about 5 1-2 feet high, with

^ Sevoral otlior basil icas, as S. Prassedo, SS. Qnattro Coronati. S. Martino ai Monti,

havu the remains of atriums. sh()\viii<; more or less of the orif;inal ariang'emeiit.

'^ S. Maria in Cosmedin has a similar arranffenient. JSee plan in Hiibsch, pi. 4'), fig^. 4.

" Or fnMu Pascal II.. l>c<;^ii)iiiiii;- of the twelfth century. See Vitet, p. '2W.

* (lutensolin A: Knaj)]), IIiil)S(h. Motlies. Le Tarouilly, Platn»'r. (irejjorovius, etc.
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S(|iiaro paiu^ls dccorjiUul witli cinhlriiialic. <lcvic<'.s in iiiosair, and

flanUtMl oil citlu'r sidi; hy an anilxm or pMli)it of marble.

8. iMariM ill 'I'rastevcre is said to liavo \)vv.n huilt ori<,niially hy St.

Calixtus about 220. If so, it was rebuilt by Pope duliiis 1., ^ ^^^,^

about ;Mr), as a full basilica with atrimu and oi)en portico, in Tra«

III tevere.

and in the interior a nave and aisl(!S se|)aiated by eleven

antique eolunins on each side, partly Ionic, partly Corinthian, carry-

ing a horizontal entablature ; the nave and aisles each opening by a

Fig. 30. S. Clemeute.

round arch into a transept which had no projection beyond the aisle

walls, and from whose centre opened an apse as broad as the nave.

It was repaired in 707, and its tribune then or later decorated with

fine mosaics. The tribnne was rebuilt abont 850, after an attack on

the city by the Saracens, and a few years later the nave was restored

and its windows glazed. Under Innocent II., a substantial rebuild-

ing took place in 1140, but the church still retains, in spite of its

many restorations, most of its original features,^ though its interior

aspect, like that of others of the ancient basilicas, is now that of a

^ Hiibsch says, " Nothing is left of the church of the fourth century."
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Kcnaissance cliurcli. Tlie fa^'iule retains tlie mosaics of the twelfth

century, ami some of the frescoes on the walls of the entrance porch.

The apse has mosaics of the same date, which are among the finest

in Kome.^

The small church of SS. Cosmo e Damiano,'- near the Forum, has

ss. Cosmo ^^" interesting- history and an unusual disposition of ^)arts.

e Damiano. ]t i.^ believed to have been built by Pope Felix IV. about

527. In front of it stood a more ancient circular domed temple,

about fifty feet in diameter, perhaps of Komulus and liemus, with a

fine i)ortico of four Corinthian columns, which

either then or at some later date was joined to

the newer church, of which it made an imposing

porch. (Fig. 31.) The church had a short nave

about fifty-eight feet wide, without aisles, but with

three shallow rectangular recesses on each side,

and terminating in a broad and lofty tribune, cov-

ered with admirable mosaics, which still renuiin,

although somewhat changed by restorations, and

which are therefore among the oldest in Kome.^

The church was restored in a general way by

Hadrian I., but about 1G32, the level of the exte-

lior soil having greatly risen, the interior of both

church and temple was divided by Urban VIII.

by a new floor some thirteen feet above the old

one, su})]wrted on groined vaulting. The lower

church thus formed retained its ancient altar, but the ciborium was

necessarily removed on account of its height. The upper portion

was largely rebuilt at the same time ; the nave was narrowed to

forty feet and covered with a barrel vault, and the space at the sides

divided into square chapels. The ])resent brick fa(;ade of the church

shows above the dome of the rotunda a row of three simjde round-

headed windows, over which is a thin cornice and a low gable, which

Iliibsch believes to be a j)()rtion of the original work.^

Santa IVIaria in Cosmedin was originally a Koman teujple, whether

s Maria in dedicated to Ceres, Fortuna, or Pudicitia, is not certain : but
Cosmedin.

j^- ^^..j^, converted into a church by Bishoj) Damasus about

380, and rebuilt one hundred and iifty years later by Belisarius for a

^ Vitet, p. 2S;) ; (lut. it Kii.ipp. interior view. j)l. .')'.•.

- These were tlie nanie.s of two hrotliers, froni Arabia, who bec.ime physicians in

Home, nnd suffered martyrdom under Dioeletian.

' Good rej)resent;ition of tliese in (lUt. «.V: Kna])p. |)1. 4"J.

* For plan, see Le Tarouilly, pi. 241); Ciut. tV: Knapp ; Plainer ; Iliibsch.

Fi^. ol. ."^S. Cosmo
e Damiano.

I
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Greek conLrretjatioii iiiHlri- ihc ihuik! of S. M.'iii;i in S('<»l:i (irjpca.

It was a 5;a ill rchiiill i)\ lladri.in I. Itriwccn 77*2 and 71)'), when it

took its present name. Its nave arctades of loinid arelies on columns

of varions sliaix's and sizes, all too l)i<;' for tlieii- capitals, some of which

are surmounted by low stilt-hloeks of extremely rude eonstruction

and desi«;n, are divided on each side by lon<^ piers, or rather streteheH

of wall, into three «»ron})s of four arcdies each. Several of the col-

umns of the ori<»'inal leniple arc still to be seen, imbedded in the

side and end walls of the ehureli. The aneient exterior })()reh of live

round arches is also preserved, and the ancient episcoj)al chair is

still in place, but the Hankini;- benclu's of the ])resbyters arc; n(;w.

The nave retains a part of its original |)avement of opus reticulatum.

The aneient presbytery or clioir, with its two ambons, continues

to occupy the centre of the nave, its floor slightly raised. Late

repairs have uncovered a two-light arched window, with dividing

columns in the middle apse, and another of similar character in one

of the side apses, evidently opened during the restoration of Hadrian.

Beneath the presbytery is an interesting crypt in the form of a small

basilica, with a ceiling of marble slabs supported by six columns.^

San Pietro in Vincoli, known also as the Basilica Eudoxiana, from

its founder, built during the pontificate of Leo L about § pjetro

450, restored in the sixth, seventh, and eighth centuries, to inVmcoh.

say nothing of later modernizations, retains some of its original fea-

tures : c. g. the nave arcades, of ten antique tinted columns of Greek

marble on each side, with Doric capitals, and the triumphal arch,

springing from two fine granite Corinthian columns, and opening'"

into a transept divided into three groined compartments by broad

arches in the line of the nave arcades. The transept has three apses

corresponding to the nave and aisles respectively, each covered by

a semi-dome. The transept is covered by groined vaults over the

three compartments, — the earliest instance on record, if they are

contemporary with the church ; the aisles are also groined, but

the nave is now covered by a low elliptical barrel vault which has

replaced the original wooden ceiling. The clerestory is pierced by

square windows. The facade is quite concealed by a modern two-

story porch. The atrium has disappeared, but traces of it are still

visible.

Santa Sabina, one of three basilicas built on the ruins of ancient

Roman temples, is in its origin one of the oldest churches of Rome.

^ The noble tower of the church, twenty-seven feet square and two hundred and

twenty feet high, one of the finest of the campaniles, dates from the eighth century.
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S. Sabina.

Early in the fifth century, the Temple of Liberty on the Aventine

was converted into a church, using the Ayalls and the

twenty-four columns of the lower story, in their original

positions, the upper columns being probably used in the atrium. It

was restored under Hadrian I. late in the eighth century, and again

under Eugenius II. in 824.^ Its plan is very simple. There is no

transept, the nave and right aisle terminate in apses, the left aisle

in a square recess. The three easternmost bays of nave and aisles

Fig. iy2. JS. Sabina.

are raised some steps abovci the nave, the stei)s running across the

whole breadth of the church. The nave arcades are supported by

twelve fine fluted anti(pie columns on each side, of Greek marble

with C.'orinthian capitals. The walls above are pierced by the large

round-arched windows, three on each side, ])eculiar to the earliest

basilicas. The decoration of the arcades, which dates j)robably from

the restorations of P^ugenius II., is uni(pie. Directly over the arch-

heads runs a frieze of niarbh' inlay, with circles, lozenges, and squares

^ Platiier. vol. '.). i. j). 4l;5, h.is ;i ck-ar acwmnt of the siK-ees-sive restorations. " At the

i'ud of the .sixtet'iitli century, tlie tliree stajje.s of it.s arehitectuml liistory were shown
side by side, viz. the floor and walls of the old church of the fifth century, the choir

end of Kiifjenius II. of the ninth century, and the restorations of the thirteenth century

.and later."
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of <;ri'on, red, and paK; yellow, on a \vhit«; j^round. ImIow this frieze

the s}):in(liils an; lillcd with an iinitjition of l)ri(;kwork in wliitc;

iiiarhlo witii (diocolate eolorcul joints — tlu; Hiirfa(*e divided hy a

vertical reetani;idar })anel over each eapital, composed of a ;^eoniet-

rieal patttMii of i;reen niai-hlc on a ^lonnd of red porphyiy, <>i" vice

versa, ^l^'ig'- 33.) The ei'fect is admirably stron*;- and liarmonions.

The nave and aisles are covered by barn-like roofs. There is no

mosaic in the apses, bnt a broad band of it stretches across the

whole front wall of the nave above the doors, with a long inscription

and a standing figure of a saint in a panel at either end. A cloister

Fij S. Sabina. Decoration of Nave Arcade.

lies to the west of the church, of a design unusual in Rome, and sug-

gesting the influence of Lombard examples.

Not far from the date of the origin of S. Sabina, that is to say,

early in the fifth century,^ the temple of Diana on the Caelian ss. Quattro

w^as converted into the church of SS. Quattro Coronati, so Coronati.

named in commemoration of four Christian soldiers who suffeied

death for their faith under Diocletian. The church was rebuilt

about 630 by Honorius. The two arcades of thirteen columns each,

carrying round arches, wdth the galleries above enclosed by smaller

arcades with Ionic columns, the arches springing from stilt-blocks

(perhaps a later addition), were preserved in the new church, as was

also the apse, opening directly from the nave, without the interven-

tion of a transept. Under Leo IV., about 850, the church was

enlarged and embellished, but at the end of the eleventh century it

was partially destroyed by the Norman Robert Guiscard and rebuilt

by Paschal II. Whether at this time or another does not clearly

appear, the church appears to have reversed the usual history and

been diminished in size ; for its present plan, a very unusual one,

1 Mothes, p. 78. Anastasius ascribes its foundation to Honorius I.
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is radically different from that of the original church. The church

has two atriums, one behind the other, each of which has on the side

nearest the church an arcaded })orch with groined ceiling. From
the inner of these porches the church is

entered by a single doorway in the cen-

tre of the nave. It is the only instance

remaining of a basilica with both aisle-

galleries and atrium. The nave is now
bounded by arcades of five arches, which

stop against large square piers, and opens

into a transept as broad as itself, from

which opens a semicircular apse of the

whole breadth of nave and aisles. In

the right hand wall of the inner atrium

and of the porch which precedes the

entrance to the church are six engaged

columns with arches joining them, appa-

rently belonging to the original nave

arcade. Whence it is presumed, first,

that the nave of the original basilica

had the width of the present nave and

aisles, — about fifty feet, — and second,

that the length of the original nave and

aisles included the space now occupied

by the inner atrium and its porch. ^ (Fig.

34.)

The outer atrium, a portion of that of

the original church, is of modern aspect,

but has at its front an ancient square

tower, very broad and massive, pierced

Fig. 34. SS. Quattro Coronati. ^t the base by a pointed arched vault

giving entrance to the court, the only

other feature being a range of four small round-arched openings at

the top on each face divided by stumpy mid-wall columns ; some of

the openings are filled up.

San Martino ai Monti, built about 500 by Symmachus, restored

by Sergius II. in the ninth century, and again in the thirteenth and

s Martino seventeenth, has the aspect of a lesser S. M. ^laggiore.
ai Monte, j^-j, j^^^^, navc colonnades, each of twelve antique Corin-

thian columns, mostly of white marble on high i)linths, and substan-

' Plainer, 3, i. p. 503. Small plan in Ilubsch. pi. 3. Canina.
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tially Jililvt' in size nwd tli'si«;n, support :i liorizontul entablatun; at half

the lioi^ht of the nave, above; whicli is a hi^h clerestory wall with Hat

l)ilast(MS and arehed windows. All ceilinj^s are flat excej)t that of

the apse. There is no transept, bnt a central apse of the nsual form,

of which the floor, with that of a portion of the nave, ineludin<^ two

bays, is raised some feet above that of the rest of the nave, in order

to give greater height to an ancient crypt,^ divided into three groined

bays, and entered by a descending stair from the centre of the nave

under three arches, while side staircases ascend to the floor of the

tribune, — an arrangement prefiguring that of San Zeno at Verona,

San Miniato at Florence, and others.'-^ The ancient atrium is reduced

to a bare court before the church.

With the sixth century, the building of basilicas greatly declines

;

the early impulse has lost its force. The condition of Kome has

become more and more deplorable. Amidst all the turbulent life of

Italy she alone lies empty and dead, defenceless against her wild and

barbarous enemies. The chief activity which we can discern lies in

the building of monasteries, and the constant processions of monks
and nuns and German pilgrims. The buildings of ancient Rome
have mostly fallen into ruin, and the supply of classic columns for

the basilicas is nearly exhausted. In the earlier basilicas the col-

umns are fine, large, and similar in size and form. In the later, they

are generally smaller and of heterogeneous design.^

The small but interesting basilica of S. Giorgio in Velabro, called

the Sempronian basilica from its occupying the site of a g Giorgio

palace of the Sempronii, is an illustration of the decay of ^° veiabro.

1 This crjpt was restored in the seventeenth century by P. da Cortona in a somewhat

pompous Roman style.

- Bunseu (vol. iii. p. 240) says this arrangement dates only from 1040, when the church

was modernized, while Mothes (p. 89) speaks of the " S44-€rhdhten Altarplatz.''^

^ When Gregory the Great was ordained in 500, the city was nearly deserted. It was

still in the throes of a frightful pestilence which had killed his predecessor Pelagius,

who had just rebuilt the basilica of S. Lorenzo. It is related that while the procession

which celebrated the accession of Greg'ory was passing* throug-h the streets of Ro»ie,

eig'hty persons stricken with the plag-ue dropped out of the procession and died on the

spot. (Greg'orovius, ii. 38.) During- the first year of Greg^ory's reign, Kome was be-

sieged by the Lombard king Agilulf, husband of Queen Theodolind, who was bought ofp

by the Pope. The people flocked in crowds to the porticoes of the churches and to the

cloisters of the monasteries, to receive food and clothing at the hands of the priests.

{Ibid. p. 61.) In strong contrast to this miserable picture is a glimpse we get of the

occasional luxury of private life in Rome in this same century. Boethius. Roman senator,

thrown into prison at Pavia by Theodoric, who shortly after piit him to death, '"lamented

chiefly his sxmiptuous library — its panels inlaid with ebony and various colored glass."

Gregorovius, J. 327.
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the art of building at this dismal period. It was towards the close

of the sixth century that Pelagius II. is supposed to have built it.

If so, it had come in a hundred years to such a condition as to re-

quire a complete reconstruction. This was done about 682 by Pope
Leo II., who added the square campanile which rises out of the

southwest corner, and which is thus one of the earliest in Rome.

The design and construction of the church are very rude and irreg-

ular. Its plan is in one res])ect peculiar : the ground narrows

towards the rear, and the nave and aisles all narrow in conformity

towards the tribune, — the nave from twenty-eight feet to twenty-

four. The aisles are also of unequal width, the north aisle being

about fifteen feet wide at the entrance end, the south aisle some three

feet wider. There is no transept, but the nave terminates in an apse

with raised floor, which is continued through one bay of the nave,

and beneath which is the confessio in which the body of St. George

was deposited. The nave ar(;ades are carried on granite and marble

columns with capitals of various style and design, some surmounted

by stilt-blocks. A porch of classic design is attached to the west

front, with four Ionic columns between square angle i)icrs, carrying

a ])onderous entablature, more than half as high as the columns.

Tlie period innnediately preceding and following the close of the

eighth century was somewhat less dismal. One more of the many

crises, which were so frequent in the history of Rome, had passed.

The Lombards, after besieging the city, ravaging the Campagna,

Mild ])lundering the catacombs, had been driven away ; the strong

Hadrian's P^i'tv whicli they had raised up within the walls had been

onlhe rendered ])()weiless, and Hadrian L, one of the most illus-

basiiicas. trious of the long line of Poi)es, entered in 772 on a long,

useful, and comi)aratively ])eaceful reign, during which his best

efforts were given to the amelioration of the condition of the capital

and the rehabilitation of its monuments. Hadrian found many of

the basilicas in ruins, and others threatening ruin. These he took

vigorously in hand, rebuilding some from the foundations and re-

storing others. In fact, there was scarcely one of the basilicas of

the fourth and fifth centuries which he did not overhaul and to a

greater or less extent repair. His most imi)ortant works were the

rebuilding of the very earlv basilica of S. Pudenziana, and of the

later S. INIaria in Cosmedin. Besides his great activity in building,

Hadrian found time to strengthen greatly the walls of Rome, to

repair the aqueducts, to reclaim important portions of the Campagna,

to drain for the second time the pestiferous Pontine marshes. His
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rei«;ii ol Iwcnty-tlirce years was perhaps imou- Iniitliil in work.s ot

real value .iiul benolieeiice (h:iii any otliei- in tin,' history of the

l*apaey.

Leo II I. eontimied the activity of his ])re(leocssor. >\t tlwi Lat-

eraii he built or restored tiie trieliiiiuin, and reiHiwed the decaying

roofs of the basilica and the baptistery. At the Vatican he built

new d\vellin<>s for the bishops, and lestored the; tower of the Itasil-

ica and tlu^ baptistery of Danwisus. lie founded the Nauniacrhian

hosj)ital near the Vatican, restored two at least of the neighbor-

ina' monasteries, enlariied tlui basilicas of 8. Anastasia and S. Pan-

crazio, and entirely rebuilt on higher ground the ancient church of

SS. Nereus and Achilles on the Via Appia, which had been nearly

destroyed by the rei)eated overflows of the Tiber. Not content witli

these and other important works at the ca])ital, he also sent archi-

tects from Konie to restore Theodoric's basilica of S. Apollinare at

Kavenna.

Then followed, after a year's interval, in 817, Paschal I., who,

in the first year of his reign, rebuilt the old basilica of g pj.j^g.

8. Prassede, built originally in the fourth or fifth century, ^^'^^

and one of the most interesting of the early churches. Its plan is in

one respect unique among the early basilicas. (Fig. 35.) Its nave

and aisles are separated by low colonnades with twelve openings on

each side, whose columns carry a horizontal entablature ; but these

colonnades are divided each into four groups by rectangular piers,

measuring three and four fifths by seven feet, placed transversely, of

which each pair is connected by a transverse round arch thrown

across the nave, which is thus divided into four rectangular bays.*

This arrangement, common in the Romanesque churches of Northern

Italy, is quite without parallel in Rome, and it is difficult to believe

that it was a part of the original disposition in Santa Prassede.

The abuttino' of the entablature of the colonnade against the side

faces of the piers, without any preparation for the support of their

ends ; the projection of the piers themselves into the aisles for a

quarter of the breadth of the aisles ; finally the sufficient construc-

tive reason for the arches, as strengthening the whole rather shaky

fabric,— the nave being forty^-three feet wide, the columns support-

ing a nave wall twice their height, and the aisles being covered by a

clumsy elliptical barrel vault,— all lead one to the conclusion that

the piers and their transverse arches were a later addition to the

original scheme, suggested by the arrangement of the Lombard
churches. The nave opened by a triumphal arch covered with early
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mosaics ^ iuto a transept about twenty feet wide, which projected

slightly beyond the aisle walls, and from the centre of which opened

a semicircular a])se as broad as the nave,

covered by a semi-dome. The later rebuild-

ings have converted the transept ends into

closed chapels with galleries over them, and

the crossintr has become a Ions: rectangular

transverse bay of the choir. The original

church had an atrium, which from the lay

of the land could hardly have differed much
in extent or plan from the present court,

which covers a square of about forty-five

feet, and, lying considerably above the street

level, is reached through a long passage

some fifteen feet wide, with ascending stairs

of twenty-one steps. The entrance from the

street is covered by a projecting porch

similar to that of S. Clemente, with an arch

supported by two columns and covered by

a low gable. The confessio under the high

altar is approached by a narrow 23assage

from the end of the nave.^

Paschal also rebuilt the basilicas of S.

Cecilia in Trastevere, and S. ]\Iaria in

Domnica, commonly known as the 2savi-

The former church was one of the few Roman basilicas which

were built with galleries over the aisles and on the end

over the narthex, like those of S. Agnese. It had also an

atrium and entrance porch, which have been retained through all

the various destructive restorations to which the church has been

subjected. The mosaics of the apse still remain in tolerable preser-

vation.

Two l)asilicas very similar in ])lan and disposition of ])arts are

c; vin- those of S. ]\I. .Vra i.\v\'i and San Vincenzo alle Fontane.
cenzo. -jjjg latter church is much the earlier in date, having been

founded by Ilonorius early in the seventh century, and rebuilt from

tlic foundation in 790. The church was lengthened in rebuilding,

but kept otherwise its original foundations. Its general arrangement

S. Cecilia.

^ For an account of the mosaics and details, chapels, etc., of S. Prassede, see Plat, 3,

ii. pp. 24.")-li.').''».

* Le Taronilly, p. tITo, pi. .'("J!* ; Iliihsch. j)l. 40 ; Mothes, p. IKI.
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was, hovvevcM", rjuliciilly ('lmn<;o(l. The early cliuicli had an interior

nartliex, and no transept, but an cdliptical apse openin«^ directly

ironi the nave. In tlu^ rebuilding-, an (exterior ])oreh with Ionic

eolunins was substituted for the narthex, and the nave arches were

carried as before on sijuare piers of unusual size; but the nave and

aisles were made to open into a well-developed trans(;pt j)roje(!tin^

boldly beyond the aisles, but with the hi^h nave walls carried across

it on broad arches dividing it into three conii)artnients, the centre

one being as high as the nave, the sides not much higher than the

aisles. From the centre com})artment o])encd, instead of the usual

semicircular tribune, a square chancel, also low, with three windows

over its arch, and flanked on each side by two chapels opening from

the transept ends. The church is flanked on the left by an interest-

ing cloister, of which the age is not known.

The church of S. Maria in Ara Coeli, or S. Maria in Capitolio, is

first mentioned near the end of the tenth century (founded
. -» r 1 T .

S.Maria
988 by Crescentius, says Mothes). its most conspicuous in Ara

external feature— the irreat staircase of one hundred and

twenty-four steps by which its entrance is reached — was added

about IIGO. At various periods during the next century the church

underwent more or less important restorations, and in 1250, coming

into possession of the Franciscans, it receiv^ed in many of its minor

forms a distinctly Gothic character. The nave arches are carried

on eleven antique columns on each side, mostly of granite, but of

various sizes, and with capitals of different design. The nave and

aisles open into a long transept projecting boldly beyond the aisle

walls. From its centre opens a rectangular chancel which replaced,

in 1560, the original apse. A range of lateral chapels has been

added to the aisles, making the total breadth of the church equal to

the length of the transept. The nave has a flat wooden ceiling,

carved and gilded; the aisles are vaulted. The church is 190 feet

long, exclusive of the apse, and 86 feet broad, the nave 46 feet wide.

The facade retains its concave overhanging cornice.

As might be expected, the basilican form, which had established

itself at Rome durinq; the first centuries after the Peace of the

Church, was adopted for the churches which sprang up all over Italy.

But as the provinces w^ere much more exposed to attack from hostile

forces than the capital, and as they also became the residence—
more or less temporary, to be sure— of the various tribes of foreign-

ers who successively overran the country, but who affected only in a

very slight degree the population of the capital, it was inevitable
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that the early style of building should be less rigidly adhered to than

at Home. Hence it is that as early as the sixth century we find both

the design and construction of the provincial churches undergoing

radical changes in various directions, while those of Konie remained

for seven hundred years true to the early type. The basilican plan

was, however, retained in the provinces, particularly those of the

north, long after the methods of construction and the design of the

l-ioman churches had been outiifrown.

The most important of the provincial towns in the fifth and sixth

centuries was Ravenna. It was the great naval station of
Ravenna.

i t^ • • i r i • • t

the r^mpire : it was the seat ot the imperial court under

Ilonorius, who had fled from Rome in 402 at the approach of Alaric,

leaving the ca])ital to })urchase an ignoble truce from the Gothic

chief, which, however, did not save the city from sack eight years

later. From 493 to 52G it was the capital of the great Theodoric,

and these thirty-three years may be considered as the culmination of

the city's greatness, though the impulse it then received was not alto-

oether lost until the end of the sixth centurv. Ravenna is made
interesting to the architect by two groups of buildings sei)arated

from each other, speaking largely, by an interval of a hundred

years. The first group com))rises the early cathedral of Bishop Ursus»

dating from the end of the fourth century — originally a five-aisled

basilica, which was in a tolerable state of preservation as late as the

eighteenth century, when it was entirely rebuilt, with the exception

of the round bell-tower, in the debased Renaissance style of that age

;

the Orthodox baptistery attached to the cathedral a quarter of a

century later, and known as S. Giovanni in Fonte ; the four basil-

ican churches of Sant' Agatha, San Francesco, San Giovanni Bat-

tista, and San Giovanni Fvangelista, all nearly contemj)orary and

dating from the years between 42o and 440 ; and two smaller build-

ings, — the cha])el of the archiepiscopal ])alace and the exquisite

mausoleum of the Empress Galla Placidia. These are the Roman
buildings.

The four basilicas are closely similar in design — all strictly

Roman in ])lan, all showing the Byzantine influence in the character

of the leafage of their ca])itals and in the use everywhere of the stilt-

block. On the exterior the walls have blind arcades on pilaster

strij)s,^ in some of which the arches are concentric with those of the

windows. Sometimes the pilaster strips terminate in stretches of

' The contemporary clniicli of S. Lorenzo in Lueina. in Iwome, shows this feature for

the first time in the capital.
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small arclu'S foiiniiii; :i coihcl l.-ihle - a featmr wliidi :ip|M'arH hero

foi" tho first time in Italy, hut which was adoptcjl later In the Lom-

hard huil(linf;s of tlni north of Italy, wlinc^ it hccainr a chaiacteristic

of that stylo whi(^h we call the Loiiihard Ivoinaiies(jue.

The second ^ronp, nuudi snialler in nnnd)cr, hut of surpassing

interest, includes (he two great hasilicas of San Apollinar(% the o(;ta-

gonal churcii of San X'itale, and the Mausoleum of Theodoric. Of

these four, only two, namely, San Ai)o]linai'(; Nuovo and the Mauso-

leum, were due direetly to the great (ioth, but the others were begun

shortly after his death. The whole group covers the first third of the

sixth century.

The reign of The()(h)rie was a breathing-time during which the

arts flourished under a wise and intelligent patronage, xheodoric

Ravenna and Rome were for a generation comparatively ^^eGoth.

free from the constant sieges and spoliations which had tormented

them before his time, and which commenced again after his death.

Theodoric is himself one of the most imposing and interesting figures

in history. Scarcely any other character can be cited which unites

in the same degree the instincts and capacities of a great civil ruler

with those of a ferocious and pitiless barbarian. He had been edu-

cated from his eighth to his eighteenth year at Byzantium, where he

had constantly before his e3"es the spectacle of a splendid renaissance

of Greek art, and the encouragement of the arts was one of the most

noticeable features of his reign, as it was his chief relaxation from

the cares of his great office. He made his first visit to Rome in the

year 500, and during his stay of six months, he repaired the walls of

the city, restored the roof-covering of St. Peter's, which had in two

hundred years become decayed, and made extensive restorations in

the Emperor's palace on the Palatine. In addition to his well-known

works at Ravenna, his hand w^as felt in many of the important cities

of the north, — in Milan, Pa via, Verona, — which he liberally

adorned with palaces, churches, baths, arcades, and the like : in

Spoleto, and even as far south as Naples and Capua. Remains of

his palaces at Verona, Spoleto, and Terracina are still standing.

His works in Rome are known by an inscription on the bricks of

which they were built, — ^'jReg. D. iV; Theodorico. bono— HomaT
One of the earliest acts of Theodoric after his accession to the

throne was the appointment of an architect to have charge of all the

public buildings— including the aqueducts and the city walls— of

Ravenna and Rome, putting at his disposal for this purpose, yearly,

twelve hundred pounds of gold, two hundred and fifty thousand
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bricks, and the income of the Lucrine Haven. A remarkable letter

from Theodoric to this official on his appointment is preserved by

Cassiodorus, who was the minister of the Emperor. '' These excel-

lent buildings," he says, ''are my delight. They are the noble image

of the ])ower of the Empire, and bear witness to its grandeur and

glory. The palace of the sovereign is shown to ambassadors as a

monument worthy of their admiration, and seems to declare to them

his greatness. It is then a great pleasure for an enlightened prince

to inhabit a ])alace where all the perfections of art are united, and

to find there relaxation from the burden of public affairs. ... I give

vou notice that vour intcUiiience and talents have determined me to

confide to your hands the care of my palace. It is my wish that you

preserve in its original splendor all which is ancient, and that what-

ever you add to it may be conformable to it in style. It is not a

work of small importance which I ])lace in your hands, since it will

be your duty to fulfil by your art the lively desire which I feel to

illustrate my reign by many new edifices ; so that whether the matter

in hand be the rebuilding of a city, the construction of new castles,

or the building of a Pretorium, it will be for you to translate my
projects into accomplished realities. And this is a service highly

honorable and worthy of any man's ambition ;
— to leave to future

ages the monuments which shall be the admiration of new genera-

tions of men. It will be your duty to direct the mason, the sculptor,

the painter, the worker in stone, in bronze, in plaster, in mosaic.

What they know not, you will teach them. The difficulties which

they find in their work you will solve for them. But behold what

various knowledge you must possess, thus to instruct artificers of

so many sorts. But if you can direct their work to a good and

satisfactory end, their success will be your eulogy, and will form the

most abundant and flatteriu"- reward you could desire." ^

Of the two churches dedic^ated to San A})ollinare, the one stand-

iuir within the town, althouiih known by the name of San
S. Apolli-

4 IT -V' • 1 1 1 1
'

r T
nare Apolliuare xSuovo, IS the older by some lorty years. It

was begun by Theodoric in the first year of his reign, as

the cathedral of the Arian faith, which he had adopted. It had

originally an atrium, which has disa])peared, and an exterior narthex,

which has been rebuilt. Its round bell-tower, similar to those of the

catliedral of S. (iiovanni Battista and of S. Apolliuare in Classe,

and dating pr()bid)ly from tlie end of the sixth century, still stands

at the angle of the fa(,'ade, but only the lower half of it belongs to

Quoted by Clerisseau in Antujuith de la Fronn . \trei. p. ix.
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tlui primitive structure. Like all the early hasilieas, the exterior is

rude and without (lesi«;n ; (he walls of tlu; clerestory are, however,

broken by a simple areade inclosing- the windows. Its interior plan

is a rectangle sixty-five feet broad and ninety-four feet lonjj:; inside,

with nave and aisles of the usual pr()i)ortion, without transe})t, th<*

nave terminatini;- in a semicircular ai)se, poly<^()nal without, preceded

-by a rectangular comi)artment. The apse has been rebuilt in the

worst style of the debased Kenaissance. The nave is bordered by

Fig. 36. S. Apollinare Nuovo.

twelve gray marble columns on eacli side, with Corinthian capitals

and square stilt-blocks,^ the latter quite plain but for a simple cross

in low relief on the side towards the nave. These carry round

arches, wdth moulded and decorated archivolts and panelled soffits,

the mouldings in stucco. Above the arches runs a continuous and

highly decorated classic cornice. The clerestory is high, and pierced

by broad round-arched wdndows on a moulded string-course. The
wall space betw^een this string and the cornice of the arcade, about

^ This feature, borrowed from the Byzantine architecture, may be accounted for. either

as a survival, in a rude form, of the block of classic entablature, -which in late Roman
building's was often interposed betvreen the column and the arch which it carried, or as

an original device for enabling- the column to carry a larger piece of wall between the

arches than the capital itself would be capable of.
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ten feet in lieigiit, is occui)ied on both sides of the nave with a eon-

tinuoiis belt of mosaics, wliich are among the most magnificent

examples of this style of decoration in existence. (Fig. 3G.) On the

right is a representation of Theodoric's i)alace, the word '' Palatinm "

inscribed on its frieze, and the oi)enings of its lower arcade closed

with drapery. From the palace issues a procession of saints and
l)rophets, between palm-trees, and bearing crowns in their hands,

which advances towards the Saviour seated on a throne, with two
winged angels on either hand. On the left-hand wall is represented

the port of Classis with vessels, whence advances a procession of

virgins, i)receded by the three Ke ^lagi, towards the infant Christ

seated on the lap of his mother, also surrounded by angels. The
wall spaces between the windows are occupied by single figures of

the Father's of the Church, and above the windows is a band of

mosaics composed of pictorial subjects from the Old and New
Testaments.

Tlie nave is covered by a richly panelled and decorated ceiling,

which has doubtless replaced the ancient one of similar character,

but so ju'ofuse in its gold ornament as to give its name to the church,

which was known foi- three centuries as San Martino in Cielo d' Oro,

until an attack of the Saracens on the neighboring i)ort of Classis,

about 856, endangered the church of San AjioUinare, when the body

of the saint there ])reserved was transferred for safety to the Church

of San Martino, which has since been called San Apollinare Nuovo

or Dentro (within the walls).

^

San A]K)llinare in Classe was begun in 5-^A, eight years after the

deatli of Theodoric, and was finished in five vears. It
S ApoUi ii'i 'IP ^ I'l
narein stood then lu thc uudst oi a populous seaport which was

connected with the city by a closely built suburb. It

stands at ])resent in the midst of a lonely desert, inul the way to it

from the city gate lies through untenanted swamps. Yet it is one

of the best ])reserved of all the early churches. It had originally an

atrium which has quite disa]i])earcd : the narthex has been trans-

formed into a shapeless mass, two stories in height, of flat })lastered

wall swung across the front, with a single arched oi)ening in the

centre. But the exterior walls are substantially unchanged. (Fig.

37.) The aisle and clerestory walls present a series of blind arcades

in rude brickwork, of wliich each arch contained originally a broad

window. Most of these have now been walled u]). The round cam-

panile stands detached at the side of the left hand aisle ; it has been

^ IIiil)srli,
J).

."<!, pi. 'Jl-2r>; Dartein ; Mothes, p. 155.
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piTSUiui'd to be o( the same :i<;e with the church, l)ut this is <h)uhtful.

The interior is a rect:inj;lo ninety-ei«;ht feet hroad and al)<>nt one

luintlred and lifty feet h)n«;, without transepts, hut with the nave ter-

minating, as in all the churches of Ravenna, in an apse polygonal with-

out, circular within. The nave and aisles art' sej)arated by an^ades

on either side, of twelve colunnis of veined marble somewhat more

than two feet in diameter, resting on square plinth-blocks, with

richly foliated capitals, in which, as in those of the earlier group

of basilicas, we see the hand of the Byzantine artist. These are

Fi<;'. o7. >. A[)c)iiiiiaiv jn v lasse.

surmounted by stilt-blocks of somewhat less rude design than those

of S. x^Lpollinare Nuovo, but like them bearing for all ornament a sim-

ple cross on the face towards the nave. From the stilt-blocks spring

round arches of about nine feet span, with archivolts and panelled

soffits of stucco.^ A broad frieze about five and a half feet high

inclosed between moulded belts surmounts the arcade, consisting of

a series of circular medallions containing painted busts of the ancient

bishops of Ravenna. These paintings are modern substitutes for

the original mosaics, which, with the marble slabs formerly facing the

walls of the aisles, were stolen in the fifteenth century by Count

^ Nave arcades given in outline in Dehli. Bi/z. Orn.. vol. ii. pi. 50.
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Malatesta to serve in the rebuilding of the cathedral of Kiniini, a

little further down the coast. The clerestory walls are absolutely

ban'. The church was unroofed and open to the weather during

long periods of its history, and whatever decoration its walls may
have once had has long since disappeared. The apse has fortunately

escaped the dangers of exposure and spoliation and the equal, if

not greater, dangers of restoration, and remains, with its mosaics

of the sixth century, covering the vault, the window piers, and the

triumi)hal arch, substantially unchanged. Its floor is raised some

four feet above that of the nave, but the space beneath is not occu-

pied, as we should expect to find

it, by a crypt. Only a small

rectangular cell, under the high

altar, approached by a narrow

passage following the foundation

wall of the apse, contains the

sarcophagus, from which the

body of the saint was hastily

removed to its new resting-

place. The apse is flanked on

each side by a square chapel at

the extremity of the aisle, each

chapel having a small apse re-

l)eating on a smaller scale the

form of the central tribune.

The small chapel of the archi-

ei)iscopal palace, dating from

about 450, is remarkable chiefly

for its early mosaics. It con-

sists of a central square bounded by four semicircular arches and

covered by a groined vault, from which opens on the east a tribune

containing the altar, and on the other sides shallow recesses of no

moio depth than the arches just mentioned. The vault and the

sofHts of the arches are covered with fine contemjiorary mosaics, —
those of the vault consisting of a circular medallion at the summit

containing the monogram of Christ, and borne up by the figure of

an angel in each compartment. The arch sollHts are decorated each

by seven medallions inclosing busts of the Saviour, the apostles, and

the saints.

The mausoleum of the Empress (lalla Placidia, known also as the

church of San Nazario e Celso, though of small size, is of surpass-

Fig. JS. Apollinare in Classe.
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iiig intert'st. It is, pcrluips, with tlio exception of cerljiin di.'iixls in

the catiic()iul)s, tlie earliest existiiij;: exjimph; of a diHtinetly ..

eriu^ifoi'in biiildiiiii" ; but its form is so exactly :i(la|)t(!d to ofo i'i».

its use that we may safely dismiss tin* sugj^t^stion tliat its

plan had any symbolic si«;niiiean('e. (Kig. Jil^.) It was built by the

Empress herself between 430 and 450, as

a burial chapel for herself, her husband,

and her brother. Its plan is a Latin

cross, of which the arms are about twelve

feet wide internally, the entire len<;th

being thirty-nine feet, and the breadtii

across the transepts about thirty-three

feet. The arms of the cross are covered

by simple barrel vaults, the crossing by

a low square tower pierced on each face

with a single small window, and finished

inside with a round dome, perhaps the

first instance of a dome over the crossing.

The three shorter arms of the cross form Yig. 31). Mausoleum of G. Placidia.

each a square recess twelve feet broad

and about ten feet deep, just large enough to receive a sarcophagus.

Of the three sarcophagi, all of which are still in their places, the

central one contained the body of the Empress, that on the right the

body of her brother Honorius, and that on the left of her husband,.

Constantius. But

the chief interest

of this simple in-

terior lies in the

decorative treat-

ment of its sur-

faces. The walls

were faced, to

the spring of the

vaults, a height

of about nine

feet, with vertical

slabs of veined

marble, with a

simple impost
moulding and a thin decorated moulding some twenty inches below

it, forming a frieze. The marble has now disappeared, but above

Fiu^. 40. Mausoleum of Galla Placidia. Section.
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the impost all the surfaces are covered with the original mosaics of

the fifth century; those on the walls of the central tower and the end

walls of the arms bearing- figures of apostles or saints, while those of

the vaults are of geometrical patterns very graceful in design and soft

and harmonious in color. The original mosaic pavement no longer

exists. Its place is sup])lied with rude slabs of stone. (Fig- "11.)

The rudeness of the exterior of this building is in strong contrast

to the delicate beauty of the interior. The ])lainness of the low walls

Fii;. 41. M;iu.s()k'Uiu of (i;ill;i I'huidia.

(lower than of old, by reason of the considerable rise in the level of

the ground) is relieved by a continuous blind arcade of round arches (a

(•liara('t(M-istic feature of the Ravenna churches, and showing already

the beginning of tlie transition to the Komanesque of Northern Italy).

The four end walls terminate in low clumsy pediments, with heavy

raking brick cornices. The massive s(piare tower rises from the

crossing, ])ierced witli a single small square window on each face, and

finishing with a liorizontal cornice and low tiled roof.

No other ])rovincial city presents such a store of early churches as

Kavcnna. Yet exam])les are not wanting in other towns to ])rove how
generally the type of ])asilican ehurches was adopted all over the

peninsula. The variation among these is not greater than among
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those of Rome iilone. 'V\w. oldest and pcrliap.s tin; oik; wliicli ofT«!nMl

tho most iioticeahlo ixu'.uliaritics of plan and (ionstructioii „ ^

is San Aii'ost'mo dvl Croci^fisso at Spolcto. TUa autlioii- tino.

,.-w. 1 r • r I
Spoleto

tics dinor by a ctintury or so as to tin; dati! ot its lounda-

tion, l)iit it seems to he safely assi«;nal)le to tlie end of the foiiitli

eentury or tho be<»;iniiin<;- of tlie fifth. It oeeupicis the site of an

aneient tenn)k', and its original plan a})i)ears to have consisted of a

simple rectangle divided into nave and aisles by a range of thirteen

Doric columns bearing a Doric entablature. There was no transept,

but the nave terminated in a semicircular a])so. At some later date,

of which no records exist, but which a comparison with other build-

ings seems to place near the beginning of the ninth century, the i)lau

suffered an essential modification ; two transverse arches being

thrown across the nave, enclosing a square directly in front of the

apse, over which was built an octagonal dome, similar to those of

some of the baptisteries of that age in North Italy. The nave no

longer exists, but the fagade still stands, and the dressings of its

three doorways, of nave, and aisles, consisting of moulded architraves

and heavy, over-decorated, horizontal caps, and those of the three

windows of the upper story in the end wall of the nave, where the

openings are flanked with pilasters of debased form, which in the two

side openings carry pedimented caps and in the central opening a

moulded archivolt with whimsical decorations, seem to point, not to the

period of the early basilicas, where the exterior received little thought,

but either to an earlier period, when the traditions of Roman palaces

still controlled the design, or more probably to a much later age,

when the debased Renaissance had begun to disguise the earlier and

simpler features of the basilicas.

Of the early provincial basilicas, few remain in anything like their

original condition, but the records show that the building of them

went on at intervals, through all the centuries up to the tenth. In

Milan, which in the fourth and fifth centuries was reckoned the second

city in Italy in population and wealth, the first Christian churches

followed close on those of Rome; but it is curious that Milan furhishes

no instance of a columnar basilica. It is, however, to be remembered

that Milan suffered more than any other city from the ravages of w^ar.

Forty-six times was she besieged, and in 1162, on being taken by

Frederic Barbarossa, the city was practically razed to the ground.^

The small Basilica Faustina (now called San Satiro), one of the

churches of Ambrose, finished as early as 378, has now a single nave,

1 On this occasion, however, we are told that the churches were spared.
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with various rooms on each side. The latter were presumably the

aisles of the original church, separated from the nave by piers. It

has an apse eastward, and a small open arcaded porch, probably a

])art of the early basilica.

The great church of San Ambrogio, one of the most interesting in

Italy, whose foundation goes back to the end of the fourth century,

had and still retains the general disposition of ground-plan which is

characteristic of the basilica ; the fully developed atrium and nar-

thex, the nave and aisles, the apse with two flanking chapels. But

in its construction (as will be seen in a later chapter), San Ambrogio

departs widely from the Roman type, while San Eustorgio, of about

the same date, was from the first a cruciform church, and San

Lorenzo, also contemporary, a square with an octagonal centre.

During the fifth and sixth centuries, basilicas still standing were

built at Fiesole, Novara, Chiusi, Naples, Verona, Capua, and Lucca,

presenting for the most part no very noticeable variations from the

usual type. Those of Novara and Old Capua were five-aisled churches,

and the former is interesting from the completeness of its plan. It

is described in the second chapter.

In 452 Acpiileia was taken by siege and burned by Attila, and

most of her neighboring cities, Altinum, Patavium, Concordia, were

similarly treated, — their inhabitants escaping to the lagoons at the

mouths of the Brenta and the Piave. A similar exodus took place a

century later, after the Lombard invasion, when Paulinus, Arch-

bishop of Aquileia, fixed his residence and the metropolitan seat at

Grado, where a cathedral was built in 571-586. It is a basilica

about one hundred and forty feet long by sixty-five feet wide, divided

Cathedral ^^J *^^^ rows of ten marble columns each, carrying round
of Grado.

arclics, abovc which rises a high plain clerestory wall carry-

ing an open timber roof and jiierced by round-arched windows, whose

openings were ])robably closed by marble slabs pierced by tracery.

A single example remains behind the church. There are no tran-

septs, but the nave terminates in an apse, round within and polygonal

without,— after the manner of the basilicas of Kavenna,— in front of

which the choir is brought forward so as to occupy three bays of the

nave and two of the aisles, its floor being raised three steps. The

original pavement remains, and is one of the most beautiful in Italy,

of white, black, red, and yellow marble in varied designs, mingled

with inscriptions. The fa(;ade has an open arched porch extending

across the front, but one of its five openings has been filled up by a

later campanile, and only a single column remains.^

* Cattaneo, p. .")4<>.
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FifT. 42. Torcello. Cathedral and >S. Fosca.

As vAily as the iiiiddlr i>\' tli<' lifth cciilury, the islands of tlw;

Venetian la<;inu's l)t'<;aii lo recoive the fugitives from iUv. cathedral

eities to the eastward alon*;- the north shore; of the; Adriati<*.

In (>4t they huilt the eathedral of Torecdh), wliieh, restored in the

ninth century and again in tlie

eleventh eentury, still shows us

its original disposition of parts

and much of its actual con-

struction and decoration. It

is a rectangular basilica, meas-

uring within the walls seventy

feet in breadth and one hun-

dred and eighteen feet in

length. (Fig. 42.) The nave

and aisles, separated by ar-

cades of ten high, stilted, per-

fectly plain, round arches on

each side, supported on mar-

ble colunms, whose capitals

have the Corinthian form,

with Byzantine leafage and

stilt-blocks, terminate each in a semicircular apse, of wdiicli the cen-

tral one alone belongs to the original construction. This apse is the

most striking and instructive feature of the church, since it shows

US, as no other existing example does, what was probably the cus-

tomary arrangement of the earliest basilican tribunes. Its plan is

the usual semicircle, prolonged towards the nave by two piers or

pieces of wall in the line of the nave arcades. From the centre of

its chord a stone stair two and one half feet wide rises sharply

to the rear wall, where at a height of some twelve feet above the

floor of the apse is placed the chair or throne of the bishop, of which

onl}^ the back remains, flanked on either side at a considerably lower

level by six concentric benches for the presbyters, one above another,

following the wall. (Fig. 43.) The vault and upper walls of the

apse still retain the ancient mosaics, and the lower w^alls are still

faced with vertical plates of marble. In front of the apse a portion of

the nave about thirty feet in length is inclosed by a low screen, form-

ing a chancel or choir, as in San Clemente at Rome. The panels of

this screen are filled wdtli sculpture in relief, of thoroughly Byzantine

character and of great variet}^ and beauty. The end wall of the nave

is covered with five rows of figure subjects in gold mosaic.
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The exterior shows in its blind arcades of rude brickwork, in the

h)w gables, a distinct analogy with the basilican cluirches of Ravenna

of a century before. The atrium has disai)poared. The fa(;ade has

a simple inclosed porch, as broad as the nave, with a single arch in

the face and one in each of the ends. This, as well as the square

bell-tower which rises at the extremity of the right hand aisle, at the

side of the apse, is doubtless of later date.^ The windows are closed

by plates of alabaster as in some of the early Roman basilicas, but

instead of being pierced with apertures to admit the light, they are

Fig^. 4:J. Apse of Torcello.

])r()vided with circular })anels sunk so as to leave but a thin film of

alabaster at the back, through which a certain amount of light is

able to pass. The crypt under the apse forms a lialf-ring about six

feet wide, with semicircular niche in the middle lighted by a round-

arched window.

In the south of Italy the shifting character of the population and
government jnevents the churches from maintaining even as much
consistency of plan as we have observed in the north. The south-

eastern ))ortion of the ])eninsula was to all intents and purposes a

^ Canina, pi. 4:5, shows an octagonal baptistery in the atrium.
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Greek province, lint in the sontliwest we lind still exintin^ ;i niiiii-

ber of basilicas — some of early date which may projxfrly be classed

with those of Home. In Naples the old (cathedral of S. Kcstitnta,

bnilt abont A. I). 3t)2, and rtd)nilt in f)'2i), is crarefully j)rcscrved si<l(!

by side with the new cathedral, fiom which it opens, bnt shows little

of its ori<;inal aspect.

When Salerno and Capna, in the middle of the ninth centnry, were

made into a now duchy by the Lombard Siconulf, a cathedral was

built in each of the two cities, and in both the basilican form pre-

vailed. Both churches have been ruthlessly modernized, but each

has retained its fine atrium, with its arcades of round arches on

Corinthian colutnns. The Eastern influence is shown in the slight

stilting of the arches.

I have spoken of and illustrated the persistency of the basilican

type. But parallel with the basilican churches, there went on, both

in Rome and all over Italy, the building of religious edifices of other

forms. Just as in the catacombs, the cubicnla, though generally

square, took occasionally circular or polygonal forms, so in the

later Christian times the line of rectanoular basilicas was varied

here and there by square, octagonal, or circular churches, and espe-

cially by circular or polygonal baptisteries or tombs. For the Chris-

tian baptisteries the circular or octagonal plan seems to have been

early prescribed. The form was doubtless derived directly from the

circular baths of the earlier times. ^ The circular building was pro-

perly preceded by an enclosed porch, corresponding to the narthex

of the basilicas, for the use and instruction of the catechumens ;

though the instances in which this feature appears are now excep-

tional. Of the smaller buildings Coustantine probably furnished

the original examples first in the baptistery which he caused to be

built adjacent to the church and palace of the Lateran, and in the

somewhat later tomb of his dauohter Constantia.

The Lateran baptistery is an octagon sixty-two feet in diameter

inside the walls, and is entered from a long porch with semicir-

cular ends. A central octagon of about thirty feet diameter was

formed by the porphyry basin, enclosed by eight porphyry- columns,

1 If more ancient precedents were wanted they were not hard to find. There seems

to have been no period since bnilding- was practised among- men when the circular form

was not in favor. From the ancient tumnli, found in nearly equal abundance in Asia,

Africa, Europe, and America, to the cromlechs of the Oreades and Stoneheng-e, and the

nurhags of Sardinia, the subterranean chambers, like the treasury of Atreus at Mycenae,

the temples of Serapis at Pozzuoli and of Vesta at Tivoli and Rome, the circular halls

of the great Imperial Baths, — the line is unbroken. The Pantheon is the most majestic

example, the hall known as the Temple of Minerva Medica is the most elegant.
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with capitals of very corrupt design, lialf Corinthian and half Ionic,

which carried a marble entablature sui)porting a gilded

otcoustau- dome, which was in existence as late as 800. The sur-

rounding aisle, probably roofed originally with wood, was,

in the middle of the twelfth century, under Hadrian IV., covered

with a circular barrel vault, and the entablature was replaced by

round arches. Arches and vault disappeared in their turn under

later restorers, the outer walls were carried up, and a second order

of colunnis was set over the original order, on which a new and

loftier dome was raised. This, however, no longer exists. The
building has thus lost its original character, and only its plan and

the general dispo-

sition of its spaces

remain to us of the

building of Con-
stantine. This ear-

liest baptistery ap-

])ears to have fixed

the form of that

interesting class of

buildinos for ei"ht

hundred years.

Through all the

changes of style

the baptisteries

are almost invari-

ably round or octa-

Fig. 44. The Lateral! IJaptistery.
gonal.

The Tomb of

Constantia, now known as S. Costanza, has l)een more fortunate,

g (,Qg. This is a circular building standing adjacent to the basilica

tanza. Qf <*^ Aonosc fuori, and measurin<»" about seventv-two feet

in inside diameter, with an inner ring of con])led granite columns,

about thirty-seven feet in diameter, with composite cai)itals, carrying

detached blocks of entablature, from which spring round arches, sup-

porting a solid wall, of which the upper part is a clerestory pierced

with twelve simple round-arched windows. This is, perhaps, the

earliest instance of columns coupled in a direction oj)posite to the

lino of the colonnade. It is accounted for bv the weiufht of the

clerestory wall, which is about four feet thick. The central space

is covered by a hemispherical dome sixty feet high from the floor.
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oldcM- Ikoiiiaii iMotiii-ol wliicli (ho constniction lOllows lliat ol the

incuts. (Kij;". '1''^.) It consists of twenty-tour stron^r vertical ril)s of

brickwork joined by similar horizontal l)an(ls, \\\r trapezoidal spaees

between bein<;' filled with a strong- plaster. The; external form of the

dome is that of a hii;h circular wall, stirmounted by a flat (M)ne, in

which, however, no wood is used, the spa(;e between the dome itself

and the enter snrfaees bein<^- filled in with eonerete. The eircnlar

aisle, which surrounds the central space, is covered by a continuous

barrel vault, protected by a low wooden lean-to roof. Tin; mosaics of

the central dome were removed in the seventeenth century when tlie

dome was repaired, but those of the aisle vault still remain in i)erfect

condition. Middleton considers these mosaics as probably the latest

example of what may be called the classi-

cal style of mosaic as distingnished from

the Byzantine style, which was first intro-

duced in the fifth century. *' This very

interesting mosaic might, from its style

and materials, have been executed in the

first century, and is equal in beauty to any

work of the kind in Italy. It shows no

trace whatever of the Byzantine influence,

which in the next century introduced into

Italy a novel style of mosaic in materials

of the most glittering splendor. These S.

Costanza mosaics are almost unique in Italy as an application of

the old classical marble mosaic to the decoration of a Christian

church. On the main compartment of the vault the surface is covered

by vine branches laden with grapes twining in graceful curves over

the sjjace. In the centre is a large medallion with life-sized male

bust, and at the lower part are vintage scenes,— oxen carts bringing

the grapes, and boys treading them in a vat. Other more geomet-

rical designs, of circles framino' busts and full-leno-th fioures, with

graceful borders, cover other parts of the vault. Farther east, this

classical stjle of mosaic appears to have lasted till the sixth cen-

tury."!

The building is entered from a long and shallow porch, now in

ruins, similar in form to that of the Lateran baptistery. The outer

wall is of great thickness and is lightened by a series of - niches,

mostly semicircular, the others rectangular. The niche opposite

the entrance, much larger than the others, projects outside the wall,

1 Enc. Brit., art. "Mosaic," p. 852.

Fig". 45. Tomb of Constantia.
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and contained the massive porphyry sarcophagus of Constantia which

now forms one of the most conspicuous ornaments of the Sala a Croce

Greca in the Vatican. The outer wall was surrounded by an arcaded

and vaulted corridor, in which were stairs descending to chambers

beneath the monument, of which the character cannot be determined.

Scarcely any traces of this corridor remain.

Very similar in plan and dimensions to the Tomb of Constantia

Baptistery ^^ ^^^^ building now kuowu as the Church of S. Maria
ofNocera. ]\|aggiore, at Nocera,^ in South Italy, but which was un-

(piestionably built as a baptistery. Its date is variously assigned

to the fourth, fifth, and sixth centuries.^ Here again is the ring

of coupled columns, carrying round arches and encompassed by the

circular vaulted aisle. But the couples number# sixteen instead of twelve, as in the Koman build-

ing ;
"^ the axis of the inner circle has at one ex-

tremity a couple of columns and at the other an

arch, twice as broad as the rest, to which cor-

resi)()nds in the outer wall a still broader arch
• • • • 1

opening into a semicircular ajDse, covered by a

spherical vault.'* The arches spring directly from

the abaci of the columns, and the dome springs
Fig^. 4(). Nocera Bap-

fj-Qin the same line without the intervention of

a drum. The dome is of a singular form, its

curve being broken at mid-height, so that its section is that of a

cusped arch. The upper portion is pierced by eight windows. The

surrounding aisle is covered, as in the Tomb of Constantia, by a

barrel vault : but the vault is divided into square bays by transverse

round arches, which si)ring from the columns of the inner ring to

boldly projecting piers on the outer wall. On these arches are built

low walls of masonry, acting as buttresses to the central dome.

Between these walls flat arches sui)port the lean-to roof of the aisle,

above which rises a low wall ])ierccd with small windows which give

lit-ht to the windows of the dome itself. On this wall rests a low

conical wooden roof covering the dome. In the centre of the build-

' The ancient Nuceria, abandoned to the Saracens in the thirteenth century, whence

called Noecra dci I*a<j;-ani.

- Schnaase and Kui^ler say the fourth ; J.uhke aii«l Kani^e the sixth; Mothes, judging;

from internal evidence, especially from a certain mediaeval carelessness of design, puts it

in the first half of the fifth century.

•' Fiftet-n at present, one couple having been knocked out to make way for the apse of

the church.

* Isabelle {Ed. Circ. p. S<l) thinks the arch of the apse was probably originally the

entrance, finding it liard otherwise to account for the position of the present entrance.
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iiii!" in tl»o basin or tout enclosed within a low ciicnl.ir w;ill aUont

twenty-five feet in diameter,— tlie stylobate on wliicli rr>,t<Ml orij^-

inally the eight colnnnis of an a'dicula, of which only live remain,

the remainder, as well as the canopy which they npheld, having (lis-

appeared.

Mnch siin|)ler in plan and nnich smaller in dimensions than the

examples already cited, but not inferior in interest, is the,. ,, , iiiii* 1
Orthodox

baptistery attached to the catlieclral at Jvavenna, known Baptistery,

as the Orthodox bai)tistery or the ba})tistery of Ursus, in

distinction to the Arian baptistery of Theodoric, built a century

Liter. The cathedral,

built by Bishop Ursus

in the earliest years of

the fifth century, imme-

diately after the seat of

government had been

fixed at Ravenna, the

oldest and probably the

finest of the noble group

of Christian basilicas,

has disappeared beneath

the tasteless rebuilding

of the seventeenth cen-

tury, its round bell-tower

alone remaining. But

the baptistery, which was

contemporary with it,

and which was destroyed

within a few years of its

completion and rebuilt

under the Empress Galla

Placidia, between the

years 425-430, remains

substantially unchanged.

It is an octagonal build-

ino^, whose diameter is

Fig-. 47- Raveuna Baptistery.

nearly the same as that of the central ring of the tomb of Constantia

or the church at Xocera,— about thirty-seven feet. The interior

is undivided, but the flat spherical dome which covers it springs

directly from the outer walls, at a height of about forty-two feet

above the pavement. The walls are, on the interior, divided into tw^a
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Fig. 4^. Ortliutlox liaptistuiy, Kaveuna.

stages, in the lower of whicli eight large and low detached columns
in the angles, with stilt-blocks above the cai)itals, carry round arches

attached to the walls, each arch covering the breadth of one side

of the octagon. I'he second stage has a similar arcade, and here

each arch is divided ])y two colinnns, simihir to the angle column,

into three smaller arches, of which the middle one, larger than the

others, is pierced by a window. It is probably the earliest existing
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ox:iini)l(^ of i;i'«>M|)('(l ;ii(Im> iimlrr ;i l)i!jirin«;-:iicli.' AI)<)V«; tlnj.so

bearin^-Michcs sprin<;s the domi', spin ric;il in fonii, l>ut Ichs tlian

a lioinisphcrr, :ni(l constructed entiicly ol small earthen pots or

tubes, about eij^lit inches Ion*;' and thict! inches in dianietiir, joined

in a continuous spiral t'l-oin l)ase to summit. -^ The donic! is thus of

extremo lightness, the thickness of the shell being not more than

Fig'. 49. Details of Dome, Ravenna Baptistery.

eight inches, with an inside diameter of about thirty-five feet. The

outer walls are carried up considerably higher than the crown of

the dome, which is covered by a low octagonal wooden roof. From
four sides of the octagon project four semicircular apses, and in the

centre of the biulding is the large octagonal baptismal basin, once

covered by a canopy resting on columns, which has now disappeared.

The marble wall enclosing the basin has on one side a reentrant

semicircle, in which the priest or bishop stood while administering

the rite.

Theodoric in the early years of his reign, after rebuilding the

church of S. Teodoro to serve as the Arian cathedral, provided near

to that church, and separated from it only by an atrium, an octagonal

baptistery with four apses, similar in plan to that of the Ortliodox

cathedral, but smaller. Its internal design also was not dissimilar,

the walls being, as in the earlier building, divided into two stages,

each with a blind arcade resting on columns set against the wall,

above which was a low octagonal dome, decorated with mosaic.^

The architectural features of the interior have now disappeared, but

the mosaics of the dome remain. On the decline or suppression of

the Arian faith thirty years later, the baptistery was consecrated

^ Plan and elevation of one side of upper arcade in Dehli, Byz. Orn.. pi. -i. vol. ii.

- See Dartein, text, p. 15.

^ See Motlies, p. 173, for a description of the differences in the mosaic decoration of the

two baptisteries arising out of the differences in faith between the two sects.
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anew or catholicised by Bishop Agnellus, and converted into a

church by the addition of a nave of equal breadth with the original

building, and the abolition of three of the apses, that on the east

side alone remaining. The church has since been known as S. Maria

in Cosniedin.^

1 break in ui)on the logical order of my subject to notice here the

Palace of ^^^b' existing example of the civil architecture of this period,
Theodonc.

^yhicli has been generally accepted as a fragment of the ex-

tensive palace which Theodoric is known to have built for himself at

Kavenna. It is but a

single wall or facade ad-

jacent to the church of

S. Apollinare Nuovo, and

measuring about sixty-

five feet in length, be-

hind vvliich are broad

gardens with many re-

mains of towers, walls,

mosaic pavements, and

other j)ortions of the

royal palace. Charle-

magne ])lundered the

palace in 801, to obtain

the materials for his

church at Aachen. The

facade is divided into

three vertical compart-

ments by a slightly

])rojecting centre, which

contains a round-arched

doorway, the arch spring-

ing from a strongly

moulded im])ost. and the

jand)s consisting of sipiare i)ilasters with acanthus-leaved capitals with

no ])r()jection. In each of the side compartments is a pair of coupled

round arches now walled up, with a circular opening in the spandril

between, lender the right hand coujde stands the sarcoj)hagus suj)-

posed to be that of Theodoric and taken from his tomb. A broad

space of ])lain wall intervenes between tlie arches of the lower story

and those; of the up})er, of wliich the central oi)ening is a large niche,

> Motln's.
J).

172.

Fi^. 5(>. l';il;u-u ot riieodoric. Havtiiiia.
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soinii'irciiiiir in plan, covered hy a splnrical \ault, and with a coupled

arelied window in the l)ack,tlje arc^hcHdividijd l)ya (rolmiin. The ;;reat

arch also spring's from slender detaclaMJ jand) shafts, 'i'he (;xtreniiti«;s

of till' fa(;ado are eni})hasize(l by j)lain pilaster strips havin<; the sanui

})rojection as the central division, and in tin; upper portion of the side

divisions, the central wall and tht; j)ilaster strips are joined by four

blind arches on either side, of which the two middle ones are (tarried

by detached columns, with leafed cai)itals of various desi<riis, sur-

mounted by stilt-ldocks. These ccdumns rest on a thin i)r<)je(!tinj^

sill, which is supported by corbels under each column, an arranf,^*-

ment which suggests that the two middle arches may have l)een (^i-

ginally windows. In their j)resent form these arcades look like the

prototypes of the arched corbel table which became, three or four

centuries hiter, one of the most characteristic features of the Lom-

bard architecture, and also of the arcaded galleries with which the

apses and less frequently the faQades and the flanks of the later

Romanesque churches were embellished. The masonry is of rude

brickwork of the same character with that of most of the other build-

ings of Ravenna. It is probable, however, that the vault of the great

central niche, and perhaps also the upper part of the wall of the

fac^ade were enriched with mosaics. Of the plan and design of this

palace nothing is known beyond the fragment here noticed.^

The last of the buildings of Theodoric, the mausoleum which he

built for himself outside of the walls of Ravenna, has come•I'll Mausoleum
down to us m a tolerable state of preservation, but with the of

loss of certain features which are matter of various conjec-

ture. It is, both as regards its design and its construction, one of

the most interesting buildings in Italy. It appears to have had no

prototype and no successor. The
character of its masonry, no less than

its design, distinguishes it from all

the other buildings of Ravenna, and

indeed of its time, the walls, both ex-

terior and interior, being built of

coursed stone, with close joints and

well-tooled surfaces. Its plan is a ^-^^ ^l Mausoleum of Theodoric.

decagon about forty-five feet in out-

side diameter, in two distinct stories. The very massive wall of the

lower story is lightened by a deep rectangular recess on each face,

^ Excavations undertaken since this was written have uncovered the foundations of

two round towers and a portico. [See Iio7na}i Herald, No. 27.]
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covered by a round arch springing from a light impost moukling.

The wall of the upper story recedes from the face of the lower wall,

and was originally encircled by an open arcaded gallery with round

arches sui)i)orted on small columns. This gallery has quite disap-

peared, but the number and form of the arches are clearly indicated

Fiff. 02. Mausoleum of Theodoric.

on the face of the wall. The wall is continued three or four feet

above the roof of the gallery, and is finished by a heavy cornice of

])e('uliar design, and covered by a low saucer-shaped dome, which is

perhaps the most striking example in existence of the mechanical

resources of the ancient builders. The dome is cut from a single

block of Istrian marble, is about thirty-five feet in exterior diameter,

with a rise of about eight feet, and weighs some four liundred tons.^

^ The impossibility of (lti)»'ii(liii<;' on the fig'ures and statements of authorities con-

cerning^ the monuments of antiijuity is nowhere more forcibly illustrated than in the case

of this well-known building-. Xothinp- would seem to be easier than to secure accurate

measurements of so simple a structure and to state with exactness the main facts of its

construction and desijjfn. Yet there is scarcely a ])oint in rejjard to this buildiu};- con-

cernin«j which the authorities are not at variance. The exterior diameter is <;iven all the

way from '2't feet to 4"), the heii^b-t of the dome from 8 to 14 feet, its weij^ht from 4'10

to KMK) t<»ns. the width of the j^allery surrouudiu<;- tlie upi)er story from 2^ to 4] feet, etc.

The material is .stated by Forster to be f^ranite. by all others, linu'stone. When it comes

to matters of conjecture, the variation is naturally not less marked, as, e. g., in repaid
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Tho ([uarrying" of hucIi :i block, its transportation across tlie Adriatic,

and the placini;* it in [)osition nearly lilty f(;et above tin; <;i-onn(l w«*i«'

exploits wliicli wonld tax the skill of the j)rcscnt day, with all the help

of the modern appliances of cnginecrin*;, and which, withont the

example of the Ravenna niansoleuni, wc shonld pronounce inipossibh;

to the builders of the sixth century. Near the base of the dome is

a rin<^- of projecting s})urs; ten in number, of peculiar character, of

which the only explanation hitherto suggested is that they were used

for the ])assage of a chain or rope for hoisting the stone. In their

present form these projections would, as Motlies has ])ointed out, be

quite insufficient to sustain the weight which would thus be brought

u[)on them ; but it is, as he further suggests, (|uite possible that they

may have been left much stouter until the stone was in position and

trimmed afterwards to their present shape. On the summit of the

dome are indications of four columns, which are believed to have

borne the sarcophagus of Theodoric, perhaps the same which now

stands against the ruined wall of Theodoric's palace. (Fig- 52.)

The interior of this building is divided into two stories, with no

connection between them, of which the lower is entered by a s(piare-

headed doorway in one of the arched recesses, and the upper by a

similar doorway in the arcaded gallery. This gallery is approached

by two stone staircases which have been the subject of much contro-

versy, some authorities believing them to be entirely of modern con-

struction, while others maintain that the modern work is in the nature

of a restoration, the steps themselves perhaps being new, while the

strings which support them are of the original construction. So

much change has taken place in the ground about the building, the

level having risen since the sixth century by something like ten

feet, that we may feel tolerably certain that the lower portion of the

staircases is not what it originally w^as, and indeed it seems probable

enough that the whole of the lower runs, as w^e now see them, with

the steps enclosed within solid walls, are modern, while the upper

to the original position of the sarcophagus which contained the body of the emperor
;

some authorities maintaining that it was supported by the four cohxmns which sur-

mounted the dome, others that it occupied the centre of the lower story, others, still, that

it stood in the small arched niche of the upper story ; while Mothes. the latest and

perhaps the most careful of the writers who have edited the monument, reconciles the

two most probable theories by uniting them, suggesting- that the actual sarcophagus

which contained tlie body rested in the centre of the cruciform chamber which forms

the lower story, that an opening' directly over it in the floor of the iipper story, sur-

rounded by a balustrade, permitted it to be seen from above, and that the columns which

surmounted the dome bore a second sarcophagus, which was merely emblematic or cere-

monial.
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runs, of which the strings consist of bokl flat arches wliose voussoirs

are joggled togetlier like those of the round arches of the lower wall,

are primitive. The interior of this monument is of extreme sim})li-

city. The lower story is in plan a Greek cross covered by four

intersecting circular barrel vaults, springing from a thin impost

moulding and quite without other architectural features. The upper

story is a circle, broken only by the square entrance doorway and

by a low-arched niche directly opposite, which probably contained an

altar. A high but flat cornice encircles the wall on a level with the

exterior cornice, and a belt some three feet below ; forming a broad

frieze, in which are pierced a

series of small windows of vari-

ous shapes and irregularly dis-

])osed. They are probably in

whole or in part later than the

building. The surface of the

dome is quite unbroken. Not
the least remarkable of the pecul-

iarities of the remarkable monu-

ment is the character of its de-

tails, which are such as cannot

be found in any other building

in Ravenna. Many of them

have a strongly classic aspect,

such as the proflles of the archi-

trave and cornice of the lower

doorway, and the impost mould-

ing of the lower arches. The egg and dart and the Greek dentil

appear in the ornamented mouldings, but rudely and coarsely

treated : while in other portions of the work are groups of mould-

inefs which we mi":ht almost look to find in the Northern Gothic

six centuries later.

The earliest exam})le of a church in the circular form is perhaps

sti Angeii, ^^^* Angcli at Perugia, which is a century later than the
Perugia. ^^^^ buildings of Coustantine which we have mentioned,

and ])robably nearly contemporary with the Nocera building. The
])resent plan of the church is somewhat changed from the original

])lan, which consisted as now of a central ring, forty-five feet in diame-

ter, of sixteen anti(]ue columns, alternately larger and smaller, carrying

round arches S})ringing from stilt-blocks, but with two surrounding

aisles, instead of the one which now remains, which is about seventeen

Fig. Klevation and S«'ctioii of Mauso-
leum of Theodoric.
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ft'ot wide. Tlui central arcadt' supports a chirostory wall picrcrd witli

.sixteen plain roiiiid-arehcd windows and (covered with a low coni(,'al

tind)er-rool. The <^reater part ot the outer aisle has disappean;d, and

the twenty-eight eohnnns which separated it from the inner aisle have

been joined by a sixteen-sided ])olyi;-onMl wall, froyi whi<*h transverse

lialf arches in tlu; form of ilying buttresses spring to the wall of the

clerestory, — doubtless a later addition for th(i purpose of strength-

ening that somewhat slender wall. At the north, south, and west

sides of the })olygon, three wings with radiating walls projected

like the arms of a Greek cross, the fourth side being occupied l)y

an apse of larger si/.c, in the form of a semicircle with i)rolonged

sides, the exterior being polygonal. By these i)rojections the outer

aisle was divided into four separated sections, of which everything

beyond the general form is conjectural. It may, however, l)e i)re-

sumed that the arrangement was similar to that of the contemporary

church of S. Stefano Kotondo at Rome.

S. Stefano is the largest and in some respects the most interesting

of the circular churches of Italy. Much controversy has g stefano

been carried on over the origin of this church, some autho- ^o^o^^o.

rities maintaining it to have been originally a temple of Faunus, or

of the P^mperor Claudius, others, as Plattner, contending that the

rudeness both of design and workmanship makes it impossible to

believe it to be a work of the classic period, aixl that it was built, at

least from the foundations, as a Christian church b}^ Pope Simplicius,

by whom it was consecrated in 468. It is of great size, its total

diameter being originally not less than 208 feet, with a central ring

74 feet in diameter, of 22 antique Ionic columns, with a very thin

entablature, supporting a high circular wall pierced by 20 plain

round-arched windows, and a low wooden timber-roof, at the height

of about 80 feet from the floor. A broad band of mosaics formerly

encircled the wall above the windows. The space outside the cen-

tral colonnade was divided into two circular aisles, of which the inner

was continuous, while the outer was divided by radiating walls into

€ight unequal compartments, of which four make the arms of a cross,

occupying the whole width of the outer aisle, and with a small semi-

circular apse projecting in each from the outer wall,— while the other

four are each divided by a circular wall into a narrow aisle and a

still narrower porch. The arrangement of the aisles has doubtless

suffered some changes, but the division of the outer aisle into eight

compartments is probably original, since the arcade which separates

the outer and inner aisles, consisting of thirty-six columns, with stilt-
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blocks and round arches, is divided into eight groups by square piers,

the arches opening into the four compartments which make the cross

being five in number, higher than the others, and supported by Co-

rinthian cohimns of white marble, while those opening into the nar-

rower aisles are six in number, lower, and carried on Ionic columns of

granite. The four compartments were probably carried to a superior

height, their roofs being at the level of the roof of the inner aisle,

— thus expressing externally the disposition of the interior spaces.

Only one of the four

wings still remains,

with portions of the

outer aisle contigu-

ous on either side.

The present exterior

wall is built in be-

tween the colunms

and piers of the outer

ring. This church

was built at a period

when the resources

of the popes were

much reduced and

were no longer rein-

forced by the treas-

ury of the emperors;

the materials and

decoration indicate

this. All the details

are of the simplest description.^ The construction of the church

illustrates the same fact. Not only in the East, where the science

of building was now in a high degree cultivated, but also in Italy,

the circular buildings of this date and earlier were almost invariably

roofed with a central dome. In the present instance even the

wooden roof of the central space proved too serious a ])i'oblem for the

builders, for at some date not now determinable a wall was carried

across that space, supported by three arches, in order to give a cen-

tral bearing to the roof timbers. The stilt-blocks which surmount

the capitals of the outer ring are similar in profile to those of Sti.

Fig. .54. S. hjtefano Rotondo.

^ Yet a lialf century later, under Pope.Tolin I. and liis successor Felix, the church was

adorm-d witli mosaics and rit-h marbles, and was said to have been one of the most splen-

did churolu's in Home.
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Anj:^cH at I't'iugia, and their usu iiidii-ates the presence of Ryz«intine

buililers.

The importanb church of San Vitalo at Havcniia is nearly con-

teini)orary with the buildings of Theodoric ; havin<^ been,
s. vitaie.

according to some authorities, actually begun before his Ravenna,

death, in l')'2i). This seems improbable. There is, however, no

doubt that the church was closely contemporary with the building

of S. Sofia at Constantinoi)le. According to Agnellus, Ecclesius,

bishop of Ravenna, making a visit to the Eastern capital in 525, in

company with Pope John 1., was so impressed by the magnificence

of the Eastern churches in process of buikling that he returned full

of emulation, bringing with him Julianus Argentarius (Julian the

goldsmith) to found in Kavenna a church which should rival them.

San Vitaie, then, w\as begun very near the year 530, and was finished

and consecrated under Maximian, between 546-556. The church is

commonly cited as one of the extremely rare instances of the adop-

tion of the Byzantine style in Italy. But in such a view we need to

discriminate. Neither in plan nor in construction can S. Vitaie be

regarded as a Byzantine church. The great distinguishing feature of

Byzantine churches is the spherical dome without a drum, covering

the central space, supported by four great piers carrying four great

arches, forming a square, the transition from the square to the circle

being made by bold spherical pendentives. In the typical examples,

as S. Sofia, the central dome is buttressed in whole or in* part by

smaller and lower semi-domes, or by barrel vaults, covering the

spaces adjacent to the central square. Also the plan of the Byzan-

tine church is commonly a rectangle.

In none of these particulars does S. Vitaie follow the Eastern type.

Its plan is a regular octagon about one hundred and ten feet in diame-

ter inside the walls, with a central space about fifty feet in diameter

formed by eight strong piers of peculiar plan and surrounded by an

aisle broken only by the projecting choir, which, opening into the aisle

by three arches on each side, projects beyond it for a distance nearly

equal to its breadth, and terminates in an apse, polygonal externally,

but semicircular within. The piers of the central octagon are joined

by high round arches, from which open on seven sides (the eighth

arch being the opening of the choir) semicircular arcades or ex-

edrae projecting into the surrounding aisle, and consisting each of

three round arches below and three above, supported on columns.

These exedrae form the only feature of the plan which seems to have

been inspired by the Byzantine examples. They are nearly exact
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counterparts of those which open from the two great apses on the

east and west of the central square of S. Sofia, and also in SS. Sergius

and Bacchus. They are not divided in heiglit, as the two orders of

arcades would lead us to expect, but are covered by spherical semi-

domes just above the great arches of the central octagon. The aisle

is divided at mid-height by a gallery, and is also divided into bays

in each story by semicircular transverse arches springing from the

great i)iers to the outer

wall, which is stren":th-

ened at each angle by

a strongl}' marked but-

tress. Tlie bays are

covered with groined

vaulting, of which the

form is complicated by

the octagonal plan and

the manner in which

the bays are pierced

by the semicircular ar-

cades.

The central octagon

is covered by a spheri-

cal dome, the transi-

tion from tlie octagon

to the circle being eas-

ily effected by small

spherical pendentives

in much the same man-

ner as in the baptis-

tery of Ursus. The
construction of the dome is quite Oriental. It is a liemisphere,

slightly stilted, with eight round-arched windows at the base. It

is built, like that of the baptistery one hundred years earlier, and

like many contemporary exami)les in the East, of small earthen

pots of ])eculiar shape (see Fig. 49) laid in a thick bed of cement.

The shell of the dome is com])()sed of two layers of these pots, and

has a thickness of less than twelve inches. The dome is thus, as iu

the case of the baptistery, of extraordinary lightness ; and its weight

and thrust are easily borne by the com])aratively thin wall of the

central octagon, reinforced by the vaulting of the aisle roofs, which

abut against it, and also b}' horizontal H^ing buttresses of brick, very

Fijj. bo. iS. Vitule, Kaveima.
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Hat, s|)rin«;in^" from liiii huttreHscH of lli<' outer .lislc wall U> tli«- I):im-

of the doiiM' hctwccii (lu) vaulting of I lie aisles ami tin; wooden ainie

roofs. 'V\w. vaiilliiii;", hotli of (loiiir and aisle, is (covered l)y wooden

roofs, — aiiotlu^r partiiMdar in wliieh the ehiircrh follows th(; eoninjon

Italian methods instead of those of the Kast, where the masonry is

usually left exposed.

The ])hin of S. Vitale has a sini^ular feature in its naithex, — a

long and shallow poreh swum;" across the l)uildin^^ and touching it

only at one of the angles of the octagon. Fhe unusual relation of

this porc^h to the church behind it— (piite without any parallel in

architectural history— has led some authorities to regard it as a

com})aratively modern alteration, and to restore the narthex to a

more normal position on that face of the octagon opposite the choir.

Mothes maintains that the oblique plan is the original one, and was

made necessary by the position of the street on which the church

faced and which is shown on a still existing ancient city map.

But if in plan and construction S. Vitale owes little to the Byzan-

tine influence, in its interior design and in its wdiole scheme of deco-

ration it is one of the most striking examples of Byzantine art. The

church has within the last generation undergone a painfully thor-

ough restoration, and the dome is now covered w^ith modern frescoes

of no merit ; but enough of the old work remains to enable us to form

a tolerably complete picture of what it was in the sixth centur\\

The treatment of the smaller arcades, of the semicircular exedrae,

and of the tribune is essentially Bj'zantine : the grouped arches,

somewhat stilted, the superimposition of the arcades, the great bear-

ing-arches covering those of the tribune, are all in strong contrast to

the treatment of the basilicas. The walls and piers, as high as the

spring of the arches, are faced with square slabs of veined marble,

— a form of decoration which was in common use in the richer

Roman basilicas. The spandrils and soffits of the arches and the

friezes are also faced with marble, but in the form of parti-colored

inlay with arabesque designs and wreaths and garlands of foliage,

enclosed by mosaic borders, or by delicately profiled mouldings of

marble. The great piers of the central octagon are very similar to

those of S. Sofia in form and proportion, and their capitals are little

more than impost mouldings of very slight projection.

The surfaces of the upper walls and vaults, including the great

central dome, were doubtless originally covered with mosaics. These

have now disappeared excepting in the tribune, which still retains its

early decoration, not only on the vaults, but also in the tympanums
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of the bearlnu^-arehes, the walls, the jambs, and soffit of the great

arch opening from the central octagon. These mosaics are probably

contemporary with the chnrch. The subjects are extremely varied,

comprising in the arch-jambs and soffits medallions enclosing heads

of saints ; in the smaller wall spaces, arabesques with flowers and

fishes ; in the spandrils of the greater arches, figures of saints

and angels, single and grouped ; on the walls of the apse, two great

groups of standing figures, the Emperor Justinian being the centre

7-j t^ of the one, the Empress TheodotftH of the other ; and in the semi-

dome of the apse, the figure of Christ seated among angels and

saints. In color as well as design, these mosaics are i)erhaps some-

what inferior to those of the earlier group of Ravenna buildings,

notably of the baptistery and the mausoleum of Galla Placidia.

It is perhaps in the capitals of the -columns that the hand of the

Bvzantine artist is seen most clearly in contrast to those of the

churches of the Roman type. The great piers of the central octagon

are crowned, as I have said, with simple mouldings without ornament,

but the capitals of the cofumns which compose the semicircular exe-

drae, as well as those of the arcades of the tribune, are varied and

beautiful examples of Byzantine sculpture.^

In the face of so consistent a B3'zantine decorative treatment of

this interior, it seems unreasonable to maintain, with Mothcs, Iliibsch,

and other writers, that San Vitale is throughout a product of Italian

art. Such a view, based on the presumption that the church ante-

dated the great Byzantine churches of Constantinople, and that

certain characteristic features, like the Byzantine capitals and stilt-

blocks, were even used in the Ravenna churches of the earlier group

a hundred years before, ignores the important fact that, although not

only in the Ravenna churches but even in certain contemporary

cliurches of Rome and other Italian towns, the trace of Byzantine

influence is to be clearly observed, yet in none of these cases has that

influence been sufficiently strong or persistent to affect the essential

character of the architecture ; while in S. Vitale as originally built

and adorned there is no single decorative feature which is not in

harmony with the Byzantine methods and spirit, so that the effect of

this interior, in spite of the absence of most of the characteristic

forms in its construction, is essentially that of a Byzantine church.

There is no other imj)ortant church in Italy, with the one great

excej)tion of St. Mark's, of which the same can be said.

The great church of S. Lorenzo Maggiore at Milan was doubtless

' Tliey are described ;md illustrated in chiij). iii., on the Byzantine style.
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earlier tl»aii sevoral of tlioso wo liavo alroacly notiood. Its oripfin is

iiiict'itaiii and lias been tiui suhjtM-t of an animated contro- ^ Lorenzo,

vorsy ; some authorities, liiibseli most notal)ly, maintaining ^iian

it to have been ori<;inally built in the latter half of the fourth (;entnry

as a Christian ehureh ; others, of whom Ku<^ler is the most positive,

eonten(lin<>- that it was the great hall of an imperial palace or bath,

of which the great portico of sixteen columns which stands in front

of the atrium was also a })()rtion. The truth (tannot be known, but

in any case, the church, which was consecrated about the year oH';,

was substantially a creation of the time of And)rose, and executed

luider his direction. As, however, before the end of the first cen-

tury of its existence, Milan was ravaged with more or less destruc-

tiveness by Alaric, Attila, Odoacer, and Theodoric, and in later

centuries by the Byzantines, Lombards, and Germans, to say nothing

of fire and bad construction, it cannot be supposed that much of the

church of Ambrose remains to us, especially as in 1573 the central

dome fell in from weakness of construction, carrying with it the

whole of the upper portions of the structure. There is reason also

to believe that the early church was simpler in plan than that which

we see to-day. No example can be found of any fourth century

church with a plan so complicated. The church is doubtless one of

the most striking instances of the phenomenon so frequent in the

architecture of Italy, of an early building partially rebuilt from time

to time, either on account of weakness or damage by fire or war, until

its architecture is a mixture of the styles and plans of half a dozen

widely separated centuries.

The plan is at present in its main outline a square measuring about

one hundred and fifty feet inside the walls. So much is doubtless

original. (Fig. 56.^ How much more is so is purely a matter of

conjecture. From each face projects a circular wall, which we may
suspect was added when, at some later date, the present interior dis-

position w^as determined. This consists of a central octagon with

unequal sides formed by eight piers, or rather fragments of wall, at

the angles, connected by semicircular arches. From each of the four

cardinal faces of the octagon, which are considerably broader than

the other four, projects an apsidal exedra rather less than a semi-

circle in plan, formed by two ranges of arcades one above the other,

the lower of five arches supported on octagonal piers, — the upper

with five openings carried on square piers and Ionic columns.

These exedrae are of the same character with those of S. Vitale at

Ravenna, but unlike those, the aisle which encloses them follows their
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outline. Op^msite the smaller sides of the octagon the aisle is

broken by the intervention of four piers, which form an inner square,

and which are connected by round arches with the outer walls and

with the piers of the central octagon, which is thus strengthened and

buttressed. The aisle is in two stories, the lower covered by groined

b'i\:;. .">(). >. Jjuifii/.o, Milan.

vaulting of much the same character as in the aisle of S. Vitale, the

up])er by a continuous barrel vault. There is no interior feature to

indicate wliich was tlu.' ])rincipal axis of the church, or in what posi-

tion tlie altar was jdaced, wlietlier in the centre of the octagon' or in

that one of the ai)si(lal exedra; which is opjiosite.the entrance doors.

The central octagon was, perhaps, originally covered by a wooden
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rool, w hii'li was i('|)l:i('r(l Miter several lnirniii<;s, ;iii(l at Home <ljit<* now

uncertain, 1)V a dome. Tlie sides of tlie <K;ta^(>n l^nn^ nnecjiial, the

base of \\w. donw was brou^^lit to a re;;ular octagon l>y means of lioii-

zontal lintels on the four smaller sides |)rojeetin<j^ one beyond another

over the small arch between th(! j)iers. The dome is of icmarkably

bold eonstruetion ; with a diameter of nearly ninety feet, and its

crown about one hundri»(l and thirty feet above; the floor, its su])|)ort-

ing' piers have a thickness of only six feet and a length of eleven.

Perhaps no dome of ecpial size and height was ever raised on piers

so attenuated. It is, however, buttressed by the semi-domes of tin;

four exedr:\3 which abut against its base, and also by two arches con-

necting each ])icr of the octagon, the one with the outer wall of the

church, the other with the pier which forms the angle of the inner

square. Over the small square compartments, of wdiich the last-

mentioned piers form the inner angle, were built, at some early period

not now determinable, slender towers, from the inner angles of which

Hyingf buttresses were carried to the base of the dome. The original

form of the dome and of its covering roof is not known. ^ The pre-

sent dome, which is octagonal, was built directly after the fall of the

old one in 1573, and shows on the exterior no indication of the in-

terior form, the octagonal wall being carried up nearly to the height

of the crown of the dome and covered by a low octagonal roof.

The interior is very plain, but the old chronicles speak of it as

extremely rich in decoration,^ with marble slabs on walls and piers,

and mosaic on domes and vaults.

The church is flanked on the north and south by two octa^'onal

chapels, while a third opens from the eastern aisle. All of these are

believed to be nearly contemporary with the church. The last men-

tioned, San Ippolito, although octagonal externalh', is in its interior

plan a Greek cross, with its central square of twenty feet covered

-by a groined vault, and its four short arms by barrel vaults. San
Aquilino, the largest of the chapels, was originally the baptistery of

the church. It is entered from the south aisle through a square ves-

tibule with a semicircular domed niche on either side. The chapel

itself is an octagon, forty-two feet in diameter internally, covered by

an octas^onal dome. In its thick walls are eioht niches alternately

round and square, and eight similar niches above, each enclosing a

window. The chapel of S. Sisto, on the other side of the church, is

similar in plan but much smaller.

^ Mothes (p. 142) believes it to have been round.
^ Arnulphus, A. D. 1085. Also a Latin poem of the eighth century speaks of the pre-

cious marbles of the walls and of the golden dome, — lapidibus auroqite tecta.



CHAPTER II

THE LOMBARD ROMANESQUE

Up to the time of Theodoric, and indeed for half a century after

his death, the buildings of Italy were in the main the production of

the Koman race of builders, and were in the direct line of succession

from those of ancient Home. No essential feature can be cited of

the early basilican church, or of the square, circular, or polygonal

churches of the first four centuries after Constantine, which had not

its ])rototype in the temples or the civic buildings of the Empire.

Scarcely any fact is more remarkable in the history of architecture

than the steadfastness with which the Italian race has adhered to the

classic traditions through all the changes of government and popula-

tion through which it has passed, and the reluctance with which it

has admitted any essential departure from them. The various styles,

apart from the Roman, which have prevailed in Ital}" between the

early Christian centuries and those of the Renaissance, have been

the result of influences from without her borders, and have never

commanded the loyal and hearty support of her people, as was the

case with the native styles in Italy, France, and Germany. The

Lombard raised his clumsy i)iles ; the Byzantine turned his thin

domes of i)ottery or bricks ; the Cistercians introduced the Gothic

of northern France ; the Normans in the south surrounded here and

there their ai)sidal choirs with ambulatories and radiating chapels,

— but tlirough all these local and temi)orary invasions of foreign

taste the heart of the Italian, from north to south, held fast for a

thousand years to the basilican plan and the classic detail of Rome.

The architecture which grew up and developed over the greater

l)art of Italy during the next six centuries after the death of Theo-

doric is commonly known as the Romanesque. The term is an

extremely indefinite one, denoting a style wliicli liad various phases

in various parts of the peninsula, and of wliich the origin, duration,

and cliaracteristics are matters of heated controversy. As aj)i)lied

to architecture, the term is, as M. Quichorat ])oints out, of com-

paratively recent date, having originated with M. de (ierville, who.
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soinewhcro about l«^-0, proposed to the :intl(piarie.s of Xorriiandy to

apply it to the arehitetrtiiro wliicli prevailed hetvviuMi tlie downfall

of the Koiuaii doiuinatioii and the twelfth e(;ntnry. "This an!hitec-

tiire," says M. (^iiieherat, '' whieh (ivery man had hajitized aeeordiiij;^

to his own fancy hy the name of Ijomhard, or Saxon, or Jiyzantine,

appeared to M. do (lerville to be entitled to be (ialled ])y a nanu-

which was not that of any one people, since it had ))een practised all

over western Kuropt^ without the sj)ecial intervention of Loinl)ards,

or Saxons, or Greeks;'' and f()llowin<»' the analogy of the philolo-

gists, who a])])lied the term '" Romanesque " to the broken down

Latin of ^^estern Europe, with its mingling of other and more local

languages, he made use of the same word to characterize what he

regarded as the depraved Roman architecture, modified in the same

way by local influences.^

The Romanesque, in character as well as in time, lies between the

Koman and the Gothic, being in great measure an inheritance from

the one, and carrying within itself, at least in most of its forms, the

promise of the other. Yet Quicherat's definition as " an architecture

which has ceased to be Roman, though it retains much that is

Roman, and has not yet become Gothic, though it has already some-

thing of Gothic,'' is, as far as its application to the Romanesque of

Italy is concerned, certainly faulty ; since it implies that all Roman-

esque is on its way to become Gothic. To the Romanesque of

France and Germany, and to a certain extent to that of northern

Italy, where the w^ooden roofs have been superseded by vaulting,

wdiere the walls and piers have been made heavy and broad to sup-

port it, and where the whole disposition of parts has a more or less

organic arrangement, the definition is clearly applicable : but it

\vould as certainly exclude the Romanesque of central and southern

Italy, in which the internal disposition is essentially that of the

Roman basilicas, and in which the ornaments and the general exte-

rior design are the features which distinguish the Romanesque church

from its Roman prototype.

The lack of homogeneousness in the Romanesque of Italy, to which

I have referred, makes it desirable to discriminate between its vari-

ous geographical aspects. The most obvious division appears to be

that which w^ould give the name of Lombard Romanesque to the

1 " The architecture of the ninth century contains something of Asiatic, something of

Byzantine, a great deal of Roman
;
yet is neither Asiatic, nor Byzantine, nor Roman, but

Romanesque
; just as our language, -which contains elements of Celtic, and of Teutonic,

and a prodigious quantity of Latin, is itself neither Celtic, nor Teutonic, nor Latin, but

French.'"' Quicherat, Melanges, p. 152.
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style which developed in Milan, Pavia, and the Lombard cities of

the north of Italy, and which was reprodnced with slight modifica-

tions in the Rhenish provinces of Germany,— and that of Central

Romanes(pie to the more classic forms which we find in Tnscany

and the region between Tuscany and Kome : while that mixed style

which grew u}) contemporaneously over Apulia, Calabria, and the

other j)rovinces of southern Italy — a style in which the Lombard
and the Norman had perhaps an equal share, and of which the abun-

dant and fascinating ornament is largely due to the Greek sculptors

by whom these provinces were overrun from the eighth to the eleventh

centuries— is appropriately distinguished as the Southern Roman-
esque.

The Gothic kingdom was too short to produce any essential modi-

fication of taste or methods in art or anv considerable interminolino;

of races. Moreover, during the most important period of that king-

dom, the Gothic power was exercised by a monarch whose chief pride

was to follow in the footsteps of the great people whom he had come

to govern ; and the buildings of Theodoric were, except in certain

details, scarcely less Roman than those of Constantine.

But the Goths had hardly disappeared from Italy when a new and

mucli more formidable wave of invasion swept over the country.

The Lombards, or Longobardi, were a rude and ferocious tribe, who,

— first appearing in history during the reign of Tiberius, and in the

pages of Tacitus, established on the banks of the Elbe, and a little

later in the plains of central Germany,— had by the fifth century,

throuiih what wholesale migration is not known, transferred them-

selves to the banks of the Danube, and liad there grown so strong as

to be recognized by the Roman power as the most formidable among

its threatening neighbors. They had embraced Christianity, but

were, like the Goths, of the Arian faith, until their conversion to the

Catholic Church in G70, and were thus hardly less odious to the

Catholic Popes than to the Roman Km])erors.^ In 5G8, perhaps

excited by the example of the Goths, and seeing in their expulsion

their own o])portunity, this restless and hardy people crossed the

Alps under Alboin, and ^meeting witli but a feeble resistance, spread

themselves rapidly over the broad and rich plains of northern Italy.

Within two years they had established permanent settlements as far

south as Spoleto and Benevento. Pavia, after resisting them for

^ The hostility of tlie Popes to the Lonil)ar(ls did not cease with the conversion of

the latter to Catholicism, but was active and unceasing' so long' as they remained in con-

trol of Italv.
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tlireo yoars, hecanic their capihil city. At Kavcinia tin; power of

the Hyzantiiu's, and in cciilial Italy the power of" the I'opoH, was too

stroiiii' for tlu'iii U> ovcrcoinc,' wliile cities like \'eni(;e on the iioitli

anil Niii)lcs on the south were ahlt% in virtue of tiieir control of the

sea and till' case with which this control cnal)lc(l tlicin to brin;^ in

supplies, to defy the attacks of the Lombards. l>ut of tiie greater

l)art of Italy they remained masters for two hundred years. Their

rule was, however, never acee})te(l by the Italian i)eople, who contin-

ued to the last to feel for them the same steady and cordial hatred

which they felt twelve hundred years later for the Austrians.- Yet

it seems evident that the brntal and savage manners of the Lombards

underwent a change as their hold on the country liecame more

secure, and their intelligence and energy carried them far on the

road to a higher civilization. Within a generation after the inva-

sion, Queen Theodolinda, the wife of the second successor and grand-

son of Alboin, who seems to have represented all that was best in

the Lombard character, had built the first Lombard cathedral, at

Monza, the church of Sta. Giulia at Bonate, and other churches at

Lomella, Cremona, and Brescia. Living during the building of the

cathedral at Monza in the palace raised by Theodoric, she built

after its completion a more extensive palace, decorated with historical

paintings. Her works were not confined to the neighborhood of her

capital. As far south as Benevento, she founded in 620 the monas-

tery of San Pietro del Olivola, to which fifty years later a basilica

was added. By some writers the foundation of the baptistery of

Florence is ascribed to her. The church of San Michele at Pavia

followed not long after. Its exact date cannot be ascertained, but

as Pavia was the capital city it is reasonable to presume that it was

there that the earliest attempts would be made to rival the Orthodox

churches which the Lombards found existing. The immediate suc-

cessors of Theodolinda continued the work, not only at Pavia, but at

Milan, Brescia, Verona, jMonza, and Bergamo. It is, however, highly

improbable that any one of the earliest Lombard churches remains.

^ Ravenna, with its port of Classis. was indeed taken by Liutprand somewhere about

730, during- the furious war between the Pope and the German Emperor ; but the Lom-
bards were promptly expelled from the territory of the Exarchate by the Venetians,

whose fleet was before the city.

- A feeling- which was fully reciprocated by the conquerors. Liutprand. their must

enlightened king-, speaking- with the Emperor Phocas, used these words :
" We Lombards,

Saxons, Franks, Lothringians, Bavarians, Swabians, Burgundians. have such contempt

for the Romans that we can think of no grosser insult to fling at our enemies than to call

them Romans,— that name signifying to us the height of ig-nominy, cowardice, avarice,

luxury, and in a word, of every vice.'' Quoted by Dartein, p. 07.
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They were all doubtless extremely rude, both in construction and
design, and gave way in no long time to buildings of a higher char-

acter. Attempts have been made by local antiquaries, notably in

the case of San Michele of Pavia, to maintain the identity of the pre-

sent building, at least in part, with that of the seventh century ; but

all the arguments, from the condition of the Lombards themselves

at that period, as well as from architectural analogy, are in the oppo-

site direction, and tend to support the conclusion of Cordero,^ ^' that

the Lombards, not yet emerged from a state of barbarism when they

invaded Italy, had no architects and knew nothing of architecture

;

that when the ancient chroniclers tell us that such or such a church

was erected during their occupation of the country, we are not to

infer necessarily that the church which they built was the one we see

to-day ; and that from the middle of the sixth century to the middle

of the seventh century, no other architectural style was in use than

the Roman style of the fourth and fifth centuries, however perverted

by the incompetency of the later builders."

It is evident, however, not only that no permanent works were

built during the sixth and seventh centuries by the Lombards them-

selves, but that the Italians were not less unproductive. The steady

degeneracy in the character of both people and government would

of itself, perhaps, be sufficient to account for this ; but another and

equally sufficient reason may be found in the desolating series of

calamities to which the unhappy country was subjected in quick suc-

cession during this period. The war which in the middle of the

sixth century raged with varying fortunes between the later Goths

under Totila and the imperial forces, during which the capital was

repeatedly besieged and the whole of the southern portion of the

peninsula constantly laid bare by the contending armies, had left

behind it an exhaustion which seemed enough of itself for the people

to bear ;
— but in 5GG the whole of Italy was ravaged by a frightful

pestilence, in the course of which whole towns were depopulated and

the fields left without men to gather the croj)S. The pestilence was

followed three years later (the year after the Lombard invasion) by

an almost equally disastrous famine, and after a somewhat longer

interval, by destructive floods over the whole northern portion of the

country. These calamities were, in their turn, succeeded by a gen-

eral drought, and in the following year by a return of the pestilence.

It is not surprising that under so heavy a load of misfortune the

arts should be for a time forgotten.

^ ])(l Italidnn Arrfn'tettura dnrautr la dominazione hmgobardira. Brescia. 1829.
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The origin of the Loinbiinl .styK; is diriicult and jxrliapx impos.siMf

to di'teniiiiio with Jiny coi*t:iinty. (icMiiiaii, Frcn(!li, iiiid111-1 1
• OrlfiTln of

Italian writers liave striig«;lod and l()u;;lit over the (luestion, the j.om

11 1 <' • 1 ii !• 1 • riM • bard Htyle.

and liave lert it as ()hH(!uro as tliey lonnd it. 1 he cnrions

reader is referred to Mothes, p. 232, for a snnnnary of the views of

the (lernian writeis on tliis snbjcot, as Stie^litz, Kinkel, Liihke,

l\osenthal, S})ringer, FJirster, wlio advance views of the most contra-

dictory character, some maintaining that the Lond)ards l)uilt all

their bnildings by the help of the Byzantine architects, — others that

as the Lombard art was of a qnite opposite character from that of

the Byzantines, they must have brought it with them from beyond

the Alps. With such a conflict of opinions, one thing alone seems

clear, namely, the impossibility of any certain conclusion. P^ach

student must judge for himself concerning the force of the argu-

ments on one side or another, and the strength of the probabilities.

It does not, however, seem reasonable to suppose that a tribe so

predatory and warlike and restless as the Lombards were at the time

of their invasion of Italy should then have been in the possession of

sufficient artistic knowledge, taste, or training to have built the

churches which have been attributed to them. Nothing indicates

that they were, before the invasion, in the practice of the arts. No
buildings whatever exist, I believe, in the regions whence they came,

which can be accepted as the prototypes of San Michele at Pavia or

the cathedral at Monza ; none, indeed, of any kind which go back

to the date of their abandonment of those regionSo Yet the earliest

of the important Lombard buildings which we see existing in Italy

differ radically in style of architecture and interior plan and disposi-

tion from any Italian buildings which preceded them, and from any

contemporary buildings in other parts of the peninsula. Whence
came, then, the change in style? Certainly not from Germany,

whose inhabitants were even less likely than the Lombards to origi-

nate a distinct and vigorous architectural style. Certainly not from

Italy, whose traditions were all bound up with the classic periods

of her history. Certainly not from the East, whose architecture

(even at Ravenna) had little indeed in common with the solid and

ponderous constructions of the Lombard builders. The change must

have been, like all changes in architectural style, a gradual one, the

result of many influences not now to be detected, and passing through

many successive stages, of w^hicli we see only the later ones.

We can only presume that by the middle of the eighth century,

perhaps under the reign of Liutprand (712-744), when the Lombards
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luul been masters of Italy for a luuulied and fifty years and had con-

solidated their power, a great number of the earlier churches were

either rebuilt or in process of rebuilding, and that a few of the notable

monuments which stand to-day as the most worthy exam])les of the

Londjard style may be traced back, in whole or in part (due allow-

ance being made for the repairs and restorations of eleven centuries),

to this i)eriod. During the remainder of the eighth century, and

during the whole of the four following centuries, the Lond^ard style

was not only the reigning style in which most of the buildings of

northern Italy were built, but it had been carried northward across

the Alps by Charlemagne and his followers, and had established

itself with scarcely any essential changes on the banks of the Rhine

and in the regions to the east and west of that river.^ It is impossi-

ble to attribute so great a result to any influence but that which had

been the controlling influence in Italy in respect of government, laws,

social customs, and even in art for two hundred years— the influence

of the Lombards. The style of architecture which we find prevailing

for the first time in these regions after their occupation of the coun-

try, and which differs so radically both as to construction and design

from any which had ])receded it, can with reason be credited only to

them. And. indeed, it is a style which well accords with all that

we know of their character, and with the gradual modification of it

which must have resulted from their continued contact with the Ital-

ians. For the action of the Lond)ards on Italy and of Italy on

the Lombards was reciprocal, in spite of tlie hatred and contempt

which marked the relation of the two races to each other. The

one race stood for barbarous energy, the other for exhausted and

effete civilization. The triumph of rude and savage force was inevi-

table ; but. in trium])hing, the conquerors were themselves as in-

evitably chauiied. Their sava"eness was tamed, their rudeness was

smoothed : they took from Italy as much as they gave her, and the

style of architecture which began with them was continued by their

descendants and successors, at first with similar rudeness, then with

less, but always with a vigor and individuality which distinguished it

^ It is iiit<'r»'stiii<; toconiparf . for instanoe, the very early hajitlsteryat Bonn on the Rhine,

with the little round chureh of JS. Toniniaso in Limine at Alnienno (see p. 1»!0). The
eircular portions of the two hnil(lin<;s are nearly identical in design. Compare, also,

the ])lan of the eleventh century church of S. M. im Kajiitol at Coloj^-ne with that of S.

Fedrle at Como. The exterior of the (lerman chureh shows the blind arcades, the arched

corhfl tables, the round-headed windows, and the eaves gallery around the apse perfectly

correspondiuLj to the same features in the contemporary Italian buildings. See Bois-

ser^e, Ihiikmiiler dtr Jiaukuust am y ieder-Iihein.
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uinnist:ik:ibly from llic stylos which wciuj <h*v<'l()|)«;(l siinuhaiH'uiisly

ill the regions inniicdiatcly :i(]jjicent to tliciii.^

Ah hough tlic materials for forming an adetjuate notion of lh<.'

eivil life of the Lombards during tlu; four or five einturios
,.,,.,, 11- I 1- I -11 1

Civil life

which iollowed their establislnnent m Italy arc; extremely of the

scanty, yet it is certain that side by side with their turbu-

lent and aggressive career of coiKjuest and rapine, there went on

a civil life in which a wise and thoughtful intelligeiK.'e was slowly

creating a iww and higher standard of laws and manners, and in

whii'h the relations between the native race and the invading foreign-

ers were undergoing a steady amelioration. They established at a

very early period various cliaritabh; institutions, hospitals, almshouses,

orphan asylums, etc., perhaps following in this the example of the

earlier Germans, of whom Anialasuntha, daughter of Tl.eodoric,

founded an ori)hanage in Ravenna.'- In 643, only three quarters of

a century after the conquest, a comi)lete code of laws was promul-

gated by Hotharis, embracing 390 articles, civil and military, in many
of which the best principles of the old Koinan law were embodied,

and which showed already the result of the softening and restraining

iiitiuence of Pope Gregory on the one hand, and Queen Theodolinda

on the other.*^

Liutprand and his successors, a century later, improved upon this

code, and modified and softened it, particularly in those features

^ Dartein, who has studied the Lombard architecture with conscientious devotion and

ability, says nevertheless of the Lombards, '" Leur influence s'est reduite a celle que la

sauvagerie exerce sur les arts," etc. In Planat's Cycl. vol. v. p. 410.

- Hospitals were founded not only by kings but by private persons, sometimes by those

of humble condition. A parchment still exists dated 8 Maj-, 777, by which a citizen of

^Nlilan, named Todone, bequeathed his wealth and his house to the archbishop of Milan,

for the founding- of a hospital for the poor. (Romussi. p. 205.) The same writer re-

marks that in the time of Charlemag'ue's rule in Lombardy. the donation of money to the

churches had become so frequent as to excite the sxispicion of the king-, inasmuch as a

law of the Lombards permitted such donors to make a different disposition of the pro-

perty during" their own life. — and meanwhile the property being in the hands of the

church was exempt from danger by war or violence. Charlemagne in 785 made such

gifts to churches irrevocable.

® The ferocity with w hich the wars of the period were carried on is well illustrated by
the complaint of Pope Gregory in 500, that he had seen Romans, during a siege of Rome
by the Lombards, led to market with ropes around their necks to be sold as slaves.

" Towns destroyed, castles in ruins, the fields laid waste, and the country reduced to a

solitude, — Rome itself abandoned by her people, ravaged by her enemies, and given over

to destruction. Where is the Senate ? Where are the people ? The buildings are fall-

ing, the walls are crumbling on every hand. . . . All the glory of earthly dignity has ex-

pired within the city. All her greatness has vanished." Gregorovius. vol. ii. p. 41
;

Dantier, p. 1C8.
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w liicli concerned the enfranchisement of the Italians who were sub-

jected to tlie Lombard rule. The commercial class was recognized

early in the eighth century, and its members ranked as freemen held

to military service in case of need.^

The Church exercised, after the general conversion of the Lombards
to the Catholic faith, a powerful influence towards the mitigation of

the Lombard rule, and we get here and there a striking illustration

of the extent to which the savage temper of these rude warriors was

affected by the strong contrast which the Christian life presented to

their own turbulent existence. Plarly in the eighth century, Katchis,

one of the Lombard kings, abdicated the throne, became a monk,

and entered the monaster}- of Monte Cassino ; and his wife and

daughter founded in the neighborhood a convent for nuns. The
widow of his successor followed their example, and other similar

instances are recorded of the founding or restoring of monasteries

and churches by the kings or their families. Many of the Lombard
nobles occupied positions of greater or less eminence in the church.

It may be concluded, howevei', that these were individual and excep-

tional instances of a spirit which did not greatly characterize the

manners or the policy of the Lombards, who never went so far in

accord with the church as to admit the bishops to any participation

in the making of their laws.

Gibbon, who is naturally not much disposed to allow the salutary

influence of the church, is emphatic in his general appreciation of

the essential manliness and wholesomeness of the Lombard charac-

ter. " Whatever merit may be discovered in the laws of the Lom-

bards," he remarks, " they are the genuine fruit of the reason of the

barbarians. The succession of their kings is marked with virtue

and ability : the troubled series of their annals is adorned with fair

intervals of ])eace, order, and domestic ha})])iness, and the Italians

enjoyed a milder and more equitable government than any of the

other kingdoms which had been founded on the ruins of the Western

p]m])ire." ^

' It is to bo reiiu'mbored, in spj'akinf^' of the <i;-ratlual amelioration of the Lonil);iiil

character, that tliis process wjis not linuted to tlie coniparatively short period during:

wliicli tliey were the masters of Italy. The overthrow of their rule by Charlcmapne was

followed neither by their expulsion from the country nor by any g'eueral proscription.

They lost neither their fortunes nor their dignities, and, except in the matter of govern-

ment, they were as im])<>rtant an element in the life of Italy as before their overthrow.

Charlemagne took for himself and inr his successors the title of Longobardorum IJex.

There seem to be no materials for forming any clear notion of the_ extent to which the

L<mibards niixed with the older Italian p(>])ulation. Oregorovius si)eaks of '' the Lom-

bards of Tuscany " as forming one division of the army which besieged Home in T-jO.

- Gibbon, Decline <nul FaU. cliap. 4.">.
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Not tlio leiist interesting of (lir ^^roups of law.s which make uj> th(i

code of Ivotlniris and that <>f Llntprand are those which
j,,,,

establish and rei;nlate the onk'i* of the Ma<;istri Coniaeini, ^"'»ac'"'

caUed also Mai;istri C-asarii. Many and varions acteonnts have hecMi

«;iven of the origin and natnre of this body, but eoni^erning their ini-

})ortanoe and the general character of their functions there is substan-

tial agreement. According to the popular legend, they sprang from tin;

little island in the lake of Como, still known as the " Isola Comacina,"

where, according to Paulus Diaconus, at the period of the Lond)ard

invasion, one Francione, a Koman warrior, formerly a general in

the army of Narses, had maintained an inde})en(lent colony which

endured for twenty years after that event, and only yielded after a

siege of six months. In recognition of the courage and tenacity of

their resistance, the Comacini were admitted to the privileges of

freemen in the Lombard state ; and as the inhabitants of the region

of which the lake was the centre had been long renowned for their

skill in the building arts, the little company of Francione grew not

unnaturally into a privileged body of builders, to whom subsequently,

after they had been reinforced to some extent by Lombard additions,

special concessions were granted by the Lombard kings, and whose

members spread themselves abroad, not only in Italy, but also in

Germany and France, in the capacity of master-builders, and perhaps

in some cases of architects as well. The code of Rotharis contains

provisions for the regulation of this body, and for determining their

duties towards their employers on the one hand, and their work-

men on the other, and their rights and responsibilities in cases of

accident.^

The code of Liutprand, eighty years later, contained further pro-

visions regulating the practice of the Comacini, which had now
become much more numerous and important. Fixed rates of pay-

ment were established for their services, varying according to the

kind of building on w^hich they were engaged : definite prices being

allowed for walls of various thicknesses, for arches and vaults, for

chimneys, plastering and joiners' work. The difficulty which these

^ Two rules are worth citing" as curiously similar to certain legislation of our own day.

First, " When a inaster-niason (Mag'ister Comacino) shall have undertaken to build or

restore the house of another person, and shall have stipulated his rate of pay, if it shall

happen that any person is killed by a falling- stone or other material, such death shall be

at the cost, not of the owner of the house, but of the master-mason,"' Second. " When
one or more Comacini shall be engaged in building a house under the charge of a

leader, and any one of the Comacini shall fall ill and die. his death shall be at the cost

of the leader."
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early builders found in the construction of vaults is indicated by the

allowance of a charge per superficial foot, from fifteen to eighteen

times as great as in the case of a wall. The price of provisions and

wine furnished to the workmen is also determined, and is counted as

part of their pay.

It was doubtless owing to this body of trained builders that the

Lombard architectui'e spread over Europe in the ninth and tenth

centuries, and to their favor both with the Lombard kings and with

the Popes, who, as early as the end of the eighth century, gave them

recognition and authority to trav^el abroad and practise their art.^

It has been too much the custom to accredit the monks with all the

architecture of the dark ages, and to hold that the work of the lay

architects began with the emancipation of the people from feudal

tyranny, and was thus contemporaneous with the rise of Gothic

architecture in France. To how great an extent the Lombard
churches which remain to us both in Italy and Germany were the

work of the Comacini we are, in the absence of authentic records,

left to conjecture. But it is not unreasonable to presume that, as

the Loml)ard region was the centre from which tlieir companies went

forth to their work in foreign parts, they would be the most natural,

as well as the most competent, directors of the works undertaken in

their own country.^

Let us now trace, as concisely as possible, the chief characteristics

of this Lombard style, the earliest form of the Romanesque, and which

carried within itself even the germ of the Grothic.

AVe can do this most intelligently, perhaps, first by studying the

^ Lindsay. Illst. of Chr. Art. vol. ii. p. 14. It was, however, no new thing for builders

to be sent into foreign lands by the Popes. Gregory the Great, before the end of the

sixth century, sent abbot Melitus into England, accompanied by the nu)uk Augustine,

with a certain number of workmen, who built in various towns of that country ; and the

same thing happened again in ()<>() under Pope Vitellianus. Mothes, p. 238.

The Popes also employed Lombard architects in Home. A letter of Adrian to Charle-

magne is preserved, .'isking him to seiul some *' magistri ** from the north of Itiily to

execute certain btiiiding works in Ivome.

- Large claims are made for the extent and importance of the Comacini. Merzario, in

his interesting history, goes so far as to assert that the wide-spreading guilds of Free

Masons all over Europe wert' but their contimuTS. and that to them belongs the credit of

practically all the church-building, not only in Italy, but in France. England, and Germany

for five centuries at least (/ Mufstri Comacini, vol. i. p. 7'.>)- The claim has little but

inferenct; to rest on. as the origin and history of the Masonic (luilds is obscure, notwith-

standing the frequent mention of them in the archives of the Middle Ages. Mei-zario

himself has to admit, in speaking of the Comacini, "Their names are unknown, their

individual works undetermined, but the bie.ith of their sj)irit is felt through all these

centuries," etc.
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plan :iiul (l('sl<;ii of two or tlirci; of its most typical huildin^s, .-iihI

then by following;- it into its most ecmspicuous variations in cliiirclies

loss rigidly cliaracttiristic.

T\n) Lombard r('<;ion is, roughly speaking, limited geogra])lii(;illy

by the Alps on the north, the Apennines on flic south, tlie Tieino

on the west, and on the

east by a line drawn

north anil south half

way between Verona

and Parma. The style

overran these limits, but

where it did so, it

showed, as in Verona,

in Modena, in Bologna,

the influence of outside

forces and modes of

thought. In time, its

duration may be said to

cease in the thirteenth

century, wdien it passed

into the Gothic, even

as on the north of the

Alps the Romanesque

of Germany and north-

ern France had done a

century earlier, — but

in Italy, the Gothic still

retained, as we shall see

later, certain of the fea-

tures of the Lombard
style.

The origin and date

of the earliest of the Lombard churches which are stiU standing,

are, as I have said, a matter of conjecture, and. therefore

of controversy, into which we will not enter. It is enough Lombard

to say that they prove with sufficient clearness that in

plan and construction the Lombards did but follow at first the

fashion of the basilicas which they found existing all over Italy,

the Roman type, which had been adopted w^herever the Christian

religion had penetrated. Of these churches, the most ancient is

perhaps S. Salvatore at Brescia ; two others, S. Vincenzo in Prato

Fig-. 57. S. Salvatore, Brescia.
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t ,^ji^^m^^r:^m'j0^

Fijr. "^'^. Capitals. S. Salvatore, Brescia.

at ]\Iilaii, and S. ^laria delle Caccie at Pavia, are not very much
later. All are simple basilicas, of modest dimensions, with nave and

aisles separated by simple arcades, with columns whose capitals are

largely taken from older buildings, the nave ending in a semicircular

ai)se. All roofs were of wood, though in S. Salvatore a modern

vaulting has replaced the ancient roofs. In S. Salvatore and S. Vin-

cenzo a crypt extends under the apse and the two or three eastern

bays of tlie nave ; in the first named, the crypt has the whole breadth

of nave and aisles. Yet in each of these little churches there are

not wanting certain significant variations from the early Christian

type. In S. Vincenzo, for instance, the exterior wall of the three

apses is surrounded at the top by a thinly profiled arched corbel-table,

joined with the base by square pilaster strips ^ which divide the wall

vertically into compartments. In the central apse the effect of

the corbel-table is innnensely enhanced by a small, deep niche under

each of its arches — the arches thus forming tlie archivolts of the

niches, which are separated only by the breadth of a single brick.'-

In S. Salvatore, the variations are nuich more varied and interesting.

They concern, for the most part, the interior decoration. The cai)i-

tals are mostly modelled somewliat rudely on the Corinthian type
;

but some are convex block ca})itals wholly Byzantine in character,

with flowing leafage, growing in some instances out of a vase, and

covering the face of the block. The capitals of the small columns

in the crypt, of which there are three trartsverse lines, are very inter-

esting and characteristic. They vary widely in l)readth, height, and

design, l)ut all are of a character hitherto unknown : the shafts also

vary in size, and in many cases there is no correspondence of size

' Darteiii, p. I'S. - Cm tt -1111.0 p 'K\0
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botwoeu capital and shal't.' Tiiat portion of tlir cryi)!. wliirli lir.s

uiultM' (he nave and jiisloH is vaulted in small .s<|uarc groined bays, —
tho j)()rti()n under tlu; aj)se is eeihid with Hat slabs of niarbh;, snj>-

ported on marble lintels, and foi'min*;' the pavement of the apse

above, in many details of sculpture the (jreek hand is manifest,

and a triani;ular fragnicnt of marble is j)reserved in the neighboring

museum, which once formed j)rol)ably a portion of the parapet or

cheek of (he small stair which gave access to the ambon, and which

is one of the most })ure anil beautiful examples of l^yzantiiie sculp-

ture in existence.'^

These variations are, however, but superficial, and do not point to

any essential change in the type. There is nothing in these early

churches which prefigures in any way the radical departure from the

methods in use which marks the Lombard style in its later develop-

ment. The basilican churches involved no serious problems of con-

struction, and the wdiole conception, regarded from this point of view,

was primitive. But some fragments which were brought to light in

Milan in 1869-70, during the excavations for a new banking build-

ing, seem to show, if we can judge from an inscription on one of

them, that as early as the first half of the eighth century, the change

was already conceived, and to some extent realized. Among these

fragments are certain capitals, not of columns, but of piers, of which

the plan must have been a quatrefoil produced by four half columns

covering the four sides of a square. The capitals are interesting

in themselves for their form and their decoration, as perhaps the

earliest examples of the true Lombard cubical capital, strongly influ-

enced by the Byzantine decorative spirit.^ But they are much more

interesting and important as belonging to the earliest church, of

which we have any knowledge, in which the nave column, or its sub-

stitute, the square pier, carrying the single line of nave arches, was

superseded by the grouped pier, with four shafts, of which two sup-

ported the arches of the nave arcades, while the other t^vo carried

the transverse arches of the nave and aisles, which were thus divided

into compartments or bays. It is not necessary to infer from this

the existence of vaults covering these compartments ; it is probable,

indeed, that the use of vaulting came later, perhaps as a result of the

fires by which the wooden roofs were so frequently destroyed ; but

the joining of the longitudinal walls by transverse arches was the first

preparation for it, and was of itself a great advance in stable and

^ Dartein. p. 22, pi. 16. - See Fig. 180, chap. iii.

3 Dartein, text, p. lUo.
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scientific building', over the long, thin, disconnected walls of the

Koniiin basilicas. These fragments of the little church of Aurona
may then be regarded as showing us the first step in the i)rogressive

develo])ment of an organic structure, which, i)assing through the

intermediate steps of Lombard in the south, and Norman in the

north, found in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries its culmination

in the Gothic cathedrals of France.^

In the two imi)ortant churches of San Ambrogio at Milan and

San ]\Iichele at Pavia we have probably the oldest existing

Lombard examples of the early Lombard church in its complete

development. I shall not enter into the question concern-

ing the age of these churches, which were presumed until lately to

date, in portions, at least, from the time of the Lombard occupation,

but to wliich later students are unwillino- to assign an earlier date

than the eleventh century. The truth lies probably somewhere

between the two extremes, and we shall not perhaps be far wrong in

assuming that the main construction of San Ambrogio, with the ex-

ception of the vaulting and the dome or lantern, is as old as the

second half of the ninth century, and that that of San Michele

belongs to the middle period of the tenth century, following the par-

tial destruction of the church by the fire of 924.^

In their ground plan, these two churches differ widely. The general

plan of San Ambrogio (Fig. 59) is a long rectangle about

bro^io. three hundred and ninety feet by ninety feet, of which length

the fine atrium and narthex occupy about two fifths. The
interior is divided into a nave and aisles, the former about thirty-

eight feet wide, which extend without interruption from the front to

the rear wall. There is no suggestion of a transept. The nave and

1 These two tilings, says Keynaiul, — the square piers carrying engaged shafts on tlieir

faces, and columns rising " de fond,"— are fundamental in the history of .irt. They are

of greater iniportanct' than the p«)iiited arch. It is they which prepare the way for the

vault. Of this invention, it is injjjossible to deny the credit to the Lombards. Trait('

de [^Architecture, pp. 214-2 1.*^.

Itomussi (Mildtio iu i suoi Moniunettli', p. 2')'.)) says that though the monastery of

Aurona. from whose church these capitals remain, was founded A. D. 740, yet the church

w;i.s rebuilt toward the close of the eleventh century.

- Yet it is probable that certain portions of S. Michele (which was twice rebuilded

and many times restored) may belong to the earlier church. In the bas-reliefs on the

fa^-ade, the warriors in the l)attle and hunting scenes are clad in the Lombard costume.

The same may be .said of the capitals in S. (nulia di Bonate. Indeed, the Lombard .sculp-

ture furnishes the strongest argument for the theory now so strongly disputed that the

Lombards themselves did build the churches called by their name. In the fa^;ade of S.

Ev.'isio at Cjisiile-Monferrato are the figures of King Liutpraiul aiul his queen. Why should

anybody but a Lombard care to immortalize these royal personages of an extinct dynasty ?
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aisles eadi tcriniiijitc in :i seiniciniil.ir apsr, with .-i vaulted ( rvpt

beneath the eentral one, which extends forward uji(h;r a half of the

hist bay of the nave. The fh)or of the choir is raised some s(;ven

feet above tlie nave, and tiie iii)|)cr

])()rtion of the crypt opens into

the nave by live round arches.

The arran«;einent, so far as the

phm is concerned, is simply that

of an early Christian basilica,

without essential modilication, ex-

cei)t that which results of neces-

sity from the adoption of a system

of vaulting.

San Michele, on the other hand

(Fig. GO) is a fully de- s.Micheie,

veloped cruciform church ^*v^*-

of much smaller dimensions than

San Ambrogio, built originally

with a nave of two square bays

flanked by aisles and opening into

a transept, which projects boldly

beyond the aisle walls. The cross-

ing is covered by an octagonal

dome, and from it opens a choir

of a single bay with a round apse,

and a crypt beneath, the floor of

the choir being raised fourteen

steps up from the nave, as in San

Ambrogio, so that the upper half

of the crypt is above the floor of

the nave, with which, however, it

has not any direct connection.

This plan is, as will be readily

seen, a wide departure from the

plans of the e^rly churches.

But in spite of the difference

in ground plan, in their general

disposition of parts there is great similarity between these two churches.

In each the nave is divided into square bays ^ by strong transverse

1 This description does not apply to San Michele in its present state, but is true of the

original construction. The vaulting' of the nave was taken down late in the fifteenth.

Fig. 59. S. Ambrogio, Milan.
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round arches, s])iiniiing from massive piers ; the aisles, half as wide

as the nave, are also divided into

square bays by similar arches, the

bays being- covered in each case by

groined vaults, above which are

galleries of precisely similar con-

struction. The construction of

the nave is sufficiently provided

for by the great piers from which

spring its transverse dividins;

Fij.-. 00. S. Miehele, Paviii.

arches. But the division of the

aisles into square bays, of which

two answer to each ba}^ of the

nave, requires, as will be readily

understood, an intermediate pier

of smaller size, opposite the cen-

tre of the nave bays. To sup-

port merely the vertical weight of

such vaults (the breadth of the

nave is about thirty-eight and

thirty-two feet in San Ambrogio

and San ^Michele respectively) piers of large section were necessary,

and the form of the pier was

governed by the form and posi-

tion of the vaulting members.

(Fig. 61.) The transverse arches

have a broad flat soffit, which

answers to the ])ilaster-like faces

of the pier, wliich are toward

the nave and aisle. In San

Michele these arches are of two

orders, of which the outline is

repeated in the section of the

j)ier. A similar arch on either

side of the pier in the direction

of the axis of the church, really

Fiff.Ol. S. An,brof.io: Nav.l'i.rs. the lateral arcli of tlio vault

ffiitury and lubuilt, with four ijl)l()n^ bays occupying the space of the two sciuare ones.

A similar change was niarle in S. Ambrojfio in ll'.X). wlien the vault of the third bay fell

in, and was replac«,'d by two oblong vaults, but the single square bay was rej)laced when
the interior w:ts restore«l in 1S<)»>.
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(though iMiuk' :i hliiid :iich l>y tlu; wiill <»!' the iiih'niHMli;it«; :irc.;ule),

is answered l)y :i siniilai' lace on the pier, wliiidi, however, in inoHtly

covered by the engaged shafts which carry the intermediate' arcdies in

two stories, and by tlie solid wall above the arches, whih; the diagonal

ribs of the nave vault, which have in S. And)ro<;io a rectangular and

in S. Michcle a circular section, are prepared for by vaulting shafts,

which, like all the other members of the pier, start from the pave-

ment. This compound pier is crowned by a capital which follows

its plan, with a strong abacus, from which spring all the arches

of construction. In S. Ambrogio the capitals are but just above

the gallery floor ; in S. Michelc they are on a level with the

crown of the gallery arches. The arrangement of iim intermediate

piers and the arches which they carry is much the same in the

two churches : in the one a flat pilaster face rising to the ca})itals of

the first arches, above which a slender engaged shaft continues the

vertical line to the gallery floor : in the other an engaged shaft rising

from the pavement and passing through the pier capital to the level

of the gallery floor. (Figs. 62-65.) Above the gallery floor in both

churches, a stunted pier, with flat pilaster face and engaged shafts

on each side, supports the tw^o arches of the triforium. The main

piers have thus to support three distinct systems of vaulting, those

of the nave, the aisles, and the galleries. In S. ]\Iichele all the

piers, arches, and ribs are of cut stone ; in S. Ambrogio the arches

and ribs,^ with the exception of the great transverse arches, are of

brick, with occasional voussoirs of stone. The vaults themselves are

of brick throughout both churches, and of great massiveness, the

nave vaults of S. Ambrogio havin"' an average thickness of

about sixteen inches, and those of the aisles of about twelve Lombard

inches. The vaultino- of the aisles and their g-alleries is

effected without diagonal ribs, the groins showing simply a sharp

angle at the intersections of the surfaces. An interesting illustra-

tion of the extent to wdiich the scientific knowledge of vaulting had

progressed at this early age was afforded by the nave vaults of

S. Ambroo'io at the time of the rebuildins: of those vaults. It was

found that the arched ribs had been built by themselves, and the

masonry of the cells filled in upon them afterwards, without any con-

nection between the one and the other, so that the distortion of the

masonry of the cells by settling and cracking had left the ribs quite

uninjured, and in some cases the two distinct masses of masonry had

^ Pontalis says " In S. Abbondio, Corao, yre find doubtless the first instance of ribs in

vaulting."' L'architecture religieuse dans Vancien diocese de Soissons. E. L. Pontalis.
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Fig. 02. luterior of IS. Ambrogio.

' been drawn apart so as to leave openings between them of the

breadth of a finger. It was tlms found possible, without in any way
disturbing the ribs, to take down, one by one, the cells of the vaults

and replace them by new brickwork.^

The form of the vaults is a distinct variation from the earlier

forms of groined vaulting. The Komans, in building their groined

vaults, used no ribs, and their vault was formed by the intersection

of two semicircular barrel vaults of equal diameter, whence it fol-

lowed that the crowns of all the four sections were horizontal and

were all on the same level. The form of the diagonal arches de-

scribed by the groins was that of a segmental arch, and the thrust in

the direction of the diagonal was such as to call for piers of great

size and strength. The? Lombards built their larger vaults, as we

have seen, with diagonal ribs, and they made these ribs in the form

of two full-centred diagonal arches, or even, as in S. Ambrogio,

slightly pointed. The result was that the crowns of all the constitu-

ent parts of the vault inclined upward towards the centre of the bay,

a*nd the vault was thus given a more or less domical form. In fact,

the Lombard groined vault is a sort of com})romise between the

Koman groined vault and the flat Byzantine dome, ap})roaehing so

nearly the form of the latter that the elevation of the crown of the

1 Dartuiii, p. i:J4.
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vault iil)()ve tho crown ol tlu^ traiiHVC»rsc and loii'^itudinril ardiOH is in

S. i\liclu»l("i (Mjual to one third, and in S. Aniljio^io, to on<; half,

roni;hly spcakini;-, of tho lu'iL;ht of thosr arduvs. Such a form hrin^^s

:i considerable thrust ui)on the side walls of the hay, whicdi, althon;;h

in those instances low and of groat solidity (ahout forty inches thick),

reciuire to he reinforced. This is ofYccted hy the same means by

which tho lateral thrust of tho foot of the vault above the pier is met.

Over each of the transverse arches of tho aisles a solid wall of brick-

work is built up, in S. Ambro<»io to the roof boardin<i^, in S. Michelo

a foot or two above the roof, abuttint;- against the nave wall. Those

walls constitute in effect a series of concealed flying buttresses of

clumsy and rudimentary construction, which transmit the thrusts of

the nave vaulting to the heavy outer walls of the aisles, which are

themselves strengthened by vigorous buttresses opposite each of the

Fig. Go. Interior of IS. Michele.

greater nave piers, and in S. Ambrogio by smaller ones opposite the

intermediate piers.

In the disposition of the bay which is covered by the dome, the

two churches are strikingly dissimilar. In the case of San Ambrogio
there is no apparent preparation for the dome,^ the treatment of the

^ It is indeed nearly certain that there "was no dome in the original church, and that it,

was only in the rebuilding of the upper portions which followed the disaster of 1196 that
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Fig. 04. ^Section of eastern portion of iS. Ambrogio.

bay beneath it varying" in no respect from that of the other bays,

except that the lateral arches are of two orders. At the level of

their crown, double squinches are turned in the four angles, effecting

the transposition to the octagonal plan, upon which the wall of the

dome is carried up. In S. Michele, on the contrary, the dome occu-

pying its inevitable positi(ni at the crossing of nave and transepts,

the four arches on which it rests are all open and unencumbered

from the pavement upward, and the ])iers which support it are larger

than the nave piers, though of substantially the same section : and it

is noticeable that the shaft which in the i)iers of tlie nave receives

the diagonal rib of the groined vault is retained in all the piers

which carrv the dome, thouiih on the anole towards the dome it has

no logical reason for being there, and its ])ortion of the ])ier capital

is not covered. Its presence suggests the possibility that the cross-

ing may have been originally covered by a groined vault instead of a

th«' flonu' was added. Clenectti (Urrerrh suW Arrli. rd. in Lninh.tlal strnlo r. all' xi.) snys

tlu' builders, fejiriu}^ to build tla* dome without additional supports, walled up the nave

and jjallery arehes of the bay under tlie dome and carried a transverse wall in front of

tlu' a])s«', which wjis made into a sacristy. This state of tliiiii;"s last»'d till 1')(>T. when

tlu'se pn-cautionary walls w»'re removed, and a vigorous .arch substituted for that one

which had shut off the aj)sc.
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(loino. The construction of tho dome in S. Micliclo follows cloHoIy

that of S. Anil)i*()L;io, though the former is of sonicwhrit sm;ilh;r

(limonsions. 'I'hi^ tians(3pt Jirms ;irc covcimhI by b:irr(rl vaults, of

which the axis is that of the; trans<;pt itself, and these vaults, althou;;h

at a considerably lower level than the s})ring of the donu', a(*t never-

theless as eHfective buttresses to it.' This is the chaiaiiteristic Lom-

bard disposition, and it is to be remarked that San Aiiil)rof;io oilers

in this respect an abnost nnicpie variation from tlu; rule, an exce])tion

made possible by tlu^ lowness of the dome, which makes the vaulting

of the aisles a suf'tieient buttress.

It should be said here that the cruciform i)lan of S. Michele is

exceptional among the early Lombard churches, the more common

plan being that of which most of the Pavian churches, as S. Gio-

vanni in Borgo, S. Pietro in Cielo d' Oro, S. Teodoro, are examples,

Fig. 05. Longitudinal Section of S. Michele.

and in which the transept is marked not by projection, but by the

superior height of its bays and the contrasted form of their vaults.

The timidity of the early Lombard builders is shown in S. Ambro-

sio by the small elevation of the nave above the aisles.
S, . (, . .

Timidity
There is no clerestor\^ and the roof is carried over nave and rude-

ness of
and aisles in a single slope on either side. The windows Lombard

of the aisles and their galleries are small and low, and the

nave, therefore, depends for its light chiefly on the windows of the

^ The rarity of barrel vaults in the Lombard architecture is difficult to explain. Their

use is almost entirely confined to the transepts, where they are made to act, after the
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west wall. In S. Michelo a distinct advance is seen ; a low clerestory

is carried above the aisle roofs, and pierced with eight small round-

arched windows. Yet it must be said that the Lombard style never

wholly outgrew the rudeness and lack of science which marked its

early buildings. There is, indeed, nothing in the architecture of

Italy, in the eleven centuries which followed the abandonment of

Home by the imperial court, which answers to the superb and mas-

sive strength of the great monuments of ancient Kome,^ or to the

daring balance of the fragile cathedrals of northern France, or the

soaring majesty of the great Renaissance domes. And yet even in

what the mediieval builders attempted, they were only too apt to fail.

The history of Lombard and Gothic building in Italy for centuries

is a history of crumbling walls and falling vaults, and hundreds of

the most important structures of that period are deformed by awk-

ward buttresses of later date, and hundreds more are kept from fall-

ing into instant ruin only by the iron rods which tie them together

in all directions. The great square nave vaults of the Lombard
churches were ]>articularly liable to disaster, as we have noticed

above both in San Ambrogio and San ]\lichele. In many cases the

builders shrank from the dangerous task, and the naves retained the

wooden roof of the basilica, while the narrower and lower aisles were

groined, as in S. Fedele at Como, and S. Pietro in Cielo d' Oro at

Pa via.

The ]dan of San ]\Iichele is full of irregularities wliich it is dif-

ficult to account for. The lines of the nave arcades are not at right

angles with the fa(;ade, and not parallel with each other : in conse-

quence of which the breadth of the nave varies nearly or quite three

feet from one end to the other.^ The bays of the nave are, strictly

speaking, not square,**^ as in S. Ambrogio. but oblong, the larger

dimension (about forty-one feet) being in the direction of the axis

of the church, aijainst a breadth of about thirtv-three feet. The

dome bay is not s(|uare, and its angles are not right angles, and the

IJyzantiiiP f.i-slnoii. as buttresses to the central dome. Only in a few small churches,

mostly of the thirteenth century, at Carag-nolo, Montig^lio. Monferrato, etc., is the barri'l

vault found coverinjj the nave. Dartein, p. 44S.

* The bxsilica of Maxentins near the Roman Forum, known as the Temple of Peace.

:in(l also as the liasilica of Constautine. Ix'cause finished by that Kmperor. is the last

buililiuff in which the scale and construction exhil)it the confident streny;^th and skill of

the builders of the Empire.
* Dartein says. 10.*»1 met. at front wall ; ll..")7 met. at crossiny:.

* I am still speakinj; of the orig-inal construction, in which tlie nave had two bays

instead of four, sm at present.
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:m,f}

dome becomes in ('(His(M|uence an irrej^ular octagon, with Hcarce any

two sides of equal breadth.

The small but interesting^ fraf^ment of S. Celso at Milan — a

church probably nearly contemporary with S. Ambrogio, ^ ceiso.

of which Dehio rather fancifully calls it a reduced copy — ^"''"

is an exasi)eratin«;- reminder of the modern indifference to the monu-

ments of antiquity which is but recently giving way before the grow-

ing intelligence of P^uropean connnunities. The greater part of tlie

church was demolished in 1818 in order

to display more worthily the flank of an

ambitious Renaissance church adjacent

to it. Oidy a single bay of the nave

and the apse which terminates it are left.

(Fig. 60.) The nave bay is now covered

by a barrel vault, but the form of the

main piers — a square with flat pilas-

ters on the faces towards the nave, and

vaulting shafts in the angles— seems

to indicate that the nave was formerly

divided by transverse arches into square

bays with the intention at least of cover-

ing it by groined vaulting. The aisles

were actually built in this way, with two

bays in the aisles answ^ering to each nave

bay, and an intermediate pier, as in

S. Ambrogio.

doubtful.

The relation of the bays of nave and aisles which I have described,

though typical of the Lombard churches, was by no means g pietro,

constant in them. Tw^o of the churches of Pavia, S. Pietro |^xeodoro

in Cielo d' Oro and San Teodoro, offer examples in which I'avia.

the bays are of the same number in the nave as in the aisles, and in

which, therefore, the piers are all of one size. In these cases the

transverse arches are carried across the nave and aisles from each

couple of piers, the bays being in the first-named church oblong in

the nave and square in the aisles, while in San Teodoro the relation

is reversed. There are no aisle galleries, but the clerestory wall

rises far enough above the aisle roofs to admit a series of small

round-arched windows. The piers are of perfectly logical form, with

pilasters or engaged shafts (for they vary in plan) on the four faces,

and in S. Pietro four large vaulting shafts fourteen inches in dia-

Fio^. m. S. Celso, Milan.

Whether the nave vaultino- was ever executed is
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meter between them at the an":les, which take the larjre diajronal

vaulting ribs, which are here of a triangular section. In San Teo-

doro, the vaulting is without ribs. The pilaster or shaft towards the

nave rises to the spring of the nave vaults ; all the other members
stop at the spring of the arches of the nave arcades. The transverse

arches of the nave are slightly pointed, and as, in San Pietro, the

bays of the nave are considerably broader than they are long, it fol-

lows that the longitudinal arches of the vaults, in order to avoid an

excessive upward inclination of the crowns of the lateral cells, are

made high-pointed arches.

A curious variation in the vaulting is seen in the first bay of San

Pietro, which is covered by a barrel vault considerably higher than

the nave vaults, under which a high arch on each side opens into a

square bay nearly twice as high as those of the aisles, also covered

by a barrel vault, of which the axis is perpendicular to that of the

nave bay, and above the vault by a lean-to roof behind the screen

wall of the faQade. The nave and aisles open eastward into a tran-

sept as broad as the nave, but not projecting beyond the aisle walls.

The central bay is covered by an octagonal dome, and from it opens

a semicircular apse. The side bays are covered by barrel vaults.

In both these churches the crypt forms one of the most interesting

features. In San Pietro it occupies the space under the apse and

the crossing, and is divided by four lines of arcades into five aisles,

with square groined bays. In San Teodoro it occupies the whole

breadth of the church, including the three apses of the east end.

A church which is unquestionably of later date than the San

Ambrogio we see to-day, and probably than San INIichele, is inter-

esting as showing an arrangement of the vaulting members, which

has the appearance of beinff an earlier and tentative effort
SS. Pietro ' *

i . i t i • i
e Paolo. towards the completeness which was realized in the two

churches we have described. SS. Pietro e Paolo at Bologna

is one of that remarkable congeries of churches and cloisters, known

as San Stefano, or the Monastery of Jerusalem. (Figs. 67 G, (38.)

The nave and aisles are divided much as in San Ambrogio, two bays

of the aisle answering to one bay of the nave ; except that the length

of the nave bay is a little greater than its breadth. The principal

piers (^ ^) of brick are heavy and rude, and without bases ; their

]>lan is a scjuare, with four engaged sliafts on the faces, no provision

beiny: made for the dia<ronal ribs of the vault. All these four

engaged shafts have their caj)itals on the same level, at the spring of

the nave arches, the intermediate pier being a single column with an
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:inti(liu' (;a])ital, either Ionic or ( 'oriutliian. From tlir capit.il '»l iIh;

shaft which faces the nave a Ihit pihi.ster strip is carri«Ml up to the

spring of the nave vault, where it terminates in a thin impost mouM-
ing, from which sprinj^ tlie transverse arch of tlie nave and the

diagonal ribs of its vaults. There are no longitudinal or wall arches,

and no iiiilleries over the aisles.

Y I I I
I

I 1 I i-f

Fig. 67. Plan of S. Stefano, Bologna.
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Fig. (58. SS. Pietro and Paolo, Bologna.

In the little church of S. Giiilia at Boiiate, near Bergamo, of

s. Giuiia nearly the same date as the last, but of which the greater
di Bonate.

py^^.^ |jj^g disappeared of late years through repeated spolia-

tions by the inhabitants of the town, the disposition is radically dif-

ferent from that which I have been describing. Here the bays were

of the same number in the nave and aisles ; in the former square, in

the latter oblong : and there were, of course, no intermediate piers.

The ruin of the church is so complete that it is even doubtful whether

it was ever vaulted. But the preparation for vaulting, as shown by

the plan of the piers, was perfect,— a flat pilaster towards the nave

for the transverse arch, three engaged shafts on the other faces, for

the longitudinal arches and the transverse arch of the aisle, and

four small angle shafts for the diagonal ribs. The compound capital

follows the ])lan of the ])ier, all the arches springing from one level.

There were no galleries, and the roof was very low, in two unbroken

slopes over nave and aisles.

In the cathedral of Novara, originally :» five-aisled basilica of the

Novara Koman type, of which the foundation goes back to the later
Cathedral,

y^^j^j-g q{ ^i^j fourth century, we have an interesting example

of the grafting of the Lombard methods upon those of the early

Christian l)uilders. At some period, not now to be determined, but
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j)rol):il)ly heforr tlir v-wd ot" the Initli

century, tho chiUTli, \vln(!h had heen

possessed altcM-naUdy by the Arians

and the Catholics, was suhjcctcd to

extensive changes; its orientation was

reversed, a transept and choir were

built at the east end, and a new atrium

at the west, connecting* the church

with the baptistery. At the same

time the whole interior construction

was remodelled on a radically differ-

ent plan. The nave and aisles had

been covered V)y wooden roofs, and

separated by four continuous arcades,

in which the arches, numbering eight

in each line, were carried on Corin-

thian colunins. The inner aisles were

covered by galleries with arcades simi-

lar to those below. In the rebuild-

ing the wooden roofs were replaced

throughout by groined vaults, for the

support of which the original walls

and columns were quite inadequate.

To prepare for such vaulting, the

nave was divided into three bays, and

as the arcades of ei^ht arches did not

permit an equal division, two of the

bays were made square, each embra-

cing three of the original nave bays,

and the third or middle bay oblong,

embracino- the remainino' two. The
division was marked by two strong-

transverse arches springing from com-

pound piers which took the place of

the third and fifth columns on each

side. The plan is given in Figure 69.

In the arcades which separated the

inner and outer aisles the columns

were all replaced by similar but

smaller piers, from which transverse

arches were carried across both aisles,

dividing them into groined bays, while Fiff. C9. Novara Cathedral.
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from the third and fifth of these piers, solid walls were carried across

the outer aisle, in a line with the transverse arches of the nave.

The whole arrangement was perfectly logical, but within the last few
years this fine interior has been completely rebuilt, and no trace of

the arrangement here described remains.

The church of S. Nazzaro Grande at Milan is a remarkable

s Nazzaro ^^^^"P^^ ^^ ^ P^^^^ which is rarely met with, — a fully de-

Grande, velopcd Latin cross, with nave, transepts, and choir, but

without aisles. (Fig. 70.) The church was founded in 382
by Ambrose, but rebuilt probably about 1075, and presumably with

little departure from the original plan. The present church is divided

into square bays, of which two are

given to the nave, one to each

arm of the transept, one to the

crossing, and one to the choir.

The interior is very low. The
choir and transepts end in semi-

circular apses, and the crossing

is covered by an octagonal dome,

without drum, the change from

the square to the octagon being

effected by means of pendentives.

All the other bays are covered by

groined vaults, with transverse,

longitudinal, and diagonal arches

springing from low piers attached

to the walls. The snuiU shafts,

which formed part of these piers, and which took the spring of the

diagonal ribs of the vaults, were removed in 1828, when the interior

was modernized. The apses are covered by spherical vaults.

S. Lanfranco at Pavia, a conventual church dating from the last

years of the eleventh century, is very similar in general plan to S.

Nazzaro, but without the apsidal terminations to transept and choir.

It also is without side aisles, its nave being divided by transverse

arches into four nearly s(|uare bays, covered by groined vaults ; its

transept into three, of which that in the centre is covered by an octa-

gonal dome, and the others, which are entirely outside the walls of

the nave, by barrel vaults. The choir, composed of a single long

rectangular bay, covered by a barrel vault, and ending in a small

polygonal a})se, is of much later construction.

A still more unusual variation from the common plan and disposi-

Fig. 70. S. Nazzaro Grande, Milan.
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tloii is seen in tho chnrch of S.

Antonino at Piaeenzji. Tlie

chnrch, of which the original (hite

is nnknown, was partially de-

stroyed by the fortune of war

about *)24, and was rebuilt at the

beginnin<]j of the next century,

with a radical change of j)lan.

It had been a small cruciform

church with a westward apse

o])ening from the stjuare choir.

In the rebuihling, its orientation

was reversed, the apse was re-

moved, and a new entrance made
here ; the nave and aisles were

doubled in length, and made to

terminate in three apses. As
thus remodelled, the interior pre-

sents several sinsfular features. Fig. 71. S. Antonino, Piacenza.

The nave is divided by trans-

verse arches into four oblong bays, each of wdiich embraces on either

side two of the pointed arches of the nave arcade. From the inter-

mediate column of each bay springs an arched rib which divides the

lateral cells of the vault, making the vaulting sexpartite, — perhaps

the earliest example in Italy of a form which in the twelfth and thir-

teenth centuries was in frequent use in the cathedrals of northern

Europe. The aisles are vaulted in square bays, of which two answer

to each bay of the nave. The transepts project beyond the aisle

walls with a single square groined ba^^ at each end, and an oblong bay

corresponding to the breadth of the aisle. ^ The square bay at the

crossing is enclosed by an arcade of three arches on each side, and is

covered by a square, high-pointed groined vault, over which rises a tall

octagonal tower with three stories of coupled windows. (Fig. 72.)

In the cathedral of Piacenza, which is probably a century later

than its neighboring church of S. Antonino, we have piacenza

another example of sexpartite vaulting. This, also, is a Cathedral,

cruciform church, but the transept and choir arms are here nearly

as broad as the longer arm of the cross. The entire length of nave,

transept, and choir is divided into five square bays by thin transverse

arches springing from simple round piers, to which is attached a small

1 The vaulting' must have been rebuilt in the twelfth century.
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vaulting' shaft, and the lateral cells of each vault are divided by a rib

which rises from an intermediate column, which, however, difiPers

from the principal column only in the absence of the vaulting shaft.

In the fourth of these bays the vaulting is omitted, and a high

octagonal dome of the usual Lombard form takes its place. The
dome occupies only two thirds of the depth of the transept from east

to west, and is not centred upon the axis of the transept, — perhaps

the only instance of such an arrangement. The aisles are groined

in square bays, not much below the nave vault, and a low clerestory

intervenes. As in

the last-mentioned

example, there are

no galleries, and

the continuous

lines of high and

narrow arches by

which the nave

is enclosed are in

strong contrast to

the broad and low

arcades of San

Ambrogio and of

San Michele. The

succession of aisle

bays is not inter-

rupted by the

transept, but is

continued through

the whole length

of the church, and the same division into square bays is repeated in

the arms which project beyond the aisle walls. A small aj)se projects

from the middle bay of each of the transept ends.^

The cathedral of Parma, the largest of all the purely Lombard

Parma churches, is supposed to have been founded as early as the
Cathedral, ^j^j ^^f ^\^q sixth ccuturv, being thus nearly contemporary

with the cathedral of Piacenza, but it was nearly destroyed by the

izoFttt

Fit Section, S. Antonino.

^ Tliis is perliaps tlu' erirliest of tlu' Lombard churches in which the principal door-

ways are covered by projectin<f porches. These porches become later one of the most

Htrikinj; and characteristic features of the style. At Piacenza they cover the tlnee portals

of the fa^-ade, and their projection is .slifjlit ;
— but in later examples their projection was

often as great aa their widtli, and tlie porch was often repeated in a second story.
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e{irth(|iiakt' «>i 1117, and was rt'biiilt during tliu latter liiilf of that

century. It is a criicitoriu churcli, with an ()ctaf^(>ual pointed dome
ct)verin«5 the crossing, and with the choir and transepts consisting;

each of a single scpiare groined bay with a small circndar a])se. An
additional a})sc o})ens from the east wall of each transept. The floor

of this part of the church is raised far above the nave on account of

the cry})t below, and is ap])r()ached by a flij^ht of steps covering the

whole breadth of the nave and aisles. The nave and aisles are each

divided by round arches into seven bays, square in the aisles, and

oblong in the nave. Nave and aisles are sei)arated by round arches,

of which the i)iers are alternately

larger and smaller, though the

difference in size is inconsider-

able. The treatment of their

members is, however, interesting.

In the larger piers the three

members towards the nave— the

pilaster and two vaulting shafts

— are carried from the pavement

to the spring of the nave vaults,

passing through the capitals of

the nave arcade ; while in the

intermediate piers the capitals

are complete at the spring of the

nave arches, and a single small

shaft is carried up from them

to the spring of the vaults. The

capital of this shaft is just broad

enough to take the transverse

arch of the nave, but the abacus

is extended laterally so as to take

also the diagonal vault-ribs. The
impression given is that the piers

were arranged in preparation for

a system of sexpartite vaulting

in square compartments, such as prevails in the two churches of

Piacenza described above, and that the plan was changed after the

walls had reached the height of the upper capitals. In this church

the aisles are covered by galleries, but these open to the nave, not

by the broad arches of S. Ambrogio and S. Michele, but by a small

triforium arcade of groups of four arches in each bay, over which is

Parma Cathedral.
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a single small clerestory window, under the sharply pointed arch of

the vault. The church has one of the most remarkable crypts in

Italy, of unusual height, and extending under the whole of the tran-

sept and choir, and one bay of the nave and aisles.

Modena lies considerably beyond the limits of the region where

Modena ^^^^ Lombard architecture was most firmly established.
Cathedral.

Y^.|. j^g cathedral is a very characteristic and important

Lombard monument. It is nearly contemporary with the cathedrals

of Piacenza and Parma, its construction having been begun very

early in the twelfth century, and only

finished near the end of it. The records

concerning its origin are unusually explicit.

The old cathedral fell or threatened to fall

at the end of the eleventh century, and the

building of a new one having been at once

determined, the work was given into the

hands of one Master Lanfranco. " By the

grace of God, one was at length found to

design so great a work,— a certain Lan-

francus, a wonderful builder," says the old

chronicler. The crypt was ready in 1106

to receive the body of S. Geminianus,

after which the work seems to have lan-

guished, and the church was consecrated

as late as 1184. Its plan is a rectangle measuring internally

about seventy by one hundred and ninety feet. In its general dis-

position of parts it follows the earlier churches of S. Ambrogio and

S. Michele, rather than those of its own time. Its nave is divided

into five nearly square groined bays by transverse pointed arches

springing from large engaged columns which make one member of

the compound ])iers of the nave, but are i)rolonged far above the

nave arcade. The nave arcades are of round arches, two to each

bay, corresponding to the division of the aisles into square bays by

transverse round arches springing alternately from the piers above

mentioned and from single intermediate columns.

The triforium gallery, the floor of which has been removed, opens

into the nave by groups of three round arches divided by mid-wall

columns, and covered by a bearing arch. An arched corbel-table

divides the wall at the level of the pier capitals, over which the clere-

story wall is pierced by two simple windows in each bay. Two wall

arches in each bay, springing in the middle from a corbel, seem to

¥ig. 74. Modena Cathedral.
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iiuliciito a i)rei)iir:iti()n lor a sex[)artito vaulting .syHti'in, l)ut tlio nave

vaults, as well as those of the aisles, are (puu hi partite.

The aiTangeinent of the eastern portion of the church is peculiar.

The two eastern bays of each aish; are thrown into one, as lon^^ as the

nave bay, into whieh it opens by a high pointed arch, thus making

a transept. The nsual dome is, however, wanting, and the crossing

is unmarked by any variation from the nave vaulting.

The crypt which occupies the space beneath the three apses, the

transept, and half the next bay of

nave and aisles, is mostly above

the floor of the nave, and opens

into the nave by arches spring-

ing: from brackets attached to the

sides of columns, which rest on

crouching beasts. This arrange-

ment, however, is not the origi-

nal one, according to which the

centre of the nave was occupied

by a broad stair ascending to the

choir, as at Parma, while the

crypt was reached from the side

aisles. The crypt is unusually

fine, with four lines of columns

running east and west, and divid-

ing it into square groined bays.

The capitals are extremely varied

and interesting, with Byzantine

and Lombard sculpture.

I will cite one more example of

an unusual arrangement in the

cathedral of SanEvasio at Casale-

Monferrato, founded by Liut-

prand in 741, but apparently much changed at the beginning of the

twelfth century. The plan CFig:. 75) is a broad rectano^le
'' rv&y iS. Evasio.

measuring about one hundred and four by one hundred and

seventy feet, including the remarkable porch which occupies more

than a quarter of the length. The church is divided by arcades

of round arches into five aisles of nearly equal width, the nave

being only slightly broader than the side aisles. These are again

divided by similar transverse arcades into square bays covered by

groined vaults. The fourth bay of the nave is covered by an

Fisr. 75. S. Evasio.
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octagonal dome, not pro-

perly shown in the fig-

ure, and the aisle bays

on either side take the

form of a narrow tran-

sept. The nave is pro-

longed by an additional

bay, and terminates in a

semicircular apse, as do

also the two inner aisles.

The walls of the outer

aisles have buttresses

opposite the piers, with

slight projection on the

exterior, but projecting

boldly within, and form-

ins: a series of shallow

recesses opening from the

aisle baj'S. But the most

remarkable feature of

this singular church is its

porch or narthex, which is shut off from the interior by a solid wall,

but in which the five lines of bays are continued, each line embracing

in the porch two bays and a supj)lementary recess equal to nearly

the half of a bay. The two central piers of the porch are omitted,

and six bays are thus thrown together, but their separate vaulting is

not disturbed, the bays being covered alternately by groined and

barrel vaults, which are supported against four great arches, two

longitudinal and two transverse, which intersect each other. The

transverse arches are full-centred, with a span of about fift}^ feet

;

the longitudinal arches describe scarcely more than a quarter circle,

ending on the outer wall in a short curve, with its s])ring nearly twice

as high above the pavement as on the inner. The object of such an

arrangement is not easily ex])lained.

At Ancona on the shore of the Adriatic, the church of S. Ciriaco

s. Ciriaco, l)resents an interesting variation from the Lombard type,
Ancona. while yet preserving some of its most characteristic features.

Its plan is one of the few exam})les in the early Italian architecture

of a Cireek cross,^ with aisles on all four of its arms and a dome at

F'iu'. 76. fS. Evasio : .Section of Porch.

^ The orij^inal phin has been disturbed by the Liter addition to the eastern ami of a

square choir.
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the centre ; tlie niivcs and the central portions of the transepts and

elioir have flat wooden eeilinj^s ; the aisk's are groined. The floors

of both transepts are raised and the spac^es below are oceuj)ied by

two erypts, (piite disconnected from eactli other. The exterior is in

its design altogether Lombard, showing the i)ilaster strips and arched

corbel-tables of the Northern chnrches, and a western })orch of much
magnificence. The dome is of unusual form, an octagonal drum rest-

ing on a square base, the dome itself octagonal in plan and pointed.

Meanwhile, the old Roman traditions were by no means forgotten.

We have seen how in Rome the nund)er of basilican churches con-

tinued to increase, though slowly, np to the end of the tenth century.

But even in the territory where the Lombard influence was naturally

strongest, there was here and there an instance of a return to the

older plan. The most conspicuous and interesting example g Abbon-

is the church of San Abbondio at Como, of which the ^^°' Como.

original date goes back as far as the fourth century, but which was

rebuilt in the first half of the eighth and subjected to repeated

restorations and partial rebuildings in succeeding centuries, through

all of which, however, it is believed that the interior disposition of

the church of the eighth century has been in all essential respects

preserved. Its plan (Fig. 77) is a rectangle measuring externally

about eighty-four by one hundred and

ten feet, with a long choir and apse

projecting from the east end. The inte- U|

rior is divided into five aisles by four

lines of arcades, over which the walls

are carried up to the wooden roofs,

with simple round-arched clerestory

windows. The columns of the nave

arcades are massive, having a diameter

of nearly or quite three feet, with plain

and rude block capitals : those of the

outer arcades are scarcely a third as

large, but of the same character. The
plan has some interesting peculiarities

which show how the Lombard influ-

ence has modified the basilican treat-

ment. The first bay of the nave is

covered at mid-height by a groined

vault supporting a gallery which is also

vaulted in the same manner, and the Fig. 77. ^. Abbondio. Como.
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first columns of the nave arcades are replaced by compound piers

with engaged columns, from which a transverse arch is thrown across

the nave. At the other end of the church all the arcades terminate

in compound piers of more complicated section, between which trans-

verse arches are carried across the nave and aisles. Beyond these

arches the four side aisles terminate each in a small square bay

covered by a groined vault, and with a small apse in the thickness of

the wall, while the nave opens into a long choir consisting of two

s(]uare bays covered with groined vaults, with a semicircular apse

covered by a semi-dome, the wall divided by slender engaged shafts

with wide block capitals, above which the surface of the vault is

divided in the same manner by ribs with a flat rectangular section.^

The church had before its west front a remarkable covered atrium

or porch in two stories, measuring some fifty-eight feet broad and

sixty-eight feet deep, divided by arcades like those of the nave into

three aisles, corresponding to the three central divisions of the church,

— but all this was removed in 1580. The engaged columns from

which the arcades started still remain attached to the front wall of

the church. This porch appears to have been quite without parallel

in Italy, though in France some few examples of a similar construc-

tion are to be met with, notably at Paray le Monial, at Dijon, at

Autun, at S. Benoit-sur-Loire, at Pontigny, and at Vezelay.^ In

Italy the nearest existing approach to it is the porch of the church

of S. Donato near Sesto-Calende, in the neighborhood of Lago Mag-

giore. The church, which was attached to a monastery founded in

868, is of the basilican form, with an interior breadth of about fifty

feet. The porch covers the whole breadth of the fa^'ade, and has a

depth of about thirty feet. The interior is divided b}^ round arches

into six groined bays. There is only one story, and the porch is

enclosed by a solid wall. A second story was projected, but never

built.

At Trani the church of Ognissante has a porch extremely similar

to that of S. Donato, and at Pavia porches were attached to S.

Pietro in Cielo d' Oro and S. Giovanni in Borgo. In the former in-

stance the three wall arches of the porch may still be seen in the

Durinffthe restoration of 1803 the foundations and pavement of the earlier church

were discovered ; the pavement lying some three feet below that of the present church,

with pijitionsof tlu' exterior walls to the heip^ht of two and one half feet, and frapnents

of sculpture and j)aintinj;-. The old church w;us much smaller than the present one, and

was cruciform in jdan. Its walls are shown on Fig. 77 by the lighter hatching.

- For descriptions and illustrations of these porches, see V, le Due, Diet. art. " Porche ;

'*

alsi». l)elii<» and \'ou Hezold, vol. iii. pi. 1284.
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brickwork of tlui fa(,'a(le Hj)rin«;ing fnmi Hat i)ila.sterH, ovor which t\w.

starts of the end and dividing" arches arc still in place, 'llw fcatnrc

was, I helievc, pccnliar to the conventnal chnichcs.

In the matter of design tlu; liOinbard chnrches show a departure

from the methods of the earlier monuments, both of the Lombard

early Christian and the liyzantine type, which is not less ^^^'S"

marked than we have observed in respect of construction and dispo-

sition of parts. The rudeness, both of design and execution, is much

the same in all, but in the exterior walls stone is now ))eginning to

supersede brick, and, as we shall presently see, the tendency towards

exterior sculpture is greatly stimulated. The prescriptions of classic

architecture are now quite obsolete ; the column is freed from all the

classic rules, and may be of any height with any capital and any

base, and \vithout taper. It is made to do duty in various capacities,

not only for support but for the subdivision of wall surfaces, and as

a decorative feature in the jambs of doors and windows. In the

interior the column appears chiefly as the member of a compound

pier, or as an intermediate support, alternating with the main piers

of the arcade, or as a vaulting shaft, attached to the walls of the

nave. The use of the arch becomes as free as that of the column —
grouped arches, bearing arches, blind arches are in common use.

Architectural features begin to appear on the exterior, and it is to

be noted that these are chiefly the features with which we are famil-

iar in the Ravenna churches of the fifth and sixth centuries — the

arched corbel-tables and pilaster strips of the Orthodox baptistery

and the blind arcades of S. Apollinare in Classe become equally

characteristic of the Romanesque both north and south of the Alps.

Yet the exterior has acquired a physiognomy altogether novel and

characteristic. The fa9ade, or west front, is generally of the simplest

outline,— a high-shouldered unbroken wall, terminating in a single

broad gable covering the whole breadth of nave and aisles. Even
when the roof itself is broken by a clerestory, the facade commonly
takes no note of it, and that portion of the walls which closes the

aisles rises far above their roofs. But the division of the interior is

indicated on the fagade, which is generally divided vertically into

three compartments either by engaged shafts or by flat pilaster strips,.

or by a combination of both, rising from the ground to the eaves

cornice. In most examples an arched doorway occupies the lower

portion of each compartment, with two or three ranges of windows

above, sometimes in the form of broad arched openings ; oftener

small and coupled, with dividing mullions in the form of columns
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with base and capital. In San Anibrogio (Fig. 78) this type of

front is widely varied from, because the front is covered in its whole

Fig. 7S. S. Ambrog-io, Atrium and Facade.

breadth and height by a narthex with two stories of broad open

arches, of which the lower story makes the fourth side of a noble

atrium,— the only remaining example of that feature among the

early Lombard churches. But even in S. Ambrogio we have the

simple unbroken outline, the five com])artments marked by pilaster

strips in the lower story and slender engaged shafts above, and the

arched corbel-table following the rake of the cornice.

In S. ]\Iichcle (Fig. 79), we have a perfect example of the early

s Micheie, Lombard fa(;ade, before the feeling for grace and compo-
Pavia.

sition had l)egun sensibly to ameliorate its rudeness and

formlessness. The three vertical divisions are strongly defined by

four comi)ound piers, which rise from semicircular ])linths at the

ground level and terminate abruptly at the eaves. Of these piers

the two nearest the centre are comi)osed of three round shafts alter-

nating with four square members ; the other two are simi)ler. consist-

ing of a single engaged shaft on the face of a square j)ilaster. In

each compartment is a round-arched doorway, the central one larger

tlian tlic others, but all substantially of the same design, with deep
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jambs lijivin*; four onk'ra of dcfioriited inciiiberH, continued .'iroun<l

the arch, of wliieh the Iiead is fiUcd witli Ji .stone shii), hearing a fif^-

ure in relief. Above the central doorway ar(! tlinM; ranges of small

windows, the first havinj^ three coupled windows with (rolumns divid-

in<;" them; the second havini;- three sin<;le ojx'ninj^s; and the third

two round windows with a i)lain cross between thcni. In the side

com})artnuMits the only features are a siuj^lc coupled window like

Fig-. 79. IS. Michele, Pavia.

those of the first range in the centre. The most remarkable fea-

ture of the front is, however, the eaves gallery, which follows the

rake of the cornice. It is, perhaps, the earliest instance of this most
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chavaeteiistic feature, aiul it is singular to find it here perfectly devel-

()})ed. The gallery has a depth of about two or three feet ; its floor

is a series of steps, on each of which is set a small shaft with base

and capital. Each capital is joined to the wall by a lintel, and the

lintels are joined by round arches of the full depth of the gallery.

There are nine arches in the central compartment, and six in each of

the sides. Few architectural features are more effective than this, or

more happily calculated to relieve the heavy monotony of these other-

wise unbroken fayades. There is no wonder, then, that it became so

general in the Lombard churches, and was continued long after the

chimsy weight and awkwardness of the early Lombard monuments
had given way before the superior taste and refinement of the later

Romanesque builders.^ The eaves gallery became a favorite decora-

tion of the apse, whether circular or octagonal. In S. Michele the

exterior wall of the apse is divided vertically by compound piers

much like those of the west front, and the gallery arches are in

couples between the piers. The composition is picturesque, but the

gallery itself suffers from the interruption of the continuity which

is essential to the best effect of such an arcade. Rome offers but a

single example, but a beautiful one, of the use of this interesting

feature, in the apse of SS. Giovanni and Paolo, one of the oldest of

the basilicas. The apse dates presumably from the twelfth century .^

(See Frontispiece.) In rare instances the eaves gallery takes the

form of a classic colonnade, as in S. Frediano at Lucca (Fig. 204,

Chap, iv.), where a railge of close-set Corinthian columns carries an

entablature instead of arches. A similar arrangement is seen in the

apse of S. Maria delle Pieve at Arezzo.^

^ S. Giovanni in Borgo (eleventh century, now destroyed) and S. Pietro in Cielo d' Oro

(li;'.2) at Pavia are pood examples of the early Lonil)ard fai^ade. In !S. Sofia, Padua,

the outline of front followed the section.

2 An interesting' illustration of the intercourse which must have pone on during- the

tenth and eleventh centuries between Italy and the south of France is to be seen in the

Romanesque church of St. Guillem in Desert at H^rault. where the apse has a true

L(»mbard eaves pallery above the strong projecting- buttresses of the north. See Revoil.

Arch, linmane (lit Midi de la France.

•^ In the apse of S. Ambrogio, at Milan, probably tlie oldest portion of the existing

church, and antedating by perhaps two centuries that of S. Michele at Pavia, we may see

wliat is perhajjs the first step towards the use of the eaves gallery in such a position.

(See Dart. pi. ol, and Cattaneo, p. 2L'().) It was expedient to lighten the nuuss of masonry

between the outer wall and the inner surface of the vault of the apse, and this was done

bv constructing a series <»f deej> niches, stjuare in jdan and covered each by a round arch.

These niches are in groups of three, separated by tlie long pilaster strips which rise from

protmd to cornice, and divide the surface of the apse into five compartments, in three of

which are large simple round-arclied windows. A similar arrangement is seen in the

central apse of the little churcli of S. liabila at Milan, where the arches are in groups of
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Fig". 80. S. x\mbrogio, Milan ; Lanteru and Towers.

The octagonal lantern which marks the dome is also embellished

both in San Michele and in San Ambrogio by arcaded galleries of

similar construction to those of the eaves. In the latter church

there are two stories of galleries, the lower smaller, and divided on

four, quite disconnected, and the wall slopes backward from the foot of the arch to its

head. Here also the groups are separated by strong square buttresses rising from the

ground to the cornice of the apse ; also in S. Celso, where the arches are in groups of

three.

This division of the apse into vertical compartments by means of pilaster strips or en-

gaged shafts is as characteristic of the Lombard work as the similar division of the west

front, and survived far into the later days when the Lombard style had undergone very

essential modifications.
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each face of the octagon into two groups of arches,— the upper with

a continuous arcade of five arches on the larger faces and three on

the smaller. (Fig. 80.)

San Babile at Milan has a similar treatment in its octagonal

lantern, which has on each face a group of three arches on slender

columns. There is here, however, no gallery, the wall sloping back-

ward from the bases of the columns, as in the apse of the same

church.^

It is only natural that in Pavia, so long the Lombard capital, the

Lombard architecture should, even after the Lombard domination

Fig". 81. S. Pit'tro 111 t i»'i() (i (Mo. r.i\i.i.

liad ceased, have clung more faithfully to the type than elsewhere.

Several of the churclies which still remain in that city
S. Pietro . . , . ^ -^r- i i o -r»« •

in Cieio are sini^ulariv close in desiirn to l^an Michele. S. "letro in

Cielo d' Oro is perhaps the most notable of these. I have

already described its interior disposition. Comi)ariiig its facade

^ Romussi. p. ;i44.
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(Fif?. 81) with tliJit of San Micholc, we find tlic same simplicity of

outline, without regard to the section of the church })ehin(l it; the

same vertical division into thre(? compartmcnits ; tlie same eaves

<>-allery ; tlu' same arranj^^ement of small windows in the c(;ntral divi-

sion. DitYorences of detail there are, as in the addition of the inter-

lacing arches of the caves cornice, the form of the dividing ])ilasters,

of which one is made broad and salient to give room for a spiral stair

within, the subdi-

vision of the three

compartments by

slender grouped

shafts, the horizon-

tal division of the

side compartments

at mid-height by

an arched corbel-

table ; and most

notable of all, the

projecting porch of

which I have spo-

ken above.

In the narrow

front of

San Lan- franco.

f,
, Pavia.

franco at

Pavia (Fig. 82)

the same general

features are seen.

The church is with-

out aisles, and its

breadth is hardly

more than thirty-

eight feet. Yet,

even here, we have

the vertical division into three compartments by slender shafts rising

from the ground to the cornice, which is more richly designed than

any we have previously mentioned, with a thin line of interlacing

arches, above which are three lines of brick dentils separated by thin

brick bands. We have, also, the eaves gallery, with three arches in

each of tlie side compartments and two in the centre. A single

arched doorway occupies the foot of the central compartment, and

Fig-. 82, S. Lantranco, Pavia.
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the only other openings are a large circular window above the door

and a small one on each side of it.

The awkwardness of the single gable covering the whole front is

greatly lessened in a narrow fa(;ade like that just mentioned. A
s Lazzaro, ^>i*'i'^ striking example of this fact is to be seen in the little

Pavia. church of San Lazzaro, which stands a short mile outside

the walls of Pavia. It was built about the middle of the twelfth

century, and is of the simplest plan, a rectangle of about twenty-four

feet by sixty-two, without aisles, terminating in a semicircular apse.

The fa(;ade is singularl}' like that of S. Lanfranco, with the same

broad angle piers ornamented at the top by the same reticulated

pattern in bricks, which is, as in S. Lanfranco, carried up the rake of

the cornice. There is no corbel-table, but the stepped arcade answer-

ing to the eaves gallery (though in this instance the depth is not suf-

ficent to allow of a gallery) is divided into three groups, following

the usual division of the facade. A simple arched doorway occupies

the centre of the front, and over it is a trij)le arched window divided

by columns, and covx^red not by a single but by a double bearing

arch. The flanks and the ai)se are uncommonly consistent with the

c%i

Fig. JSo. !S. Lazzaru, ntai Pavia ; Ejist End ami 1- lauk.
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I'jirade ( Fii;*. 88), — tlio fonnci- ])j'in«^ divided Uy \ i^^oious l>uttre.s.seM

liDiii ground to eaves into l):iys, with tin; eaves arcade erowniii^ the

wall and a sinL;le window htdow, while the a])Me is divichid hy thin

pilaster sti'i[)s into three conipartnients, each (d which lias a line

narrow-aindied window with foni' orders of jand)-shafts, and the

arcade above. The design nt" the arcade is varied, however, on the

apse and Hanks, the cohnnns being very small and >hort, and a corbel

intervening" between the eolunin and the arch which it snpports.

The whole exterior of this little chnrcdi shows a simple elegance

which is very rare in the early Lond)ard work.

In the cathedrals of Piaeenza and Parma, which are nearly eon-

temporary with each other, and two centnries later than the piacenza

early Pavian churches, we remark a persistence in the gen- and Parma,

eral type, together with an amelioration of the details. The two

fa^'ades are much alike : the proportion of height to breadth is

nearly the same in both ; in both the eaves gallery is continuous and

is repeated by a similar horizontal arcade at mid-height in the side

compartments ; at Parma there are two horizontal arcades. In both

fa(;ades there are three round-arched doorways, with columnar jambs,

heavy lintels, carved arch i volts, and an arched and gabled niche over

the central doorway, which at Piacenza is repeated over the side door-

ways. The upper portion of the central compartment is filled at

Parma by a single broad round-arched window : at Piacenza by a wheel

window, with interlacing arches and carved mouldings of so deli-

cate a character that it cannot be supposed to be contemporary with

the rest of the composition. In these churches we have, perhaps,

the earliest examples of a feature which became one of the most

characteristic and original of Lombard details, the projecting porch,

with its columns resting on the backs of lions, griffins, or other

beasts. In these instances, the projection is slight, but the idea is

fully developed, particularly at Piacenza, where the device is adopted

not only in the three doorways, but also in the niche or upper porch

over the central doors, and where in the side doorways the beasts are

bestridden by a human figure who upholds the column with his

head and his raised arms. (See Fig. 135.)

The apse of Piacenza is one of the finest in Italy. It is of the full

height of the nave, and its outer surface is divided into three bays by

very slender shafts rising from the base, and terminating in a small

enriched corbel- table, above which is a continuous eaves gallery of

great elegance, the arches springing from the backs of crouching

beasts, which rest on the capitals of the columns. The wall below
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the arcade is banded with alternate courses of stone and marble, and

is quite unbroken except by a single broad-arched window in the

centre, with janib-shafts, of which one couple rest on the backs of

beasts, and carry a roll-moulding broken by heads, w^hile the opening

is flanked by two statues on each side, superposed.^

In the Parma church there is an unusual completeness and con-

sistency exhibited in the way in which the architecture is carried

around the church. On the flanks the monotony of the flat wall

is relieved by buttresses of slight projection which divide the wall

into bays. Each bay is again subdivided into three vertical divisions

by flat pilaster strips joined near the top of the wall by an arched

corbel-table, above which the remaining space was divided by similar

stri})s into three square panels, corresponding to the divisions below,

the wall finishing with some sort of continuous ornament, which has

now disappeared, but probably a line of small interlacing arches.

The transepts and apses are treated in a similar manner, but with

varied detail, and with an eaves gallery below the cornice ornament.

The octagonal lantern which encloses the dome, and which is sur-

rounded by the usual arcade, has a domical roof instead of the usual

low-pitched roof.

The cathedral of S. Evasio at Casale-Monferrato, of w^hich the

interior and the remarkable porch were described above, has

a stone fa(;ade of corresponding interest. Its date is prob-

ably that of the rebuilding of the church, wdiich began in 1127. It

is divided by simple engaged shafts with block capitals into three

compartments, of which the two side ones are almost entirely con-

cealed by houses which have been built against the facade, partly, as

it would appear, with the object of securing the broad wall against

the dangerous thrust of the great arches within. The columns su])-

port nothing, but directly above them two upright reliefs are inserted

in the wall representing King Liutprand and his queen. There is no

eaves gallery, but the side divisions terminate in a very large arched

corbel-table. The central division is in four stages ; first, a broad

and low round-arched doorway, with columns at the jambs having

rude block capitals ; next, a rich blind arcade, with close-set colunnis

carrvinii' interlacing: arches, surmounted by a dentilled cornice, above

which are two stories of triple windows, the openings divided by col-

umns and covered by a bearing arch, both stories being enclosed in a

great round-headed ))anel. The details, both of the facade and of

the interior, are varied and interesting.^

^ Ostcn. pi. xxiii. - Osten, pi. 1.
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Tlio first iinportjuit Htep in the; cinaiuMpatioii of tlic L()in])ar(l Htylo

from tlio ri<;i(lity and awkwardness which (;haractcTizod to a ^'reat<M-

or less iU'«;r(H' all the early L()Md)ard huildin^^s was th(^ adaptation of

the ontline of the farade to that of the interior. No ingenuity of

detail, no richness of adornment, could wholly redeem the ugliness

of a front whose breadth was as great as its height, which terminated

in a single low luibroken gable, and whose design was quite independ-

ent of any connection with the church behind it. The cathedral at

Modena ^ was perhaps the earliest in which this fault is Modena

recoo-nized, and in some measure corrected. It is not Cathedral,

much, if any, later than the cathedrals of Parma and Piaceuza, in

which the old form is retained ; but Modena, lying somewhat to the

southward of the strictly Lombard region, was perhaps less under

the sway of the Lombard influence. At all events, in the fa^'ade of

the cathedral, several important modifications are to be seen of the

type we have been considering. First, and most important, the out-

line is made to conform to the transverse section of the church, the

central compartment representing the nave, and the side compart-

ments the aisles and triforium galleries, the triforium arcade being^

carried across the whole breadth of the front, of which, indeed, it is-

the governing feature, its bearing arches forming bays, which are

continued to the ground. There is no eaves gallery, but a fine wheel

window, much like that of Piacenza, occupies nearly the whole breadth

of the middle compartment. Three round-arched doorways, with

jamb-shafts and decorated mouldings, open into the nave and aisles,

the central doorway being covered by a porch of slight projection, of

somewhat later date than the faQade, but of the usual Lombard type,

with a single round arch carried on columns which rest on the backs

of standing lions. Over the porch is a shallow loggia, the one incon-

gruous and ugly feature of the front, whose thin columns support a

^ I do not forg-et that S. Abbondio at Conio, and its neig^hbor. S. Carpofero, of which

the fagades follow in their outline the section of the church, and which are, as Dartein

observes, the only churches strictly within the Lombard region of which this is true, are

probably a century or so older than the cathedral of Modena. But these churches were

both founded in the ninth century, and were basilican churches, and it is not unlikely

that in their rebuilding the form of the fagade, which is in no respect characteristic of

the Lombard style (unless in the corbel-tables of the eaves and the engaged shafts which

divide the central compartment of S. Abbondio), was made to conform substantially to that

of the original church. On the other hand, the influence of the Lombard traditions on

the later architecture of the Lombard cities may be seen in S. Andrea at Vereelli and

S. M. delle Gracie in Milan, the one of the thirteenth, the other of the fifteenth centiiry,

in both of which the facades have the low gable covering the whole breadth of the

front.
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flat segmental aicli covtrcd liy a flat "^alilr, the ;4rral rose window

not ])i'rmittini;" a inorr clrvati'tl teriniiiatii)ii.'

TIkj archiUu^tuic of tlie rest of tlie (exterior is consistent witii tliat

of the faeade. (Fig. 84.) Thi' jiirant;enient of aiiduMJ l>ays — tlie

arches carried on tall eng:ii;i'd shafts with scul})tured capitals, and

the arch-heads enclosing the gronped arches of th«' gallt;ry (corre-

sponding tt) the triforinni — is continued on tlu; tiaid^s an<l around

the three apses of the east end. The clerestory is a plain wall pierced

with simple round-arched windows. On the south side of the church

is a reniarkahle ])oreli in two stages, begun in 1*209, and not com-

pleted at the end of the century. The doorway is dee})ly recessed,

with s])layed jand)s decorated with four orders of shafts on each side,

and with corresponding arch mouldings. The porcli, which is of

greater projection than we have hitherto seen, is of the usual form,

with a single great round arch supported on two single colunnis

which stand on crouching lions. The construction, which is charac-

teristic of all the mediieval architecture of Italy, Gothic as well as

Romanesque, is wholly indefensible, and its viciousness needs no

other ))roof than the tie rods of iron or bronze which, in a thou-

sand buildings all over Italy, alone preserve the arches from falling.

The loggia, which forms the second stage of this porch, has three

round arches on columns, covered bv a sinole low oable. There

is, as I have before remarked, no dome or other central feature
;

and this omission is another point in which this church illustrates

the fact that Modena lies beyond the stricter limits of the Lombard
type.

That the modification of the outline of the facade of which I

have spoken was sometimes accompanied by other very g. sofia.

material departures from the general type, is shown in ^^<^^*

the front of S. Sofia, Padua, a very ancient church, going back to

the sixth century, it is believed, but in great part rebuilt about 1123.

The front is in three divisions corresponding in outline as well as in

breadth to the nave and aisles, but the design is otherwise wholly

unlike that of any other Lombard church. The side divisions have

no doors, but the w^all surface is broken by a blind arcade of three

narrow round-headed arches on pilaster strips reaching from the

ground to the eaves, the succession of arches following the rake of

the cornice. The central division is in tw^o stages, of which the lower

1 Dartein presumes that the logfgia had orig-inally a full-centred areh like that of the

porch below, and that the great window is of later date, and compelled the lowering- of

the areli and its gable. Text, p. -i'dS.
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contains a central arch enclosing a door flanked by two tall circular

niches on each side, in which are to be traced the remains of old

frescoes of uncertain date. The second story is divided by slender

engaged columns without bases, but with block capitals, into three

bays : their head is finished with a bold horizontal arched corbel-

table. Over this is a horizontal cornice, so that the gable has the

form of a classic pediment. Three small round windows in the upper

part of the bays and a single larger round window below, which has

replaced an earlier one of different

form, are the only openings other than

the central door.

The eastern end of this church is

even more unusual than the fagade.

It consists of a great semicircular

apse covering the whole breadth of the

nave and aisles, and having thus the

unexampled diameter of nearly or quite

sixty feet. (Fig. 85.) This is enough

to prove that it must originally hf^ve

formed part of a very different build-

ing from the present church. But

beyond this presumption there is no

knowledge as to its origin. M. Dar-

tein, not without reason, believes it to

have formed the half of the outer wall

of a circular building, and to be of

about the same age with the old cathe-

dral of Brescia,^ or about the beginning

of the ninth century. The exterior is

in three distinct stages, of which the

lowest is a blind arcade of narrow, tall, round arches on flat pilasters,

with small engaged shafts on tlie faces : the second being pierced

irregularly by simple round-headed windows and by larger round-

arched niches with a square plan, and the ui)permost consisting of

a continuous open arcaded gallery with large arches on square piers.

There is little or no analogy with any other ai)se now existing. The

interior of the wall has at the centre a large semicircular niche

wluL'h ])enetrates the outer line of the wall, giving rise to a bold

projection which iiiterrui)ts the arcades of all the three stages. The

central niche is flanked by a series of smaller niches, eight on each

^ ^Architecture Lombard, p. oO.

Fig. 80. iS. iSofia, Padua.
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sitle, extendiiij;' i[\uU' .'uound the semicircle. 'I'ho connection of tin-

later church with this ^i-cat jipsc is curiously ch:ir;icteristic (if the

rudeness or carelessness which wnit IkiikI in hand wllh so much occ:i-

sioual refinonieut.

One would natu- _
rally sui)pose that

when a nave and

aisles were joined

to this semicircle,

and the nave was

made to terminate

in a new interior

apse, the two apses

would have been

made concentric,

and the space be-

tween them have

been made into

an aisle or ambu-

latory according

to the fashion of

later churches.

Not only is this

not the case, but

the axis of the

nave and that of

the old apse do

not coincide, and

the space between

the two apses is

encumbered by

partitions and piers so as to make it evident that no account was

taken of it in the planning of the new church.

The most noteworthy feature of the cathedral of Modena— the

blind arcade which enriches the outer walls — is repeated „ , „.... o • s. M. Mag-
almost hterally in the fine apse of the church of S. Maria giore. Ber-

Maggiore at Bergamo. (Fig. 86.) Modena lies, as we have

said, considerably to the southward of the strictly Lombard region,

\vhile Bero^amo is on its northern edo'e : but the two churches are

nearly or quite contemporary, the Bergamo church having been,

according to an inscription on the principal doorway, founded in

Fig. 80. IS. M. Magg'iore, iJergamo ; Central Apse.
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1137.^ Till' ihurt'li is a (ireek cross, with an octagonal dome at the

crossing and three apses, of which the central apse is one of the no-

blest in Italy. The arcade jnst mentioned consists of a series of

round arches encirclinjr

the apse, springing from

tall engaged shafts

wliich rise from a strono*.

ly moulded plinth-course,

and occupy two thirds of

the height of the wall.

The resemblance of this

arcade to that of ]\Iodena

is not only general, but

extends to details of or-

nament, the capitals of

the colunms, for instance,

l)resenting in each case

the very unusual motive

of two birds back to back.

Each arch encloses a

deeply splayed panel, in

the upper portion of which

is a long round- arched

window with splayed

jambs and heavy roll

mouldings. Over the ar-

cade is a rich belt on

which is a fine eaves gal-

lery of the usual form,

but of greater than the

usual size. The wall is finished with a very richly decorated cornice.

The whole work is of stone.

The choir of San Abbondio at Como, which has in exterior design

s Abbon- bttlc relation to the remainder of the church, is interest-
dio. Como

jj^jy jj^ several respects. Issuing from between the two tall

towers which terminate the inner aisles, its plan consists, as will be

rememlx'red, of two square groined bays and a semicircular apse of

nearly (Mpial height. A thin decorated string-course divides the wall

at mid-height into two stages, and slender engaged shafts, with base

' Tlu' (latf is doubtless tli.it of the rfbuildiiij; of the church, whose orij^^inul founda-

tion goes back to the ninth century. See Mothes, p. ."Jlil.

Fig. ST. S. Abbondio, ("ouio; East Kud.
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and capital risin;;- fioiii a plinth-courst' lo llic aii'lird coilx-l tal)l«; at

tho eaves, divide it vertically into l)ays, three on each Hank of the

choir and live on the; apse. Tn each hay of the flanks, except that

n(>arcst the tower, and in each story, then; is a narrow ronnd-arched

window of the usnal L()nd)ard form, bnt with very unnsual decora-

tion. In the bays of the ai)se, the windows are alternately in the

lower and npper stories. The windows vary in detail, that in tlie

central bay of the apse being the richest. The narrow openin<,' is

splayed and snrronnded by a twisted roll-nionldin;,S and the whole

is enclosed in an arched recess, of which the edge is a twisted shaft

with base and ca]>ital, the latter having the same motive with those

of ]\Iodena and Bergamo above mentioned, — two birds standing

back to back with extended wings,— and which is snrronnded by a

border of sculpture in relief, as broad as the window opening, and

strongly Byzantine in character, — a meandering vine, with leafage

and fruit, and birds pecking at the clusters. (See Fig. 178, Chap,

iii.) A curious instance of similarity in detail in widely separated

buildings is to be observed in a little thirteenth-century church at

Ronzano, in the Abruzzi, where a window of much the same jjropor-

tions is enclosed in a band of sculpture of precisely similar character

and 'motive to that of S. x\bbondio.i Similar windows are also to

be found in the apses of several of the Apulian churches, as Trani,

Bari, etc. (See Chap, iii.)

The most prominent and characteristic feature of the early Lom-
bard church was, as I have intimated above, its dome, TheLom-

which was not necessaril}^, as in later styles, the outcome ^ardDome.

of the cruciform plan, though its natural and logical function was to

emphasize the intersection of nave and transepts, where the latter

existed, but which otherwise covered, as a rule, that bay of the nave

which was next the tribune or choir.

We have seen how constant in the Pavian churches and their con-

geners was the general construction and form of this dome,— the

square foundation, the octagonal drum, the transition effected by

means of squinches instead of the pendentives of the Byzantines, the

masking of the interior dome, whose vertical section was either round,

as in S. Michele, or pointed, as in S. Ambrogio, by the vertical exter-

nal wall crowned with the low wooden roof, the round-arched windows

in the faces of the octagon, and the arcaded eaves gallery above. It

is interesting to see how, as the first impulse of the new style weak-

ened, individual variations of the type appear. One of the earliest

^ See Bindi, Monumenti degli Abruzzi, pi. 47.
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instances is seen in San Antonino

at Piacenza (Fig. 72, supra},

where the central feature of the

crossing is not a dome at all, but

a square four-part groined vault

like those of the nave, but higher,

over which an octagonal tower is

carried u]) to the height of four

similar stories, with a coupled

window in each face of each

story, and a simple low-pitched

roof.

What this feature was capable

„ of developing: into is to
Chiaravalle,

. .

Central be Seen in the Cistercian
Tower.

church of Chiaravalle

near Milan, which, with its adja-

cent monastery, was founded by

Bernard of Clairvaux about the

year 1134 at the request of the

inhabitants of Milan, but which

was rebuilt in whole or in part at

the beginning of the next century.

It is a cruciform church, of which

the nave and aisles are vaulted in

square bays, separated by round

transverse arches, those of the

aisles having half the breadth of

the nave bays. The crossing is

covered by a remarkable octago-

nal tower, of which the first two

stages form the drum of a higli

octagonal dome within, the wall

being pierced on each face by a

doubldouble window wiithbeariu"'

¥i^. ^t^. t'lii:iravall»'. Central Tower.

arch

on the first story and by a grou])

of four windows on the second.

A pierced parapet of small arches

finislies this portion of the tower,

wliich is all that has any connec-

tion with the interior dome. Above
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this, tilt' walls an' set in, and an inU'riuedijite sta^^c of two low

jucatlos linishrs with a <'«uni('(! and eight Hiiiall liiiials at tin; angles,

perliaps the earliest examples of that feature in Italy. The wall

is again sett in, and the thiid stage follows, — the tall«;st of all, c(jn-

sisting of two stories with window openings similarly dis})osed to

those of the h)wer stage. The wall finishes again with a pierced

])arapet with finials at the angles, and a h>w conical spire surmounts

the whole.

In this astonishing tower, so boldly interjected into the (juiet and

rude architecture of this early time, where, with the exception of the

detached bell-tow^ers, all was low and broad and sim})le, and where

the whole construction spoke of timidity and reserve, how shall we

account for such a daring flight of construction and for such inven-

tion and grace of design ? Every detail, with the exception of the

finials, is strictly Lombard, the coupled windows divided by columns

and covered by the round bearing arch, the grouped openings of the

arcades, the arched corbel-tables which crown the stages, the pilaster

strips which mark the angles, are all to be found in the most charac-

teristic monuments of the style, but for any second example of such

a combination of them in a single composition, we shall look in vain

on either side the Alps ; neither in Germany nor in France shall we

find anything which answers fully to this admirable tower. S. Sernin

at Toulouse is perhaps the nearest approach to it ; but in S. Sernin the

great central tower, though loftier than that of Chiaravalle, lacks

the boldness of construction and the variety and vivacity of design

which give charm to the Italian church.

An interesting example of the octagonal lantern covering the

whole of a square interior is seen in the small chapel of the ancient

monastery of S. Salvatore at Brescia. The monastery was, according

to tradition, which in this instance seems trustworthy, founded by

Desiderius, the Lombard king, about 753, and the chapel dates ori-

ginally from this period, but was certainly rebuilt at a much later

period, probably in the eleventh or twelfth century. The building,

which covers a square of about thirty feet, is in two stories— the

first with a pier in the centre, composed of a Roman pedestal, from

which four low^ round arches spring to the four avails, dividing the

space into four square bays covered by groined vaults. The second

story is undivided, and is covered by an octagonal dome with

squinches in the angles below% and masked on the exterior in the

usual Lombard fashion by an octagonal lantern, of unequal sides,

with arcades of six arches on the longer sides and of four on the
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shorter, and crowned with a low octagonal roof. The exterior wall

on the street is interesting and characteristic. The masonry is of

cut stone throughout.^

Far up the valley of the Adige, now well within the Austrian lines,

Trent ^^^^ Trent, the most northerly of Italian cities, and so far
Cathedral,

i-ginovecl from contact with, the Lombard comnmnities that

even during the Lombard domination its intercourse was closer with

the foreign rulers of the Tyrol and Germany. The cathedral of

S. Vigilius, which peri)etuates the memory of the early founder

of the church at the end of the fourth century, was built by Bishop

Udalrich early in the eleventh century, substantially on the same
plan which we see in the present church, which was mainly a rebuild-

ing of a hundred years later, beginning in 1124. It is a cruciform

church, two hundred and ten feet long and seventy broad, the nave

thirty-one feet wide, and presenting fewer modifications of the pre-

vailing Lombard style than we should expect from its nearness to

the German territory. Both in its somewhat rambling plan and in

its architecture, it shows evidence of repeated alterations and partial

rebuildings, but the eastern portion is very interesting from the excel-

lence of its Lombard detail. The apse is divided vertically into

three bays by slender grouped shafts rising from base to eaves ; the

height is in three well-marked stages above a high basement, with

windows which light the crypt. The lowest and uppermost stages

each consist of arcades on slender coupled columns, the two arcades

being (piite similar, except that the lower is a blind arcade while the

u})per is the usual open eaves gallery, which in this case is continued

around the transepts and on the flanks of the church. The middle

story is pierced by three fine single arched windows, with several

orders of jamb-shafts, the outer columns in the middle window stand-

ing on griffins and joined by knotted serpents. The transepts have

each a small apse projecting from the east wall,- and beside it a pro-

jecting {)orch of the usual Lombard form : that of the south transept

has its arch su})ported on one side by a single octagonal column rest-

ing on a crouching lion, and on the other by coupled columns joined

in tlic middle by knotted seri)ents. The high octagonal drum, which

formerly carried the dome above the crossing, has recently given way

to an octagonal lantern of somewhat whimsical design.

Verona had from the first her own fashion of using the Lombard

style, and her churches showed a marked freedom from the traditions

' Odorici, ^liilirliitt) Cn'stiane di Brescia.

^ As ill the cathedral of Parma.
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which bound tho churches of l*avi;i ii\u\ Mihiu. The; city in Htill

able to show what is (h)ul)th!ss one of the most ancient verona.

of Louibanl buihliu«rs-, thou<rli its ori<;in goes l)ack beyond s 8<^ '»«<>•

the l^oujbard invasion. This is the little church of San Stcfano,

built as a Christian basilica in the fifth century, destroyed in r>24 by

Theodoric, as it is said, in a fit of an<;er at sonic preaching he; had

heard there, but rebuilt before his death, and at some time, not now

to be ascertained, changed in conformity to the prevailing Lombard

style, with a chapel on each side of the choir, bringing it into a

cruciform shape, and with a low octagonal tower covering the cross-

ing. Its ancient crypt extending beneath the choir and transept,

and with an apse an-

swering tothatabove,

was probably not dis-

turbed. The nave is

but seventeen feet in

width, with four piers

on each side nearly

three feet square, sup-

porting plain round

arches, with no clere-

story and a flat wood-

en ceiling. The most

remarkable feature of

the church is the cir-

cular aisle which sur-

rounds the apse, from

which it is separated by an arcade of five round arches supported

on piers with engaged columns. The aisle is nine steps above the

apse, the apse fifteen steps above the nave. The aisle is divided into

five trapezoidal bays covered by very elementary vaults, with small

triangular bays between. The arrangement is precisely similar to

that of the surrounding aisle in many of the circular or octagonal

baptisteries of the period ; but this church is one of the very rare

instances in Italy of an aisle enclosing the apse of the choir, before

the introduction of the Gothic style. At the centre of the aisle a

recess, flanked by projecting piers with small angle shafts of red

marble, still retains the ancient stone chair of the bishop, a strong

indication that the aisle w^as not a later addition. Similar recesses

in the wall on either side contain each a small window.

S. Lorenzo, a very interesting church, going back nearly as far as

p^ ^hflilHt

Fig. 89. Apse of S. Stefano, Verona.
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S. Stefano, is now (1898) undergoing a very thorough restoration.

Verona, ^^^ many of its original features are still to be seen. R. de
s. Lorenzo, pleury believes it to be as old as the middle of the sixth

century, but to have been nmch altered in the fifteenth and six-

teenth centuries. It is a purely Lombard building, with a length of

about one hundred and twenty feet and a breadth of fifty, with three

apses terminating nave and aisles, and transepts which have the air

of a later addition. There are indications that a dome was either

built or prepared for over the crossing. The nave, some twenty-four

feet wide, is covered by a barrel vault, and divided by round arches

springing from compound piers into square

bays. The nave arcades have two coupled

round arches in each bay, separated by a

column ; and this arrangement is repeated

in an ample triforium gallery. Aisles and

gallery are divided by transverse arches

into square bays, which are groined. The
interior walls and arches are of brick, the

columns of dark marble. Piers and col-

umns are banded with thin courses of red

terra-cotta. The exterior of the church is

even more interesting. The walls are laid

up with alternate courses of squared stone

and a coarse rubble, se])arated by single

layers of red brick. The interior bavs

are indicated on the flanks by small trian-

gular buttresses similar to those of San

Zeno. On the west front are two plain

round towers, of masonry like that of the

walls, — that on the south angle slightly

the larger, about fourteen feet in diameter.

San Zeno, the noblest of the Verona churches, is said to have been

S. Lorenzo, Verona.

S. Zeno.
founded in the ninth century by Charlemagne or his son

Pepin. It was destroyed by the Hungarian hordes in 9*24,

and two centuries later was enlarged and substantially rebuilt, the

work beginning in 1138. The church in its later form is thus nearly

or quite contemj)orary with the cathedrals of Piacenza, Parma, and

Modena on the south, and with that of Trent on the north : but it

differs widely in many res})ects from all these churches, showing in

its interior disposition not less than in its exterior design the result

of independent and local modes of thought and expression. The
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I

phin is :i iiTtan^'K' iii('asuriii«; intcrnjilly iiboiit ei^^hty l)y two Imii-

(Ircd and liftceii feet, with a projecting choir of the fourt(r(Mith

century, endin*^ in a polygonal apse. The nave and aisles are sepa-

rated by arcades, divided some-

what irrcguhirly into groups <;en-

crally of two round arches ^ by

strong and rather h)W compound

piers, with capitals entirely with-

out carving but with elaborately

moulded abaci, and the arches of

each group are separated by sin-

gle slender columns, with a con-

vex capital covered with varied

sculi)ture of remarkable charac-

ter in high relief, mostly renewed.

These arcades are carried from

one end of the church to the

other. There are no transepts,

but the nave opens directly into

the choir by a high pointed arch.

There is no triforium, but the

arcades support a high clerestory

wall, pierced in each bay of the

nave by a single narrow arched

window. There is no dome or

lantern, and no vaulting except

in the apse and the square bay

in front of it ; but the nave roof

is concealed by a wooden ceiling,

whose section is cusped. This

would seem, however, to have been

a departure from the original in-

tention of the builders, for the

enoaoed shaft of the oreat nave

pier which is towards the nave,

with the square member on either

side of it, is repeated above the

capital of the pier, and continued through the whole height of the

^ The first or westernmost bay is the longest, and has three arches. The easternmost

bay is the smallest, having- but a sing'le arch, while between the west wall and the first

pier is a narrow space which we have not counted as a bay, and the reason of which is not

apparent.

Fig-. 91. Verona, S. Zeno.
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iMi \ eroiia. Interior of IS. Zeuo.

clerestory, clisa})})earing within the boarded ceiling.^ The arrange-

ment has no rehition whatever to the actual ceiling, but is exactly

what we should haye expected to find if the nave had been covered

by groined vaulting, and the vaults had been separated by transverse

arches thrown across the nave. Furthermore, the shaft is interrupted

at mid-height by a capital in ])reparation for the arch. The aisles

are divided by transverse round arches opposite the great piers. The

interior walls are of red brick with frequent courses of stone, and

were, as well as the piers, extensively painted with figure subjects,

of which traces yet remain, particularly in the apse and eastern

portion of the choir, where the decoration was naturally most elabo-

rate and has been most carefully preserved and renewed. The choir

is brought forward so as to occupy the two eastern bays of the nave,

its floor beini; raised some seven or eie:ht feet above the nave floor

over a noble crypt, which opens directly from the nave b}'' three

great round arches carried on coupled marble columns, between

which broad steps descend into the crypt. In cacli aisle are two

* In Dehio niu\ \'. Ht'zold. vol. lii j)l. 2'-\'>. this interior is shown with a transverse arch

thrown across the nave between each pair of j)iers. Street {liriclc and Marble in the

MidtUr Atjf s) also speaks of these arches as partially ohstnicting- the view of the wooden

ceilin;r- Only two such arches exist, enclosin«f the two westernmost bays of the nave.
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Hiinihir an^hcs, while :i stain^aso on cacli Jiisic wiiU, oiu* tliiid tlio

brojulth of tlio aislo, ascends to the clioii-. The erypt is diviihMl into

seven aish's by rows of re<l niarl)le cohniins of various sliapcs, witli

varied cai)itals, Corinthian, liyzantine, Lond)ar(l, carryinj^ ^(roined

vaultini;-, and in the centre is the shrine of the saint surrounchd by

a fence of wrought iron.

The exterior is of remarkable interest. Tlie materials of wliich it

is built have doubtless to some extent determined its character. The

facade is of marble and a line sandstom^ ; the remainder is of red

brick, with horizontal courses of stone, the two materials beinj^ about

e(iually divided. The details of the fa(,ade are of a deli(,'acy and

lightness quite unknown in any previous example of the Lombard

style. (Fig. 93.) The front is in three compartments correspond-

ing accurately to the outline of the cross-section of the church, the

vertical division being marked by two slender square piers, set dia-

gonally upon the wall and rising from the ground to the cornice of

the central compartment, where they finish with a finely sculi)tured

capital of Corinthian type. The eaves gallery of the typical Lom-

bard churches is wanting, but an arched corbel-table follows the rake

of the roof in the three compartments, in the middle one of which

the same feature is repeated horizoutally above and below the wheel

window, which occupies the centre of the wall. The whole surface

of the front is divided by thin, narrow, flat pilaster strips, with base

and capital, wliich rise from a low base course to the corbel-tables of

the cornice. In the centre of the front is a beautiful porch, of slight

projection, in which two slender columns of red marble resting on

the backs of lions support a round arch covered by a low gable. On
the angle at either side of the arch is a standing figure in relief,

and the capitals of the columns and the imposts above them, from

which the arch springs and w^hich are continued across the opening

of the door, are sculptured, the lintel bearing figures under round

arches, of strongly Byzantine character.

On a level with the springing of the arch of the porch, a small and

delicate arcade of coupled arches divided by coupled colunins, each

pair of arches filling the breadth of one of the vertical panels, is car-

ried across the whole front. A single pair of arches on each side are

pierced for windows, the remainder forming a blind arcade. Below

this on each side of the porch the panels of the central division are

filled w'ith bas-reliefs of the twelfth century, one above another, of

various subjects, representations of the months, scenes from the life

of San Zeno, a hunting^ scene called the " Chase of Theodoric," etc.
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On the flanks of the church the wall, both of aisle and clerestory,

is divided into bays by slender buttresses in the form of square piers

set diagonally on the wall like those of the fa^'ade. Between these,

under the cornice of the aisle, decorated with a carved frieze and an

arched corbel-table, rnns a small arcade of round arches on slender

columns, continuing that on the fa9ade. The fine campanile, which

stands detached on the south flank, has a plain wall, with alternate

courses of white marble and brick, and a belfry, with two ranges of

open triple arcades, crowned by a round spire with pinnacles at the

angles.

The cloister on the north tlank of the church, dating probably from

the middle of the twelfth century, is beautiful, with pointed arcades

of brickwork on one side and round arcades on the other three. The

scale is unusually small ; the arches spring from small coupled col-

umns five and one half inches in diameter, of red Verona marble, with

white marble bases and capitals, standing on a low wall of stone-

work. A lavabo, eighteen feet square, with round arches on each

side, ])roje('ts into the enclosure.

; . . .'•.. \ (lull. 4. >. />» a<..
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riic cathedral of XCroiia lias not the inajeHtii! Hiinj)li<Mty of Sail

Zcno ; it is iiuh'cd a clmrch ''of shirds and j)at(dH'H," a vcrona

iiiixtur(» of th(i work of many and widely separated a^es. Cathedral

iiuilt ori<;inally in the eighth century, it soon ])roved too small, and

was rehuilt at tlui l)e;;innin<^ of the ninth century, the work hein;^

finished in 840. Repeated rel)uildint;s followed at short int(;rvals in

the eleventh and twelfth centuries, and tlu; chuich. after a thorou^^h

reconstruction, was

consecrated anew by

Pope Urban III. in

1187. It was then a

consistently Lom-

bard church, though

retainini»- in various

portions fragments

of the ohler work,

even that of the early

buildino- of the ninth

century, but bearing

the local stamp which

we have noted in its

neighbor San Zeno.

Still later changes,

chiefly in the fif-

teenth and sixteenth

centuries, the later

under Sanmichele,

have taken away
much of its Lombard
character, particu-

larly in its interior

aspect : but enough

remains to show

clearly what were its

main features. The nave and aisles are in five bays, separated by

high clustered piers of red marble, with capitals covered with freely

designed leafage, carrying pointed arches, which, as well as the vault-

ing of nave and aisles, belong to the later w^ork.

The west front is a mixture of older and newer work, the dividing-

line being plainly shown by the cornices and corbel-tables of the

early front, which still remain, and above wdiich the walls have been

Fio-. 94. Verona. Doorwav on X. Flank of Cathedral.
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carried up to a greater height. The older portions are all of marble
;

the newer are of brick, alternating with courses of marble. The three

divisions, corresponding to nave and aisles, are separated by thin

piers like those in the same position in San Zcno, and, like them, set

cornerwise on the wall, with caj)itals near the cornice line. The great

feature of the fac;ade is the central porch, in two stages, each with a

broad round arch springing from columns. In the first story, which

is very like that of the porch of San Zeno, and which covers a deeply

splayed doorway with a multitude of small decorated shafts and

])ilasters, the two front columns are covered with a spiral fluting,

and rest on the backs of griffins. The soffit of the arch is decorated

with bands of sculpture, partly in high relief.

A narrow band of archaic sculpture, with a strongly projecting

decorated cornice over it, is carried across the front some ten feet

above the ground, with grotesque figures of men and beasts in con-

flict, of much the same character with those of San Michele at Pavia,

and is doubtless a part of the decoration of the early ninth century

church. The doorway on the south flank of the church has also its

porch in two stages, but of a quite different and singular form.

(Fig. 94.) Two single detached columns, with high capitals charged

with fantastic sculpture, support each the end of a lintel, connecting

it with the wall, — one lintel carved with grotesque reliefs on front

and sides, while the other is in the form of a crouching monster.

On each lintel stands a short column, with a capital of the same char-

acter with those below, from which springs a heavy plain round arch

covered by a low gable, with enriched cornice of much later date.

Nothing can be more characteristic than the form and scul})ture of

these i)orches, and nothing akin to them was ever produced by any

other race of builders than the Lombards and their descendants.

The apse of the choir is absolutely unitpie in its exterior design.

It has no oj)ening, but the wall is decorated with a close set range of

very thin and attenuated pilasters, wuth bases and Corinthian ca})i-

tals, rising from a low base course through the full height of the

apse, and crowned by a highly enriched entablature,^ an outbreak of

the classic sj)irit which we shall see j)re vailing contemporaneously in

tile architecture of central Italy, but of which scarcely a trace is

found in the Lombard regions. In the changes which the church

underwent in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, semicircular

cha])els were ])r()jected from the aisle walls on either side, in which

the design of the eastern a])se was imitated. (Fig. 94.)

' Motht's pn'suiiM's the Ixxly of the apse to lu'loiijj to the early ehurch, but the entabla-

ture to the rebuilding of 1 \'2'2.
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Tlic climcli of Siintii Maria dolla Pi(!ve at Anjzzo is oiu* of tliosc

which it is not easy to assi«;n to aiiv (h'finitc class or style.
rtM ^ ' r I iriiii •

Ar62ZO,
1 lie town lies far to tlu; soiitii oi the liOiiihaid rci^ion, s M dtiia

ficvc
half way hetwetsu Klorciicc and I\'i-iii;ia, yet the; church has

iiKuc the character of a Loinl>ai<l inonuinent than many of its |)eiio<l

which lie nearer the centre of Lonihard influence. It is a crucufonn

church, (latin*;' froni the last years of the tenth century, hut without

a dome oi* other fea-

ture to mark the

crossing, with hii;h

cohnnns in the nave

carrying pointed

arches and groined

vaults. This portion

of the work is proba-

bly of a later date :

but the choir, with

its triforium oallerv

and its fine apse, is

nndoubtedly of the

original building, and

is characteristically

Lombard in charac-

ter. The exterior of

the apse is in three

stages, first a blind

arcade with flat pil-

asters, over which is

a light and grace-

ful open arcaded gal-

lery, and above this

a second gallery.

Fig". 05. Aiezzo S. M. della Pieve.

with dwarf columns supporting a horizontal entablature.

The west front, which dates from 1216, is one of the most remark-

able in Italy. (Fig. 95.) It is a mere screen with no relation what-

ever to the church behind it, and consists of four stories, the lowest

a blind arcade of rude, unequal round arches on columns. — three

of the five arches enclosing doorways, and the other three open

galleries, the first two of arcades and the upper of columns supporting

a horizontal cornice. The openings are apparently quite w^ithout any

systematic arrangement, numbering in the second story twelve, in the
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third story twenty-five, and in the fourth, thirty ; and the columns

are of every variety of size, shape, and material,— plain, fluted,

twisted, knotted, — in the upper colonnade a statue filling the place

of a column, — the cai)itals of all styles, evidently a frank gathering-

together of ancient fragments from miscellaneous sources, to be used

without thought or skill. It is a piece of work which, in the absence

of authentic record, we should assign to a much earlier period than

the beginning of the thirteenth century, when cities like Florence on

one side, and Siena on another, and Perugia on a third, all lying

within forty miles of Arezzo, were showing Italy of what combined

strength and grace the Central Romanesque was capable.

S. Antonio at Padua is another and a more important instance of

Padua, *^ church whicli it is hard to classif}^ and whose disposition

s Antonio, ^^j design appear alike to be due to the individual predi-

lection of its architect. Its design has been attributed to Nicolo

Pisano. I)nt tliis seems to be an impossible guess, in view of the

extraordinarv uufliness of the exte-

rior, which in most views exhibits

a confused mass of domes, towers,

gables, and pinnacles, apparently

without order or method. (Fig.

97.) Yet the view of the church

from the east is certainly pictu-

resque and effective, and there is

much beauty in the arrangement

of the eastern apse and the flank-

ing towers. In the greater part of

the exterior the arches are pointed.

^ ct the effect is far from that of

a Gothic church. The west front

is a flat wall, with the low gal)le

coverimr the whole breadth, and

with a horizontal arcaded gallery

running across it, answering to

the Lombard eaves gallery. And
the treatment of walls, with the

pilaster strips and arched corbel

-

tables on apses and gables, and the

drums of domes, is thorougldy Lond)ard. The two graceful, slender

octagonal towers which flank the choir have the proportions of

Eastern minarets and the detail of a Lombard campanile.

Fig. IM). I'adna. ."^. Antonio.
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Fig-. 97. Padua. 8. Antonio.

The interior is as individual and as difficult to classify as the

exterior. The influence of St. Mark's at Venice is plainly visible,

yet there is no similarity in the effect of the two churches. Four

tall, round arches on either side the nave, springing from perfectly

plain square piers without bases or capitals beyond a thin impost

moulding, separate the nave and choir from the aisles and transepts.

Similar arches divide the nave, the crossing, the choir into six square

bays, each covered with a hemispherical dome. The domes are of

equal size and height, except that over the crossing, which is of supe-

rior height internally, and covered on the exterior by a high poly-

gonal lantern crowned by a still higher pointed roof. The most

interesting feature of the interior is the admirable lofty vaulted aisle,

with square radiating chapels, \vhich surrounds the nine-sided apse. —
the apse itself being covered by a lower dome.

Not less characteristic and interesting than the churches we have

hitherto been considering are the circular and polygonal buildings

which arose with them all over the Lombard region. They are, for

the most part, baptisteries, the circular form having been with the

Lombards, not less than with, the early Christians, the accepted form

for that purpose. Now and then, however, a circular church was

built, though even in these cases modern research has generally

either discovered or presumed that its original purpose has been

changed.
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Fig. 98. Brescia. Duonio Veccbio.

The oldest of tlie Lombard circular churches, as it is also probably

the oldest of all the authentic Lombard monuments which
Brescia,
Duomo remain to us in anvthinof like completeness, is that known
Vecchio. .. o i '

as the old cathedral at Brescia, the Duomo Vecchio. It

is a most important and interestin<i^ buildin<^, with a history which is

greatly obscured by the mists of the early centuries. Whether it is

in whole or in part the buildinjj^ which (Jueen Theodolind erected,

and which was consecrated by her bislioj) in ()17, or whether it must

be attributed to Charlema<j^ne at the end of the ei<;hth century, will

probably never be certainly known. Nor is it important, except as
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in(li(;jitin^ tln^ capacitv and Jittitiulc of tin- liftmliaid coiKjiMrroi's in

the inatlcr ol' ar«'l»il('ct lire at tlic l)e';iiiniii<; or at tlir rnd nt' tlirir

cariuu- III Italy. What a|n>('ars (Mji'tain is that tn th<r eastward of tho

present rotonchi stood a iimch ol(h'r huihliii;; \vlii(;li was the i-athe-dral

t'hurch, and to tlie westward, ac^ross the street from tin; present

church, anotht^r still older building- which was the baptiste;-y. Tin-

latter has long- since

disappeared. The
former was in Liter

days connected with

the rotonda ; and it

still forms the choir

of the church of Sta.

Maria della Kotonda,

of which the rotonda

itself forms the nave

and aisles. The plan

(Fig. 98) is very

similar to that of the

early Christian bap-

tisteries, — a central

ring about sixty-five

feet in diameter, of

rude stout piers sup-

porting round arches,

eight in number, on

which a circular wall

is carried up which

supports a hemispher-

ical dome, of which

the crown is about

eighty-three feet

above the pavement

;

and outside the arcade

a surrounding aisle about eighteen feet wide, divided into bays alter-

nately square and triangular, by transverse arches, of which two spring

from each pier of the arcade to the outside wall, the square bays

being covered by groined vaults. The exterior wall of the aisle is

pierced by small round-arched windows. The whole interior is abso-

lutely without ornament of any description. The piers are without

bases or caps, the windows are without mouldings, the dome springs

Fig. 99. Brescia. Duonio Vecchio.
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from the walls of the drum without a cornice. On the exterior the

same plainness prevails, so far as the aisle wall is concerned. But

the central wall, which rises nearly to the height of the dome, and

is crowned by a low-pitched conical roof, is divided into twenty-four

bays by thin pilaster strips which terminate in an arched corbel-table.

Each bay encloses a single round-arched recess, with the exception

of three, in which the openings are circular, and are pierced through

the masonry of the dome, serving as windows to light the interior.

(Fig. 99.)

The walls and piers both outside and inside are of rubble-stone,

which, on the inside, is covered by a coat of plaster ; but the corbel-

table of the exterior wall, with several courses of herring-bone orna-

ment below it and a decorated cornice above, is of brick. The pave-

ment of the church is now some ten feet below the ground outside,

and is reached from without by the large staircases which flank the

main entrance. The aisles are raised by ten steps above the pave-

ment of the nave.^ The crypt of San Filasterio, which underlies the

choir and transept of the older portion of the structure, is probably

one of the earliest crypts in existence, though the date cannot be

determined with any show of certainty. Its disposition is not essen-

tially different from that common in the crypts of the early churches,

not only of the Lombard style, but equally in the churches of suc-

ceeding styles up to the fourteenth century.

In the remarkable group of churches and courts at Bologna,

Bologna, kuowu uudcr the general name of San Stefano, and which
s.sepoicro.

j Ymve already mentioned (p. 113), is a circular church now

called San Sepolcro (see Fig. 67 3), but which is believed to have

been originally the bai)tistery belonging to the church of S. Trinita

(Fig. 67 l), from which it is separated by the atrium now known as

the Corte di Pilato^ (Fig. 67 2). If this presumption is sound,

we must admit a remarkable proportion, as to size, between the church

and the baptistery, the two being about equal in area. San Sepolcro

is extremely irregular in plan and construction. It consists of an

1 Since this was written systematic excavations have revealed, at a depth of some feet

bflow the fl(>«)r of tli(> rotond.i, a Roman mosaic pavement, and. enibed(h'd in the wall of

the adjacent chnrcli. a splendid sarcopliajjns of red Verona marble with admirable fignre

scnlptnre. These remains seem to make it more than probable that the rotonda was a

Roman bnildintr. presninably the hall of a bath.

The interior ma.sonry is nearly all new ; the pi«'rs and wall faeinu: are of cut stone.

The dome was found to be badly cracked .and threateninp: rnin.

- Darteiii b.lieves it to have been attached not to S. Trinif:^. bnt to SS. Pietro e

Paolo, which adjoins it on the left.
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inner circular arcade alxmt tliirty-fonr fVet in dianioter, Hurroun<l(*<l

hy an aisle wliose plan is an iire^nlar polygon. TIm; arcade huH

twelve andies, of wliieli lialf are snpported on single eolnnins hnilt

np of bricks, the otlier half on con])led colnnms ; on«; colnnin of each

})air l)ein<;" of red marble, the other of brieU, evidently added later^

the wall above beini; carried np as a j)olygoii of twelve si<les and

crowned by a polygonal dome, formerly decorated with paintings in

the Byzantine manner. The sides of tlie j)olyg()n aie each pierci-d

by a donblo arch, divided by a mid-wall shaft with spreading ea}) and

a Uyzantine stilt-block, and ()})ening into a triforinm gall(;ry over the

snrronndinii* aisle. In each aniile is an eno'a<ied shaft standing: on a

corbel and with a foliated caj)ital, over which at the springing of the

dome is an arched corbel-table with intersecting arches. The dis-

position of the aisle is of the most eccentric character. Its ])lan has

little relation to that of the central ring. On two sides it is coin-

cident with the walls of the adjacent chnrches. A portion of it is

divided into bays by transverse arches. Its ceiling is groined, bnt

the vanlts are necessarily of peculiar and varying forms. The gal-

lery over the aisle is covered by a rude lean-to roof without either

vaults or ceiling, and its exterior wall is pierced with double arched

windows exactly like the triforium openings over the central arcade.

Fig-. 100. IS. bepolero. JJologiia.
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Much of the irregularity of this singular interior is due, no doubt,

to repeated changes and partial restorations, of which the records are

but fragmentary. It is believed to be of later date than the adjacent

church of SS. Pietro e Paolo, which can hardly be older than the

ninth century. The exterior presents no feature of special interest,

with one notable exception. The walls are decorated, especially on

the face towards the court, by a mosaic composed of bricks and vari-

ous sorts of stone, arranged in a great variety of geometrical pat-

terns, sometimes in bands, enclosed between courses of brick zigzags,

and sometimes in isolated circles or lozenges. This method of dec-

oration is extremely rare in Italy, and it is probable that in this

instance it is the result of foreign influence, whether from France,

where in the churches of Auvergne similar motives are very frequent,

or from the East, which is perhaps the common source from which

the idea was communicated both to France and Italy. In any case

the decoration of San Sepolcro is unquestionably some centuries later

than the church itself.

The little church of San Tommaso in Limine, at Almenno near

Bergamo, is one of the oldest, and by no means one of the
Almenno. . . . rTti "

t ij.'a.
s Tommaso least interestmg, oi Lombard monuments. In regard to its,

age the authorities are even more than usually at variance,

for, while D'Agincourt holds it to be the work of the Lombards them-

selves, Sacchi carries it back to the century before their invasion,

while Osten assigns it to a period two centuries after their fall. A\'e

may perhaps accept as not unreasonable the theory of Mothes, who

considers the churcli to be a work of the middle of the ninth cen-

tury, with im])ortant portions which are at least two centuries later.

The church (Fig. 101) is a small circular building, with an inner

ring two stages in height, each of eight columns, of which the plan

is not accurately circular but oval, the diameter east and west being

about seventeen feet, and in the opposite direction sixteen, while the

outer wall is an exact circle, with an internal diameter of thirty-two

feet. The columns of the inner ring are short and stout, with very

high bases and large block capitals, of which some are carved and

others ])lain, and are joined by stilted round arches. The surround-

ing aisle is in two stories, both of which are divided by transverse

arches into bays covered by groined vaults. The vaults of the u]>])er

aisle have a peculiar inclination, owing to the fact that the dividing

transverse arches spring on the wall side from columns, of which the

capitals are much lower than those of the inner ring. The wall over

the lower arcade is carried up to a level some tNVO and a half feet
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above tlio floor of the upper Jiislc, to wlii(;li it thus fonuH a para-

pet, on whieh rest the eohiiuuH of tlic upj)er areach*. Here the col-

umus are iiiueh lii^hter, and their foliated eapitals carry pL'iin Hyzan-

tine 8tilt-l)h>eks, from whieh spring round arches k'ss stilted than

those below. On these the ein^ular wall is carried up to a plain

lii;ht-nioulded cornice, above which is a hemispherical dome j)ieiccd

with four small windows in the form of a cross, over the steep loof

of the aisle. This roof, as well as the conical roof of the dome, is

entirely of stone, no wood apj)earing anywhere in the church. There

are doorways on the west and south, and on the east is a large choir

of later date than the church, consisting of a single square groined

bay and a semicircular apse. A smaller apse, hollowed in the thick-

ness of the wall, opens from the eastern bay of the upper aisle.

The exterior is simple and elegant. The walls are of stone, and

are divided into bays both in the lower and the upper portions.

The high aisle wall has a series of slender engaged shafts, with

bases on a low plinth

course and block capi-

tals of various design

at the cornice, joined

by an arched corbel-

table. The treatment

of the upper wall is

similar, except that

thin pilasters are sub-

stituted for the col-

umns. The doorw^ays

are round arches with

jamb-shafts and arch

mouldings, the capi-

tals bearing stunted

human fiirures and

rudely conventional-

ized foliage, the arch

head filled with a stone

slab bearino' an in-

scription. The choir

is, as we have said,

doubtless of later date

than the circular por-

tion, but there is no

j.ji'i^-. —

Fiff. 101. S. Tomiuaso in Limine. Almenno.
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'>-3':l.

J^^^:^>M/^xX'^^^^^'-'^^^^^ set close II

.!?...r^^^- '-^^v^^^^/i^b-r^^c^^^^^^gAJ nice, its jr

incoiiirriuty in design between the two. In tlie choir, as in the main

^ buildino^, the wall is di-

^zy*<i .-^ •::- .^ vided on the exterior into

bays by small attached

shafts which rise from a

base course, and terminate

in the arched corbel-table

which decorates the cor-

nice. (Fig. 102.) The
latter feature is formed

in the choir of intersect-

ing arches, and the cor-

nice above it is of two

ranges of projections car-

ried on small corbels, and

separated by a dog-tooth

ornament. In each of

the three bays of the apse

is a round-arched window
set close under the cor-

ambs recessed

with three setbacks. An
odd indication of change

of purpose is seen in the beginnings of three wall-shafts which start

from the base course, and terminate abruptly two or three feet above

it. as if the oriiiinal intention included five bays in ]">lace of tlie three.

The group of Lombard baptisteries, while following in essentials

the ])lan of those of the earlier Christian centuries, are yet

Baptis- marked by certain peculiar features of design and con-
tf*T*i f*Q

struction by which they are related as clearl}- to each other

as they are distinguished from the baptisteries both of earlier and

of later date. They are substantially similar in plan and design to

the smaller circulai' churches of which S. Tommaso just described is

a characteristic example : and in fact most of these churches are

known or susj)ected to have been originally baptisteries, and to have

been ada])ted by the addition of a choir to the services of the church.

They dilTer, however, very widely among themselves in general dis-

})osition. As a rule their ])lan is octagonal, where in the earlier cen-

turies it liad been ciicnlar : but this rule was in neitlier age inHexil)le.

Tlie ba])tistery attached to the cathedral of Novara (see Fig. 69,

Fig. 102. Apse of ilS. Tommaso in Limine.
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Arsago.

|). 1 1.')), wiiicli is mul()iil)tt'(lly, :it least in its lower portion, as old as

117, I'urnishod tho iiuxlel which was i'ollowed all but exactly three or

I'oiir centuries later in the l)ai)tistery of All)en;;a (I'ig. 10)5), a little

town on tlui coast, half way hetween Nice and (ienoa, (ixccpt that the

dome, instead ol followin*;* in its plan the octagon helow, l)e(;onies a

true heniis})here, small corbels in the angles ot" the wall HU})plying

the place of pcndentives. At Arsago, some thirty miles

northwest of Milan, the bai)tistery, dating from about 8G4,

or very nearly contemj)orary with the last named, has a plan very

similar to it, — an octagon twenty-three feet in diameter, with deep

recesses opening from the sides, very irregular in form, of which all

are rectangular in plan except one, which is semicircular, and is used

as an apse. In this case, however, the arcade is repeated in a second

stage, and the space occupied by the recesses below is covered by a

narrow aisle, divided by transverse arches into eight groined bays.

Above the upper arcade the plan changes from an octagon to a poly-

gon of sixteen sides, the additional sides being supported on small

squinches between the arches. The latter plan is continued in the

dome. Both dome and aisle are, as is general in these buildings,

without wooden roofs, but they retain the outward form of such roofs,

the masonry being filled in above the dome until it assumes the out-

line of a cone, and above the vault of the aisle an inclined plane

of masonry being formed, corresponding to a lean-to roof. This

method of construction could not, of course, be followed except in

buildings of small size ; at Arsago the clear breadth of the aisle is

no more than five feet.

i-'-i-

Fig-. lOo. Albenga. Baptistery.
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The exterior is simple, the only decorative feature being the small

arched corbel - table of

Fig. 104, Agrate-Conturbia. Baptistery.

red and white bricks

(the walls, exterior and

interior, are of stone)

which finishes the upper

and the lower wall.

Each of the sixteen

sides of the upper wall

has a blind arch, which

reduces the thickness of

the wall by nearly one

lialf, and under these

arches the wall is pierced

with small windows of

various forms, round-

arched, circular, ana

cruciform, which light

the upper portion of the

interior.

At Agrate-Conturbia,

Agrate- near Novara, is

conturbia. ^ small baptis-

tery (Fig. 104) which

combines the two forms

of circle and octagon. It

consists of a circular wall,

with an inside diameter

of about twenty-six feet,

which is, on the inside

surface, divided into

eight blind arches spring-

ing from square piers.

Above this arcade the

wall becomes an octagon,

and is greatly reduced in

thickness, with a bold

offset connecting it with

the wall below. It fin-

ishes with a full-centred

octagonal dome. On the exterior the lower wall is divided bv thin
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Fig. 105. Biella. Baptistery.

Biella.

pilaster strips into bays correspoiuling with the interior arches, and

without windows. The upper wall has in each face a small triple

window, divided by mid-wall shafts. Both portions of the wall ter-

minate in a small arched corbel-table and a light moulded cornice.

Two small baptisteries, at Biella, a little to the west of Xovara,

and Galliano, a little to the southeast of Como, recall by

their plan some of the later sepulchral chapels of the cata-

combs of Rome. The two are very similar in ground plan, each

consisting of a central square of about sixteen feet, bounded by four

round arches, from which open four semicircular apses covered by

hemispherical vaults. At Biella the wall is carried up still on a

square plan, but with the angles slightly rounded, as if the builders

had wished to prepare for a hemispherical or octagonal dome, but

were without the knowledge of pendentives or squinches. The dome,

therefore, remains nearly a square in plan at the base, with a gradual

approach to a hemispheric form towards the crown. It is surmounted

by a small lantern. The treatment of the wall which encloses the

dome is not less singular than the dome itself. Square within, it

assumes on the exterior, by the thickening of each side towards the

centre, the form of an octagon with equal sides, but very unequal

angles. Each side is pierced by a small round-headed window, and

the wall is finished with a series of deep round-arched recesses sug-

gestive of a rudimentary eaves gallery. The lower wall has flat

buttresses of slight projection at the meeting points of the four

apses, between wdiich the circular wall surfaces are divided by pilas-

ter strips ending in a series of arched recesses similar to those above,

but smaller.
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The Biella baptistery (Fig. 105) dates from about 850. That of

Galliano (Fig. 106) is presumably of about the same age.

But along with a general resemblance in ground plan the

two present in the matter of construction very striking differences.

At Galliano the four arches which

Galliano.

IB

bound the square rest on slen-

der, isolated, octagonal piers,

and carry a square wall, pierced

on each side with plain, round-

arched openings into a narrow

aisle of quite irregular plan,

over the apses of the first story.

Above the vault of this aisle the

square is changed to an octagon

1)y tlie intervention of conical

squinches at the angles, and the

whole finishes with an octagonal

dome, w^ith four round - arched

windows just below the spring.

The exterior outline is as in the

above-mentioned examples, the

whole roof being of masonry.

The entire plan and construc-

tion are of the rudest and most

forudess character, yet give evi-

dence of more matured know-

ledge of building than the more

regular and finished baptistery

of Biella. From two opposite

sides of the aisle of the second

story open small apses, of which

one contains the remains of an

altar, while the other affords

access to the two narrow stair-

cases which connect the two

stories. The ancient baptismal

font, hewn from a single block

of granite, still stands in the

centre of the floor.

rcrhai)s the most conqdete exanq)le of the Lond)ard baptisteries

is that of Asti, which is by some authorities, including Mothes,

:A

Fi','^. 10t>. (ialliaiio. Baptistery.
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Ml

assigned to tlu; middlt; of tlir L'i<;litli century, luit wliicli HceiiiH too

DOi'fec't :i hiiildinii" l)otli in plan and constnic^tioii lor tliat
* .,,.,„. . ,

Ami
riido ii<;'e. It consists (rii;. 10 () ot a central o('ta<;on, witli

an inside diameter of about sixteen feet, surrounded l)y a polygonal

aisle, forty-live feet in ilianieter, with tlircjc sides answcjiin;^ to each

side of the central building, and with eight projectting l)uttre88eH

corresj)onding to the angles of the central octagon. The unusual

proportion between the two i)arts of the building has led Moth(!.s to

suspect that the central portion was originally only an edicula

covering the bai)tisnial font. If this suspicion be well founded, the

ehaniie from the original buildiui'' must have been ind«M'd a radical

one, for the eight columns of the centre and

their arches carry an octagonal wall, which

rises like a tower, without openings, to the

height of thirty-seven feet above the pave-

ment, and is covered by a hemispherical

dome, with a wooden roof above it. The

broad aisle is divided by transverse arches

into eight trapezoidal groined bays, each

lighted by a small and narrow window.

There is no gallery, and the vaulting is

covered by a broad lean-to wooden roof.

The colunms are short and stont, with alter-

nate courses of stone and brick, resting on

high bases and heavy block capitals. The
exterior walls are of brick, and are abso- Fig. 107. Asti. Baptistery,

lutely plain, except at the top of the upper

wall, which has an arched corbel-table and a dog-tooth ornament h\

the cornice.

The baptistery of Parma is one of the most remarkable of the

group, but so much later than its neighbors (begun 1196,

more than thirty years after the cathedral was finished),

and so different in style and plan, that it belongs with the later or

Central Romanesque. (See Chap, iv.)

It was rare that the baptister}^ varied from the circular or octa-

gonal plan
; yet this sometimes happened. One of the few

instances of such departure is the very beautiful baptistery

at Gravedoifti, tow^ards the northern end of the Lake of Como, wdiich

is built in the similitude of a church, and is known as Sta. Maria

del Tiglio. Its plan is a square of about forty feet, quite undivided,

with circular apses on three sides : that oh the east flanked by niches^

Parma.

Gravedona.
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and on the west (for the building is oriented like a church) a fine

tower attached to the middle of the fa^'ade, and forming an entrance

})orch,— a most unusual arrangement in Italy. In the interior, above

a triple-arched blind arcade on the north and south sides, runs a

graceful arcaded gallery. The roof is of wood, and open. The

walls are covered with frescoes, much ruined, but still beautiful.

The singular elegance of this little building is enhanced by the

materials of which it is built. The exterior walls are of alternate

courses of black and white marble. The baptistery is the successor

of one said to have been built by Queen Theodolind at the beginning

of the seventh century.

After the thirteenth century baptism by immersion ceased, and

baptisteries were no longer built, but fonts were put in the churches,

generally in or near the vestibule.

There is probably no single feature of the Lombard churches

which has more impressed itself on the architecture of
The '

Lombard Italy, regardless of the limits of the Lombard style, than

the campanile, or bell-tower. The few towers which the Lom-
bards found in Italy were almost strictly limited to the churches of

Ravenna. These were round towers of the type still existing attached

to the two churches of San A])ollinare, S. Giovanni Battista, and the

cathedral.^ (See Figs. 37 and 47, in Chap. i.). The Lombards never

adopted this type, but built from the beginning towers which were,

like the Kavenna towers, detached from the church, but which were

square in plan, and at first absolutely plain up to the belfry stage,

as in the cathedral of Novara, and the south tower of San Ambrogio

at Milan (see Fig. 78), but enriched in later exam})les by pilaster

strips and small engaged shafts dividing the wall into vertical bays,

and by cornice mouldings and arched corbel-tables marking the

various stages. The openings were small arched windows, generally

single and plain in the lower stages, and increasing in number

towards the top, those of the u])])er stages being generally in

groups of two or three, divided by mid-wall shafts, with large cap-

itals or stilt-blocks projecting in front and rear to take the thick-

ness of the wall. Sometimes, but rarely, the shafts were cou})led in

the thickness of the wall, — a more reasonable construction. The

contrast between the earlier and later treatment of the*v'all surface

is well illustrated by the two towers which flank the west front of

' Tlie towers of S. Francesco aiul S. Giovanni Evanj^elista, the only square towers in

Ravenna, were added to tlie churches at a later date.
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S. Aml)r()<;io; the south tovvtjr <l:itin;; pr(;sum:il)ly from th«; iiintlj

century or earlier, the northeiii imich hiter,— i)rol);il)ly 112!>; the

former haviu<;' ;i perfectly pl.iiu wall without coriiices oi- pilaster

strips, and with no win-

dows except the belfry

openin<;s, a pair of cou-

pled round arches on each

face, separated by a col-

umn ; the latter divided

horizontally by arched

corbel-tables into stages,

and vertically by slender

enirajred shafts into three

bays in each stage, the

middle bay with a plain

narroNY window. The bel-

fry stage, which consisted

of three large o})en arches

on each face, was removed

in the sixteenth century

by order of the Spanish

goverhor of Milan, on

the pretence that so lofty

a tower threatened the

safety of his palace hard

by. But the belfry, with

the stage below it, has

been rebuilt during the

last twenty years. (See

Fig. 80.) With many
variations of detail this

type of tow^er, which, with

rare exceptions, stood near

the church, but was not

attached to it, is singularly

persistent in Italy for at

least five hundred years :

Fig. lO^. b. Giorgio in Velabro.

and it was carried by Lombard builders far beyond the borders of

Italy into Germany and southern France.

It is singular that the oldest square towers now in existence are

those of Kome. The one concession made by the conservatism of
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Rome to the encroaching intlnence of the invaders was in the atlop-

Roman tion, though in a modified form, of the Lombard type of
Towers. towers. As early as the first quarter of the seventh century

the earlier basilicas, even those of the time of Constantine, began to

receive the addition of campaniles. The tower of SS. Giovanni e

Paolo ^ is mentioned in contemporary records as early as 62G. The

towers of S. Lorenzo in Lucina and S. Agnese fuori le Mura are of

about the same date, and that of S. Giorgio in Velabro is a half cen-

turv later. (Fig. 108.) The tower of S. Lorenzo fuori was added

about 720 and that of S. Giovanni

Laterano, St. Peter's, S. Giovanni

in Porta Latina, S. Croce in Ge-

rusalemme, and S. Maria in Cos-

medin (Fig. 109) before the end

of the century. In many of these

instances, however, the towers were

either left unfinished or were af-

terwards raised in height, so that

the upper stories are of later date

than the lower. This is the case

with the many-storied tower of

S. Maria in Cosmedin, one of the

highest in Rome, of which only

the high basement and the two

following stages, each with two

round-arched windows se})arated

by a i)ier, belong to the first con-

struction, the remaining five sto-

ries, with the openings in groups

of three, having been added a

century later.

The tall campanile of Sta. Pu-

denziana is of uncertain date, but

its strong resemblance to that of

S. Maria in Cosmedin seems to

indicate that the two are nearly

contemporary. The tower is quite

detached from the church. The lower portion consists of a high

plain base, witli a single large window in each face, now walled uj).

' This has hfcii alifady iiiciitiMned as tlie only Iioinan chuicli in wliich the Lombard
inHiuMicf aj)|)t'aiM'(l consjiicnonsly. in tlie graceful arcaded eaves gallery of the apse.

S. Maria in Cosmedin.
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Alu)VO aro live staj^cs of ^rouprd

iirclK^s, tlic first stajjjo luiviiij^ two

siiiglo blind aiclics, tl»<' hcc'oihI

three rcmainini;" sta<»('.sand tlu

three opiMjin^s each, separated l)y

sliafts witli hloek capitals, thor-

oui;hly Lombard in charaeter. In

this case, as in that of S. Maria

in Cosniodin, the upper stai'es, in-

elndin<»- those with groui)ed win-

dows, w^ere probably of later date

than the portions below.

^

In the few basilicas built or re-

built after the eighth century the

campanile may be taken to be

contemporary with the church, as

in Sta. Prassede, Sta. Francesca

Komana (late ninth century), and

S. Bartolommeo in I sola. The last

mentioned was one of the latest of

the basilicas, being built in 982.

The towns in the immediate vi-

cinity of Rome follow^ed naturally

the Roman methods. Thus we see

at Frascati, in the little church

of Sta. Rocca, dating from about

1000, a campanile attached to the

church, with an absolutely plain

wall as high as the roof of the

church, and above, three similar stages divided by enriched string

courses, each stage having in each face a group of three arched win-

dows divided by mid-wall shafts. And at Civita Castellana is a

campanile of similar character though simpler in design, attached to

the north flank of the cathedral. The cathedral of Terracina. re-

built in the middle of the twelfth century, has a remarkable cam-

panile, of unusual size, and with four stages surrounded by blind

arcades of pointed arches. (Fig. 110.)

^ Hiibsch believes this campanile to be the oldest in Rome : but this is scarcely credi-

ble. On the other hand. Gregorovius. on the authority of Frodoard. — De Stefano II.

— believes the campanile of !St. Peter's, added to the basilica by that pontiff in 755, to

be the first of its kind in Rome. It was erected and overlaid with silver and gold, in

g-ratitude for the success of his efforts to induce the Fraukish Pipin to influence the Lom-
bard king to assist him against the Byzantines.

Fig-. 110. Campanile. Terracina.
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I have spoken of the Koiiian campaniles as belonging to the Lom-
hnrd type of towers. It is quite possible that the oldest of them

were begun, or were even finished

to a certain height, independent

of Lombard influence, and as a

consequence of the recent intro-

duction of church bells. But I

believe it will be found in every

such instance that the tower was

com})leted as we see it to-day,

under the influence of the exam-

ples in the Lombard cities. The

general form of the tower, its di-

vision into stages, the disposition

of the openings, the use of the

mid-wall shaft, — all are charac-

teristic of the Lombard builders.

There is, however, a marked dis-

tinction between the Roman tow-

ers and those of the Lombard
cities. In the latter the vertical

divisions are prominent; the an-

gles are almost invariably em})ha-

sized by pilaster strips, which are,

in most cases, repeated once or

twice on each face of the tower,

and which are connected at every

stage by arched corbel-tables. In

tlie Roman towers neither pilaster

strips nor corbel-tables are to be

found, but the horizontal divisions

are prominently marked by moulded string courses or cornices.

In the Lombard regions the cam])anile, with a good deal of indi-

vidual variation in matters of detail, shows, as I have said, during

five hundred years a steady adhesion to the original type. The two

towers of the cathedral of Novara, probably nearly as old as any

now existing, going back ])orha])s as far as 730, rising a])parcntly out

of the roof of the narthex, but really from the end of the outer aisles,

have an unbroken wall to the corbel-table of the cornice, j)ierced

with a sinn)le coupled window on each face of the belfry, divided by

a shaft, and with single small ()j)enings irregularly disposed below.

Yifr. 111. Tower of S. JSatiro.
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In the tower of Crciiiona catlKMlral, <»f which tlit; lower h;ilf is l)ut

little older than tliose of Novara, dating from 7r>4, the .stages are

divided by eorl)el-tai)les, and the angles are (Mn|)hasize<l hy j)ilaster

strips, wliieh in the older ])()rtion are repeated twice on ea(di face,

dividing tht; wall into three vertical piinels. Where the tower is

narrow the corhel-table is sometimes replaced by two or thrvAt blind

arches on each face, eonn(;cting the pilaster

strips, as at Mnrano (a. d. 9G0).

As early as the end of the ninth century

the type was complete. The oldest and

perhaps the most perfect example of the

typical campanile is San Satiro at Milan

(Fig. Ill), dating from 879, which seems

to have been bnilt withont interruption and

to have suffered no essential modification

in later ages. It is in four stages separated
,

by arched corbel-tables joining the pilaster //'^i.\

strips which mark the angles. The lowest
\\ ivX

stage is a high basement, with no opening

but a narrow slit on each face. The other

stages are nearly equal in height, the first

having a single round-arched window, the

next stage two windows coupled with a

square pier between, the belfry two larger

arches divided by a mid-wall shaft. The
regular increase in number and size of the

openings towards the top is one of the most

constant features of the Lombard tower. The
rule has, however, its exceptions, as at Asti,

San Zeno at Verona, etc., where the upper

stages are substantially alike. The tower

of S. Pietro at Bologna (Fig. 112) is an

instance of another principle, the superior

breadth of treatment as we approach the summit : the division of the

wall by pilaster strips resulting in three vertical panels in the lowest

story, two in the next, and one in the third, while in the belfry stage

the wall is flat from angle to angle, and each face has a pair of blind

arches with a column between, each arch enclosing two coupled arched

openings. The singular tower of the cathedral of Mantua exhibits

the same principle. The main portion of the tower of S. Pietro dates

from about 1000, the upper portion, including the belfry and the

Fig. 112. Tower of S. Pietro.

Bologua.
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domical termination of a somewhat fantastic character, is presumably

some two hundred and fifty years later. It is interesting to trace the

adhesion to the ty})c in certain towers which exhibit a strongly indi-

vidual character. In S, Frediano at Lucca (see Fig. 204), the tower,

which stands detached at the side of the choir, has but two horizontal

divisions, of which the first comprises four stages of windows, the

lowest of a single opening, the next with two, the others with three

eacli, all these stages being enclosed in a single bay which terminates

in an arched corbel-table. Mothes assigns the lower portion of this

bay to the later years of the seventh century, and the upper ])ortion to

the first years of the twelfth, though there is no a})parent break in

the continuity of the design, which was completed in still later times

by the addition of two more stages, each with a group of four open-

ings, the two stages enclosed, like the four below, in a single bay

with the corl)el-table,

and the whole termi-

nating in the forked

I)attlements of the

Tuscan military archi-

tecture.

At Pomposa, on an

island in the Po, near

Ferrara, are the re-

mains of a monastery

founded, according to

Kicci, before 874. with

a church dating from

about 1115, on whose

Hank stands a lofty

campanile, little

Ivuown, which is, nev-

crliieless. one of the

most notable towers

in Italy. It has nine

stories : the faces of

tlic wall arc divided

by i)ilastcr strips into

broad and narrow

l»anels, terminating in

corbcl-tablcs at every stage, iind ilir windows increase regularly in

numl)cr from one to four ; the belfry having, however, a single large

1 l;). I Durr (li ( ',il lirdral. Maiil ii;i.
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opening' III each face, and tlic tower fiiiiHliin^

with four stuinpy pyraniidal pinnncles and a

conical spire* ( Ki*;-. 114. )

The simple massive shall of ToireHo liiiii-

ishea :i striking instance of an individnal troat-

niont. A i)ilaster strip in the niiddlt! of each

face divides the surface into two long- unbroken

vertical panels rising from the ground to the

belfry, without other openings than five nar-

row slits oiviuL!: liiiht to the staircase. Tiie

belfry stage is a group of four stilted round

arches in each face, divided by low mid-wall

shafts. (Fig. 115.)

I have said that the Lombard campanile is,

generally speaking, a building by itself, form-

ing no part of the church which it accompa-

nies, but standing apart and detached from it.

There are, however, notable exceptions to this

rule, some of which I have already mentioned,

as Novara and San Ambrogio. A more per-

fect example is to be seen in S. Abbondio at

Como (see Fig. 87), where the two similar

towers, rising to twice the height of the church,

flank the long choir on either side, and form

with it an admirable composition, altogether

exceptional in Italy, and doubtless inspired by

German examples. The towers are, with the

exception of two small openings near the bot-

tom, perfectl}'^ plain until near the summit,

where are two stages of nearly equal height

with pilaster strips at the angles, ending in

arched corbel-tables, the lower stage having

two single arched windows, the upper a group

of three divided by shafts.^

S. Andrea at Vercelli, a church in which tlie

Gothic influence had made itself felt g Andrea.

in the principal forms, nevertheless "^ercem.

retained many of the characteristic Lombard
features, among which the two flanking towers

on its west front are the most strikino-. Thev

1 Dehio and V. Bezold, vol. iii. pi. 275.

^ Dartein, pi. 77.

UCi
m

Fig-. 114. Tower at

Pomposa.
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are very slender, and rise to the height of nearly one hundred and

sixty feet. They are in seven well-marked stages, of which the first

four are divided by pilaster strips, and are without openings, the

three upper stages having respectively one, two, and three windows,

the last two groups covered by bearing arches, and the tower finish-

ing with small angle pinnacles and a sharp

octagonal roof.^

In rare instances the Lombard tower, while

retaining all its characteristic Lombard de-

tail, takes an octagonal form. An example

has been already cited in the two slender

towers which flank the choir of S. Antonio

at Padua. (See Fig. 97.) Another instance

is the beautiful campanile, which, with a por-

Miian. s ^iou of the octagoual choir, is all

Gottardo.
^\^^^ remains of the ancient church

of S. Gottardo at Milan. (Fig. 116.) The
church is, if the inscription on the wall is

to be trusted, a remarkable example of the

survival of the Lombard style far into the

¥i'^. 11'*. Cjiiiipjinile and East End of Cathedral, Torcello.

(iothic ])eri()d, being a century later than S. Andrea and S. Antonio,

yet both choir and tower are thoroughly Lombard in character. The

^ Oston. 1)1. i.\.
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inflcrij>tion reads as follows— "On tliu hiU'. of t\ut old lirnl«»thi, Hf»jit

of the l*odost;i until the year 1128, Azzono Viseonti, Lord oi xMil.m.

ere(5ted tliis clnirch and tower, in tli<'

year 1)51^1).' But as the ehureh is

mentioned hy earlier (dironielers, it is

])rol)al)le that the Loid of Milan, after

the fashion of the time, elaimed mori;

than his due, and that his work was

either in the nature of a restoration or

conHned to the addition of a nave and

aisles to the octagon which formed the

original church, and of which six sides

are still visible, half buried in the mod-

ern Palazzo Keale.

The tower is beautiful not only as

an architectural composition, but also

from its coloring. The angles are de-

fined by slender shafts of white marble,

and these are relieved against a wall

of very rich red brick, with ornaments

of terra-cotta, divided into stages by

delicate arched corbel - tables. The

head of the tower is encircled by a

double arcaded gallery, the arches of

which are carried on small columns
;

and the columns of the upper arcade

rest on corbels which project from the

capitals of those below. The effect is

one of singular elegance. Two stages

of smaller diameter surmount the main

portion of the tower, and the whole

finishes with a sharp conical spire.

Fiff. IIG. Tower of S. Gottardo.In these notices of the Lombard
churches and baptisteries, I have

thus far omitted all consideration of one of their most important

and characteristic features, — their sculpture : preferring

to consider the Lombard sculpture by itself, as perhaps on Lombard
' 1 i Sculpture.

the whole a more complete and conclusive ' indication and

expression of the remarkable character of the masters of Italy, durii\g

one of the most critical periods of its history, than even the architec-
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ture of which it was the ornament. The Byzantine sculpture was, in its

way, a not less emphatic expression of the Greek character and si)irit,

hut it was not the principal thing in the Byzantine monuments.

The whole idea of the typical Byzantine church, in construction,

design, and decoration, was vastly more original and characteristic

than that of the Lombard church. The Lombard began by adopting

the plan and construction of the earlier basilicas which he found in

Italy, but his vigorous and uncultivated mind scorned the mosaic

and painting b}' which their simple walls were made glorious.

Among all the churches and baptisteries of the Lombard style the

apse of San Ambrogio at Milan is the sole instance of the use of

mosaic decoration on walls or vaults. But in Sau Ambroi^io the

mosaic, though it has been claimed to be a work of the ninth century,

cannot be proved by any authentic record to be so early, and we are

justified, in view of its being the solitary example, not only of mosaic

but of color in the four centuries during which the style prevailed,

and of its absolute incongruity with the whole character and temj^er

of the Lombards and with their work in other fields of decorative

art, notably in that of sculpture, in believing it to have been the

addition of a later generation.

It was, of course, not always that the Lombard had his way in the

decoration of his own churches. In the earlier period of the prevalence

of his style in Italy (perhaps it would not be too much to say even

until the end of it) the workmen of his own race who were capable

even of the rude art which met his recpiirements must have been

somewhat limited in number ; while in all the greater towns there

were doubtless to be found either Italian or Greek workmen whose

hand and eye had been trained to more or less of artistic perception

and execution.^ Often, no doubt, the Lombard builder was fain to

avail himself of the knowledge and capacity of the Byzantine crafts-

man. But of his own motion we may be sure no truly Byzantine

ornament found its way into his churches. The Lombard found no

delight in the contemplation of saints and angels, of prophets and

martyrs. Not for him were the gentle emblems of peace and love,

of ])icty and good will, — the dove, the lamb, the cross, the olive, the

vine. His thoughts were quite apart from such things ; his imagery

' \\lipn Leo the Isnurian. early in the eiphtli century, broke up the worship of images

in tlie E.iHt. lie drove «)nt from Constantinoiile and the smaller cities the whole tribe of

artists, who therefore spread over Italy in yreat numbers; and their hand is seen in

manifold details of si-idptiire. mosaic, and painting; in the basilicas of Rome and the

pri>vinces.
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was of :i liciccr sort, savii^o hcasts and lilrds <»f prey, iit^liting and

dt'stroviiiiT, — tearinii' each otlicr with te(!tli and daws; warriors,

scarcely h'ss savaL;o, in ('(Hiflict on foot or liors('l)a(;k ; men and

beasts strun'i^'ling with each otlicr,— all sorts of mythical and impos-

sible creatures, — centaurs, i^riflins, diagons, chimeras, and tiie like,

either in action or not, — the wild product of an excited, irrej^ular,

uno;overned imauination. Between all this and the work of the

Byzantine sculptor, the contrast is so marked and decisive that wher-

ever in any early Lombard building we see the gentler and (|ui(?ter

subjects prevailing in the sculpture of capitals, or panels, or arches,

we may be certain either that the sculpture is later than the building,

or that, if contemporary, it had, in the absence of Lombard workmen

competent to the task, been given into the hands of native or of

Greek artists. Sometimes, indeed, we find the two schools brought

together in a single building, as in the spandrils and archivolts of

the baptistery of Calixtus at Cividale, or in those of the south door-

way of San Michele at Pavia, perhaps the most thoroughly Lombard
building in existence, where the sculpture is throughout strongly

Byzantine in character,— the jamb and arch mouldings and the

great band which encircles the whole being covered with the char-

acteristic meandering vine, wreathing itself into a series of circles

or ovals, enclosing birds, animals, and flowers, while the tympanum of

the arch bears the standing figure of a winged angel, and the broad

lintel has the figure of Christ in a circle, borne up on either side by

St. Peter and St. John, and above it a cornice of the same character

as the arcliivolts.^ But this is a rare concession, and in most such

instances the Lombards' interpretation of the Christian symbols is

of a character which removes them from all possibility of comparison

with the work of the Byzantine sculptor. In the panels of the bap-

tistery of Calixtus, for example, nobody could conceive these fishes

and birds to have proceeded from the imagination of a Byzantine

artist ; and the same may be said of the beasts in the panels which

separate the three apses of S. Pietro di Civate.^

Yet the Lombard and the Byzantine churches were raised for the

\vorship and service of the same religion, and one would suppose, in

view of the training to which the clergy were subjected, that their

controlling influence would have subdued in the Lombard workmen

^ See Dartein, pi. Gl.

^ Dartein, pis. 10, 20. Or of those of a parapet in the courtyard of the University of

Ferrara, taken originally from some early Lombard church of the eighth century (Cat-

taneo presumes of Voghenza). Cattaneo, p. 120.
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the fierce energy of their race. Dartein has remarked acutely :
'^ It

seems as if the clergy had not exercised in the south the same control

and direction in the building of churches, as in the north, but had

left everything to the artisans : hence the inferiority in the moral

character of the Lombard sculpture. p]ven when it shows itself

facile, ingenious, and to a certain extent educated, the conceptions

which it expresses are neither lofty nor intellectual." ^

The remarkable outburst of indignation and disgust in which St.

Bernard expresses his feeling towards the Lombard sculp-

on
ernar

^^^^q secms to Corroborate Dartein's view. '* Then in the

scSpfu^e <-'loisters, right under the eyes of the brothers as they read

and meditate — what business there have these ridiculous

monstrosities, this indecent magnificence, and this magnificent inde-

cency ? What business there have these foul apes, these savage lions,

these monstrous centaurs, these tigers, these fighting men, these

hunters blowing horns ? Under one head are seen several bodies,

and again on a single body several heads. Here is a quadruped

ending in a snake, and there a fish with the head and breast of a

beast sucklino- its youno-. ... So various and marvellous are the

things here set forth that many think it pleasanter to read the

marble than the written book, and will rather spend the whole day

over this than in studying the law of the Lord. For God's sake, if

you have no shame over this foolery, have at least some care for the

cost of it!
''

There is not in the scul})ture of the earliest Lombard buildings

which remain any such steady jn-ogression or development of diar-

acter as we should expect to find. But the rudest and simplest forms

of block capitals, like those of SS. Pietro e Paolo at Bologna, or S.

Tommaso in Limine at Almenno, or the brick capitals of S. Antonino

at Piacenza, are contemporary witli the most intricate and decorative

forms. Among the latter, however, it may be said in general that in

the earlier capitals the use of foliage was pro})orti()nally greater than

in the later, where it was almost entirely re])laced by animal forms.

The rudeness and lack of trained intelligence of the workmen is

everywliere evident. Where, for instance, the form of the classic

Corinthian ca])ital is retained, tli(^ leaves and volutes are often

merely blocked out, as in this exam})le from San Salvatore at Brescia

(Fig. 117 ). and in one almost identical in design from the old cathedral

at Verona, both of the eighth century ; and the abacus, retaining its

^ The northern Gothic soulpturt', liowever. of the twelfth and tliirteenth ccnturit s was

scnrt'ely les.s j;-rotesqiu' than tlie earlier Lombard.
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inward ciirvt', l)iit luivin;;" to t:ilvo tlio .s(juai'<r hlock wliicli inakcis tin*

start of two arches, and Is manifrstly too Iar<^(! for tlie capital, pro-

vides for the overhang in the centre by a projectin<^ block in the

middle of each face. In the nave of San Salvatore, W(i Hud this

caj)ital alongside of various otlicr foi'ins, some ('(mally nide and

\
.J

P-- r '.i'if;r.ii"iiiii,ii'^ • "^ •' '"< -'^'y/.'^-

Fig. 117. Capital, S. Salvatore, Brescia.

others much more advanced ; among the

latter is a purely Byzantine capital which

we have mentioned elsewhere. (See Fig.

174.) The variety of character among
these capitals makes it tolerably certain

that some at least, probably the most

finished, were taken from older buildings
;

but their use in a sinoie buildino- is a

strong illustration of the infancy of

architectural taste and knowledse at

that period.

Still greater rudeness is shown in the few sculptures of San

Teodoro at Pavia, where in the small columns of the crypt the capi-

tals, although much varied in form, are equally primitive in design

and execution. One is a high, slender concave capital, the bell sur-

rounded by two ranges of large ribbed and serrated leaves, with

rudimentary heads or masks at the angles of the abacus (Fig. 118) ;

Fig. US. Capitals from S. Teo-
doro, Padua.
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i;
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Fig. 111). S. Anibrogio, Milan.

Capital in Nave.
Fig-. 120. S. Ambrogio. Milan. Capital in

Nave.

another a block capital with a female figure of the rudest and

grossest description on each face, absohitely without modelling.

Still another is a portion of the impost of the doorway with a pilas-

ter capital bearing a winged sphinx, and a column capital with a sit-

ting; fio'ure in a rude niche.

By the time the Lombards had fairly determined their own style

and their own construction, the classic, even in the degraded form

in which they had used it, had well-nigh disappeared. The mas-

siveness of construction, in which columns were replaced by piers,

suggested quite other forms. In

the compound capitals of the

church of Aurona at Milan, spoken

of above (p. 101), the cubical form

is already fully developed, and

])erfectly expresses the function of

the ('a})ital as a bearer of a heavy

load. The low scpiare block is

surmounted by a solid abacus as

high as itself, in wliich the mould-

ing" is a straight line, the profile

being nearly that of the Greek

Doric capital. The sculpture is

P)yzantine, and covers every part

of the ca})ital.

In the fully deveh)ped Lombard

work, the tendency is to replace or

supplement the leafage of the cap-

mmB^mmm

•;}l|liiiiiliii-

Fig. rJl. S. Ainl)n>L;i(). Miliiii.

Capital in Nartlie.v.
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itjil l)y aiiiiiKil foiins, ol" uliicli tlic licads arr (Mniiinoiily inado t<i sltvij

in ])lacc of volutes, as in San Anibro^io at Milan. ( Fij^s. 110, 120,

1-1.) Unman rii;ures, beasts, birds, and combinations of tln'se are

availed of, and the variety both of snbjec^t and treatment is well-

nii^h inlinitt^ : but the fii;nres are without exct^ption ill-foiined and

<;r()tes(jue, — the human fi<;nres especially so. In the capitals of the

lower arcade of San Ambroi^io, the fi<^ures are generally double, with

the motive rei)eated on each side of a vertical centre-line. The

beasts are of an unknown type, created out of the imagination of

the workman, and their tails have a curious fondness for terminatiu';

Fig-. 122. S. Anibrogio. Milan. Bishop's Chair.
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ill a spear-head or a serpent's head. In the rare instances, where the

beasts are absent, the foliage is in general carefully and intelligently

studied, and has

often much grace

and s])irit, betray-

ing the hand of

the Byzantine
workman.

The decoration

of the ancient

chair or throne of

the bishop, which

still retains its

])lace in the apse

of San Ambrogio,

is perhaps one of

the oldest exam-

ples of Lombard

sculpture remain-

ing. (Fig. 122.)

The throne is a

rude structure

bnilt of coursed

stonework, and

raised above the

j)aveinent by two

high steps. The

seat is enclosed

on the sides by

two upright slabs

of marble, of

which the front faces are ornamented with a guillochc, and which

bear each a couchant lion of the conventional Lombard type. The

throne was originally Hanked, according to the custom of the early

basilicas, by a lower range of seats for the clergy, running around

the curve of the apse ; but these were replaced, ])robably between the

twelfth and fourteenth centuries, by the present range of canopied

wooden stalls.

San Ambrogio is fortunate in retaining, besides the bishop's throne,

the ancient (•il)oriuiii over the high altar, and the marble puli)it

which stands against one of the columns of the nave. The ciborium

Fig. 120. S. Ambrogio. Pulpit.
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Fig. 124. S. Ambrogio. Detail of Pulpit.

is supported on four antique columns of porphyry with marble capi-

tals, which support e'abled round arches, over which areIT/-. 1 1 11-... .
Sculpture

bas-rehets in stucco ; but the whole decoration is unmis- of San

takably Byzantine in character. (See Fig. 181, Chap, iii.)

The pulpit, on the contrary, is one of the most characteristic examples

of thoroughly Lombard decoration, of all periods. (Fig. 123.) It is
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about twelve feet long and seven and a halt feet broad, and is built

over and partly supported by a noble early Christian sarcophagus.

It is supported further by three arches on the side towards the nave

and two on the west end ; and the archivolts of these arches, the

frieze which covers them, and certain portions of the i)ulpit itself are

ornamented with carving of birds and animals of various sorts pur-

suing each other, and biting in true Lombard fashion, in the midst

of continuous coils of stems and leafage. The spandrils have simi-

lar subjects, but with more violent action : one, for instance, a man
and a beast running opposite ways, the beast having the man's foot

in his mouth. One arch springs not from a capital, but from the

back of a grotesque beast which crouches on two adjacent abaci.

On the most prominent angle is a bird with extended wings, its claw

crushing a small animal, while another is biting its wing. A chapter

might be given to the sculptures of this extraordinary pulpit. (A
detail is given in Fig. 124.) In five of the arches, the tympanum is

filled by slabs bearing reliefs. In one is a calf playing a lute ; in

the others are scriptural subjects. The tails of all the animals finish,

as in much of the Lombard sculpture, in serpents or arrow-heads.

On the face towards the nave the arches are all open, and the wall

of the pulpit above is without sculpture, with the exception of two

bronze figures in the centre, evidently Roman,— a great eagle, whose

head, rising above the cornice, probably supported the reading-desk,

and below it the sitting figure of a man holding a book in one hand,

the other hand raised in the attitude of blessing. The face towards

the aisle is divided into two horizontal panels, of which tlie upper has

a relief of a character quite diiTerent from that of the other sculp-

tures, and evidently of a much earlier date, representing an agape or

Christian love-feast with eleven persons seated at a table strewn with

dishes, amphoras cups, loaves of bread, etc.

The sculpture of San Michele at Pavia is, generally speaking, more

advanced in character than that of San Ambrogio. The

of San foliage is much less frecpicnt, and the animals are much

more general. Tlie form of the capitals is a more or less

cubical or cylindrical block loaded with crowded sculpture, and

surmounted by a heavy abacus whose sides are sometimes vertical,

but oftener inclined, and of wliicli the sculptural treatment is very

apt to be Byzantine in character, with birds and beasts in the midst

of coils and meanders of vine-stems and foliage. (Fig. 125.) In some

of the capitals of the nave this character of the abacus is very

marked, and the design has a flowing grace in strong contrast to the
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figuro sculpture of the cjii)it;il below, of which the figures still retain,

as indeed they do to the end ol' the L()ini):ird jxM-iod, their distorted

and deformed character.

San IVIichele is to the Lonil>ard sculpture; what St. Mark's is to

the Byzantine, — a great storehouse or museum where the work of

various periods and various styles has been brou<^ht together. In

the great doorways, both of the west front and of the transei)ts,

much of the i)r()fuse carving of the mouldings and archivolts has the

Byzantine stamp of which we have spoken nbovr*. — tlie minirling of

birds and the smaller „„,„„„,,, ,,,,,,,,,,., ,, t-tt-, ,

coiling

ll'll'' '.'I'll
111

H

ill 1^ ;
-^=^^'-~

*^*

w

animals with

or meandering foliage.

But even here, in many
instances, the animals,

though of a gentler

type than the Lombard

loved, show the same

insatiable appetite for

biting and fighting

which we have re-

marked in the truly

Lombard work. If the

animal is alone he is

nipping his own tail or

wings or back, or the

stem of a vine ; if he

is in company he is

either biting; or beino-

bitten, or pursuing or

flying. While in the capitals, as a rule the Lombard charac^ter is

more rigidly preserved : the griffin holds down a smaller beast, and

bites or threatens him ; the eagle grasps a lesser animal in his talons
;

a man standing on a human head holds off a ramping, snarling beast :

or a man sits astride a dragon with a head at each end, each head

threatening him with distended jaws.

In the southerl}^ or right hand side door of the facade, we may
I'emark on the left jamb a capital, or, more properly speaking, a divi-

sion of the impost, of which the ornament consists of four rows of

heads, while on the right the outer division of the impost has the

figures of two beasts, one above another, the upper holding the lower

between his paws and threatening him, the space left by the two

Fig-. 125. S. Michele, Pavia. Nave Capital.
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Fig. 120. JS. Michele, I'avia. Detail ot Doorway,

animals in the upper

light hand corner be-

in*^ filled by a detached

head, like those on the

other side of the arch.

(Fig. 126.) It is a

very singular circum-

stance that in the door-

way of the west front

of SS. Pietro e Paolo

at Bologna (one of the

group of churches
known under the name
of San Stefano), pre-

sumably of nearly the

same age as San Mi-

chele, these two capi-

tals are brought to-

gether and repeated

with scarce any varia-

tion on the right hand

impost of the arch.

Whether the two door-

ways were designed

by the same artist, or

whether the artist of

one had seen the other,

and been ins])ired, as

sometimes happens in

our own day, to repro-

duce this bit of pic-

turesque detail, we

have no means of de-

termining.

J^iit the sculi)ture

of the great doorways

and ca})itals of San

iMichele, profuse as it

is, makes but a portion

of the wealth of sculp-

tural ornament of this

remarkable chnrch.

» 1
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big. izt. ^^. Miciu'ie, Pavia. Kight-hand Doorway of Fagade.
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Fiff. 128. S. Tietro in Cielo d' Oro.

The west front is crossed in its lower half by bands of reliefs, in

which the subjects and the treatment are alike of the most pronounced

Lombard type. All sorts of monstrous beasts, reptiles, and fishes

are represented, sometimes carrying human figures on their backs,

sometimes devouring: them : lumtin"" scenes, in which men are carry-

ing a deer slung over their shoulders, or two men bear l)etweeu

tlicm a i)ole, from whicli hang four fishes as tall as themselves

:

battle scenes, with horsemen clad in lielmets and coats of mail, and

carrying lances and shields ; a man ])eating an iron on an anvil : a

man who struggles between two dragons ; a horseman in conflict

with a monstrous dragon, — such are the subjects, dear to the Lom-
])ard sculptor, wliich make up tliese remarkable decorations. Portions

of this sculpture are shown in Figs. 12(j and 127. The execution

is of the rudest description,— the men and beasts are of disprojwr-

tionate size, the men are stunted and deformed ; but the vivacity and

force of imagination, the Northern energy and wildness, of which
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Fig". 12i). S. (iiovanui in lioij^o, Pavia. Capital of Nave.

these sculptures are the evidence, are in the highest degree interest-

ing. These men were above all original ; there was no copying of

classic subjects or styles— they carved

what was in their minds, and the spirit

of their work is curiously akin to that

of much of the grotesque sculpture of

the northern Gothic of the twelfth and

thirteenth centuries.^

In S. Pietro in Cielo d' Oro, at Pa-

via, the carving" of the capitals, while

not less vivacious and imaginative than

in San Michele, is less ordered and less

architectural,— Fig. 128, for example,

where a clumsy centaur in the middle,

holding aloft a bow and arrow in one

hand and a wreath or great rosette in

the other, is flanked by grotesque beasts

over whose backs other smaller beasts

are nipping the ears of the lower ones.

In these capitals the abacus is inclined and carved with Byzantine

foliage and meanders, birds, etc., of excellent character and design,

very delicately executed, and quite out of keeping with the sculpture

below.2 This church is now undergoing a very thorough restoration.

^ I venture to repeat here the often quoted characterization of the Lombard sculp-

ture by Mr. Ruskin. '' The Lombard of early times seems to have been exactly what a

tig-er would be if yoii could give him love of a joke, vigorous imagination, strong- sense

of justice, fear of hell, knowledge of Xorthern mythology, a stone den. and a mallet and

chisel. Fancy him pacing- up and down in the said den to digest his dinner, and striking

on the wall with a new fancy in his head at every turn, and you have the Lombard
sculptor." Sto7ies of Venice, vol. i. p. 360, app.

^ Many of these capitals are well illustrated in Dartein, pi. 67.

-Fig. l-SO. S. Giovanni in Borgo
Pavia. Capital of Nave.
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.... .

Fig. lol. Parma. Baptistery.

In S. Giovanni in Borgo, at

Pavia, nearly contenij)orary with

S. Michele and S. Pietro, the

sculpture shows, both in design

and execution, a decided advance.

The church is destroyed, but some

of the nave capitals are preserved.

Fig. 129 shows a troop of Lom-
bard horsemen, with spears and

shields, clad in helmets and coats

of mail, advancing to meet each

other, — a valuable historical

record. In Fig. 130, perhaps the

most remarkable fragment of all,

a female figure at the angle of

a capital, with flowing hair, and more natural modelling than we
often find in these sculptures, is giving suck to two serpents.

The character of the sculpture of the capitals is singiUarly consist-

ent through successive centuries. In the cathedral of Modena,

begun in 1099, and in that of Parma, a hundred years later, there is

no essential variation

from what we have seen

in the churches of

Milan and Pavia be-

longing to the ninth

and tenth centuries. At
Modena, for instance,

some of the capitals of

the small columns of

the triforium gallery

are very grotesque, one

of them being a human
figure with a monster's

head, astride a nonde-

script ])east, under an

arch of leafage, with

another monster in

front. And at Parma,

a capital in the ba])tis-

tery shows on one face

two beasts one above

m
:ir^

Fh Vj2. rarmu Catliedral. Capital of Nave.
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anotlier, tho upper one biting and clawing the under (Fig. 181; ; on

another face two birds siinihirly engaged, and on a third two ramping

animals, etc., — tho same fierce humor governing the whole design

which we remarked in S. Ambrogio and S. Miclicde, two hundred

and three hundred years earlier. There is here, however, a marked

improvement in the execution, — the beasts are less monstrous and

uncouth in form, and the action is nuich more like that of nature.

Now and then there is a more subtle humor, as in a capital of the

triforium gallery at Parma (Fig. 132), where two wolves are being

taught by an animal which may be either an ass or a sheep. All

three of the animals are clad in the gown and cowl of a monk.

The teacher threatens the others with a rod. One of the wolves

turns his head away in disgust ; the other, more docile, holds an

open book on which is the legend, '* Est monachus factus lupus, hie

sub dogmate tractus.''

The Lombard spirit was carried through all the accessories of the

Fig. 133. Font, Parma Baptistery.
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L.

];'..'). I'ia('fn7.a. From the

Facade of Cathedral.

f|i;M!iMi.'i-'.l^-;lii !!iiMii:i.(I)ili'''wil,iii;ill.;!Ullirii'''liilj

Fip;'. 1;^.4. Parma Cathedral. Capital of Xave.

interior architecture, and it is curious to

see it often in close connection with clearly

Byzantine work. The font, which occu-

pies the centre of the baptistery at Parma, y^,

is a circular basin of marble, about four

feet in diameter, covered with delicate

arabesques in low relief with foliage and small birds. But it rests

on the back of a crouching monster with snarling jaws, in the hollow

of whose back, under the basin, is perched a small bird, while tlic

head of a nondescript beast, flattened beneath the weight of his

body, a])pears between his forepaws. (Fig. 133.)

A thoroughly characteristic composition is to be seen in the cathe-

dral of Modena, at the base of two of the small columns which carry

the l)alcony over the entrance from the nave into the crypt. The

column rests on the shoulders of a crouching man between the base

and tlje shaft ; and the base rests on the back of a couchant beast,
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under whicli is the cruslu'cl luid pro.stnitc li«;ur«' *>\'
:i lMliiirtt«M| luii^lit

with shit'hl and hmcc. (Sec Fi|;. 1)5(5.)

Occasionally the grotescjueneHs disappears, and is replaced hy a

serious realism, as in another capital in the nave of Panna, in which

two hclnicttcd horsemen meet with raised swords. (Kig- 1^^)

The columns of the i;reat i)()rches, which are so consi)icuous in the

Lombard churches of the eleventh and twelfth centuries, and which

were in many cases later additions, are in general made to rest on

Fig. loO. Modena Cathedral. Entrance to Crypt.

the backs of lions or other beasts, often of monstrous and grotesque

character, generally standing, but sometimes sitting or crouching.

Piacenza, Parma, Modena, Verona, Mantua, Ferrara, Bergamo, offer
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in their great churches familiar examples of this most characteristic

feature. It is even to be met with in churches quite outside the

Lombard style, as in S. Ciriaco at Ancona. At Modena the cathe-

dral has no less than five such porches on the west front and the

Fig. l.'H. Modena Cathedral. Lion under Pulpit.

flanks, of which that over the great south doorway is the most impor-

tant. It has an o])en arched loggia over it, as has also the great

porch on the fac;adc of the Verona cathedral. In the latter example

the outer columns of the upper arch, as well as of the lower, rest on

crouching griffins. The singular })oreh on the south flank of the

same church has been already described (p. 137). At Piacenza

and Parma the three doorways of the fac^ade are each covered

by ])orches,— in the former, one of the earliest instances of the

])roieeting j)orch, the projection is very slight. The two side

porches here have lions, each bestridden by a gigantic human figure
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who lioltls u[) tlio c'oluiiin !>> liis two luiiuls iai.^rd ;il)()vr liis head.'

(Kift. IM.)
I'he cohuniis of certain interior featnres of the church, as j)»jli)it8,

fonts, etc., ani also sometimes made to rest on lions or other beasts.

At Modena the ancient anil)on has disa})})eared, but the lions wliirli

su|)i)orte(l it are still i)rcserve(l at the entrance of the crypt. In

Fig'. 187, one of them is shown, liolding down a monstrous <;riilin with

a bird's beak, and '' ending foul in many a scaly fold," with a hea<l

which turns and bites the lion in the haunch.

Even the bases of columns are not deprived of their share of all

this wealth of sculpture. The angle of the plinth bears freciucntly,

as in the Ciothic of Venice and of Northern Europe, a spur which

joins it with the roll of the base ; but in these the spur takes almost

invariably the form of a single leaf of more or less simjile modelling.

Mm

Figf. 138. Pavia. Base from S. Michele.

In the Lombard churches, it was in its simplest forms an undeveloped

beak or claw, which later became more definite and naturalistic, or

1 And at Ferrara in the great doorway of the cathedral, deeply splayed and richly

ornamented, the outer columns rest on the bowed head and shoulders of a human fignre,

seated on a sort of chair, which in its turn rests on the back of a crouching lion. Mothes,

p. 418.
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gave place to the head of some nameless beast, while in occasional

instances the sculpture was not confined to the angle of the plintli,

but spread over its whole breadth, as in Fig. 138, from San ^lichele

at Pa via, where two nondescri})t reptiles lie along the plinth with

their heads at the angles and their thin tails intertwining in the

middle.

The Lombard sculpture was carried north of the Alps, and is to

be met with in many of the doorways of churches in Southern France.

In Toulouse (pier cap in Museum) and Moissac (cloister cap), at

AngoulOme and Le Puy w^e find the familiar Lombard beasts and

birds i)ursuing and biting each other. The spear-headed tails, etc.,

are also at Poitiers (Notre Dame la Grande), at Souillac, and else-

where.



CHAPTER III

THE BYZANTINE INFLUENCE

Among the various external iiiHuences to which the architecture

of Italy was successively subjected, none was so strong, so general,

and so lasting as the Byzantine, and this in spite of the singular fact

that scarcely any example of a fully Byzantine building is to be

found in all Italy. The strength and permanence of this influence

is not surprising, when we consider, on the one hand, the closeness of

the connection, both political and commercial, which was maintained

for many centuries between Italy and Constantinoi)le, and on the

other the singular vigor and individuality of the style which had, within

two hundred years after the transference of the Imperial power from

Rome to Constantinople, grown up in the latter city, and throughout

the regions of which it was the centre. In considering the phenom-

enal rise and development of the Byzantine style in the East it is to

be remembered that the new seat of empire was established
. The

under conditions radically different from those which pre- Eastern

vailed at Rome. The population of the eastern portion of
^^^^^'

the Empire was only to a very small extent Roman ; it was made up
of an immense variety of races, among which the Greeks w'ere con-

spicuous more by their high civilization than by their numbers, and

into which the Oriental element entered in a proportion continually

increasing. The restless energy of ancient Greece had transferred

itself in great measure across the ^Egean, and the shores of Asia

Minor were sown with a multitude of prosperous Greek cities, each

one a little centre of commerce, of manufactures, and to some extent

of letters and the arts. By virtue of their intelligence and their

native aptitude for affairs, the Greeks had in the time of Justinian

so impressed themselves upon the government of the Empire that all

the important offices of state were in their hands, and the Greek lan-

guage had to a great extent superseded the Latin.^ It was inevitable,

^ This statement needs to be modified. " The later Latin writers, like Ammianns and

Clandian. mark in truth a Latin reaction ag-ainst Greek influences. In the Greek East,

Greek lived on and flourished ; Latin was simply set up bv its side for certain purposes.
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then, that the Greek instinct for form should exert a commanding
influence upon the architecture of the time, and that the prodigious

activity which the Emperors carried into the buikling up and adorn-

ment of the new cai)ital should stimulate the invention and skill of

the Greek architects to new methods of construction and new forms

of decoration. The steps are difficult to trace, but not difficult to

imagine, of the rapid and steady departure, in matters of art as in

matters of religion, literature, commerce, and social life in the Eastern

Empire, from the traditions of Rome and the West. In architecture

tliis departure was greatly aided by an influence which in Italy was

Influence scarcely felt — the influence of Asia. Asia was at the

Constant?-
^^^^rs of the Eastern Empire, and through the agency alter-

nopie. nately of commerce and of war the contact of her civiliza-

tion with that of the Greeks had greatly modified the conditions of

its intellectual and artistic life. Thus the severity of the Greek taste,

which tended always to maintain the purity and simplicity of archi-

tectural form, was softened by the fondness of the Oriental for flow-

ing lines, for intricate ornament, for richness and variety of color.

We can scarcely believe that the Greek, if left to himself, would ever

have conceived of the dome as the characteristic covering for his

temples. Yet it was the Greek architects who in Constantinople and

its dependent cities made the dome the one feature around which the

whole composition grouped itself, and on which the whole plan and

the whole design depended. How close was the historical relation of

the Byzantine domes to those of Central Asia is perhaps not now to

be determined ; but domes of very similar construction, resting on a

solid square of wall, and with pendentives (the latter rather taking

the form of squinches), may be seen to-day in the palaces of Serbistan

and Ferouzabad in Persia, dating presumably from the middle of the

third century.^

We have little knowledge of the earliest Christian churches of

The Constantinople or the smaller cities of the lower Empire,

styie^in"^
cxccpt thosc built in Palestine by Constantine and the

the East Emi)ress Helena, but it is to be presumed that these may
be taken as a fair example of the class, and that in general the

The lioniun Kinpiiv, of course, wliether in the East or the West, knew no tong-ue but

Latin. Latin remained, therefore, for apes the tong-ue of jfovernnient and warfare in the

Roman Ea.st ; wliile Grnck was the lanjjua*;'*' of ordinary sj)eech, of literature, and of

relijfion." Freeman. C7//V/" I'n-iods of Kuroptiin History, p. 115.

' See Fergiisson, vol. i. p. .'57-. Dieiilafoy, a French engineer, maintains these l)uild-

ings to be contenj])orary witli those of Persej)()lis.
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basilican j)hiii and (umstruction were closely followed.^ In the two

liundroil years between Constantine and .Justinian, the; liyzantine

stylo had grown to |)(U"fe(;tion in the ca|)ital, and had ])eeoni(; the

rcignintj; style in all tin; Kastern cities. Its eharaeteristie and gov-

erning filature was, as 1 have said, tiio dome; but the general dispo-

sition of the accessory parts was not less characteristic, and it is,

perhaps, more clearly illustrated by the multitude of smaller churches

than by a single transcendent monument like S. SoHa. S. Irene,

SS. Sergius and Bacchus, and the Theotocos at Constantinople, S.

Bardias and S. Sofia at Thessalonica, the churches at Myra, Cas-

saba, Ancyra, and the like are exam})les varying greatly in plan, Init

alike in character, the dome showing its constructive outline on the

exterior and generally lighter than in the larger examples. Often

the domes are multiplied and sometimes disposed in the form of a

cross. The smaller churches have generally a greater proportion of

solids to voids than the larger.

The Eastern dome is distinguished from the domes hitherto in use

in Italy by several important differences. The Koman dome was a

hemisphere supported by a circular wall. Its greatest example was

the Pantheon, but equally characteristic though smaller examples are

plentiful, as the Temple of Minerva Medica, the Tomb of Constan-

tia, etc. It was commonly built with a series of strong vertical

brick ribs joined by horizontal bands, forming a skeleton of masonry

of which the inter-spaces were filled in with plaster or concrete.

Such a construction involved the use of a strong centering of timber,

and when finished was to all intents and purposes a monolith, and

exercised no thrust on its supporting walls, while its great weight

involved no difficulty of construction and no danger to the building.

The Byzantine dome, in its perfect fulfillment, was supported on

four massive piers, set at the angles of a square, the piers

being connected by four round arches forming a square Byzantine

foundation for the dome. The transition from the square of

the supporting wall to the circle of the dome was made by means of

pendentives, or triangular sections of a sphere, speading upward from

a point at the intersection of the walls of the square to a quarter circle

at the base of the dome. The construction of the dome itself was of

^ The Agios Johannes, at Constantinople, a. d. 463, is a simple basilica with columns

carrying entablatures, and galleries above the aisles, with arcades on columns, wooden
roofs, apse with semi-dome, round-arched windows in each story, porch with columns

carrying entablatures, and lean-to roof, with five round-arched windows over it. Plan in

Texier and Pullan. ,
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a much lighter character ; the skeleton of the Roman dome was

abandoned, and the masonry was homogeneous throughout. The
lower portion was commonly reinforced by a vertical wall rising from

a third to a half the whole height of the dome, which loaded the

haunches and resisted the thrust, and through which were opened

the circle of low windows so characteristic of the Eastern dome.

The upper portion of the shell was often of extreme thinness, and its

outer curve was in most instances joined by a reversed curve to the

summit of the enclosing wall. The masonry being uni)rotected by

wooden roofs, the external form of the Eastern dome thus follows

accurately its construction.

In the smaller details of construction the Byzantine dome presents

several peculiarities,

of which I will only

mention one. The
joints of the masonry,

instead of tending

towards a point at

the centre of the

hemisphere as in the

domes of the West,

are more nearly hori-

zontal, the height of

the dome beinc: di-

life

Fig. 139. Construction of Byzantine Arch or Vault.

S. Sofia.

vided into sections or zones, each with a centre of its own, the

centres rising as the masonry approaclies the crown. (Fig. 139.)

This peculiarity is not confined to domes, but is common to all forms

of vaults, and its practical effect was to enable their builders to

dispense, except perhaps in the domes of the largest size, with the

use of centering.^

The one great example of the Byzantine dome in its fuHest devel-

opment is that of 8. Sofia at Constantinople, 532-538, and

it is a singular fact that this crowning example is also

ahuost the earliest in existence. But it is extremely improbable, as

^ Choisy, L'Art de Initir rhez les Jii/:atitins.

'• Le probl^nie de vouter .sans cintres, les architectes Grecs se le posent franchenient

;

et grace h (ring^nieuses agencements de mat^riaux, ils parviennent h le r^soudre ;
le plu-

part de leurs vofites. lis les ^^It^vent en nia<,onnant dans resi)ace, sans support, sans appui

d'.iucun genre. Leur ni^thode n'est point ime variante de I'oceident. c'est une sy«t6nie bien

distinct, et qui ne derive nienie pas d'une source roniaine. ('e syst^me est Asiatiqne *'
(p. ;>).

Choisy even maintains, against the authority of tlie Middle Age writers, that the dome

of S. Sofia wjis pnjbably built without centering (p. ()0).
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M. V. Ir I >iu' lias j)(»iiit('(l (Hit,'

that, sucli a (loinr ('(miM liavc

Ix'cii vtMitiircd on willioiit (he

teju^hini;' of earlier and less im-

])ortaiit elToi'ts. At S. Sofia tlic

stability of the central dome,

which rests on four piers, is

assured by the su})port of two

senii-donios of eipial diameter

with itself which abut a<;"ainst

its base on 0})})()site sides in the

line of the longitudinal axis of

the church, while an equal lat-

eral buttressing is effected by

coupled transverse arches spring-

ing from each of the four great

piers across the aisles, and car-

rying solid walls rising to near

the base of the dome, and by

other parallel arches midway

betweeu the piers on each side.

(Figs. 140, 141.) In S. Sofia,

then, we have the typical Byzan-

tine dome, and it would be diffi-

cult to cite another example

which presents at once so many
of the distinctive features of the

type. In SS. Sergius and Bacchus at Constantinople,— which is

almost exactly contemporary with S. Sofia, having been finished in

532,— although the plan of the church is a square, the central space

enclosed by the piers of the dome is octagonal, the number of the

piers and of the arches is eight instead of four, and the dome, there-

fore, varying in plan so little from its supporting w^all, requires no

pendentives, or only such elementary ones as to present no difficulties

of construction.^ In other cases, as in the little church at Daphne,

near Athens, the central space is square, but the angle piers are so

large as to allow diagonal arches to be thrown across the angles,

supplying the place of pendentives and forming an octagonal support

for the dome. (Fig. 142.)

^ Diet. Baisotui^e. vol. iv. p. o4T.

- In fact, the base of the dome itself is octagonal, the angles being- gradually lost as the

dome ascends.

Fig. 140. S. Sofia, Constantinople.
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Fig. 141. Plan and Sections, S. Sofia.

In later periods and in the

smaller churches, as e. g. S.

Bardias and S. Elias at Thes-

salonica, both of the

last years of the tenth

century, a cylindrical

or polygonal drum in-

tervenes between the

s uppor t ing
arches and the

dome, and the

dome itself is

polygonal, with

its sides curv-

ing outward.

From what

has been said, it will

be seen that the

dome determined in

every Byzantine church the central portion of the plan. The re-

maining portions follow no fixed rule, but agree in most instances in

being included within a rectangle, the spaces between the dome
piers and the outer walls being divided in various ways, or not

divided at all, as in S. Sofia, Thessalonica. The system of buttress-

ing by semi-domes, as seen in S. Sofia, Constantinople, is curiously

varied in an ancient church in the same city now know^n as Khodja

Mustapha Pacha, where the central dome is buttressed by semi-

domes on the sides of the

church instead of longi-

tudinally, as in S. Sofia,

—the simple but massive

transverse arches ensur-

ing stability on the other

two sides.

In St. Irene, Constan-

tinople (Fig. 143), still

another variation is seen

— the ])lan (one of the

most ('liai-ac'toristically

Byzantine which can be

cited) presenting a nave Fig;. 142. Preparation for Dome at Daphne.
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V^«i

Fig. i^S. 8. Irene, Coustau-

tinople.

c n n CI
lilk ': g-jil

Fig. 144. Catjsaba in Lycia

divided by a broad transverse arch

into two square bays, each covered

by a dome on pendentives. The
domes are equal in diameter but

unequal in height, one being raised

on a drum pierced with windows,

the other rising directly from the

supporting arches. Moreover, while one dome is hemispherical, the

other is flattened on the east and west sides. Both bays are flanked

by aisles, with galleries above covered by broad barrel vaults, whose

axes are in a line with the centre of the domes respectively ; and

these vaults, together with the transverse arches which border the

domes to the east and west, serve as efficient buttresses, in the one

case to support the thrust of the dome, in the other to steady and re-

inforce its supports. The church of Cas-

saba in Lycia has a disposition exactly

similar to St. Irene, except that it has a

single dome instead of two. (Fig. 144.)

The variation in plan among the Byz-

antine churches is well illus- various

trated by the four principal gy^^'aMine

churches of Thessalonica : St. churches.

Demetrius, a five-aisled basilica, dating

from the beginning of the fifth century

;

St. George, a circle with massive walls

lightened by square niches, and with a

long projecting apsidal bema probably

of later date ; S. Sofia, probably contemporary with S. Sofia at

Constantinople, a square with small central dome, and three small

apses projecting from one side ; and St. Elias, a. d. 1012, a square

Fig. 145. IS. kjotia, Thessalonica.
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with extremely massive piers carrying a dome, apses on three sides,

and a square narthex on the fourth. The multi])lication of domes
was a characteristic feature of the later l^vzantine churches. A jrood

example of it is seen in S. Bardias, Thessalonica, a. d. 087, a small

church of brick with central square of four

Corinthian columns, with stilts, carrying

an octagonal dome about twelve feet in

diameter on pendentives, and a high oc-

tagonal drum, with a tall round - arched

window in each face. Tiie corner bays are

covered by small octagonal domes, scarcely

more than five feet in diameter. The church

has three apses at one end and a large nar-

thex at the other, with a gallery over it.

The narthex attains a great development

^. 1,,. r^A . n ^ i" the Byzantine churches, bearino; as a
r\\i. 14(». Iheotocos, Lonstan- ^ ...

tinople. rule a much larger proportion in size and

importance to the rest of the church than

in Italy. In S. Sofia it is less prominent than in many smaller build-

ings, but in the Agia Theotocos at Constantinople (Fig. 146), where

it is divided into five square compartments, each covered by a dome,

in the churches of Thessalonica, in St. Nicholas at Myra (Fig. 147),

St. Sofia at Trebizonde, St. Elias at Broussa, and many others, the

emphasis given to this feature is very marked. In some examples,

as S. Nicholas at Myra, S. Sofia at Constantinople, and the Mosque
of Omar Hissar at Trebizonde, a second or

exonarthex is added outside the front wall.

If now we look for the instances among

Lack of the churches of Italy in whicli the

^huSies^ typical i)lan and construction i)re-

in Italy. \iu\^ we shall look in vain. San

Vitale shows, as we have already seen,

nothing in its i)lan,— if wc except the semi-

circular arcades whicli 0})en from the central

octagon,— which is not to be found in scores

of Italian buildings; and the same maybe Fig. 147. S. Nicholas. Myra.

said of its whole scheme of construction,

including the sui)])ort of its dome. In St. Mark's church at Venice

we can see the Byzantine sjurit more active and pervasive, covering

in some respects not only the dis])osition of ])arts, but the construc-

tion as well. Yet even here there arc important points, such as the

r-r t rTT

l-•ilXJx*xl^-^
T «
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criu'iioiiii i>l:iM and (lu' woodiiii lools over tlic doiiuis, in wliicli tlio

Hyzantino ttMidoiicy h:is manifestly been overruled.

Hut, el»:irjieteriHti(^ its tlu; liyz;iiitiii(; eonstruetion and j)laii maybe,

it is by no means in 1 hest^ respects alone that the Jiyzantine sj)irit

declared itself at home, or (exerted its most poweilul intlu(;nce abroad.

Were this the case 1 shoukl not be able to defend th(^ statement with

which I commenced this chapter concerning the Htrength and per-

sistency of this iniluence ui)on the architecture of Italy. As in the

chissic times of Greek art, the native genius found its highest exi)res-

sion in what Kuskin calls associative sculpture, so in the days of

this Greek revival the same native genius, though no ^^
longer rising to such heights as in the older time, found ^M '^\

its most characteristic and adequate expression in the I -, r
J

sculptural decoration of such parts of the churches and F^ "^ j
other monuments as lent themselves most naturally to b.^vl^ Jl

such treatment. And to this there was now added, Fig. 14S.

laru:ely, no doubt, as the result of the Oriental influence ' 'a„!™!°^'

of which I have spoken, and which induced a passion

for richness and splendor of color, a wholly new system of mosaic

decoration applied to the surfaces of domes, vaults, and walls.

The mosaic, which had been in extensive use in Rome up to the

time of Constantine, but of which few satisfactory examples Decoration

exist at the present day,^ composed for the most part of ^y "mosaic,

small pieces of variously colored marbles, with a mixture now and

then of bright glass and precious stones, was a legacy from the

Greeks of the classic age, among whom it was in use generally for

pavements as early as the fourth century B. c. The Romans brought

this branch of the art to a surprising perfection, using opaque glass

as well as marble, and not shrinking even from pictorial subjects, as

may be seen at Pompeii in the famous mosaic of the House of the

Faun, and another in the House of the Tragic Poet, etc., etc. The
Byzantine mosaicists created a revolution in the art by substituting

for the natural stones and the opaque glass of the Romans an enamel

^ " No mosaics of earlier date than the fourth eentnry are to be found at Rome, and

there are but three edifices in Italy which contain mosaics of the fourth century, and

these are so damaged that very little of the original remains. Those of the baptistery

built at Rome by Constantine in the fourth century, and now called St. Costanza, leave

little doubt as to the time when they were executed. Here the more essential pag^an

peculiarities of the early centuries were curiously marked. . . . The baptistery of Naples

also, of the time of Constantius, an irregular octagonal building surmounted by a cupola,

contains mosaics whose stj'le may be traced amidst the repairs of restorers." Crowe and

Cavalcaselle, vol. i. pp. 11, 12.
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of glass made opaque by a mixture of oxide of tin, of which the

variety of tints was practically endless, and of which the effect was
immensely heightened and intensified by the use of gold, which was
introduced liberally in the designs themselves, and which formed the

background to every composition.^

The use of this splendid decoration speedily became well-nigh

General use universal in all the basilican churches built after the fifth

inthe^eariy ccutury, whether in the East or in Italy; and in those
churches, churches which had been built before that period— in the

basilicas of Constantine and his immediate successors, for example
— it was added almost without exception, though at periods varying

from the fifth to the thirteenth centuries. Constantinople remained

through the whole of the interval the centre from which these mosaics

were derived, and from which were brought the artists who designed

them. The manufacture was doubtless carried on to a great extent

in Italy, but during a period of nearly or quite three centuries from

the middle of the ninth century, not only the manufacture but the

use of mosaic was practically abandoned in that country, and at no

moment was it possible to dispute the supremacy of the Greek artists.

The earliest and latest periods of its history appear to have been the

brightest, and the mosaics of San Apollinare Nuovo, the baptistery

and the mausoleum of Galla Placidia at Ravenna, and those of Santa

Pudenziana at Home, which belong to the fifth and sixth centuries,

are scarcely inferior to those of Sta. Maria in Trastevere, which date

from the middle of the twelfth century, or those of the apse of Sta.

Maria and San Clemente a century later.

The mosaic decoration was confined in the great majority of cases

to the vault of the apse, of which, however, the walls often received

a similar enrichment. In the basilicas, the spandrils of the tri-

um])hal arch and the wall above it were also in many cases covered

with mosaics. In a few instances, as in S. M. Maggiore at Kome,

and San Apollinare Nuovo at Ravenna, the decoration extended to the

nave walls above the arcade ; and in some of the early basilicas, nota-

bly in St. Peter's - and St. Paul's, it was ai)plied to the fac^ade, where

it atoned in great measure for the lack of architectural features.

^ The method of })rei):iriiig' the ^•old tesser.** was as follows :
*' The metal leaf was

spread over one of the g-lass slabs, the color of which did not matter, as it was hidden by

the ^old ; over tl\is inetal-e«);ited slab a skin of colorless {jflass wjis fused, so iOs to pro-

tect the metal leaf from injury or tarnish, and then the slab wjvs broken up into cubes,

the \j/ri(poi xp^f^^oi of liyzantine writers." J. II. Middleton. in Kncyc. lirit.

- See Ciampini, vol. ili. p. .'»7. for a desc'rij)tion of tlie mosaic on the facade of St. Peter's,

with engraving, and also for that of the vault of the tribune (p. 42).
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Fig*. 149. S. Lorenzo. Mosaics of Facade.

The use of mosaic on the exterior walls was soon discontinued, but

was revived after some centuries, and with greater splendor, in the

facjades of St. Mark's, the cathedrals of Orvieto and Spoleto, and

other churches. In S. Maria in Trastevere we have the best remain-

ing example of the way in which this exterior decoration was applied

to the basilicas, a broad frieze of mosaic of highly monumental char-

acter about nine feet high covering the whole concave cornice of the

faqade, and representing the parable of the wise and the foolish

virgins. Two rectangular panels which flank the great rose window
below bear standing figures of St. Peter and St. Paul on a gold

ground. A similar decoration is still to be seen on the fagades of

S. Lorenzo fuori le Mura (Fig. 149), S. Crisogono, and S. Maria in

Ara Cceli. The dome was also a favorite field for the mosaicist, and

many large domes were thus decorated over their entire surface. The

earliest conspicuous example still existing is perhaps the Orthodox

baptistery at Ravenna in the fifth century (see Fig. 47), though this

was preceded by the tomb of Constantia at Rome. This was fol-

lowed a century later in the Arian baptistery of Theodoric, and

again in the dome of San Vitale, of which, however, the mosaics have

now qnite disappeared. The great dome of St. Mark's at Venice, in

the twelfth century, and that of the baptistery at Florence,^ in the

^ The history of the decoration of this dome is an interesting^ illustration of the civic

spirit to which Florence owed so much of its architectural splendor. The dome being
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thirteenth, are the hirgest of the Italian domes before the Kenais-

sance which disphiy a mosaic decoration.

Along with the change in the material of the mosaic went an

Change in t.H|nally marked change in the character of the subjects

f«<!l%'^
°^ reiiresented. The mosaics of the third and fourth cen-

pictures. turies probably partook, if we may judge from the few

examples of that age which remain to us, largely of the character of

the mosaics of pagan Kome. Those on the vaults of the circular

aisle of 8ta. Costanza, for example (Fig. 150), represent the culture

of the vine, ploughing with oxen, treading the wine-press, festoons of

Fig. lOU. ."Ma. Lostiiuza. Mo^juics oi Aisle \ aults.

gra])es and flowers, figures of birds and animals, of so classic a char-

acter as to have led the older arclucologists to believe the building-

ready to finish (about r_'2."))
"

t lie consuls of the wool trade, (h'terniininj:;- to incrust the

cupola with mosaics, but findinj^^ no one conii)etent to the tAsk, sent Andrea Tafi, the most

accomplished painter that Florence could then bojist, to Venice, to crave assistance from

the Greek artist.s employed in the Cathedral of JSt. Mark's. He returned successful,

accompanied by one Maestro Apolloiiio, who initiated him into the secrets of the craft,

and executed in company with him the «;^reater i)art of the mosaics still existing on the

cuiKila." Lindsjiy's Christian Art. ii. •')').
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to liavo Imcii a h'lin)!*' ot iiacclms, and the tlccoijitioii.s llicKit; i)f a

jH'riod anterior to Constantinc. \\ itli the introduction of tin;

Hyzjintino nic^saics, the subjects Ix'canie citlicr syinholical, as in tlie

mausoleum of (lalla Phieidia, where tliey in(dn(h! tlie fi«^ure of

tlie Good She})her(l feed inn;- the sheep, the figure of Christ witli a

brazier of burnlni;- eoals by his side, " the eross in a heaven of stars,

and the end)leniatie animals of the Evangelists watching around it,*'

etc. ; or, as in the tribune of San Ai)oIlinare in Classe, representing

the Transfiguration, with the cross standing for Christ, in the midst

of a landscape, surrounded by symbols, while three sheep stand below

gazing up at it ; or historical, representing scenes from the Old

and New Testaments, as in the nave and triumphal arch of S. Maria

^laggiore ; or personal, including figures of Christ, the Virgin, the

apostles and saints, single or in groups, angels and devils, as in

numberless examples all over Italy. The treatment, the feeling, the

scheme of color, vary of course with the skill of the artist, with the

prevailing temper of the age, with a hundred varying conditions

which govern both the subject and the rendering. In one mosaic,

as in S. Pudenziana (Fig. 151), the composition and the drawing have

a quality, a distinction, which recall the masterpieces of classic art

;

i'ig. 151. S. Pudenziana. Mosaics of Apse.
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Fig. 152. S. Prassede. Mosaics of Triuinphal Arch and Apse.

in another, as in S. Agnese, they have a rigidity and hardness which

one associates only with the infancy of art ; in a third, as in S. Cle-

mente, we see neither the severity of the classic nor the rndeness of

the decadence, but the spirit and tone of the early revival ;
^ but the

characteristic effect is the same in all, — an effect at once of richness

and solemnity, which in the great examples rises to the highest point

of impressiveness ever attained in the decoration of interior archi-

tecture. The su])reme instances are St. Mark's at Venice and the

cathedral of Monreale near Palermo ; in these the effect is over-

whelming.

Not less characteristic than the Byzantine mosaic, and not less far-

reachinjr in its influence on the architecture of Italy, is the
The . . .

Kyzantine Byzantiuc scul})ture. In the basilicas there is no stone
scu pture.

^j^^.^^j^j^, boyoud the capitals of the columns, and these were

in the great majority of cases of another age, or where new were

co]ucd from ancient exam]dcs. Tlie sarcophagi — and a little later,

^ At S. rieniPiite you are in tin' Middle Afjes, with no liint of classic antiquity,— cos-

tumes, oniainents. ex])ivssi()ii. all sjieak of the aj^e when the work was executed. The

.'»r)sp of S. Cleniente is a magnified exantple of :in illunnnation of a thirteenth-century

MS. Vit.-t. Etwifs. vol. i. p. '_>'.>*>.
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T^

tlu^ furniture of the ('lun(;li, as the altars and pulpits and lln* throne

of the bishop — were ornanuMited with bas-reliefs, generally of the

rudest eharaeter, both in design and execution. Hut of ar(hit<!ctural

seulpture, properly so ealled, there was none, until the hand of the

Jiyzantiue workman

began to bo felt.' In

the East, the Greek

' The Ravoiin.'x tombs

furnish the earliest exam-

ples of Byz^intine sculpture

in Italy, esjieeially the sar-

cophaj^'i of the mausoleum

of Galla Placidia and of S.

Apolliuare in Classe. They
are perhaj)s ruder in desijjn

and exeeiition th<an the

Christian sarcopha«ii, of

which so uumy are to be

seen in the Lateran Mu-
seum, but they offer a

strong contrast to these in

other respects. In the Ra-
venna work " everything' is

symbolical. A cross with

two birds perched upon it,

or supporting the mono-

gram of Christ between

two lighted candles, or two

sheep, — birds or stags

drinking at a fountain,

which springs up below the

monogram enclosed in a

wreath, or a lamb carrying

the cross and standtng on

a mount of Paradise.— are

the most frequent subjects.

Occasionally but very rarely

the beardless figure of Our
Saviour appears, seated on

a throne. Of historical sub-

jects, properly so ealled,

none are to be met with in

the whole series.'' (Lind-

say, Christian Art, vol. i. p. 102.) Whereas in the early Christian work of Rome the sym-

bolism is almost entirely absent, and the sculpture consists for the most part of figure

subjects. The centre of the face of the sarcophagus is generally occupied by a round

panel containing the effigy of the person there entombed, — often of two persons, the

man and his wife, or two brothers.— flanked by close set ranges of standing figures.

Frequently there are two lines of subjects, representing scenes from the Old aud New
Testaments ; sometimes a rude arcade with standing figures in the arches.

Fig. loo. Column of Mareian, Constantinople.
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sciil})tor, cut loose from the classic traditions, had created a new and

])erfectly characteristic school of decorative sculpture. Perhaps the

earliest example which remains to us is the capital of the colunni

of Marcian, which stands now in the garden of a private house

near the centre of Constantinople, and which dates between 450 and

45G. (Fig. 153.) It is a column of white marble about thirty-five

feet high, including the pedestal. The capital in its outline and

general proportions follows the Corinthian j)retty closely, but with a

freer treatment of the abacus and volutes and a vastly freer and more

artistic treatment of the leafage. The capital is surmounted by a

stilt-block of unusual size, with great eagles at the four angles with

outspread wings, which nearly meet in the centre of the face. The
stilt-block is, however, not in this instance to be regarded as the pro-

totype of those which came a little later into frequent use as imposts

for arches, but rather as a transition from the abacus to the larger

l)edestal on which stood the statue of the Emperor.^

In the Agios Johannes, in Constantinople, a basilica dating from

463, only ten years later than the Marcian column, much the same

character is to be observed in the decoration of the exterior colon-

nade in front of the church. The capitals are still of a free Corinth-

ian type, with only two

orders of leafage very

minutely subdivided.

The entablature is of

great richness, every

member being covered

with carving. The nar-

row frieze is filled with

meandering leafage, with

birds at intervals. The

soffit of the upper pro-

jecting member of the

cornice (it can hardly

be called a corona) is

decorated with graceful

designs of foliage, birds,

and fruit in square pan-

els. In the interior of

-$

V\S. I.-.4. Constantinople. Capital tioni the Agios
Sergius.

the church, now entirely dismantled, and abandoned to ruin, the

adherence to the classic forms was nuich less marked.-

^ Salzenberg, p. ...). p1. 1. - Ibul., pi. .'). Hgs. 12, 13.
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In the cliinclu's ot

fliistiniiin at Constanti-

ii()})l(i the provaliMico of

tlic IW/antino spirit in

the lU'coration has 1)l'-

I'oino nearly absolute.

In the Agios Sergius

(the cliureh of 8S. 8er-

gius and Baechiis), the

lower eoluiuns have a

convex bloek capital

very like those of 8.

Sofia. ^ The upper col-

umns have an Ionic

capital crushed nnder

the weight of a trape-

zoidal stilt-block elabo-

rately and gracefully

carved (Fig. 154),

wiiile the entablature

Fig. 155. S. Sofia. Capital and Spandril of Upper
Arcade.

of the lower order is covered with decoration, much as in the portico

of the Agios Johannes, mentioned above.

It is, as we should expect, in Santa Sofia that the richness of

sculptural decoration reaches its height ; but even here the sculpture

acanthus still forms the motive of the ornament, and it is °^ ^- ^°^*

only by its freer treatment and the character of the forms to which

it is applied that the style of decoration departs from the classic.

Very few instances are seen of the basket capital which is so common
in the buildings of Italy, where the hand of the Byzantine sculptor is

felt, and only here and there a stilt-block is employed. The decora-

tion is extremely abundant and rich, but much less varied in design

than is the case in later buildings, the classic principle of continuity

still apparently governing the architects. Thus the lower and upper

capitals are all similar throughout, a convex block, round at the

bottom, square at the top, very simple in outline, with well-developed

volutes at the sides only partially disengaged from the mass of the

capital, which is covered with a flowing acanthus leafage deeply

undercut, enclosing in the centre of the face a circle with monogram."

There is no stilt-block, but a strong abacus, quite covered in both

directions by the foot of the arch masonry, every inch of which,

^ Given in Salzenberg-. pi. IS, figs. 12, 13.
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including the soffit, is covered with marble bas-reliefs. The flatly

moulded archivolt is broad, and the spandril encloses in the centre a

disc of colored marble with a carved border. The strongly project-

ing cornice is also richly decorated. In the u})per arcade the span-

drils are covered by a i)arti-colored marble inlay in place of the

bas-reliefs, the patterns being of conventionalized leafage, strictly sym-

metrical, with occasional figures of birds. (Fig. 155.) The smaller

capitals in the accessory parts of the building— the vestibules,

atrium, ])orches, door and window arches, etc.— show interesting

variations from those of

the great arcades. The
great arch of communi-

cation between the church

and the baptistery is di-

vided by columns, of

which the capitals have

the form shown in Fig.

15G, where the outline of

the abacus is followed

down through the block

of the capital, the central

ridge being emphasized

by a vertical band with

interlacing circles, while

the remaining surface is

covered by the usual flow-

ing leafage. This capital,

as has been noticed, is

very like the capitals of

the lower order of the

Agios Sergius at Con-

stantinople, of nearly the

same date. It is also repeated with slight variation in the narthex

of the Theotocos, and in the church of S. Vitale at Kavenna.

An equally close resemblance between the upper capitals of S. Ser-

gius and some capitals in the gynaeceum of S. Sofia would seem to

sunirest that the same architect mav have controlled both buildings.

The two capitals are almost identical in form (those of S. Sofia being,

however, one third the larger), and differ only in the decoration of

the stilt-block. Perhaps the most important variation to be noticed

in S. Sofia is a capital in the southeast porch of the church. The

^1 ^-^*^^^--'

iiiiliiliiil

iiiiiiiii

tig. l.>0. !S. ISofia. Capiuil.
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slialt is iihoiit ioiM'lccii iiiclics in (iiaiiietcr ; thu <;:ipit:il is (livi<l<'<(

horizontally into two distiiict pints, of wlii(;li tlie lower Ih covered

with perfonitcd basket-work staiidin*; nearly or (juite free from tin;

bell, while tliti upper part has in the eentro a erosH enelo.se<I in a

passion Hower, and four doves at the anj^les, covered by a stronj^ly

projeetin<;- abacus. riie walls of the benia are adorned with j)late.s

of variously colored marbles, of which a part are enclosed within

bor<lers about eleven inches broad, forming rectangular j)anels. The
borders are of white marble, and are covered with the motive whi(;h

is perhaps the most characteristic to be met with in Byzantine deco-

ration, and of which innumerable examples are to be found all over

Italy, — a series of interlacing circles enclosing foliage.

It is a singular circumstance that for the various develo])ment of

Byzantine stone carving in the early centuries we find our most pro-

fitable field of study, not at the centre or in the cities nearest the

centre, but among the ruined churches and monasteries of

Syria. Here for the first three centuries after the recogni- sculpture

tion of Christianity a Christian population of a high degree ^" ^"**

of civilization lived in comparative tranquillity, and built churches,

monasteries, and tombs of a character greatly superior to the con-

temporary buildings in Italy, and which endured until the country

was overrun and gradually depopulated by the barbarians from the

interior of Asia. In the earliest of these buildings of which the

'm-^M:^^'-W^:--^. ...• j

Fig. 157. El Barah. Cornice and Capital.
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remains are still existing, the sculpture adheres pretty closely to the

ancient forms, but it very soon shows the tendency to greater free-

dom ; and in those which M. de Vogiie assigns to the fifth and sixth

centuries, tlie Byzantine character is strongly predominant. The
cross and Christian monogram are everywhere seen, on the lintels of

doors and windows, on sarcophagi, and in general ornamentation.

At EI Barah are the ruins of an extensive religious establishment,

including three churches of the basilican form, with houses, cloisters,

tombs, etc., of a date believed by M. de Vogiie to be as early as the

fourth or fifth century. The work is, therefore, nearly contem])orary

with the Agios Johannes of Constantinople. The stone carving is

admirable in design, and of marked Byzantine character, while re-

taining in a high degree the refinement of line and proportion which

distinguishes the best classic work. A great pyramidal tomb offers,

perhaps, the best example of its character. Two strongly profiled

convex cornice mouldings are carried across the front, charged with

acanthus leafage in which vigor and grace are equally mingled. A
door lintel in the same pyramid is equally characteristic. (Fig. 157.^)

Tliis feature appears to have been the most frequent object for sculp-

tural decoration throughout this region. It was usually set above the

moulded architrave whicii surrounded the opening, was commonly of

great height, and often projected forward in a fine severe curve witli

a strong vertical band at the top. It thus furnished an excellent field

for sculptured ornament, of which it often presented two lines, one

above another, as in a fine example at Dana, dating from the sixth

century, where the lower division is decorated with a series of

detached curls of leafage, with a cross in the centre of the range,

while the upper has a vine with leaves and fruit, and birds inter-

spersed, with the centre showing two fine peacocks facing each other,

witli a vase between. (Fig. 158.)

At Safa are the remains of a castle in which is a doorway lintel

with three orders of carving, of which the principal is a broad band

or panel filled with a series of circles enclosing the figures of birds

and animals. A lintel at Koueiha of the sixth century has a series

of large circles formed by the stem of an acanthus, the leaves filling

the circle, the composition quite masterly : the centre is occu])ied as

usual by a cross in a circle.'^ Another at Behio has two lines of

interlacing circles, with j)earls, crosses, flowers, rosettes, etc.

The capitals in these Syrian buildings are generally less character-

istic : but there are some interesting examples whicli show the same

^ De Vopii^, La Si/ric Centrale, pi. 70. - Ihid., pi. ()8.
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Fig'. l.")8. Dana. Door-head.

freedom from classic traditions wliich we observe in the cornices and

lintels. An elongated capital from a sixth century church at Deir

Seta shows the acanthus treated in much the same manner as in the

earlier churches of Constantinople.

Such was the character of the B\'zantine architecture in the Elast,

where it grew up and developed. It was to be expected that, follow-

ing the decay and debasement wdiich overtook the Roman architec-

ture all over Italy after the removal of the seat of empire, the

strong and steady stream of influence which flowed from the new

centre of civilization, where in the words of Gibbon " the power of

the Romans was combined with the art and science of the Greeks,"

would have ensured the introduction of the new methods of building

and decoration in the place of those which had been allowed to sink

into decay. The course of letters and the arts in Constantinople was

steadily upward during the nine centuries after Constantine, while in

Rome their course was steadily downward. The Greek architects

had inherited the energy which had died out in Italy, and had added

to it a new impulse and a new spirit, which ought, according to all

experience, to have enabled them, especially with the help of the

boundless wealth and the world-wide commerce of the Eastern Em-
pire, to transplant the seeds of the new architecture in the old soil.

But nothing of the sort happened. AVith the exception of two or

three small churches in the southern provinces, there is not Absence of

in Italy a single example of a church with a characteristic- churSies'^

ally Byzantine plan. There are but two which show in any ^^ ^^^^y-

considerable degree the Byzantine method of construction, and in

only one of these is the support of the dome and its growth upward

from the piers really Byzantine ; while even in St. Mark's, the plan
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is an Italian plan, only slightly modified by the example of the

Eastern churches.

But if the conservatism of the Italians resisted successfully the

influence of the East on the disposition and construction
Byzantine / i • i i i •

sculpture 01 their churches, the case was quite otherwise with the
^ decoration. The general use of mosaic in the basilicas

has been already sufficiently dwelt upon ; it remains to give some
account of the extent to which the Byzantine sculpture entered into

the decoration of the Italian churches.

The first influence was felt, naturally enough, at Ravenna, and at a

very early period. The commercial, religious, and political relations

of that city with Constantinople were closer during the fourth, fifth,

and sixth centuries than those of any other Italian city.

The earliest of the older group of Ravenna buildings was the

At Ra- cathedral, — a basilica built by Bishop Ursus in the first

venna. year of the fifth century, of which, as I have said above,

nothing remains but the tower and the semicircular crypt. Concern-

ing the capitals of the church we have little knowledge, but in the

museum at Ravenna are preserved several capitals which are said to

have belonged to the cathedral and which are very Byzantine in

character,^ and in the crypt are six rude columns separating the nave

from the surrounding aisle, whose capitals, partly of a rough Corin-

thian type and partly Ionic, are all surmounted by a high stilt-block

similar in character, says Mothes, to those in use in later times in

Constantinople and Venice. And in the octagonal baptistery, pre-

sumed to be nearly contemporary with the cathedral, the capitals of

the engaged columns which carry the arches both in the lower and

upper ranges are surmounted by stilt-blocks, of which the lower are

rather flat, and in the nature of a high abacus, the profile being a

well designed cyma with leaf carving in relief, — while the upper are

proportionally higher and spreading upward in a broad quarter hol-

low. Of the four churches dating from the first half of the fifth

century— S. Giovanni Evangelista, S. Francesco, S. Agata, and

S. Giovanni Battista— all show above their nave columns this

characteristic Byzantine feature, in varying forms. In the first

named church, built between 425 and 440, it takes the form of a

rigid cyma, rising from a flat ])late at the base, and projecting more

in a line across the church than in the line of the arcades, the irreg-

ularity being masked by a leaf at the angle. The face towards the

nave bears a cross in relief between the leaves.

^ See Delili, Byzantine Orn.. vol. ii. pi. 20.
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It is to bo noted tluit in thcst^

o;irlyox:ini|)los the capitals thoni-

selves still kcei) to tin; (classic

type, most of them indeed hav-

ing: been taken from older bnild-

in<^s. In S. Agata, however, i-

a single capital with volutes

rolled ni)wards, evidently made

for the building, and which

marks the beginning of the

(change, which, in the reign of

Theodoric a hundred years later,

is so striking.

In the church which Theodoric

built and dedicated to S. Mar-

tino, now known as San Apol-

linare Nuovo, the capitals carry

large stilt-blocks very simple in

form, and without other decora-

tion than a plain cross on the

face towards the nave ; but the capitals themselves do not as a rule

depart very widely in outline and general design from the classic

Corinthian type.^ In the few columns which remain, however, of the

basilica of Hercules, which Theodoric rebuilt on the great square of

the city,^ the capitals are of a character until then wholly unknown

in Italy. (Fig. 159.) The leafage is still that of the acanthus, but

in the treatment of it the rigid symmetry of the classic capital has

been frankly abandoned, and the crisp curling foliage has a freedom

and life which betray clearly the hand of the Greek sculptor ; the

abacus has disappeared ; the volutes have shrunk to an insignificant

line, and the stilt-block rises directly from the moulding which joins

them, having the profile of a cyma recta, with an acanthus leaf at

each angle and a cross on the face towards the nave.

In San Apollinare in Classe, built shortly after Theodoric's death,

the capitals of the nave columns are very similar to those of the

basilica of Hercules ; the proportions and outline are nearly the

same ; but the volutes, and the egg and dart moulding which joins

them, are much more pronounced, and there is a rudimentary abacus.

Fig. 159. Ravenna. Capital from the

Basilica of Hercules.

^ See, however, example of capital in Dehli, Byzantine Ornament, pi. 12, vol. ii.

2 D'Agincourt says the basilica was preceded by a great portico of eight grand

columns.
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Fij;-. J(iU. Nave Capitals ut >. Ajx'liinaif in rias.se.

(Fig.lGO.) Thestilt-

blocks are much small-

er tlian in San Apolli-

nare Nuovo, and their

(luarter round outline

is convex. Of the

cluirch of San Mi-

chele in Africisco,

destroyed about the

beginning of the nine-

teenth century, two

of the nave capitals

are preserved in the

museum of Ravenna.

AVe have no means

of knowing or even

of conjecturing the

form of the capitals

of the colonnade
which originally sur-

rounded the upper
stasfe of the mauso-

leum of Theodoric, — a colonnade which has entirely disappeared.^

It is in San Vitale that we find the richest and most varied

exam])les of the fully developed early Byzantine capital. The capi-

tals of the lower arcades of the semicircular exedrte opening from

the central octagon are of one design, — a block of white marble

round at the bottom where it joins the shaft, square at the top, with-

out abacus, its profile a delicate reversed curve, slighth' concave from

the shaft upwards, its surface covered with basket work, with a trai)e-

zoidal panel on each face containing a large fleur-de-lis in relief.

The capital is surmounted by a plain stilt-block spreading broadly

toward the top, and of which the depth is much greater than the

breadth, — an arrangement which allows it to carry an arch whose

sofKt is considerably broader than the capital. (Fig. 161.)

In the two lateral arcades opening from the tribune into the aisle,

the capitals are of the same general form with those just described,

but their decoration is different. Here the faces of the capital form

each a great tra})ezoid enclosed by a border of serpentine leafage,

^ Iliibsch says, liowever, that fra'^'nients liave been found from Avhich he ventures to

reconstruct the cohinins. PI. 24, fi";. l.'j.
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and lilled by an intricati! mass of ('ris|) Icafa^(! stronj^ly undercut,

and containing' four (circles disposed in the form of a cross. The
stilt-blocks surmountin«j; these cai)itals are covered witli elal)orate

sculpture, mostly of similar character to that of the capitals, but

varied on the faces towards the tribune by desij^ns of a diilerent

character, — in one dcsi«^n two j)eacocks are drinkin<^ from a vase, in

Fiff. 161. S. Vitale. Lower Order of Arches.
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another two horses are facing each other on opposite sides of a cross,

etc., etc.

The capitals of the upper arcades are of quite different charac-

ter from those of the lower, and approach more nearly to the Corin-

thian form, except in the tribune, where the leafage is of the same

Fi^^ 1(52. S. Vitale. Capital, iroiu Lower Arcade of Tribune.

character with that below, but bolder and more strongly undercut,
and where the angles are quite lost, and the capital has an imperfectly

developed abacus receding on each face as in the Corinthian capital,

but with a swelling outward curve in the centre, the foliage below
following the j)lan of the abacus.

The upi)er walls of the tribune are extremely interesting. On
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Fig', ill;^. 8. \'itale. Upper Wall of Tribune.

either side is a triple-arched opening divided by cohimns whose capi-

tals are similar in character to those below. The head of the great

enclosing arch is filled with a fan-like decoration, and the walls are

covered with the original sixth-century mosaics, very varied in sub-

ject and thoroughly B^-zantine in feeling.

At Rome the Byzantine influence had to meet the resistance of

the stronsr conservatism of which I have spoken above, and
. . , . -, . , . . .

At Rome.
it is only m a few comparatively inconspicuous instances

that it can be traced. In San Stefano Rotondo, of which the date is

probably anterior to that of the second group of Ravenna churches,

the outer range of columns, now embedded in the enclosing wall, but

originally forming the division between the two surrounding aisles,

have their rude capitals surmounted by stilt-blocks of simple charac-

ter. The capitals are Ionic and Corinthian, varying according to the

groups of columns to which they belong ; in the one case the stilt-

blocks are plain ; in the other they are ornamented with a simple

cross on the face towards the centre of the church.

The stilt-block appears in the galleries of San Lorenzo fuori le

Mura, presumed to have been added to the church by Pelagius about

580. It takes here the form of a low quarter-round projecting

equally on all four sides of the capital. The capital itself, although
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of the Coiiiithiaii form, shows, in the absence of an astragal and in

tlie arrangement and character of the leafage, a freedom which is

more Byzantine than Koman.^ The basilicas of S. Giorgio in Vela-

bro, the Qnattro Coronati, and S. Agnese, all built or restored be-

tween the fifth and eighth centuries, have stilt-blocks.

With the exception of these few examples there is, I believe, no

instance in Kome of Byzantine forms entering into the architecture

of the church. But examples are more frequent in which the East-

ern influence is seen in the acces-

sories.'^

When the excavations of 1858

at San Clemente brought to light

the lower and more ancientchurch,

a fragment of an architrave was

discovered bearing an inscription

which seemed to connect it with

two ancient columns forming part

of a monument in the upper

church, and to prove that they

were two of the columns of the

original ciboriuni of the early ba-

silica. The shafts of these col-

umns are covered with arabesques

in low relief of a more or less Ro-

man character, but their capitals

are as purely Byzantine as any in

San Vitale. (Fig. 1()4.) They
Fig. 104. b. Clemente. Capital of Ancient

Ciboriuni.

^ Cattaneo maintains tliat the existence of g'alleries in a Koman churcli is an evidence

of Byzantine influence, since tliey were in jjeneral Jise in the P^istern churches from the

fourth century (p. 45). Sing-ular, then, tliat the Ravenna churches are without them,

excepting- only S. Vitale.

- By tlie ('diet of Leo the Isauiian. in 7li<'>. all pictures and statues were forbidden in

all churches throughout the Empire. Poj>e Gregory resisted, and was threatened with

dejjosition. hut all Italy siippctrtcd hini. The fip;"ht was continxied by Grefjory III., and

may l)c said to have saved art in Itjily from annihilation. An immense influx of priests

and artists followed this edict from the towns and monasteries of the East into Italy,

where they were sure of subsistence. Also many pictures were broup^ht from the East to

adorn the churches of Rome. Grep., p. 2~'-\, vol. ii.

" According' to the d;ita of the (ireek writers and the Italian chroniclers we may put

at .')0,(X)U the number of priests, monks, .ind laymen of the Orthodox faith, who fled from

Greece into ('alabria and the reg-ion to the south of it to escape from the persecution of

Le») the l.s.'iurian. and of bis son. ('onst;intine Copronymus. This colonization w.as in great

part monastic. In Calabria alone the names are known of no less than ninety-seven

mon.a.steries of the order of JS. Basilius, which were founded at this time.*' Lenormant,

La Grande (irire, ii. p. ."»S7.
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arc very miliko in design ; llu; oiio has a liij^h i)ell with strai;;ht pro-

lile covered with open basket-work and an aba(;ii8 Corinthian in i)hin,

its angU^s supported by doves, with a free running vine filling the

sj^ace between. In th(^ other the bell is coveriul witii Hyzantin<;

leafage very niueh undercut, and a broad circular band above bear-

ing an inscription ; the spac^e between the band and the abacus being

filled with a close curling acanthus leafage, a (;ros.s cncdosed in a

wreath occupying the centre of the face.

The marble fence which shuts off the tribune of San Cleniente,

and which runs across the whole breadth of nave and aisles, is

another interesting example of the Byzantine decoration. It is

about five feet high, and divided into compartments of various

lengths by square pilasters whose faces are decorated with a running

vine in a vertical panel. The compartments are also panelled, each

panel being filled with pierced basket-work enclosed with an egg and

dart moulding and a guilloche ornament. (Fig. 165.) Fragments

equally decisive as to the presence of Greek artists in Rome are to

be found in Santa Prassede, Santa Maria in Cosmedin, Santa Saba,

Santa Sabina, and perhaps in other basilicas. In the last-named

church, the carved walnut doors which close the principal entrance

have a strongly marked Byzantine character.

The cathedral of Parenzo in Istria is one of the most conspicuous

and perfect examples of early Byzantine decoration in its

various forms. The columns of the atrium and those of

the nave arcades are especially characteristic. The form of the

capitals is the same throughout

in the atrium, — a block rising

from a circle at the bottom to a

square at the top, with the out-

line of a reversed cyma, without

an abacus, and covered with leaf-

age of somewdiat ungraceful char-

acter, strongly undercut. The
nave capitals are very various in

design ; those which are perhaps

the most characteristic are in

general form much like those of

the atrium, each face being treat-

ed by itself with a panel formed

by a border with a running vine,

and filled by a vertical twisted Fig-. lOO. Feuce of S. Clemente.

.»%%%%^^^:v
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^^•::->-i .ivi

Fig. IGG. Parenzo. Capitals from Cathedral.

stem in the centre with five horizontal leaves on either hand.^ (Fig.

166.)

All have stilt-blocks, generally quite simple in form, rising from

the capital with a fine convex curve, and bearing on the face towards

the nave a monogram enclosed in a circle with a rude leaf stem ex-

tending on either hand. The fine ciborium which stands in the

apse, and which is of much later date than the church,^ has four

arches springing from capitals which differ entirely from all others

in the church, but which have much the character of some in Con-

stantinople. Here there are no stilt-blocks.^ The height of the

^ " There are seven varieties of capital in the nave, which are arranj^ed pretty regularly

in piers opposite one another :
—

a. A lotus leaf capital like a well-known one at S. Vitale, Ravenna.

b. A Byzantine version of the composite capital.

c. A basket-shaped capital covered with fretwork.

d. Is surrounded by a scroll, and has animals at the comers instead of volutes.

e. Is surrounded by a scroll, and has birds at the corners instead of volutes.

f. Is a basket like some at S. Sofia. Constantinople.

g. Is a variety of b." Jackson, Dahnatia, vol. iii. pp. 818, 310. pi. <>1.

The early Byz.antine bas-reliefs are very rude. e. g.. sarcophagus in S. Apollinare in

Cl.'i-sse ; but the symbolism and feeling .are the same as in the better class of work. Cat-

taneo, pp. 2()-30.

- Jackson (p. 325) gives its date, as determined from an inscription on one of its faces,

as 1277.

* The stilt-block was, as I have said, an early and rude device for enlarging the space

availa})le for the foot of an arch to rest on. Its es.sential ugliness and needlessness

caused its discontinuance in the later architecture. An example of the way in which it
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capital is divicU'd nearly eciiially l)y a dtM^orated moulding' ; the lower

l)()rtion is circular, and covered vvitii two rows of lrafa;;e
;
the uj)j)«r

portion has four liuo doves bearini; up the four an^d«'S of a s])rea<ling

and niouhled abacus, the wings of the birds nieetin<; in th<; (centre of

each face. The sollits of the nave arches are decorated with scpiare

panels ench)sing various delicate designs in relief, moulded in stucco,

mostly geometrical, but including also peacocks, swans, eagles, and

other symbolic birds.

The apse of this church ofiPers a splendid example of the most

characteristic wall decoration of the Byzantines. The bishop's throne

in the centre of

I-the semicircle,

and the marble

bench of the

presbyters fol-

lowing the wall

on either side

of it, are still

preserved, "the

bench finishing

at each end

with a stand-

ard, also of

marble, shaped

into a dolphin.

Above the seats

the walls are

lined with a

gorgeous dado

of marbles and porphyries, which has no parallel at Ravenna, but

slightly resembles some mural decoration existing at S. Sabina at

Rome. The materials are porphyry, serpentine, opaque glass, white

onyx like that from Algiers, burnt clay of various colors, and mother

Fig. 167. Arch Head, Cattaro.

was modified in its approach to the more developed abacus is seen in S. Giacorao dal'

Orio at Venice, founded late in the sixth century, but substantially rebuilt in the twelfth.

In this instance the stilt-block, which surmounts a capital varying- but little from the

Corinthian type, has shrunk to a form scarcely more pronounced than a strong' abacus.

In the cloisters of Monreale we see groups of capitals taking arches of which the foot is

much too larg-e for the abacus. At an earlier day the stilt-block would have been em-

ployed. Yet in S. Dominico at Palermo, a Norman church of the twelfth century, the

capitals in the cloisters have stilt-blocks, thoug'h different in character from those of the

North.
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of pearl, which is used not onl}'^ in mosaic, but in discs made of

whole shells, which reflect a brilliant opalescent light. There are

eight varieties of i)attern in the panels, and these are arranged sym-
metrically in pairs on the opposite sides of the apse, while the cen-

tral panel over the bishop's seat is inlaid with a gold cross on a

ground of serpentine and mother of pearl, surmounting a hill or dome
between two lighted candlesticks. The cypher of Euphrasius occur-

ring twice in the inlay proves it to be a work of the time of Jus-

tinian, and coeval with the basilica. The whole dado is finished

with a cornice of acanthus leaves moulded in stucco, which runs

round the apse, and is also of the original date." ^

Parenzo is not the only example on the eastern shore of the

Adriatic, though it is the

earliest and the most com-

plete and valuable, of the

extent to which the Byz-

antine spirit took posses-

sion of the architecture

of those countries, which

remained for five centu-

ries under Byzantine rule.

.VII up and down the

coast— at Ragusa, Zaro,

Sebenico, Cattaro (see

Fig. 167), Nona, and

other obscure towns—
churches are to be found

;is late as the twelfth,

thirteenth, and even four-

teenth centuries, which

contain not only capitals,

but also lintels, archivolts,

pilasters, balustrades, and

other architectural fea-

tures, in which the Greek

hand is })lainly seen. It

is surprising that the in-

thience of so strongly

marked a style of orna-

Fi-;. ItlN. Coluiiiu and 1 .111 1. !: .h. Uieut sllOuld liaVC bcCU

^ Jackson's Dubnatia, vol. iii. p. ;J1U, pi. (32.

I
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so impeded and limited by tlie narrow strij) of sea wliitrh divides

the east and west sliores.

In the cathedral of Toreello, dating- ori<^inally from the seventh

century, but probably restored if not (piite r(d)uilt at the

bei;inniug of the eleventh, are preserved somi; extn^mely

interestin*^ capitals in which the general C>orinthian form is retained,

At Toreello.

Fiii'. 109. Toreello. Panel of Choir Fence.

while the character of the acanthus leafage and its disposition has a

strongly Byzantine aspect. But the stronger block capital, of which

an example is given in Fig. 168, is the more usual form. The Greek

artist is, however, here more clearly revealed in the marble balustrade

or fence which encloses the choir, composed of square panels ex-

tremely rich, vigorous, and graceful in design, and perfectly charac-

teristic of the Bvzantine manner at its best. Though varvins: widelv,

they agree in character and treatment, each panel being enclosed

within a strong border, and each having a vertical feature in the

centre ; in one an octagonal column, from the capital of which two

fine peacocks are feeding, in another a stem bearing a pineapple,

springing from a sheaf of acanthus, and with branches on each side

forming circles enclosing grape-leaves and fruit, at w^hich small birds-
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are pecking. The Lombard spirit appears in one panel, where the

central stem is flanked by two grotesque beasts, while other and

smaller animals fill the lower intervals of the branching vine, in

contrast to the birds above. (Fig. 169.) Fig. 170, from San

Apollinare Nnovo at Ravenna, shows the same feeling and the same

treatment of the detail of foliage and bird forms without the gro-

tesqueness. The holy water basin in the same cathedral is an in-

teresting and peculiar example of Byzantine carving.^ Still more

characteristic of the Byzantine, because of the mixture of

color with stone carving, is that portion of the east end of

S. Donato at Murano above the lower arcade.

triansfles

At Murano.

Two ranges of high

are carried

through the whole extent

of the wall, including the

apse. They are sunk

slightly below the surface

of the wall, and are sepa-

.rated by three courses of

bricks, of which the mid-

dle one is a zigzag course.

The upper range of trian-

gles are of yellow bricks
;

the lower range of parti-

colored marbles and terra-

cotta, with Byzantine bas-

reliefs, often with borders

of a contrasting color.

Furthermore, the columns

of the arcades are of

marbles of various colors ;

tlie niches under the

u})i)er arcade red, those

of the lower red and

yellow, and tlie small balusters between the columns of white marble.

It will have been observed how the Byzantine ornament was modi-

fied when the Byzantine artist was at work under the Lombard yoke

in the eighth and ninth centuries. Throughout the Lom-

])ard i)erio(l the wliole character of arcliitectural decoration

was strongly oi)p()sed to that which I liave endeavored to

The fondness for surface decoration and color disappears

;

1 Dehli, pi. 25.

Fig. 170. Pierced Panel from .*S. Apollinare Nuovo,

Ravenna.

Contrast
with the
Lombard
sculpture

trace.
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Fig. 171. S. Celso. Pier Capital.

mosaic, so universal iu Byzantine churches and in those where the

Byzantine influence has been felt, falls at once out of use ; it would

seem as if the refinement and luxury of such adornment repelled

the rude and strenuous nature of the Lombard race. The same

distaste for delicacy and grace is visible in their sculpture. No
contrast can be more marked than that between the tranquil and

gentle spirit of the Byzantine sculpture and symbolism and that of

the Lombards. Yet even here we may trace in many of the most

characteristically Lombard monuments, from the ninth to the twelfth

centuries, an occasional feature which betrays either the hand of the

Greek artist himself or his influence working: in the mind of the

Italian. I can permit myself only a few instances. In San Michele

at Pavia, one of the most ancient of the Lombard buildino^s „. ,.
'

^
^ ^

c Mingling:

which remain to us, and that in which the wild and savao^e of Byzan-

spirit of the Lombard sculptor finds its most emphatic and Lombard
t .. .,.., 1 r 1

sculpture.
characteristic expression, there is in the great arch of the

south doorway, mentioned already in chapter second, a succession of

bands, seven in number, of which three are carved with a meander-

ing vine, with doves in the spaces, alternating with single leaves.
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which might well have been the work of a Byzantine sculptor.^ In

the church of S. Celso at !Milan (probably of the tenth century) the

same contrast is to be observed in the contiguous capitals of a com-

pound pier, the capital of the central shaft being distinctly Byzan-

tine, but flanked by Lombard beasts, which could never by any

chance have been conceived or tolerated by the Greek mind. (Fig.

171.) Another capital in the same arcade shows fine birds at the

angles of a pier capital quite in the Byzantine manner.

In San Ambrogio at Milan the Byzantine feeling is to be traced

in several capitals of the nave arcades,^ but constantly contrasted

and overruled by the more vigorous and rude spirit of the Lombard
work. The same may be said of S. Pietro in Cielo d' Oro at Pavia,^

of the Duomo Yecchio at Brescia ** (Fig. 1T3), and of San Salvatore

ff™^ r"^?
,^,-- r^r'

'-* -* - -_

'/ff -

'^'* ''^ "

^f;

Fig. 172. IS. Ambrogio. Capital of Pier in Nave Arcade.

in the same city, datinc: from the eighth century, in which, among

the Lombard capitals of the nave, are two of quite Byzantine charac-

^ Dartein, pi. 01.

3 Ihul.^ pi. (57.

- IhUL. pi. 41, Fig. 12 ;
pi. 38, Fig. 14.

* Ihid., pi. 2:).
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Fig. 173. Capitals, Duomo Veccliio. Brescia.

ter, block capitals with a convex outline, the faces decorated with a

vase in the centre, from which issues on either side a stem bearing

leafage in low relief, which covers the surface. The abacus has a

meandering vine following the flat moulding.^ (Fig- l'<^"i')

In the very interesting church of Sta. Sofia at Padua, a Lombard
church of the end of the sixth century, but practically rebuilt at the

beginning of the twelfth, is a beautiful Byzantine capital of the cubi-

cal form, its four faces carved with graceful flowing foliage in slight

relief, the abacus having a band of rigid upright leafage and an

upper member carried on delicate dentils.^ C^^S- 1^5.)

I have said that the use of stilt-blocks was not continued to any

considerable extent after the early centuries of Christian architec-

ture. It is extremely rare in Lombard work. Yet occasional

instances are to be met with, as in St. Thomas in Limine near Ber-

gamo, where in the high gallery the emphatically Lombard capitals

are surmounted by stilt-blocks of simple form.^ (Fig. 176.) And
in San Ambrogio is a curious example of the stilt-block practically

transformed into an abacus.* (Fig. 177.) In San Abbondio at

Como, an eighth century church, one of the long narrow windows of

the apse is enclosed by a broad band of sculpture, with a meandering

vine, in the spaces of which are birds feeding at bunches of grapes.^

(Fig. 178.)

1 Dart., pi. 16. -' Ibid., pi. 24.

3 Ibid., pi. 03, Fig-. 4-9 ; also, Hubsch, pi. 54, Fig-. 10, 11.

4 Ibid., pi. 3S, Fig. 16. s Ibid., pi. SO.
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Fig. 174. Capital. S. Salvatore, Brescia.

At Cividale in Friuli, in the little church of Sta. Maria in Valle

(dating from the middle of the eighth century), the arch over the main
doorway has a very broad archivolt moulded in stucco over a plain

tympanum, with the same favorite motive of a meandering vine with

leaves and fruit, enclosed between two narrow bands containinir a

close set series of rosettes.^ Above
the arch is a line of standing: fiff-

ures of queens in high relief on

either side of a decorated niche

containing the sitting figure of a

bishop, — the whole group ex-

tending quite across the front

wall, modelled with great spirit

and delicacy, and forming one of

the most remarkable groups of

figure sculpture of its age in

Italy. (Fig. 179.)

In the same little town the

cathedral contains a remarkable

baptistery believed to date from

the year 737. The basin is covered by an octagonal structure, nine

feet in diameter, consisting of a fence or wall about three feet high, of

which two sides are open, the others being covered with reliefs. Upon
this wall are set eight columns, with capitals which follow pretty

closely the Corinthian type, and from which spring eight round

arches, whose archi volts and spandrils are covered with highly char-

acteristic sculpture, which, though by no means of the best type, is

interesting from its variety and freedom, and the mixture which it

presents of Byzantine and Lombard feeling. The archivolts, with

their meandering figures enclosing grapes, olives, })alm-branches, and

other natural objects, are distinctly Byzantine. So also are some of

the spandi'ils, in which peacocks and stags a})pear drinking, etc. But

in others the savage beasts so dear to the Lombard imagination — the

lions, the griffins, the monstrous and hideous fishes— take the place

of the gentler Byzantine creatures. The same is true of the several

faces of the wall below the columns, where the symbols of the Evan-

gelists ai)pcar in the midst of palm-trees, candelabra, griffins, and

doves, and a great variety of other symbolic and imaginative devices.

The execution is coarse and rude, and the feeling which pervades the

whole is more characteristic of the savage North than of the delicate

and luxurious East.-

1 Dartein, pi. IS. - //>/'/., pi. 0.
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The siniill basilica of San Salvatori; at l^r<\s(;ia, of wliich I have

before Hpokcn, eoutaiiis many (le('orativ«r f(*atnn'S in wliic^li tlie iiifiii-

ence of the Byzantines is more or kjss markiMl. The; most interest-

in*^ of these is a trian<^nhir slab forming' either the half of a low

gable, perhaps of a ciborium, or, as CattancM) presumes, the ehe(;k

of a small staircase leading* to an ambon. With the exception of a

border of an interlacing pattern at the l)ase, the whole surface is

covered by a flowing vine, of the form so common in the Hyzantine

w(n*k, but more conventionalized than is usual in the purer examples,

enclosing a ])eaeock of majestic proportions and as])ect. It is, per-

haps, the finest example of decorative sculpture to be found in Italy

belonging to the early centuries, showing neither in its design nor

its execution the naivetd and rudeness which are nearly inseparable

from the work of these ages.^ (Fig. 180.)

The ciborium offered, in the four arches which formed its faces

and the spandrils above them, a favorite field for the sculptor, and

numerous examples may
be found all over Italy,

in many of which much
of the Byzantine man-

ner is to be noted. The
most important of these

is, perhaps, the ancient

ciborium of San Ambro-
gio at Milan, dating pro-

bably from the middle of

the ninth century. (Fig.

181.) It rests on four

columns of red porphyry

carrying four round

arches, each covered by
a gable, the space be-

tween arch and o-able

being filled on each face

by a group of figures in

relief, modelled in stucco
Fig. 175. Cubic Capital, S. Sofia. Padua.

and originally painted in colors on a gold ground. The archivolts

and cornice and also a vertical band at each anple are covered with

delicate Byzantine sculpture.

In San Giorgio, Valpolicella, at Bagnicavallo, at Bologna on the

^ This fragment is now preserved in the Museum of Brescia.
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PiazzaSan Dominica, are examples

belonging to the eighth century.

In San Ai)ollinare in Classe, at

Kavenna,the well-known ciborium

of St. Eleucadius belongs to the

first years of the ninth century.

Its four columns, reeded for a

third of their height and covered

with a spiral moulding for the re-

mainder, are without bases, but

rest on square plinths, which rest

in their turn on a square platform

raised by a single step above the

floor. The capitals are rudely

convex in form, and vary in de-

sign. The arches which join them

are segments of a circle, and are

surrounded both on the outside

and the inside face by a broad

arch i volt of an interlacing pattern.

The masonry terminates just

above the archivolt, with only

space enough for a narrow band bearing the dedicatory inscription.

(Fig. 182.) The low spandrils are filled with various designs, all of

marked Byzantine character.

In the southern provinces of Italy, some of which were occupied

by the Lombards very shortly after their invasion of the
Byzantine •^ r i i i i • i i -i • i
artists in north. Very many or the churches winch were built either
the south. I'l*^ • p 1 ' t • • • ^

(luring the two centuries ot their domination, or in those

immediately following it, although rebuilt in the eleventh century,

show here and there traces of the original buildings. Among these

there are not wanting a certain ])ro])orti()n which show that the

Byzantine artists, following naturally in the track of the commerce

>which was maintained between Constantinople and the cities of

South Italy and Sicily, found not infrequent employment in the

Lombard churches. Their work was for the most part limited to the

decoration, but in some of the smaller churches the ])lan and dispo-

sition of the buildings show that the Greek artist had the direction

of the whole work. This will be seen in a later chapter.

Examples of the lU'zantinc detail are to be found in many coun-

tries of northern Europe. Even in England, Barfreston Church,

Fig. 170. Capital and .^tilt. IS. Toinmaso
in Limine.
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C:iiitorl)ury, liMs :i doorway, with two orders ol" (;oluiMns (rarryin;^ roll

lii()iildini;s around I he aicli, (lie iimcr i-oll (Uujorated with l(;iifu;;«-, tin-

outtM- with liguirs of" iiicii and animals in circles. ()utsi<lc these is a

broad archivolt hand, (juite in the Hy/Jintinc; manner, with a series

of elongated eirenlar })anels enclosinj^ liL^ures, which, however, art; far

from havini;- the Byzantine <^race or feelin*;-, thou'^h very vivid and

strikini;'. 'i'he whole doorway is most interesting.

Hitherto, in res})eet of the Byzantine influence upon the architec-

ture of Italy, as indeed in respect of that architecture itself, ^
. .

I
. . , Domestic

our consideration has been of necessity hmited to what architec-

. J J ,, , ture.

remanis of the rehgious architecture. Up to tlie eleventh

century almost every vestige of domestic or civil building has disap-

peared. There is no probability that it was ever of much importance

in an artistic point of view, however much of ephemeral magnificence

may have been expended upon it. The earliest examples of domestic

buildins: which remain are a few of the houses of the merchants of

Venice, built during the early period of the growing commercial pro-

sperity of the city in the

eleventh century. These 1^

remains are for the most

part extremely slight,

and where not ruinous

are disguised by taste-

less restoration ; but they

are of surpassing inter-

est as examples of the

Byzantine style applied

to domestic w^ork, and

also as indicating that

the architecture of Ven-

ice was at that period in

the hands of the Byzan-

tines to an extent which

did not obtain in any

other Italian city at any

age. There are but three Fig. 177. Pier Capital, S. Ambrogio.

of the houses of which

enough remains to give any complete idea of their general design,

but these show a substantial uniformity in the plan and disposition

of the facade. The Fondaco dei Turchi may be taken as a type of

the class. Nothins: is known of its oris^in or its earlier history. It
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was purchased in 1G21 of the Dukes of Ferrara, who had held it long,

and was then devoted to the purposes of an exchange or warehouse ^

for the Turkish merchants, whose business brought them in great

numbers to Venice.

The building was of

slight construction,

and long: neglect had

by the middle of the

nineteenth century

brought it into such

a state of decay that

itwas only saved from

complete destruction

by a restoration which

was })ractically a re-

building. Fig. 183 is

taken from a i)hoto-

graph of the facade

before the rebuild-

in"'. The front on

the Grand Canal (the

only ])ortion remain-

in o- of the original

l^alace, which was

very extensive) is

about one hundred

and sixty feet long,

of brick, faced with

thin slabs of marble,

and is divided into a central portion in two stories of long open ar-

cades, flanked by square pavilions of greater height, but not projecting

from the line of the central i)ortion. The lower arcade, of which the

floor is raised very little above the water of tlie canal, has ten round

stilted arches resting on marble columns with large foliated capitals.

The arches are surmounted by a flat band of colored marl)le, enclosed

by a delicate dog-tooth ornament, and with small roundels in the span-

drils filled with bas-reliefs of animals or birds. The upper arcade

has eighteen arches similar to those below in form and treatment,

and with similar panels in the spandrils. A balustrade of delicate

colonnettes with arches joining them fills the intervals between the

• Vomhik is still the Arabit- for shop or warehouse.

i?ig. 178. 8. AI)l)(»ii(lio. (, OHIO. \\ ludow 111 Apse,
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eolunms. i'lic corniit^ is small and simple, and alxivc it is a scries of

nine giibloH liko ilornicr facH's, connected hy small open arelK^s, and

•^v^.^\^A'

\\P

7;

Fig". 170. Sta. Maria in Valle. Cividale.
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each ornamented with a round-headed panel of white or colored

marble. The pavilions whii*li terminate these arcades are of three

stories, the first ^ory having three arched windows, the others four

eacli. These openings are similar in form and decoration to those of

the central arcades, but smaller. The frieze above the second story

windows is ornamented in eacli pavilion with four panels of marble

with bas-reliefs, and this decoration is repeated above the third

story window.

The only other houses of this period and style which ])reserve in

any considerable degree their original ai)pearance are two which ad-

join each other on the Grand Canal, not far below the bridge of the

Kialto — the Casa Loredan and the Casa Farsetti. Both have been

encumbered by Renaissance additions above the original archi-

tecture, but below these the forms are not substantially

vi •v-v-^'S^^-^^ changed. The two buildinos are very similar to

iSv^.^^Tl^^ij^^^^ each other in size and design ; in the latter

respect they much resemble the Fon-

daco dei Turchi, though of much
smaller dimensions, —

^•s>^1^Mi^i/^^-^ . tlie Casa Loredan

beinir about

Fig-. ISO. Brescia. Fragiueut from iS. iSalvatore.

sixty feet long and its neighbor about seventy. Each had originally

two stories, the front being in three divisions, of wliich the central

one consisted of arcades with five stilted round arches below and

three or four above. In the Farsetti the second story arcade rests

on very small cou})led columns not more than four inches in diame-

ter, with sim})le capitals. (Fig. 184.)

The interest of these buildings resides, however, less in their gen-

eral design than in tlieir characteristic decoration, which, although

sparing in (piantity, — far too much so to give the impression of

richness to tlie facades,— is of a quality and variety which make it

liighly tyi>i('al of the Byzantine manner. The capitals of the cohunns
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Ciboriuiu of S. Ambrogio, Milan.

are of several quite distinct forms, and vary not less in detail, from

the braided lily capital so familiar to all students of St. Mark's

church, to the simple high concave twin capitals of the coupled

columns in the upper arcade of the Casa Farsetti. The single panels,

sometimes round, oftener an upright rectangle, the latter sometimes

with an arched head, set in the face of the wall, sometiuies in
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the spaiulrils of the arches, sometimes in a line or frieze above

them, sometimes consisting of a simple disk of richly colored

marble, sometimes of a geometric design in i)arti-colored stones,

oftener of a bas-relief of a subject more or less emblematic, as a pair

of birds, a grotesque animal, a winged figure, an angel, or a deco-

rated cross, — are perhaps the most individual and invariably char-

acteristic ornaments which can be mentioned. (Fig. 185.) Their use

was continued long beyond the strictly Byzantine period, and forms

one of the most usual and one of the most charming features of the

earlier (iothic palaces of Venice during the twelfth and thirteenth

centuries.

An interesting example of this method of decoration is seen in

the fa^'ade of a small palace on the Grand Canal near the Sti. Apos-

toli, wdiere the space between the arch-heads of the ^;/a??o nohlle

and the decorated cornice above is filled by a series of panels

alternately circular and arched, filled with various sculpture. The
arches are also notice-

able for the shape of the

archi volt moulding, which

prefigures the change

to (lothic forms. (Fig.

18().) The same thing-

is seen also in the Palazzo

da Mula at Murano, an

early (lothic palace, but

showing well the earlier

H3zantine method of dec-

oration by i)anels. Here

are two large upright

rectangular panels flank-

in"- the central arcade in

tlic second story, and two

smaller ones of similar

shai)e on the end piers,

and over each a circular

])anel filled with tracery

of various designs, while

in each of the other two

stories are panels of different forms, arched, circular, and mixed,

mostly containing reliefs of distinctly Byzantine character, but some

enclosing plain disks of variously colored marbles.

Fij^. Jmj. (.'il.Miiiniii "I ^ AiMillinaie in ("liiHs*-
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Oil*' of the most ('lj:ini(5teriHtic of tlu; early Hyzantino paluncs of

Venieo is a house in the Kio di Ca' Foscari ( Fi^^ 187), fallm long

since into a ruinous coudition, hut sho\vin<jf even in ruin inufli of thf*

Fig. i^6. Venice. Fondafo dei i urcia.

peculiar grace and charm of the Byzantine decoration. A great cen-

tral arch some ten feet in span, slightly stilted, is flanked by four

arches on each side of one third its breadth, but so highly stilted that

their crowns are kept on a level with that of the central arch. The

latter is snrrounded by a compound archivolt, wdiose chief member is

a broad band with the favorite motive of a vine, whose stem twists

itself into a series of irregular circles filled alternately by birds and

leafage. Outside of this is a narrow band with rigid upright leafage,

and a crown moulding with the Venetian dentil. In the central

space at the crown of the arch these are replaced by the Byzantine

symbol of the hand raised in the attitude of benediction, between the

sun and moon.^

One of the most beautiful pieces of decoration to be found in

^ The figure, taken from Mr. Ruskin's folio supplement to the Stones of Venice, is

wrong in the last detail, which is shown correctly in another plate of the same work.
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Venice is in the doorway arch of a honse called the Ca' Contarini,

where the tynii)anam bears a winded any;el carrying a shield, with

the inscription " Pax hnic doniui,*' and the archivolt has a broad

band of scnlpture, the whole arch being inscribed in a sqnare border

with rosettes, and the si)andrils being filled with circles enclosing

each a pair of birds. (Fig. 189.)

The same feeling and method are seen in the doorway arch of a

house in the Fondamenta Pesaro, where the tympanum is filled with

a bas-relief representing two winged and kneeling angels bearing a

shield between them, while above the shield is the half figure of

a third angel holding in one hand a circular disk with a Greek

cross in relief, the other being raised in the posture of benediction.

The arch in this instance is pointed, but is surrounded by a broad

border edged on both sides with the Venetian dentil and filled with a

biii. 1>4. N'einct;. (Haa Loretlau.
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Fig. 185. Venice. Decoration of Palace Fronts.

meandering vine, the stem twisting itself into circles filled by fruit

and leafage, by grotesque little animals, and in one instance by the

Byzantine symbol of the raised hand with two fingers extended.

The arch, as in the last mentioned example, is enclosed within a

square, formed in this instance by a single row of the Venetian den-

til ; the spandrils were once filled with some decoration which has

now quite disappeared. (Fig. 190.)

^Ye come now to that building towards which all this gradual

development of the Byzantine decorative spirit had been tending

for centuries, and in which it found its last and orownino-̂
Church of

perfection — the church of St. ^lark at Venice. As early st. Mark.
Venice.

as the middle of the ninth century (there is no certainty as

to the exact date, but probably during the reign of the Doge Orso

Partecipazio, from 864 on), a church was built to receive the body of

St. Mark, whicii had been brought from Alexandria to Venice some

thirty years before. It was, strange to say, a wooden church, but

decorated profusely with marble columns and other precious mate-

rials which had been gathered by the Doge. This church was par-
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tially burned in 976, during a popular insurrection, but was at once

repaired, and perha])s in whole or in part rebuilt. Whether it was

again destroyed by tire we are not told, but somewhere near the

middle of the next century, perhaps in 1043, under the Doge Domi-

nico Contarini, a new church was begun in its place, of more enduring

materials, which in thirty years was so far finished as to be ready to

receive its decoration. Tlie Republic had now passed its period of

weakness and defence, and had reached a point of prosperity in which

its resources were abundant and varied. They were all availed of

with an enthusiasm which modern times find it difficult to compre-

hend, in the interest of the new cathedral. Domenico Selvo or Silvio

was now the Doge, and his instructions went forth to all the servants

of the state at home or in foreign ])arts, to do their utmost towards

the adornment of the new St. Mark's. Officers of the army, officers

of the navy, ambassadors, nuisters of trading ships in the hundred

])orts where the flag of Venice was displayed, merchants residing or

visiting in the lands, whether near or far, where an older art had

accumulated its treasures, ps])ecially in Constniitino]>lo. where the

Fi«r. 1S<». \'»'nice. Decoration of Palace Front.

Venetians were very numerous, all were enjoined to beg, borrow, or

steal whatever materials eould be made available in the great work.^

* Those readers wlioIioM to Mr. Kiiskin's idea «>f the \'enetian character in the days of

the pn*atness of tlie ]ie}>iil>lic \\'\\\ perliajjs l»e sliocked or in(h<^naiit at the tone of tliis

statement. But it is qnite certain that tliere was much of the freelMmter in the Venetian

trader, and a g'ood deal of very (juestionable dealin'j: in the official intercourse of the
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Kio. 1^ \ eiiici'. iloiisf ill Kio di ('a lijsraii.

The response was immedicate and hearty ; a great store of material,

okl and new, was gathered together from the outlying colonies of

Venice and from all the Eastern countries with which her commerce

connected her. The greater portion of this was from the Byzantine

churches of Constantinople and other cities of the Greek empire, but

remains of Greek and Koman classic art, spoils of Arabian and Per-

sian monuments, fragments of early Christian architecture from the

coast of Asia Elinor and from the cities of Central Syria, as well as

rich marbles and other costly stones as yet uncut, were also gathered

in great quantities. Probably no similar instance exists in history

of such a world-wide contribution of the spoils of older times and of

foreign lands for the adornment of a single monument. It is not

the least remarkable merit of this wonderful building that so great

a variety of heterogeneous details should have been absorbed into a

harmonious system of decoration, with no loss of consistency or of

just subordination.

Much heated discussion has been wasted on the question whether

the architect of St. Mark's was an Italian or a Byzantine. It is a

Republic with her neighbors. At the time of the building of St. Mark's, although the

Venetians were the undisputed niastei-s of the immense commerce which centred at

Constantinople, they were " thoroughly mipopular there from their haughtiness and their

absorbing" all the wealth and commerce of the city. Their numbers were very g^reat

;

as many as two hundred thousand are said to have lived in the Venetian quarter. They
proved quarrelsome neighbors, however, and we hear constantly of faction fights between

the Venetian and the Lombard residents. They owned land outside the city, and fre-

quently married into the great Greek families."' (H. F. Brown: Venice: an Historical

Sketch of the Republic, p. 100.) Domenico Selvo was deposed in 10S5. after reigning

fourteen years.
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question which can never be answered with certainty, and is really

of the least importance, since, whether the one or the other, it is clear

that he was penetrated and inspired by the genuine spirit of Byzan-

tine decoration. It should, however, be noted, as I have said before,

that the plan of the church is in no respect distinctively Byzantine,

but shows much more affinity with many of the Komanes(]ue churches

of North Italy than with the typical churches of Constantinople or

Thessalonica.^ It is a Greek cross (Fig. 191), with nave, transepts,

and choir of a uniform breadth of about thirty-eight feet, all flanked

by aisles, of the width of twenty feet in the nave and choir, and

fifteen feet in the transepts, the separation of the aisles from their

central spaces being effected by screens of columns and arches which

form narrow bridges leading" to the snuill 2:alleries at the ends of the

I 1^. ISS. I)(»(ir\\a\ Au'li ut II.mi-^i in (^aniix) S. Marg-herita.

transepts ai^projiriated for the use of women. The interior length

excluding the ai)se is alxmt one Imndred and seventy feet, and the

breadth across tlie transept a littk' greater. At the intersection of

the arms of the cross are set four great ])iers about twenty-one by
twenty-eight feet in j)lan, of which the construction is peculiar. Eacli

^ It is believed that the ])hui of St. Mark's follows closely that of the Church of the

Ajtosth'sat Constantinople, hnilt l»y Justinian, antl now no lon«^er existinjr. of which th.'

deUiiled description by I'rocopius seems to indicate a <^eneral siniilaritv to St. Mark's.
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)»ii'r shows (Ml llic plan in the form oi foni- small \)'u'1'h about hIx

and a half foot scjuari', Ix'twccn which in two (lircctions pass the

aish's of nave, transepts, and choir. The small ])i(!rs are joined

Fig-. ISO. Doorway Arch, Ca' Coiitariui.

twice in their height by round arches spanning* the aisles, by which

means the solidity of the great piers is preserved, while the obstruc-

tion to space and circulation is avoided. The square space enclosed

within the four small piers is covered by a flat dome eleven feet in

diameter. Four broad arches springing from the great piers carry

the central dome, which is a hemisphere forty-two feet in diameter,

built up from true spherical pendentives, and of entirely Byzantine

character, without a drum, with a ring of solid brickwork for one

third of its height, pierced with sixteeen small round-arched win-

dows, above which the shell has a thickness of about thirty inches,

diminishing to twenty inches at the crown, while a vertical wall of

similar thickness, rising from the ring at the base, supports the high

wooden outer dome, of later construction, which forms so prominent

a feature of the exterior of the church, but which has absolutely no

protot3^pe in the Byzantine churches of the East. (Fig. 192.) The

crown of the inner dome is about ninety-tw^o feet above the pavement.
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Over the single square bays of the nave, transepts, and choir rise

domes of similar form and construction, that of the nave being of

the same diameter with the central dome, but lower, while all the

other domes are both lower and smaller. The great arches which

supi)ort the central dome are repeated at the ends of the nave and

transepts by others of the same breadth ; the six aisles are coveretl

by similar arches ; so that each of these domes is buttressed by four

barrel vaults whose breadth is about one half its diameter. Few
domes have so ample provision for their stability. The aisles of the

choir terminate like the choir itself in semicircular apses. The cen-

tral apse, however, })rojects from the east wall in the ordinary man-

ner, while those of the aisles do not. Neither apse has windows, but

in all of them the outline is broken by semicircular niches in the

thickness of the wall, three in the central apse, and five in the side

apses. The floor of the choir is raised some three feet above that of

the nave, and beneath it, extending also under the choir aisles, is a

vaulted crypt divided into five aisles by columns of Greek marble

su})porting round arches. The crypt formerly contained the shrine

of the saint, directly under the high altar of the church above. The

crypt, being some feet below the sea level, was subject to so frequent

inundations that in the sixteenth century it was abandoned, and

remained closed for three hundred years. It has lately been taken

in hand,— its floor raised considerably, and modern methods

cmplovod to exclude the water, with com])lete success. A smaller

Fij;. lUU. l>uorw;iy Arch of Iluuse in Fond. IVsaro.
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Fig-. lUl. Plan of St. Mark's, Venice.

and lower crypt, two hiiy.s

deep and three hroad, was

discovered in lHiH),extend-

in«;" under a portion of the

erossins;-. (Ki<;. li>4. ) The

choir and its aisles are

closed by a screen of col-

umns on hii;h i)edestals

carrying a horizontal en-

tablature surmounted by n

close raniic of statues.

The church, as conse-

crated in 1094, had proba-

bly an outer porch or nar-

thex on the western end,

covering the breadth of

nave and aisles, with an

open gallery above it. This

})oreh appears to have been

rebuilt in whole or in part

during the twelfth century, and to have been extended so as to en-

close the nave and aisles on both sides, and to abut against the walls

of the transepts. The portion of it adjacent to the south aisle was

at some date not now discoverable made into a chapel dedicated to

St. John the Baptist, and used as the baptistery of the church. The
remaining portion, covering the front and north side, is divided by

pointed arches into square bays, each covered by a low dome. Three

doorways in the front portion enter the nave and aisles of the churchy

and a fourth in the northern portion enters the transept.

It is this extraordinary porch which gives to the exterior of St.

Mark's its altogether unexampled aspect. The principal front

presents an arcade of five broad and lofty round arches, covering-

recesses of great depth, of which the central and two end recesses

are nearly semicircular in plan, the intermediate ones square, but

all ornamented by a multitudinous array of columns in two stages,

covering the jambs and faces of the piers. The shafts are of very

various kinds of marble, porphyry, alabaster, and verde antique, and

of various sizes and shapes, round and polygonal, smooth and fluted,

— most of them brought from the East in obedience to the command
of the Senate, — many bearing Armenian and Syriac inscriptions

engraved in the stone. The capitals are all of white marble, but of
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an inexhaustible variety of form and design. The central arch is

much the largest of the arcade, having a diameter of about thirty

feet, and is surrounded with a broad archivolt of extremely rich and

beautiful carving, cutting up through the long balustrade which sur-

mounts the arcade. All the arches enclose square doorways with

stilted arched heads, some round, others pointed,— the doorways

closed by bronze doors, their arched heads filled with window tracery,

over which, and filling the head of the great arch, are mosaic pic-

tures. This great arcade is Hanked at either end by a small sup-

plementary arch projecting beyond the line of the facade, and

treated like the great arches of the centre. The first story occupies

perhaps two thirds of the height of the facade. Above it — the

long balustrade forming a strong line of demarcation between the

two stories— is a range of five round arches answering to those

below, but treated, so far as the arches themselves are concerned,

with much greater simplicity. The central opening, much broader

and hijifher than the rest, is entirelv filled by a oreat window through

which a Hood of light is admitted to the nave, and in front of which

stand the four colossal bronze horses brought in 1204 from the hip-

podrome at Constantinople. Over the crown of the arch is the lion

of St. Mark on a blue ground of mosaic studded with golden stars.

Fig. 1U2. Longitudiuul i^ection of ISt. Mark*s.
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Fig-. 193. Interior of St. Mark's.

The four lesser arches enclose each a small, plain, round-headed

window, the head of the arch being filled with mosaic. All the

arches are surrounded by carved archivolts, — that of the central

arch much the largest and richest, — and all are surmounted by

ogee gables decorated with wildly extravagant crockets, consisting of

statues and masses of foliage, and terminated by finials carrying

statues. Between the gables and at the angles of the facade are tall

pinnacles with arched canopies enclosing statues and capped with

spires. Behind these rise the five domes of varying sizes and heights,

covered with metal, and crowned with fantastic, bulbous cupolas.

The effect of the whole is one of indescribable strangeness, as far

removed from the soaring majesty of the Northern cathedrals as from

the noble simplicity and repose of the Greek temples : yet from nei-

ther of these does one receive a more profound or lasting impression.

On the flanks of the church the architecture of the facade is con-

tinued as far as the transepts. Thence eastward the decoration in

great measure ceases, the lower portion, as high as the balustrade,

being faced with thin slabs of marble, and ornamented with a great

variety of fragments of parti-colored marbles, bas-reliefs, and mosaics,

mostly disposed in panels ; wdiile the upper portions are of rude

brickwork, plastered and without ornament. The north transept has
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a broad recess covered by a high pointed arch. The south traiise])t

has a great rose window with thin Gothic tracery, quite out of keep-

ing with anything else in the church.

lii the matter of decoration, whether of form or color, St. Mark's

is a storehouse of the most infinitely varied and richest examples of

Byzantine art. Not even in S. Sofia at Constantinople, the central

and typical monument of the Byzantine style, is the ornament either

so profuse, so varied, or of such uniformly high character. Every

form of sculjjtural decoration which I have spoken of in the preced-

ing pages,— the capitals, the archivolts, the spandrils, the detached

panels in the walls, the parapets,— all are represented here by exam-

ples of the most interesting and characteristic description. Of the

capitals many are of more or less

classic form, generally of the

Corinthian type, but with the

Byzantine feeling showing itself

in the freer and less conventional

leafage. Of the fully developed

Byzantine capitals all the various

classesare exemplified,—the most

simple as well as the richest,—
the convex block capital, its out-

line a simple curve, with its face

covered with acanthus leafage

;

the finer form with the profile of

a cyma-recta, often divided ver-

tically into well-defined sections, giving to its intricate foliage the

most admirable effects of light and shade (Fig. 197 A) ; the still

finer development, in which the outline becomes a double cyma (Fig.

107 B) : the various basket capitals, sometimes changing from the

circle at the shaft to the square at the abacus by absolutely straight

linos, sometimes taking the cushion form for half its height, with the

braided or l)asket work covering so much of its surface, while the

ui)per half is of a quite different character (Fig. 197 D) : a capital

in the porch, where the angles are occupied by birds with their spread

wings nearly meeting in the centre of the faces (Fig. 197 C).

A singular form from tlie exterior of the church is represented in

Figure; 197 F, the outline; changing from the circle to the square by

straight lines, but with the angles scarcely marked at all, except

sliglitly at the top by a large leaf folded back against the sides,

which are covered with leafage and fruit. This exanqde shows well

Fig. 194. St. Marks
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;i iiuirkoil chiiracttiristic ol liyzjiiitiue t',arviii<^, tlu3 drill-lioles, wlii( li

give a ))eculiar piquancy and force to its foliage. In some iiiHtances,

an octagonal shaft is crowned by a cjipitnl, which changes from the

octagon to the sipian^ at tlu^ abacus by nuiiins of flat triangular faces

at the angles, all the faces being covercul with an interlacing patt*in

nearly or quite detached from the bell.

Fig. l[>b. luteiiur of Narthex, bt. Mark's.
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Fig. lyC). Venice. Church of fet. Marks.

The stilt-block had well-nigh disappeared before St. Mark's was

built, but it is still to be seen, though partially disguised, over some

of the interior columns of the porch. The square bays into which

the porch is divided are separated by very broad and low pointed

arches, which spring on the outer wall from j)iers, and on the inner

wall next the church from pairs of coupled columns. Under the two

arches which enclose the central com})artment of the front, which

are broader than the rest, these pairs are doubled, and the colunms

have small Ionic ca])itals without the usual abacus, crowned by an

immense stilt-block with four trapezoidal faces covered with elabo-

rate and beautiful leafage, with a cross in the centre of the princij)al

face. A cornice of four highly decorated members joins the stilt-

blocks of each ]^air of columns, and from it springs the broad trans-

verse arch, in the soffit of which, between the two pairs of columns,

is a small s})herical niche surrounded by an enriched archivolt, and

itself decorated with a radiating motive. The composition is one of

the most beautiful to be found in the whole church. (Fig. 198.)

A similar cou})ling of columns, their ca])itals united by a cornice, is

seen in the a])sc.

The arcliivolts surroiiudiiig tlie great central ai'ches of the porch
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ill both stories, and the inner ai<'li«'.s of tli«; (looiwiiys, nn- mihhU'I'-

pieces of decorative scul[)tiire. 'V\u' construction of ilutsu arcliivoltH

and of the sofKits which join tlicni is such as invites ornament. Two
broad thin phitcs of niarbki at rii;lit angles to <'ach other, the an^He

niarUed connnonly by a simple roll

mouldin*^-, sometimes by the Venetian

dentil, the outer plate generally en-

closed by a strons;' cavetto, enriched

by the addition of a dentil or other

ornament — such is the typical form

of this most

I I !, Ill

_«r^-.

I

characteristic

feature. We
have seen it em-

ployed as the

central decora-

tion of the pri-

vate honses of

Venice at about the

same time as at St.

Mark's, but here it

reached, as we should

expect, a more complete

and striking develoj)-

ment; in the central

arch the archivolt is

about forty-two inches

broad. (Fig. 199.)

Ill the central door-

way beneath it, the

jambs have three or-

ders of columns, from

which spring three

concentric archivolts.

The middle one is

plain, but the other

two, each having a

breadth of about twenty-one inches, are covered with sculpture in

relief of great richness and beautj^ The two bauds are absolutely

different in character. In the inner one, a strong stem, upborne in

the outstretched hands of a figure bestriding a grotesque beast at

Fig-. lUT. Capitals from St. Mark's.
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Fig. 198. St. Mark's. Capitals in Porch.

the spring of the arch on either side, twists itself into an interh\cing

pattern with men, women, and children in various action, mingled

with birds, animals, and foliage. In the other band is a series of

single female figures holding open scrolls, and following the curve

of the arch, much as the canopied saints in the vault of a Gothic

doorway. But the skill and the artistic sense which govern the com-

position are not Gothic but Greek. The first four figures on each

side are standing; then, as the curve approaches the horizontal, the

next figures recline, and still higher are seated, the crown of the

arch being occupied by a symmetrical group of figures forming a

centre of the whole composition. The soffits of these arches are also

sculptured. In the two doorways on either side of the centre, the

arch and its spandrils are enclosed in a square, and the sculpture,

both in the s])andrils and the archivolts, is relieved against a ground

of mosaic, golden in some instances,^ and in others of varied colors.

It is hard to imagine any architectural decoration carried to a higher

pitch of delicacy and beauty. (Fig. 200.) On the northern side of

the porch, the easternmost arch, which contains the entrance door-

way, has a broad archivolt, which, as well as the soffit, is covered with

sculpture of great richness, and beneath it, the arch immediately

covering the head of the doorway, which is of Arabian form, and a

smaller and similar arch within it, of which the tympanum is filled

with a fine figure subject in relief, are both enclosed within archi-

volts of a character similar to that of the great arch above them.

^ As in the first door on left from centre. See Stones of Venice, v. 2, pi. 0.
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Tho interior of tlic <lnii(li shows imich less <'xul)eranc(; of Hcnlp-

tural lU'coration than tln' exterior. Tlie colimins of the screeiiH

which sei)arate the nave and transej)ts from the aisles have capitals

wliich follow j)r<'tty closely the Corinthian type, and were ])rohal)ly

taken from a hnildinj;* of ancient datc^ ; hut the capitals of the few

columns attached to the walls, which carry the transverse arches

w hicli span the aisles, are distinctly Byzantine, and of various design,

Fig. 199. St. Mark's. Central Arch of Facade.
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but in no case of especial interest. Tlie same may be said of the

capitals of the choir screens. The columns of the two hexagonal

ambons, which stand in front of the choir, have, singularly enough,

ca})itals quite without decoration. The most interesting example of

sculpture within the church is perhaps the small arcade under the

choir screen, which closes the upper i)ortion of the crypt, and which

is believed to have formed a part of the church of 976. It consists

of stunted octagonal columns with somewhat rude capitals half as

high as the shafts, carrying flat stilt-blocks, from which spring round

arches with roll mouldings and narrow decorated archivolts. The
spandrils are covered with delicate and graceful bas-reliefs of foli-

age, flowers, and fruit

of most varied design

and thoroughly Byz-

antine in character.

There is nothins; in

the interior of the

church which answers

at all to the magnifi-

cent archivolts which

form so prominent a

feature of the exte-

rior decoration. The

arches of the screens

are surrounded only

by simple mouldings.

Beyond what I have

mentioned, the chief

sculptural decoration

of the interior of St.

Mark's is in the various parapets of choir, galleries, and ambons.

Many of these are doubtless preserved from the ruins of the older

clmrch of tlie tenth century, and vai-y greatly in character and de-

sign. The parapets are commonly divided into panels forming nearly

or quite a double squar(>. with a sculptured panel often enclosed by

a braided band, or a border of leafage. The panels are filled some-

times with acanthus leafage, often growing from a vase in the centre,

and often mingled with flowers and fruit of quite other plants, roses,

grapes, pinea])ples, ])alms, etc., and with iigures of birds and animals,

as ))cacocks, doves, lions, liarcs. etc.

But if the interior of St. Mark's is inferior to the exterior in the

Fig. 200. St. Marks 1 Arches.
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amount and intci -

t'st of its sculp-

ture, the balance

is fully restored

by tlie extent and

niai;ni licence of

its mosaics. The

walls are faced to

the height of the

nave screens with

shibs of 11 i)ale

marble to which

age has imparted

a mellow tone.

Above this both

walls and vaults

throughout the

church, including

those of the nar-

thex, are covered with gold mosaics, of which the greater ])()rtion

belong to the period just following the completion of the church,

while some are as late as the sixteenth century. The earliest, though

comparatively rude in execution (or perhaps because of that fact),

are by far the more interesting and admirable, as adapted to their

Arcade under Choir 8creeu.

Fig-. 202. fet .M.a-k's. Panel of Parapet.
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purpose of surface decoration. The setting is irregular, and the

pieces are surrounded by a broad joint of wliite plaster. But the

l)ictorial subjects are treated with simplicity and grandeur, the colors

are at once rich and harmonious, and tlie effect of the whole interior,

thus decorated, is one of overwhelming solemnity and splendor.

The color decoration is so universal throughout the church, that it

can hardly be said as in most churches to culminate at any special

point. Ikit in the choir the beauty of the architectural forms is so

perfect— the great semi-dome of the apse with the three niches in

the wall below : and the barrel-vaults of the flanking aisles with

their broad galleries, all dominated by the dome of the choir— that

the mosaic, which (at least in the apse) has a sw^eeter blending

of colors and a more delicate harmony than elsewhere, produces here

a stronger and deeper impression than in any other portion of the

church.



CIIArTEK IV

TllK CENTRAL KOMANESQrE

T HAVE spoken of the striking differences in style and construction

between the churches of the more strictly Lombard cities of the

North, from the eighth to the twelfth centuries, and the contempo-

rary churches of the cities lying* a little to the south of this region.

If we go a little farther in this direction, as far as Tuscany, the con-

trast is much more marked. Here the differences are fundamental,

and are difficult to account for on any ground of origin or charac-

ter in the population. Difference in character there doubtless was,

and in later centuries, of which the records are less scanty, it was,

in part at least, easy to recognize and define. But the distinctions

betw^een the cities, as we see them in later days, were such as were

developed under conditions of which we have no reason to assume

the existence before the beginning of the twelfth century.

At the end of the tenth century the feudal system was in full

swino' all over Europe. Italy was governed, from Friuli in11 oi 1-r. -1 ii-n Decline of
the north to fealerno and iienevento in the south, chieily the feudal

by hereditary dukes, vassals of the Empire, whose energies

were for the most part fully employed in fighting the various foreign

invaders, — Hungarians in Lombardy, Saracens in South Italy,

Byzantines on the eastern coast. It was not until the eleventh and

twelfth centuries that the Northern cities began to erect themselves

into independent republics with distinct and emphatic national traits

and modes of life. Yet in the cities of Central Italy,— in Pisa, Lucca,

Florence, Pistoia, Toscanella,— the churches w^hich were built in the

eighth and ninth centuries, or even earlier, but which w^ere in most

cases partially rebuilt during the eleventh, present, as I have said,

radical differences in plan, construction, and design, from the nearly

contemporary churches of the Lombard cities a little to the north.

Lucca and Pisa are especialh^ rich in examples of these early

churches, contemporary or nearly so with San Ambrogio of Milan

and San Michele of Pavia, and covering the period between the begin-

ning of the eighth and the end of the eleventh century,— a period
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which saw the decline and extinction of the Lombard rule in Italy,

the establishment of the Carlovingian power, the distribution of the

more im])ortant cities among the great feudatories of the crown, and

the beginning of the long and bitter quarrel between the emperors

and the })opes, which for centuries transformed the Italian cities into

fortified camps, and kept their population in a state of perpetual

warfare.

The rude and formless exterior of rough hewn stones, the heavy

interior piers with their massive arches, the vaulted naves,

of the early the low clcrestory of the Lombard churches are replaced in

these more southern cities by exteriors of marble whose

forms express accurately the interior disposition, by the thin arcades

with long lines of classic columns, by the wooden roofs and the

high clerestory of the Roman basilicas. Whereas in the Lombard
churches the only decoration was the sculpture, and this was of ex-

traordinary vigor and variety and indi-

vidualism, though extremely rude in exe-

Q"^Tr in cution, in the Tuscan the scul})ture is

V rare, and for the most part conventional
^

It 1
'^

_„ in character, but of extreme delicacy of

execution ; while the love of the Italian for

warmth and glow of color leads him to the

use of varied materials of contrasting tones.

In Lucca the earliest church now exist-

ins: is San Frediano, of which
San
Frediano, the foundation goes back to 690,

or even earlier, to 570, when the

first church was built on that site. It can

scarcely be regarded as a typical church

of the seventh century, in view of the

strange transformations throuiih which it

has passed. It is a five-aisled basilica,

and stood originally without the walls

;

but when in the eleventh century the old walls were destroyed and a

new circuit built, enclosing a part of the suburbs, San Frediano

was brought within the city. Its orientation was then reversed, and

a new apse built at the west end, the old one being removed, and the

outer aisles divided into ('ha})els. The square tower which flanked tlu;

west front before the reversal still stands,— the lower portion being

probably a ]iart of the church of 690, — the upper part dating from

the twelfth century. But in spite of all the changes it has under-

Fiff- iiOo. Liicea. 6. Frediano.
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lionc, (lie mtcrior is still

an interesting' example

ol* (he Northern basiliean

ehiireh. (Fi«;-. 1^0:5.) it

is about two lumdred and

seven feet long, and eighty

feet wide ; its nave and

aisles are s<»parated by

lines of anti(|ne eobnnns,

eleven in number, of un-

equal sizes, and with cai)i-

tals of varying design,

earrying simple round

arches, with a high clere-

story above, pierced by

small, plain, round-arched

windows, and covered by

a wooden roof, of which

the timbers were origi-

nally carved and gilded,

but which has been re-

newed in recent times.

The ancient church had

no transept, but the si-

militude of a transept

has been created by the

removal of the three first

columns in each line at

the eastern or entrance

end of the church, and

the conversion of that portion of the outer aisles to the westward of

these columns into chapels. There is nothing in this simple and

primitive interior which shows in any way the influence of the Lom-
bard architecture which prevailed at the time of its erection in the

cities a hundred miles to the north ; little, indeed, to distinguish it

from the basilicas of Rome. The same may be said of Sant' Andrea

of Pistoia, dating from about the middle of the eighth century, and

of SS. Apostoli of Florence, said to have been built by Charle-

magne about fifty years later. Both w^ere largely rebuilt in the

eleventh or twelfth century. Both have the rectangular three-aisled

basiliean plan, wdth arcades supported, on more or less classic col-

Fig. 204. Lucca. S. Frediano. West End.
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Fig. 205. Pisa. S. Pietro

a Grado.

lunns, the nave terniiiiating in a round apse. Neither of these

churches has a projecting transept, but in

Sant' Andrea the two westernmost bays of

the aisles are made a choir, and enclosed, a

square pier being substituted for the column

on each side the nave.^

San Pietro a Grado near Pisa (Fig. 205)

is of the same family with those
Pisa. . , .

just mentioned, dating probably

from the beginning of the ninth century, and

built originally with a western apse and with

the front to the east, but reversed about the

end of the century, when the church was

lengthened by the addition of five bays, and

three new apses built at the east end ; but the

original apse remained. In the nave arcades,

the voussoirs are alternately of black and

white marble, the spandrils are decorated with

roundels, and the whole surface of wall above

the arcades is covered with early frescoes.

At Toscanella the two remarkable churches of Santa Maria and

San Pietro, both of great antiquity,— the former going

back to 595, the latter some thirty years later, — were both

rebuilt in the eleventh century, but retain substantially the original

plan and interior disposition. Both churches show the same adherence

to the basilican plan which we have remarked in

the early churches of Lucca and Pisa, but with

some interesting modifications. The nave and

aisles are separated by simple arcades with col-

umns, in the one church of five bays, in the other

of six, wliich terminate in two massive piers

which sup})ort transverse arches across the nave

and aisles, the central one of whicli has some-

what the character of the triumphal arch of the

Roman basilicas. Beyond these arches is a broad

transept not projecting beyond the aisle walls,

divided into three portions by single arches in

tlie line of the nave arcades. The central divi-

sion has a semicircular apse, of nearly tiie full

width of the nave ; in San Pietro the side divi-

1 Mothes, p. 291.

Toscanella.

Fig. L'Od. ToHtaiiella.

ijf Pietro.
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sions li;i\c ;ii>si(l:il niclies. Tlic floor ol* tli«; transept is ruised some

feet above that of the nave, and l)uiu':itli it is a lin«; (•ry])t. These;

ehurches must be aniong the earliest examples of a vaulU'd crypt

oceiipyiii<; the whole space beneath the transept. In San I*i«'tro

(Fig. 20(5) the arches of the transept converge sharply towards tlu;

east end, for what reason does not a])p('ar, and in Santa Maria there

is a sliiiht eonvt>ri»enee of the side walls of the aisles, but this is

probably accidental. ^

These interesting interiors are less similar in design than in jdan.

In the older church the columns are alike in size, and their capitals

Fig. 207. Toscanella. S. Pietro.

are Corinthian. The arcades are surmounted by a moulded cornice

with carved consoles, above which is a comparatively low clerestory,

w4th a single small round-arched window over each arch. In San
Pietro (Fig. 207) the nave arches rest on stout columns of various

sizes, without bases, and with capitals of varying design. Between
the columns of each arcade runs a continuous bench of stone, which

shuts off the aisle. Above the arches rises a high blank clerestory

wall, which has just under the roof a continuous blind arcade of

small arches on a moulded string-course, four of the arches being

pierced by windows.'^

1 Dehio and Van Bezold. - Mothes, pp. 396-670.
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The
basilican
plan still

the rule.

But the churches thus far spoken of are

exceptional iu their phm. The

churches which are most char-

acteristic of the central Konian-

es(pic, which found its culmina-

tion in the cathedral of Pisa, follow in

j)lan the great basilicas of St. Peter, St.

Paul, and the Lateran, with fully devel-

oped projecting transepts, but, unlike

these, divided, by a single broad arch in

the line of each of the nave arcades, into

three divisions, and with a broad apse

()})ening from its centre. In Lucca Santa

]\Iaria Fuorcivitas (Fig. 208), San Gio-

vanni and San Michele (Fig. 224), and

in Pisa San Paolo a Kipa d' Arno (Fig. 209), are examples. All

except the last are of the eighth century, San Paolo being a hundred

years later. They are all more or less classic in detail, with Corin-

thian columns carrying absolutely simple round arches without mould-

ings, a small round-headed clerestory window over each arch, resting

in Santa ^laria Fuorcivitas on a thin moulded string, the string being

Fig. 208. Lueea. Santa Maria
Fuorcivitas.

in the other examples below the

windows. The nave arcades ter-

minate at the transept in a pier,

whose plan is a square with a

pilaster or engaged column on

each face, and from which arches

spring across nave, aisles, and

transept.

Note here a step in the devel-

oi)ment of idan which is
But modi- .

,

fied in important, the continua-
treatment. . ,, ^, ,

tion ot the nave arcades

by a single great arch spanning

the transept, and dividing it into

three square bays,— an arrange-

ment never seen in the Koman ba-

silicas, but of which examjiles are

to be found in some early Eastern

churches, as the Holy A])()stles at

Fig. 2oi». I'isa. .s. Paolo a liipa d' Anio. Constantinople, the church of the
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Holy So]>iilclire iit Hctli-

lehein, and oIIuts.

It is :iii arnui^cmeiit

adopted fro(iiuMitly in the

Komanesciue eliiirclies of

NoriiKiiidy and in the

contemporary ehurches

of Sonthern Italy. In

the former it leads natu-

rally to the covering of

the central division of

the transept by the low

square tower so charac-

teristic of the Norman
churches. In Italy it led

equally logically to the

high dome with drum,

which became in the

eleventh century the

great distinguishing fea-

ture of the Pisan Ro-

manesque architecture,or

to the octajronal lantern
Fig. 210. Pisa. b. Agata.

of the Lombard. The earliest example of the dome as resulting

from the plan is San Paolo a Ripa.

All roofs were of wood and without ceilings, but in San Paolo a

Ripa an exception is seen, perhaps a change from the original con-

struction. The aisles are divided by transverse arches into square

groined bays, and the square of tlie crossing is covered by a dome,

prefiguring the arrangement adopted two centuries later in the

cathedral.

The greater part of the early churches were, as I have said, rebuilt

or restored more or less completely during the eleventh and

twelfth centuries, and the exterior which w^e see to-day is ckSacter

as a rule largely the work of the later builders, and follows
exteriors.

in design, as we shall see, the later fashions. But to this

rule we see a notable exception in San Pietro a Grado at Pisa, which,

surrounded by churches of the later Romanesque style, still retains

its Lombard exterior, and might stand at Milan or Pavia, the

w^alls of aisles, clerestory, and apses being divided into bays, not by

pilasters and arches, but by flat pilaster strips joined by arched
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corbel-tables, the latter feature being carried up the slopes of the

gables in the true Lombard style.

^

The same may be said of two small octagonal churches also at

Pisa, Sant' Agata and San Sepolcro (Figs. 210, 211, 212), both

thoroughly Lombard
monuments. In the

former, the inside dia-

meter is about twenty-

three feet : there is no

division of the inte-

rior : the angles of the

exterior are marked by

pilaster strips, joined

at the eaves by an

arched corbel - table
;

in each face of the

octagon is a triple-

arch window with mid-

wall shafts and round

bearing arch ; the

walls are of brick, and

carry a high pitched
Fig-. 211. Pisa. S. Sepolcro. i

octagonal roof. San Sepolcro, ])erhaps fifty years later than Sant'

Agata, was built as a Templar church on the return of some of

the Pisan Crusaders about 1120, with an inner octagon thirty

feet in diameter, of high j)ointed arches, springing from strong

piers, covered by a dome, and a very broad and high surrounding

aisle covered by a wooden lean-to roof.

The tenth century appears to have been all over Europe a period

„ . , , of inaction and of susi)ense. Few churches were built, and
Revival of

,

^

i i o rni
building few enterprises of moment undertaken.- The records of

eleventh this ccutury, wliicli may be regarded as the darkest period

of the dark ages, are extremely scanty :
^ but it seems cer-

tain that a belief in the ai)proaching end of the world was very pre-

valent, and that the year 1000 was to bring the moment of annihi-

lation. That critical moment once passed in safety, confidence

' K. (U' Fh'iiry. Mun. ih I'ise, p. 08, j)!. <>.

-' Foreter (Geschichte der Ital. Kunst, i. i;J2-134) says the rebuilding of S. John Late-

ran. bc^-iin in 004, was tlio only considerable work <»f architecture undertaken in Kome
durinj:: the tenth rent 111 y.

*' Hallain says. "The darkness of the tentli century, no contemporary historian dissi-

pates.'' Middle Ayes, i. 2lil.
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rt'tunied,^ iind the next two cen-

turies Hiiw :i «;reat n^vival <>t ac-

tivity in all dirct^tions. All over

Italy the old cliurcdu's were; every-

where restored or (Milarj^vd or

wholly rebuilt, and uew ehurehes

were founded generally on a more

s])lendid scale than had been at-

tempted hitherto.'"^

In l*isa, whieli all through the

Lombard and Frank- Greatness

ish domination had o^ ^^^a.

api)roaehed perhaps more nearly

than any other Italian city to an independent existence, and which,

by virtue of its position and the restless energy of its people, had

created and maintained a foreign commerce far in advance of any

of its rivals, the civic spirit of the people was stimulated to the

highest point during the eleventh century by the constant wars in

which the city was engaged. The long struggle with Lucca, which

was to last, with varying fortune and with intervals of uneasy peace,

for nearly four hundred years, began in 1003. More important still

Fij4*. 212. Pisa. S. Sepolcnj.

^ '* Now when the third year after the aforementioned one thousandth year "was draw-

ing* nigh, men began, all over the world, but particularly in Italy, and Gaul, to renew the

edifices of the church, although the greater portion of them were so noble as not to re-

quire such renewal. But every nation was emulous that it might possess a nobler tem-

ple than any other. And it was as if the world gathered itself together, and put away

its old age, to clothe itself in a white vestment of churches. And in the end, almost all

the cathedrals, village churches, and chape^g of monasteries were made over by the faith-

ful into something better." Raoul Glaber, Hist.

~ The question is often asked : how was the money provided for the building of all

the costly churches which arose out of the poverty and torpor of the dark ages '? The
question is easily answered. The Church of Rome had been, even in the earliest cen-

turies of its history, under the Pagan emperors, a comparatively wealthy body. But from

the time of Coustantine the conditions were favorable to a very rapid increase of its

wealth. Coustantine, by a special edict issued from Milan in 313. made it permissible for

private persons to bequeath property to the church and for the church to hold property

in land. This edict was followed by an express and rigid prohibition for the church to

alienate any portion of its possessions. From this time a continual stream flowed into

its treasury from all quarters of the Christian world. Lands were given to the bishops

or to monasteries by princes and lords, many of whom entered the cloister, and either

surrendered their property at once or bequeathed it when they died. All sorts of contri-

butions were levied on the faithful,— the most fruitful occasions being masses for the

dead and prayers for souls in purgatory. It is estimated that at the end of the tenth

century, — the period of which I have just been speaking.— the church owned in

France and England about one fifth, and in Germany about one third, of all the land.

See Lacroix, Vie mil. et rel. du Moyen Age, p. 12 ; Hallam, Middle Ages, vol. i. p. 500.
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was lier vigorous and determined resistance to the Saracens, now
firndy established in Sicily, and for a time in Sardinia, and making

constant attacks ajmn the Italian coast cities. This struggle was

maintained by Pisa with great energy and almost single-handed

throughout the eleventh century, beginning in 1004, when a quarter

of the town was sacked by the invaders, and culminating— though

by no means ceasing— with the brilliant capture of Palermo in

10C)2. From this exploit the Pisan fleet returned in triumph, bring-

ing a great wealth of booty ; and it was in the first flush of pride

and thanksgiving for their amazing success that the citizens began

the next year the building of the great cathedral which is the type

of the Central Romanesque, and which remains to-day one of the

noblest churches in Europe.

Along with the warlike enterprises of the Pisans went a similarly

bold and adventurous commerce, which carried their vessels into all

the waters of the Levant, and of which the fruits enriched the city

beyond all other towns of Italy. The Pisans were thus in a position

to carry out their pious project, unvexed by considerations of econ-

omy,^ and the work was begun in 1063.

The plan (Fig. 213) was conceived on a scale of which the only

Piga examples hitherto had been the great Roman basilicas of

Cathedral, g^ Peter and St. Paul. It is a Latin cross, of which the

longer arm measures about 320 feet in length by 115 feet in breadth,

while the transept is 230 feet long and 60 broad. It is a five-aisled

church, the nave about 45 feet wide from centre to centre of the nave

columns, and the side aisles about 16 feet wide, the inner rows running

across the transept to the east wall of the church, as in S. Martino

at Lucca, while the outer rows turn and flank the transept. The

columns of the nave arcades are of unpolished granite, those of tran-

sept and choir of marble, with Corinthian capitals, carrying rather

narrow round arches of white marble perfectly plain. Above is a

triforium arcade com])osed of square piers over the columns below,

joined by round bearing arches, each enclosing two smaller round

arches divided by a snuiU column. Above this again is the unbroken

clerestory wall, of white marble with narrow courses of black, and

pierced by single narrow arched windows, nine in number, placed

without relation to the nave arches. The nave is covered by a flat

wooden ceiling, panelled and decorated with gold and color. The

^ Yet they seem to have come to the end of their resources before the work was fin-

ished, for we are told that the Emperor Alexis I. sent over certain funds in 1009 for the

completion of the cathedral. Mothes, p. 720.
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Fig-. 213. The Pisa Group.
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aisles are covered by groined vaults without ribs, and the inner and

outt'r aisles are separated by arcades of pointed arclies, but with

smaller and lower colunnis than those of the nave arcades. Over the

aisles is a triforium gallery unvaulted, with a ceiling like that of the

nave, the inner and outer galleries being separated like the aisles

below by arcades, composed in thjs case of grou})s of four arches on

columns, separated by square piers set over each alternate column of

the lower arcade of the aisles. These galleries are of unusual height,

and the outer one is lighted by windows in the aisle wall. The bays

of the transept aisles are separated by transverse arches and covered

by barrel vaults. Those of the long arm are not separated, and are

groined. The choir has two bays before the apse, and is flanked by

two aisles on either side like the nave. But the vaultino- of these is

in two groined bays instead of four.

I have said that the earlier and smaller churches of Pisa and

Lucca followed in their plan the early Roman basilicas, — the tran-

sept forming with the nave and aisles not a cross, but a T. The
builders of the cathedral, while governed in other respects by the

example set by Rome, followed in their plan the fashion of the Lom-
bard churches so far as to complete the cross by continuing the nave

and all its aisles for two bays beyond the crossing, forming a choir

of which the central aisle terminates in a semicircular apse covered

by a hemispherical vault. The central aisle of the transept has a

similar termination at each end, and it is to be noted that the tran-

sept, through its extraordinary length, its flanking aisles, and its

apsidal terminations, is developed to an im])ortance scarcely found,

so far as I know, in any other church in Italy. The crossing, an

oblong space forty by fifty-five feet, bounded on the east and west

by high ])ointed arches, is covered by an elliptical dome, pointed in

section, and raised on a low drum lighted by small square windows,

the transition from the square to the elliptical plan ])eing made by

means of simple squinches. The windows of the church are mostly

filled with stained oi- })aintod glass, much of it of ancient date.

The first ini})ressi()n which we get from this great and splendid

interior is of the mingling of two opposite streams of influence. Its

ins])iration is in tlie first instance clearly classical, like that of the

earlier Pisan churches, and derived from the early basilicas of Rome
;

yet another influence carries it far beyond the likeness of any Roman
exam])le. The great uninterru})ted lines of arcade, with their shafts

of ])olished stone, and their Corinthian caj)itals, the high clere-

stor}', the panelled and decorated ceiling, are all of Rome. But
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Fiff. L'14. Pisa. Cathedral.

the developed choir beyond the transept, the grouped arches of the

triforium, and most of all the central dome above the crossing, prove

that the strong Lombard architecture, which had for two centuries

been covering the North of Italy with its rude and sombre churches,

had not been without its influence. The result of this combination

shows how completely the genius of the individual architect was able

to fuse the two opposite influences, and to create a work which in its

effect resembled neither the Roman nor the Lombard churches, but

which possessed a grandeur and a charm wholly its own, and wholly

new. The multiplicity of columns, large and small, the varied per-

spectives obtained by the turning of the outer aisles to follow the

transept, the lightness and unusual form of the central dome, the

beauty of the materials everywhere employed, and the delicacy and

elegance of the details, are together quite without parallel in any

contemporary or earlier monument in Italy.

One of the most beautiful and unusual effects is that produced by

the closing in of the longer sides of the rectangle at the crossing.

The inner aisles with their galleries are, as I have said, continued

across the transept, but the composition is varied. The transept is

spanned by three unequal arches, the central one much the widest,
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with 11 space of wall above banded, as are all the walls, by thin

courses of darker marble, — above which is the triforiuni carried

across as a bridge, with three arches answering in width to those

below, but each enclosing a group of smaller arches, four in the

central arch and two in the sides. The view of the long three-aisled

transe})t through these two stories of arches is one of the most strik-

ing to be found in Italy.

What I have said of the interior of this cathedral is still more

en)i)hatically true of the exterior. (Fig. 215.) The Roman basili-

cas, however ''all glorious within," — to use the words of Mr. Free-

man,— are certainly, as regards their exterior, not architecturally

imposing. The Lombard churches were as a rule clumsy in outline

and rude in execution, and the interest we feel in their exterior

architecture, apart from certain characteristic details, comes mainly

from the way in which it illustrates the Lombard character, and

from the remarkable sculptural decoration with which it is enriched.

But the Pisan architect meant that the outer aspect of his temple

should worthily answer to the splendor of its interior, and he pro-

duced a church, of which one of the most notable merits is the

consistency of treatment, by which every portion received its just

study and enrichment,— no portion being sacrificed for the benefit

of another. This perfection is doubtless due in great part to the

fact that the church was built, — not according to the general rule,

by fits and starts,— but steadily and rapidly, being completed in

every part within less than forty years from the laying of the foun-

dation, and during by far the greater part of that time under the

direction of the original architect.

The west front was doubtless, as usual, the latest portion of the

work, yet its design must have been fixed from the beginning, since

it governs all the rest. It is in five distinct stages of arcades, of

which the second rises to the height of the aisle walls, and the tliird

includes the height of the aisle roofs, while the fourth and fifth

re})resent respectively the height of the clerestory wall and the roof

of the nave. The first story is a high blind arcade of round arches,

seven in number, and of une(pial size, springing from engaged

columns, whose capitals are of the Corinthian type, but dissimilar,

the arch-heads, exce])t the central one, containing each a pattern of

marble inlay, alternately round and lozenge-shaped. Three of the

intervals are occujued by ratlur ])lain square doorways, with classi-

cally moulded architraves and entablatures, and surmounted by an

arch tilled with reliefs. All the other stages of the facade consist of
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opt'ii juviulcd ^Jilleries, of iH-arly iMjual liri<^lit, with Hiiiall round

arclit's s|)riii«;iii<^ from shafts of white or gray marbles, whoso capitals

are joined hy lintels to the wall behind, which is pierced by narrow

round-arched windows, sometimes sin«;le, but jjjenerally groijjx'd.

riie upper two j^alleries have only the breadth of the nave. The

angles of the front and the apex of the low gable an; crowntMl by

statues. The s})andrils of all the arches above the first story,

together with the small })ortion of wall above them, are adorned

with a delicate and beautiful inlay of colored marbles, while the

string-courses which separate the stories and the cornice moulding

are enriched with sculpture in low relief.

With this beautiful fa(;ade the remainder of the exterior is, as I

have said, in perfect accord. The high blind arcade of the first

story is continued quite around the church, except that on the side

apses it is a little lower than elsewhere, a series of square panels being

introduced above the arches. The second arcade of the front is

represented on the flanks and on the east end by an order of thin

pilasters, with a window in every alternate interval, but on the great

eastern apse and on the apse of the south transept the arcade of

the facade reappears as an open gallery, with a second gallery above

without arches. On the high clerestory and on the gable ends of

choir and transepts the fourth arcade of the facade is continued.

The elliptical dome rests on a low octagonal drum, of which each

visible face has a broad round arch springing from angle pilasters.

Fig. 215. Pisa. Cathedral and Campanile.
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The roofs of the nave and choir abut against and nearly smother the

drum, leaving free only the faces towards the transepts, whose roofs

are considerably lower than that of the nave. This arrangement

produces the one serious defect in this beautiful and nobly consistent

design. Above the drum the base of the dome is encircled by a thin

fringe of cusj)ed and gabled arches with j)innacles between. This is

an addition of the thirteenth century, somewhat out of keei)ing with

the seriousness of the general decoration.

The refinement and elegance wliich are the chief characteristics of

this church are heightened by the material of which it is built. The
walls are faced without and within with white marble, of which the

brilliancy is softened by occasional thin courses of dark gray marble.

This nnist have been one of the earliest instances in North Italy of

the use of nuirble for the exterior walls, and the suggestion may well

have been taken from the Saracens, with whose works, not only in

Sicily but in the East, the Pisans had become tolerably well ac-

quainted. The decoration is quite in accordance with the delicacy and

fineness of the material. No such architectural ornament had been

seen in Italy as the combination of sculpture and marble inlay which

enriches the arcades of the facade, though the inla}' resembles in char-

acter much of that which adorns the accessories of some of the Roman
basilicas, the ciboriums, the ambons, the balustrades of the choir, and

the like. It is in the sculptures if anywhere in this church that the

Byzantine influence is to be looked for which has been so generally

recognized. Some of the capitals and imposts, from which spring

the arches of the first story, bear groups of figures mingled with the

acanthus foliage which are thoroughly Byzantine in character ; and

to a less degree the same may be said of the string-course over the

second arcade, and of the shafts which flank the ceuti-al doorway.^

But the extent of the Byzantine influence on this church has been

greatly overstated. Whether the architect, Buschetus or Buschetto,

was a Greek or an Italian is a question which has been nuicli

debated, but as to which the truth will ])robably never be known.

The long and somewhat stilted inscription on the tablet to his

memory, which is set against the wall in the northernmost arch of the

fac^ade, leaves this point in doubt. If he was a Greek he was cer-

tainly not an enthusiastic adherent of the Byzantine theory either of

construction or of design. No donu» could be less liUe a Byzantine

dome in its j)lan, its support, its construction or its buttressing than

that of Pisa. Nor can any church well be raised on a ground plan

' See R. de Fleury, yfon. de Pise, pis. 47, 48.
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loss resi'iul)lin^ tli:il ol

:i typical Hyzjintine

church than the Pisa

cathedral. Wliati^vcr

features of the church

can reasonably l)e

reckoned as Byzantine

are those of detail and

of ornament merely,

and these are only

such as a brilliant ar-

chitect who had seen

foreign parts and

studied their architec-

ture might readily

adopt, with the intel-

lioent eclecticism of

an artist who declines

to be bound by tradi-

tion, but is ready to

adopt and make his

own whatever deco-

rative forms he may
meet which suit his

purpose. We may
moreover not unrea-

sonably presume that a native Byzantine, loyal to the traditions

of his own art, would, even if his plan and construction were pre-

scribed, have left a much stronger Byzantine impress on the general

scheme of decoration. The absence of mosaic^— to mention only a

single feature— is of itself strong evidence against the presumption

that the architect was a Greek. On the other hand, the presence of

Byzantine sculpture in the decoration of the facade implies nothing

more than the employment by the architect of one or more of the

Greek artists, of whom great numbers had found occupation in Italy

for three hundred years, and whose work is to be seen in numberless

churches, of all styles, from the north to the south of the peninsula.

At the death of Buschetto, w^hich occurred in the last years of the

eleventh century, the church w^as nearly finished. But its actual

^ The mosaics of the apse and choir date only from the beginning of the fourteenth

century. They have been attributed to Cimabue.

Fig. 21G. Pisa. Niche in Apse Wall.
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completion was accomplished under his successor Kainaldo, who
seems to have been associated with Buschetto from the first, and
whose work is commemorated in an inscription over the first arcade,

which seems to indicate that it was he who finished the facade. The
church was comi)lcte in 1100, but its consecration was deferred until

1118, when the ceremony was performed by Pope Gelesius II.

The building of the campanile was delayed for another half cen-

tury. Pisa had been "riving: her attention to the enlarcre-
The . .

Campanile ment of her boundaries, which had become too narrow for

the growing population. The cathedral and the founda-

tions of the baptistery, which were laid in 1153-5-4, lay outside the

old walls of the city. A new circuit of walls was determined on,

which should enclose a broader area and take in the cathedral. The
work was given to Bonanno, a citizen of Pisa, and was begun in

1153 and finished in about twenty years, during which time the

architect had so far won the confidence of the magistrates that he

was entnisted with the building of the great tower. The foundations

were begun in 1174. The tower, owing largely to the accident of its

remarkable inclination, is one of the most widely known buildings in

Europe ; but it is notable also by reason of the grace and elegance of

its design, and as forming an important part of a particularly note-

worthy group of buildings. It is a cylindrical tower with an inner

diameter of twenty-four feet and an outer diameter of about fifty feet,

includinir the cniiaiied columns. Its walls, exclusive of these columns,

have in the first story a thickness of about twelve feet. The design

is in strict harmony with that of the cathedral, consisting of repeated

stages of arcades, seven in number, on the main body of the tower,

with a sinsrle additional arcaded sta^i^e of smaller diameter but

jrreater heiiiht. Tlie first stajje has the familiar liiiih blind arcade of

the Pisan cluirches, — fifteen arches canied on engaged columns,

with the lozenge-shaped inhiy in the arch-heads, of which here it

occupies the whole surface. The other six stages of the main body

of the tower are open arcaded galleries of nearly equal height, with

thirty arches each, exactly similar in character to those of' the fa^^ade

of the cathedral, even to such details as the thick plate of marble

which forms the abacus of the colunnis, and which is carried back as

a luitel to tlie wall behind the arcade. The elec^ant mosaic decora-

tion which fills the spandrils and surmounts the arches of the cathe-

dral fa(;adc is, however, lacking in the tower ; and in general it may

be said that the later work shows much less refinement and graces of
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(l(jt:iil tI»:iM the ()l(lrr. In the wall wliicli is (Micirclrd Ijy the galle-

ries, tluMc ar*' no windows, l)ii( a simple s(|uare doorway in each stage

connects the gallery with the interior of th<i tower. In the eighth oi-

belfry stage, whicrh has, as above stated, a h^ss diameter than even

the solid ])art of the tower below, the arcade is a blind aicade as in

the first stage, the arches, sixteen in nninber, being supj)orted on

engaged cohnnns, every third cohnnn being omitted to give space; for

a bioad arched opening. In the arches between these are smaller

openings set high in the wall, their arched heads concentric with the

arch of the arcade. This stage is crowned by a small i)()inted arched

corbel-table. The original design doubtless contemplated a conical

s])ire, which was, however, never built. In the lowest story a char-

acteristic doorway, with the broad Hat pilasters, the heavy decorated

lintel, the stilted bearing arch, its tympanum filled with a fresco,

—

occupies one of the arches.

Some facts concerning the remarkable history of this tower during

the period of its construction will not be out of place. The ground

was well known to be treacherous, and the foundation, which rests

on a great number of piles, was made to cover a circle some twelve

feet greater in diameter than the wall of the tower at the ground

level. But when the first stage was completed to the level of the

first gallery, a height of about thirty-five feet from the ground, the

floor of the gallery was discovered to be sensibly out of level, and in

building the first open arcade the fault was corrected by making the

south side about an inch and a quarter higher than the north. But

the settlement continued, and the same device for correcting it was

employed on the second and third galleries, the difference in the

latter being nearly three inches. At this point alarm seems to have

seized the builders, and the work was suspended, to be resumed only

after an interval of sixty years. ^ The settlement continued during

this interval, so that when in 1234 Benenato made a survey of the

building preparatory to resuming the work, the cornice of the third

gallery was out of level by some six inches. The inclination was

again corrected in the fourth gallery, after which there seems to have

been another interval of inaction. In 1260 a third architect, William

of Innspruck, is in charge, and continues in the fifth and sixth galle-

ries the attempts of his forerunners to disguise the continual settle-

ment. At this point, the main body of the tower being complete,

the work was again abandoned for a long period, at the close of

which, in 1350, Thomas of Pisa undertook to finish the tower. He
^ Possibly less. Mothes gives the probable date of the suspension of the work as 11S6.
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found the settlement durinj^ the interval to amount to some eight or

nine inches, which he partially corrected by a series of steps sur-

rounding the base of the belfry stage— the steps being of unequal

height on the north and south — and partially by a similar inecpial-

ity in the height of the wall. The tower was then believed to have

found its bearing at last. The belief was, however, ill founded.

The settlement has apparently continued to the present day, and the

cornice of the belfry stage, in spite of all the corrections I have

mentioned, is now some thirty inches out of level, while the overhang

of the tower to the south is about fourteen feet, in a total height of

about one hundred and seventy-eight feet.^

During the same year in which Bonanno was beginning his work

on the new fortifications of Pisa the foundations of the
The
Baptistery ba})tistery were laid. This work w^as given to Diotisalvi,

who a few years before had built in Pisa the small octa-

gonal church of San Sepolero, and who planned the baptistery on

much the same lines, though on a much larger scale. It is placed in

a line with the axis of the cathedral, and some two hundred feet to

the west of it. The foundations were begun in 1153, with an outer

circle ninety-eight feet in diameter, and continued the next year with

the inner ring of about sixty feet, consisting of twelve round arches

carried on eight single columns with capitals of the Corinthian type,

and four square piers composed of four flat pilasters. The surround-

ing aisle is divided by transverse arches into groined bays ; above

it is a triforium gallery with barrel vault, opening into the central

space. This central space is covered by a conical or rather poly-

gonal dome, which is believed to have been in its original form

truncated, witli an opening for light at the summit as at the Pan-

theon of Rome, and the floor has an inclination to allow the rain-

water to flow away. This cone was originally the visible exterior

covering of the central space, and the outer aisle was covered by a

low-])itehed lean-to roof, rising from the outer wall, of which the

design followed that of the fa(,'ade of tlie cathedral, as was the case

with the tower, having the high blind arcade, with engaged columns

supporting twenty round arches, and two arcaded galleries above

witli sixty arches each. When the lower story was complete the

builders had come to the end of their money, and a suspension of the

works ensued, during which a forced contribution was levied on

the ])opulation of the city, by which every family, to the number of

> Mothes, p. 7;^7 ; R. de Fleury, pp. (*.0-G7.
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Fiff. 217. The Pisa (Jroup

thirty-four thousand, furnished one denier or gokl sohlo.^ W hether

the buihlino- was ever c()ni])leted according to the original design

a})pears uncertain. But in 1278 the upper gallery was removed, the

second gallery was quite transformed in character in accordance

with the newer Gothic spirit, which had begun to be felt in Italy, by

covering each couple of arches with a high, thin, crocketted gable,

enclosing a niche with a statue, and with high decorated pinnacles

between the gables : and a third stage was added, no longer circular,

but polygonal in plan, without either gallery or arcade, but divided

into bays, each containing a round-arched window surmounted by a

crocketted gable, of much more substantial character than those

below. Between these gables the wall is carried up nearly to their

summit, as a base for the outer dome, which conceals the greater

portion of the original cone, but leaves its upper portion protruding,

and capped with a small hemispherical dome of its own. (Fig. 218.)

The result of this combination is one of the ugliest roofs in existence,,

and its ugliness is only emphasized by the division of the broken

surface into bays by thin crocketted ribs.

The change of design in the thirteenth century was a signal mis-

fortune, as the building, finished according to the original concep-

tion, would have completed a trio of monuments of remarkable

purity and individuality of design, and of a consistency with each

other quite unparalleled in mediaeval Italian architecture.

The baptistery, in spite of the unsatisfactory effect produced by

the departure from the original plan, will always be interesting by

reason of the extreme beaut}^ of much of its details and ornament.

The most notable feature of the exterior is the principal doorway, a

charming composition in the purest Pisan style, very similar to the

great central doorway of the cathedral, but richer and more exuberant

^ The gold soldo had a value of about $2.40 of American money.
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in its decoration. (Fig. 219.) As in the cathedral, the doorway

occupies one of the arches of the great arcade, and the shafts of the

two great cohimns are covered with strong Byzantine foliage in relief.

AVitliin these columns, the square opening is flanked by pilasters,

whose faces, forming

the jambs of the

arch, are decorated

with square panels,

each enclosing a

group of small fig-

ures, and by a small-

er column covered,

like the outer ones,

with foliage of Byz-

antine character, but

more delicate and in

lower relief. The lin-

tel of the opening is

covered with small

groujis of figures in

veryhigh relief (some

of the membersbeins:

quite detached from

the background),
very varied in sub-

ject, executed with

great delicacy and

finish, and enclosed

within small ai-ches

of irregular forms and sizes.^ The cornice above the lintel has a

row of beautiful half length figures of saints holding tablets in their

hands. In tlie tympanum are three full-length statues, of the size

of life, the Virgin and Child in the centre. The reliefs and panels

of the door-jambs are continued around the arch.

The interior of the baptistery is simple, the decoration being con-

fined to the capitals, which are generally of the Corinthian type, but

much less pure than those of the exterior. Some of the pilaster

ca])itals, however, show the hand of the Lombard sculptor, with men
and beasts fighting, etc. The wall of the aisle is banded at regular

' This lintel has been called by competent critics the best work of sculpture of the

twelfth century.

li^. 1^15-. i'isa. Section of Baptistery.
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intervals with tlilii courses of daiU mail)!^', and pirn-cd witli small

roiiiul-arched windows lillrd with stained ^lass. In the centre of

the l)uildin<^ is the octagonal font, a heautiful work of tin; thirteenth

century, raised on three stei)S, its low walls divided into H(juare

panels, two on eaeh face, separated and honh'red hy narrow l)ands

of niosaie, and eaeh containing a rosett(.' with s(;ulptun;d horder.

The altar is of similar desi«^n. The pnlpit, a well-known work of

Nicolo Pisano, of the date of 12G0, is octa^^onal, its panelled sides

lilled with crowded <i:roups of figures, and sMi)port(Ml on highly decora-

tive round arches, cusped, which spring from eight columns, of which

every alternate one rests on the back of a standing lion. The stair

by which the ])uli)it is reached is enclosed between solid walls of

serpentine divided into panels by decorated bands of white marble.

The justly famous group of the '' Quattro Fabl)riche " was com-

pleted more than two hundred years after its commencement, by the

building of
, , ,

^ The Campo
the Campo santoof

Santo. The

soldiers of the second

crusade, returning to

Pisa towards the end

of the twelfth century

under Bishop Lan-

franchi, brought

home with them from

Palestine, as is re-

corded in the chroni-

cles of the time, live

hundred ship - loads

of sacred earth. AVe

may allow what we

please for the pious

exagforeration of the

chroniclers. Ground
was bought on the

north of the cathe-

dral, and the houses

which stood upon it

were demolished to

make room for a

Fig. 21U. Pisa. Piiiicipal Doorway. Cemetery. But the
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thirteenth century was well advanced before the work was begun.

The foundations of the Campo Santo were only laid in 1278. It

consists of a great rectangle about seventy feet wide and three hun-

dred and fifty feet long, surrounded by a cloister some thirty-five feet

wide, with arcades of round arches of twelve feet span springing

from square piers, their heads filled with tracer}' of a Gothic charac-

ter which was added some three centuries later. The cloister, of

which the details show the greatest delicacy and refinement, is cov-

ered by a rude open timber roof, and its pavement is composed in

great part of stone slabs which form the covering of tombs, while its

walls are covered with the crumbling frescoes of Orcagna, Giotto,

Benozzo Gozzoli, and other masters of the fourteenth and fifteenth

centuries.

The exterior walls are of marble, wdth a height of about thirty feet,

faced with a blind arcade of tall round arches similar to that of the

lower story of the cathedral, but with flat pilasters instead of columns.

There are no openings with the exception of the three simple door-

ways, over the central one of which is set a Gothic canopy or shrine

added perhaps a hundred years later, and enclosing a group of figure

sculpture by Giovanni Pisano.

For more than a hundred years the cathedral of Pisa furnished

the exterior model upon which most of the churches of

Pisan Pisa, and some of the neighboring cities, were either built

or restored. In Lucca and Pistoia especially, and to a

less extent in Florence, we can trace its strong influence ; and even

in South Italy, as we shall see later, there are several instances which

show a close imitation of its most characteristic features.

A group of Pisan churches, of moderate size, mostly dating ori-

ginally from the ninth or tenth century, were restored during the

latter half of the eleventh and the beginning of the twelfth, with

so close a resemblance in exterior design to the cathedral as to make

it seem probable that some of them at least may have been by the

gj^n
same arcliitoct. San Casciano, San Paolo a Ripa d' Arno,

Caaciano. <^.^jj Fi^ediauo, Sau ^Nlichele in Orticaja are the most impor-

tant of these. The first named was originally a small basilica

founded in 805, with only three bays, but lengthened late in the

eleventh century by the addition of five bays. Whether the exterior

was brought to its ])resent form at tliat time or at the time of a later

restoration in 1180 is not sure. The church is unfinislied above the

aisle roofs, but as far as it goes the exterior follows closely the design

of the cathedral. The fine blind arcade is carried all around, reach-
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inir on tho flanks to (lie coniicf ol' tlu* aisle wall, with fiv(; an-lu's on

till' front, in tlu'oo of wliicli arc chaiacU'riHtU! doorwjiyH, with the

broad i)ilastt'i's, the heavy lintel covcn-d with scMlpturc, and the

ronnd bearinii' areii, which aro ])ecnliar to the ehutches of Liieea and

Fig'. 220. Pisa. Canipo Santo.

Pisa. Above the light string which continues the aisle cornice is

the beginning of an upper stage, of which the close-set bases of

slender engaged colonnettes indicate an intended decoration in

harmony with that of the completed first story. The upper walls

are, however, carried only high enough to allow of a small double-

arched window in the centre of the front. The details are all classic

in feeling, and of great refinement, many antique fragments being

availed of in the decoration.^

The most interesting of the small churches of Pisa is S. Paolo

a Ripa d' Arno. I have spoken of its plan (Fig. 209)

and its central dome, which was perhaps the forerunner of a Ripa

that of the cathedral. The foundation of the church goes

back to the earliest years of the ninth century, being thus almost

exactly contemporary with that of S. Casciano. Its rebuilding

appears to be assignable to the year 1060, which is three years

1 R. de Fleury, p. 36, pis. 4, 5 ; Mothes, p. 314.
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before the comnienceineiit of the cathedral. If this date is correct

it becomes a doubtful question which of the two exteriors is the

earlier. They are so similar that they well may have been the work
of the same architect. In some respects the smaller church is the

more admirable. (Fig. 221.) It has one stage less on the facade

and on the Hank than the cathedral, with the result that the flank has

only the two arcades of the aisle wall and clerestory, a clear gain in

consistency of treatment. On the other hand, the upper arcades of

the facade are less carefully designed than in the cathedral, their

shafts are of various shapes — ])lain and twisted,— with capitals of

various design, the gable of the fa^^ade is a whole stage above the

roof behind it, and the lower arches of the fa(,'ade are not on a line

with those of the flanks, which are higher. The transepts having

no aisles, their roof drops below that of the nave, as in the cathedral.

The dome has no drum.

San Frediano, dating originally from 1007, has certain peculiari-

San ties of plan, such as the division of the aisles by transverse
Frediano.

^rclies into Square bays, each covered by a square dome,

and the square projecting choir instead of the usual apse, also with

a low dome. The original wooden roof was replaced at some uncer-

tain date by a groined vault, which carried the nave gable of the

facade to an unusual height above the aisles. And the facade itself

follows much less closely than most of the contemporary churches of

Pisa the prevailing type. It has the high blind arcade, of seven

arches, but so broken in upon by the three doorways that four of

their su])porting pilasters are interrupted just below their capitals.

Above the cornice of the first stor}" the usual small arcades are

replaced by a high story of three blind arches reaching to the point

where the original roof rested on tlie walls, the central arch being

filled by a two-light window. The upper portion of the wall, added

when the nave was vaulted, is bare and unfinished.^

Two nearly contein])orary Pisan churches, S. Pietro in Vincoli

and S. Nicolo, both dating from the early years of the twelfth cen-

tury, show in their fa(,'ades a similar variation from the established

tv])e. In S. Pietro the usual hioh arcade of five arches,
S. Pietro. * .' , • .i c ^ ^ ^ i

witli scpiare doors in three oi them, and the alternatmg

lozenges and circles in tlie arch-heads, is varied by the introduction

of a two-liglit window over each of the doorways. Above the first

story the face of the nave is covered by a single blind arcade of

three tall arches on pilasters, with a two-light window in the centre

^ K. de Fleury, pi. 7 ; Mothes, p. 373.
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arch aiitl llu* lozon;'e-slKii)e(l inlay in tlur otht r two, tlio vvliohr kim-

inoiintcd hy (he h)W «;jihh5 iinswerin<;- to tho navi; roof.'

S. Nicoh) is a niiii, hiil (ho desij^ii of its fa(,'.'i(h! is still (o Ix;

traced. It imich n'S('iid)liMl S. IMctro, (;x('(!i)t tliat it had

no windows in tlic lower arcade. 1 lu5 intcrcstni;^ f(;atnr(i

of S. Nicolo is, however, its hell-tower, ronnd helow and octa;;()nal

ahove, which stands at the northern angle of the favade.'-^

Concerning S. Michele in i^orgo, there is a fragment of history

which gives it an individual interest. The (church was 3 Micheic

originally, according to a tradition, ina(U3 from a Pagan >» "orgro.

temple, at a very early date not now known. In 990 it seems to

have belonged to a rich citizen of Pisa named Stcfano, who, wishing

to restore and enhirge it, i)nt the work in the hands of two monks,

from the Benedictine monast(M'y of Nonantnla near Modena, —

Fig-. 221. Pisa. S. Paolo a Ripa d' Arno.

Pietro and his nephew Buono. Bnono, who appears to have been the

active member, is said to have made journeys to Rome and to

the island of Elba in search of materials for the work, and to have

1 R. de Fleury, pi. 33. - Ibid., p. 94. pi. 33 ; Mothes, p. 729.
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S. Caterina.

brought shafts and capitals, ami perhaps other fragments, from both

sources. The church was lengthened, and a new facade and cam-

panile added. The work was finished in 1018. Mothes presumes

only the lower portion of the i)resent facade to have been the work
of Buono, the church liaving undergone a second restoration in 1304,

wlien it is probable that the three arcaded galleries were built, which

brought the fa(;ade into general resemblance with the Pisan type.

Like others of the later churches of Pisa, however, these galleries

are composed of narrow i)ointed and cusped arches, the columns

being only slightly removed from the wall behind. The fa<^ade has

much lightness and elegance, but lacks the consistency of the earlier

churches of the style.

^

8. Caterina and S. Francesco show interesting variations from the

usual plan. The long nave is flanked in the former by a

single aisle, only for perhaps a third of its length, on the

south side towards the eastern end, giving somewhat the effect of a

half transept, from which opens in the axis of the nave, not an apse

but a square projecting choir or chancel, flanked by two square

chapels, after the manner of the Franciscan

churches. Fig. 222 shows the plan completed,

with aisles on both sides. S. Francesco has no

aisles, but a long nave opening by a great

pointed arch into a transept terminating in a

square choir flanked by three chapels on each

side. The transept arms are cut off from the

centre by two broad high -pointed arches on

either side. S. Caterina has a facade, in which

the Pisan type is modified by the Gothic influ-

ence, as in S. Michele in Borgo just noticed.

The facade is high and narrow, and the usual

high arcade appears in the first stage, here of

three arches on engaged Corinthian columns,

the middle arch filled by the square doorway

with the bearing arch. Above are two ranges

of open arcaded galleries, in which the arches

are pointed and cusped. In the upper arcade

the arches increase in heiglit towards the cen-

tre, following the rake of the liigh gable, and

tlie central arch, much broader than the others,

is placed over a rose window, set in a square

1

Fig. 222. I'isa.

riiia.

S. Cate-

^ K. de Fleury, p. '^*.K ])ls. 4;] and (>1 ; Mothes, p. 8()(>.
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sunoiindrd by :i Ixudcr ol stjiian;

punels, with rosettes, as in i\\v.

f:i(,';ules of Monziv and ( )rvicto.'

Lucca is hut a (h)zcn miles from

Pisa, antl the period durini; wliicli

the churches were built which

have been noticed above was a

period of great activity in Lucca.

That a style of architecture so

striking and so graceful as the

Pisan style shoukl exert a strong

influence on the architecture of

the cities so nearly contiguous

as Lucca and Pistoia was inevi-

table. Yet it is interesting to

see what modifications the style

was subjected to when it was

within certain limits adopted by

those cities.

Lucca has many noteworthy

churches, of which S.

Martino the cathedral

and San Michele are the princi-

pal. The latter was founded in

762 by a certain Lombard Teutprand and his wife, Gumpranda, but

substantially rebuilt towards the close of

the twelfth century. The cathedral has a

still more ancient history, having been

built by St. Frigidianus as early as 560,

and promptly destroyed a few years later

by the Lombards in the first fury of their

invasion. It was, however, rebuilt, and

stood until 1050, when it was again re-

built by Pope Alexander II. A sub-

sequent restoration and enlargement in-

troduced many Gothic features of great

interest and beauty, but enough of the

church of the eleventh century remains

to show how strong the Pisan influence

must have been. Of both S. Michele and ^^^- -^- ^^^^^- ^- ^^^^^^

Lucca.

Fig. 228. Lucca. Cathedral.

1 R. de Fleury, p. 96, pis. 35, 36.
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S. Martino the facades were added about the end of the twelfth cen-

tury. Both fa(;ades were the work of one architect, Guidetto, of

whom nothing more than the name is known, but whose likeness is

said to be preserved in a sitting- statue in one of the galleries of the

fa(;ade of the cathedraL

Of the two fac;ades, that of San Michele follows more closely the

Pisan model, but follows it in a somewhat unintelliiient way,
S Michele o j

"

being for the most part a mere screen or frontispiece, abso-

lutely out of relation with the church behind it, — perhaps, indeed, the

most extravagant and absurd example of this unreasonable habit of

the Italian builders, fully one third of its height being above the roof

of the nave. It has, like the cathedral, five stages, of which the first

is the usual blind arcade, of seven arches, with lozenges and circles

in the arch-heads, and three doorways, of which the central one is

much like that of Pisa, while the others are small and plain. The
remaining stages are open arcaded galleries, with the same dispo-

sition as at Pisa. The second and third, of fourteen arches, run

across the whole width of nave and aisles ; the fourth and fifth, which

are entirely above the roof of the church, of six arches, have only the

width of the nave. Among this great collection of columns there

are scarcely two alike. The shafts, as in the similar instance of

S. Maria della Pieve at Arezzo, are round, octagonal, spiral, twisted,

fluted, or coupled, of irregular sizes and lengths, covered in many
cases with bas-reliefs or zigzags, and fitted with capitals as various in

size and form as the shafts. They are evidently the spoil of many
older buildings. The stages are separated by heavy convex belts,

enriched with Byzantine carving. The wall behind the galleries is

pierced with windows of various forms, mostly two-light openings

under a broad bearing arch, with deeply splayed jambs and three

orders of jamb-shafts and arch mouldings. In the fourth stage is a

small wheel window. The peculiar interest of this fa(;ade lies in its

extraordinary decoration, of which indeed the variety of columns just

mentioned may be considered a i)art, and which shows how far, even

in his close imitation of the general design of the Pisan churches, the

architect was removed from the Pisan spirit, and how strong was

the influence of the older and wilder Lombards. The si)andrils of

the arches and the small j)ortion of wall between the arcades and the

string courses are covered with an inlay of white marble on a ground

of dark green ser])entine, in which geometrical patterns are mingled

with figure subjects representing mostly scenes from the chase, these

being in rectangular panels of various sizes and shapes, irregularly
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FijT. 225. Lucca. S. Michele.

placed, but of the greatest nicety and delicacy of execution, curiously

at variance with the rudeness of the drawing. It is the Lombard
thought expressed in the Pisan language, the spirited but barbarous

stone sculpture of San Michele of Pavia being abandoned in favor of

the marble mosaic of Pisa, but with the old subjects retained.^

The blind arcade of the first stage and the first arcade above it

are continued on the flanks of the church, the aisle walls being of

unusual height. The clerestory, on the other hand, is very low% and

its only feature is a series of small plain round-arched windows.

The facade of the cathedral is much less loyal to the Pisan model

than that of San Michele. It is in four stages, of which Lucca

the first presents the unusual feature of an open porch ex- cathedral,

tending quite across the front, with three broad round arches carried

on strong square piers, with an order of jamb-shafts and corresponding

^ Mothes, p. 302 ; Dehio and Van Bezold. pi. 236. The reader is also referred to the

very interesting and characteristic remarks of Mr. Ruskin on this facade and its decora-

tion in the Appendix No. 8 to the first volume of the Stones of Venice.

This fine facade, as well as that of the cathedral, has been mercilessly restored— or

rather renewed— since ISCO.
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arch mouldings, piers and archivolts being in alternate courses of

white and dark marble. On the faces of the two middle piers are

set two engaged shafts covered with reliefs, much in the style of the

shafts which flank the central doors of the cathedral and baptistery

at Pisa. They carry an outer band or arch i volt with Byzantine

leafage. Interposed between this archivolt and the capitals of the

columns are i)rojecting corbels with grotesque Lombard beasts.

Above the arcade of the porch are three stages of arcaded galleries,

much in the style of those of San Michele, but bearing a more just

relation to the body of the church, the first two running across the

whole breadth of nave and aisles, while the third covers the front of

the nave. The number of arches in each arcade is the same as in

San Michele, — fourteen in the two lower and six in the upper, — the

columns are similarly heterogeneous in character, and the spandrils

and the small strips of wall above them are covered with a black

and white marble inlay, in which geometrical patterns are mingled

with figures of animals and men, similar to those of San ^lichele.

The porch with the galleries over it was, as I have said, a later addi-

tion of the beginning of the thirteenth century, badly joined to the

older church, of which the angles and gable of the original facade

still appear behind the newer structure. The wall of the first story,

under the great porch, has the Pisan blind arcade of seven arches,

three of them pierced by square doorways with bearing arches

above them. Under two of the blank arches the wall is enriched

with horizontal bands of sculpture, similar in feeling to that of the

frieze over the doorway of the Pisa baptistery, — figures under small

arches below, and in rectangular panels above, very elegant and

refined. The great central doorway is extremely fine ; the square

opening is covered by a high lintel with thirteen full-length figures

of saints, and a second lintel above with rigid upright foliage, and

the tympanum bearing three figures in high relief of the Saviour

between two Hying angels. The whole is enclosed within three

orders of jamb-shafts with corresponding arch mouldings. The walls

of the galleries above are pierced with broad round-arched windows,

with deeply splayed columnar jambs and arch mouldings. The fa(;ade

is flanked on the south by a noble square campanile, thoroughly

Lombard in character, having a perfectly plain wall to nearly the

height of the front, and divided above by strong arched corbel-tables

into five nearly ecpial stages, with round-arched oj)enings increasing

in number from one to four, the last stage finishing with forked

battlements.
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The reinaimlur of tliis int(;n'Hting cliMrch is less coiiHistent with

tlio fnrado th:iii is I lie case witli San Micihele. 'I'll*' n'storation of

1,'U)8-1I520, wliich added greatly to the beauty of tlie chiircli, was

inspired by (|uite othta* mochds than those of tlie Pisan Konianescjue.

Tlie (iothie, botli of I^'ranee and of (Jerniany, was niakinj; itself felt

in Italy, and the interior of San Maitino, as well as the <^reater part

of its flanks, is to a eonsiderablc extent transformed in aecordanee

with (iothie forms. The interior in particular, with its high and

narrow vaulted nave (but in scpiare bays), its compound j)iers, its

noble triforium, with two groups of traceried arches in each bay, and

its double transept, has a distinctly Gothic effect. The arcades of

nave and triforium are carried across t\u) transept, as at Pisa. But

in the east end of the church the Pisan architecture reappears in its

purity. The high blind arcade, with its slender engaged shafts rising

Fig-. 226. Liicca. Cathedral.
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from a continuous base, its bands and alternate voussoirs of dark

marble, and its lozenges under the arch-heads, is carried through the

whole breadth, including the apse, where three alternate arches are

filled each by a fine window, with two orders of jamb-shafts and arch

mouldings. The second arcade becomes on the apse a free galler}',

while on the flat wall the arches, four on each side, are divided by

an engaged pilaster into groups of two arches each, separated by a

slender column standing just detached from the wall ; an unusual

arrangement which gives variety to. the composition while not detract-

ing from its unity,

lu the half gables of

the aisle roofs, the

same division of the

wall is maintained by

engaged shafts with-

out arches rising from

the string course

which continues the

aisle cornice to the

sloping decorated

eaves cornice.

Lucca,
smaller
churches

Although Lucca

has no other

examples in

which the

Pisan style is so fully

adhered to as in the

two churches above

noted, yet there are

several smaller

churches in which

the distinctive fea-

tures appear with more or less completeness, notably Santa ^laria

Fuorisportam, an ancient church, dating from the eighth century, of

which the usual rebuilding in the twelfth or thirteenth century was

only partially completed. As far as it goes, it is thoroughly Pisan

in character, with the hij^h blind arcade carried around the flanks

and transepts, and on the fac.adc suiinounted by two light arcaded

iralleries, to which a third should have been added. The three door-

ways of the front are very characteristic and complete.

' Mothes, pp. 7oi)-781 ; Dehio and Van Bezold, pi. 235.

Fiff. 227. Lucca. Cathedral.
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S:int:i (iiulia, <>ri-

irinallv Itullt. alxmt.

904, Imt ri'stort'd

shortly after 1200,

and San (iiusto, oai-

licr in origin and

})erlKij)s rcstonul a

little earlier tlian

Santa (linlia, are, as

far as the fa(;ades

are concerned, coni-

])lenientary of oaeli

other. Santa (linlia

has the hi<;h blind ar-

cade of three arches

on the front, of which

the middle one con-

tains a character-

istic doorway, while

the npper part of the

fa(,^ade is perfectly

Fig. 228. Lucca. S. Giusto. Head of Doorway.

plain, with the exception of a two-light window under a pointed

bearing arch, and an arched corbel-table following the rake of the

low gable. San Giusto, on the other hand, has an unbroken wall to

the height of the aisle roofs, wdiile the upper portion of the fac^ade

coverino- the end of the nave is enriched bv two stories of arcades

in the Pisan manner, but without tl>e classic delicacy of feeling

which distinguishes the Pisan work. The point at which the new
work began is clearly indicated by the alternation of white and dark

courses in the upper portion. In the lower stage of this facade are

three doorways, of which the two opening into the aisles are plain,

though characteristic in form. But the central doorway (Fig. 228)

is one of the most brilliant examples in existence of the peculiar

type which belongs almost exclusively to the Central Romanesque

and to that particular division of it which is represented by Pisa and

Lucca, and in a less degree by one or two of the neighboring and

smaller cities. In San Giusto the heaviness and even clumsiness of

the general arrangement is redeemed by the richness and beauty of

the decoration. Here we see very clearly the hand of the Byzantine

sculptor. The opening is flanked b}' two broad, flat, and absolutely

plain pilasters, without other base than the moulded base course of
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the church fiH)iii which they rise, but with hirge and beautifully

wrought capitals with two orders of acanthus leafage, and each with
a nondescript animal climbing up its outer edge. These pilasters

support an inordinately massive lintel, whose height is one half the

breadth of the opening (which is about six and a half feet), and
whose face is covered with a most characteristic and admirable })iece

of Byzantine carving, — a meandering vine deeply undercut and
wreathing itself into a series of six circles, filled with sprays of buds
and leafage. Above the lintel is a strong cornice moulding, also

covered with carving, but of a somewhat coarser character. From
the extremities of this cornice spring two consoles each supporting a

crouching lion, from whose back springs the outer archivolt of the

bearing arch, a vigorous band of carving witli foliage and heads in

high relief. Within this archivolt are some strong and plain arch
mouldings springing from short fragments of impost, supported each

by a single human head. The tympanum is filled by a decaying

fresco.

Two other doorways of the same type may be cited, ])erha])s even

more remarkable than that of S. Giusto. One is also in Lucca, in the

church of S. Giovanni. (Fig. 229.) In this instance, as in all those

where the doorway fills an arch of the main arcade of the front, both

the lintel and its cornice drop below the spring of the main arches,

and are carried on ])lain scpiare pilasters, of which the ca})itals are

re])laced by a group of sculptured figures projecting boldly inward.

The face of the lintel bears a range of thirteen standing figures, and

its cornice, which continues the line of the cai)itals of the flank-

ing columns, is carved with Byzantine foliage. Of the members

which compose the bearing arch, the innermost springs from behind

two sitting human figures, the outer from two crouching lions,

while the tympanum has no sculpture, but in its centre a small wheel

window.

The other doorway, that of S. Pietro at Pistoia, bears a closer

resemblance to that of S. Giusto above described. The two pilasters

which form the jamb of the opening do not project from the wall,

and are made of several pieces of marble jointed in the most irregu-

lar manner ; their capitals are much in tin? Corinthian style, but

very freely treated, one of them having a grotesque Lombard beast

in ]>lace of a volute. Below the capitals is a flat necking, with an

inlay of black and white marble with varied subjects in the style of

those of the cathedral at Lucca. The heavy lintel bears on its face a

delicate arcade with minute colonnettes, and a standing figure in each
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HYi'li— its (•ornirc cjirviMl with a mejiiidcriiij; viiu; in tluj triuj Hyzan-

tiiic inaiUHT. Tlio anli is ('()nip<)s<'(l of larj^o stronj; inouldin^H,

uudeeonitt'd, cxcopt tlio (Hitcr .ircliivolt, wliidi Is richly HculptiinMl.

Fig. 22i». Lucca. S. Giovanni. Head of Central Doorway.

The tympanum has no other decoration than a single standing figure

relieved against narrow courses of dark and white marble.

In Pistoia, lying some forty miles east from Lucca, the Pisan

influence is still to be plainly traced, although there is no pistoia, the

such conspicuous instance of it as the two great churches Cathedral.

of Lucca furnish. The cathedral was an eighth-century church, but,

like so many others, was renewed in the twelfth century with radical

changes both without and within. The present facade, the work of

Gruamons or Gruamonte,— of whom only the name is know^n, but

whose work appears, certified by inscriptions, on various important

buildings of this and the neighboring cities. — was simply built up

in front of the older one, which is still visible behind the open

arcades of which the new fa(^ade is composed. The first stage is
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covered by a somewliat ungainly porch stit'tehing across the wliole

front of the church, consisting of seven round arches, alternately

broad and narrow, of dark and white marble, siipi)orted on slender

single columns. Above the arcade is a sort of attic, showing a blank
wall divided into j)ancls by bands of dark marl)le, the central arch

cutting u}) into it. Above the porch are two stages of arcaded gal-

leries extending across the breadth of the nave front, and covered

by a gable which is above the nave roof, and which, as well as the

half gables of the aisles, is faced, not with an arcade, but with a series

of columns following the rake of the cornice. Here is the Pisan

disposition of i)arts, but the grace of the design and the delicacy of

execution, as well as the exuberant and refined decoration, are (pute

wanting. The flanks show on the aisle walls the high Pisan blind

arcade, with the characteristic lozenge in the arch- heads, and a row

of plain square windows above, probably of later date. The clere-

story is low and without interest.^

This church has a notable tower, standing at the northern corner of

the facade, — of which the lower portion was, according to tradition,

a tower of defence, belonging to the municii)ality, plain and s(piare.

with a two-light window on each face near the summit. To this were

added, presunuibly as a part of the rebuilding in 1160, three stages

of open arcaded galleries, and again in 1302 a belfry stage, with a

high pyramidal roof. This tower is the noblest feature of one of the

most picturesque and interesting squares of Italy.

S. Andrea has much the same history as the cathedral. Built

about 748, it was restored by Gruamons in 11G6, with a
S. Andrea.

new facade built over the older one. The first stage has

the regular Pisan blind arcade with the lozenge under the arch-

heads, the ])arti-colored inlay above, and the three characteristic

doorways, of which the middle one is an unusually fine example.

With the first stage, however, the Pisan work comes to an end; the

u])per ])ortion of the fa(^ade covering the face of the nave, and

the half gables of the aisles being of a nondescript character. The

chui'ch has a pulj)it by (iiovanni Pisano similar to his father's in

tlic Pisa baptistery.-

l)ut the most interesting of the Pistoian churches is S. Giovanni

Fuorcivitas, also an eighth-century church, of which the
S Giovanni iji-i i i ^ • ^ i*iii.
Fuorcivi soutli flank at least must have been entirely rel)uilt. about

116G, by the s.une Gruamons whose hand we have already

seen in the cathedral and in S. Andrea. (Fig. 231.) Its present

» Mothes, pp. 29l>-7;i.'>. ^ Mothes, p. 291.
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jiHjH;ct is alto^titluM- imi(iuc. ll is liiiit ol ;m mihroUtn re(:tiiii;;ul;ir

wall, (lividiul into tlircn sta<;eH of hliiul arcades, of wliicli the loweHt

follows ac'cjiratoly the Pisaii fashion, hein;,^ eonsi(h;iahIy n»oro tlian

half the whole height of the wall, and (tonsisting of a scries of four-

teen arches carried on slender pilasters, which rise; from a (;ontinnous

base eonrse, themselves provided with l)ases and leafed capitals. All

these arches are blank, and have the lozenge-shaped panel in their

heads, with the exception of one, tlu^ ninth in order from the left end

of the front, which contains a doorway of characteristic iorni, a

scpiare oi)ening Hanked with i)ilasters, which carry a heavy sculptured

lintel surmounted by a bearing arch. On either side of this door-

way a slender column is substituted for the pilaster. The second

and third arcades are of twenty-seven and thirty-eight arches re8j)ec-

tively, sensibly stilted, and carried on full columns set against the

wall. In all these arches, as well as in those of the lower arcade,

appears the Pisan lozenge, except in five arches of the second stage,

which are pierced with narrow round-arched windows. The wall is

banded throughout its whole height with equal courses of white and

il-ark marble, except the spandrils of the arches and the narrow

Fig. 230. Pistoia. S. Pietro. Lower Portion of Fagade.

^^
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spaces between them and the string courses, which are covered with

a small geometrical inlay.

I have said enouufh to show how individual and distinct a stvle is

that of Pisa, of which the features and i)rinciples were adopted with

more or loss of loyalty by Lucca and Pistoia, in si)ite of the hostile

relations which commonly prevailed among these cities.^ It is sin-

iiular to ol)serve how closely circumscribed was the influence of this

Fig. 2ol. Pistoia. is. Giovanni Fuortivitas.

style in s})ite of its strongly individual character and its essential

charm. Scarcely anywhere in Italy, except in the towns I have

already mentioned, and in some curious instances in the south of

Italy, which will be noticed in a later chapter, are any examples of

it to be fttund.

In Volterra, however, an ancient city lying about as far to the

south of Pisa as Pistoia is to the east, the cathedral, built

originally about 1120, but lengthened in 1234 under Nicolo
Volterra.

' Pisa and Lueca were at war witli each other as early as UMJ.J. and there was little

peace between them for four hundred years. Pistoia was too small a city to carry on a

prolonged w;ir. hut could not escape " entan^-ling alliances/' alternately with one and the

other of her greater neighbors.
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Pisiino, shows in its f:i(,;ule imuih of tin- Pis:iii ch.inurtcr,— a Iiigli

blind arcade in the middle division, with the lozenge in the aredi-

heads and an open gallery in the gable.

In tlie other eities of Tnseany, althongli then; is no sneh marked

peenliarity of stylo as we have seen in the Tisan buildings, there is

yet an equally decisive contrast with the buildings of the Northern

cities, where the Lond)ard style prevailed ; while the affinity with

the Pisan architecture is sufficiently affirmed by the prevailing clas-

sicism of the details and arrangement, and by the more or less gen-

eral use of color in the walling, obtained through the medium of

light and dark marbles in contrast, in the form of })anels and geomet-

rical inlays, and of horizontal bands of dark marble alternating with

the white marble of the walls. We observe, as a rule, much loss

Fig. 2o2. Pistoia. Door-head of S. Giovanni Fuorcivitas.

solidity of construction than in the North, the walls are generally of

brick, and in the facades marble is used in the form of thin plates

overlaying the brick as a veneer, instead of forming the substance

of the wall. This has its effect on the decoration, which is reduced

for the most part to surface decoration, to the exclusion of the solid

columns and capitals and high relief of the Lucca churches.

Of the Florentine architecture of the Romanesque period San
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IMiniato is the most familiar and the most characteristic example.

s. Miniato, Originally of extreme antiquity, it was rebuilt in 1013 and
Florence,

^j^^^, following years. In j)lan it is radically different from

the churches I have just been describing. There is here no tran-

sept whatever. The plan is a simi)le rectangle of about seventy

by one hundred and fifty feet, with a nave about thirty feet wide

between the columns, and two side aisles, with a round apse termi-

nating the nave. The length is divided into three equal parts or bays

by two piers in each of the nave arcades, each pier consisting of four

grouped Corinthian half columns, of which that towards the nave

rises above the arcade, and takes the spring of a massive round arch

spanning the nave. From the opposite column of the pier a similar

arch spans the aisle. Over these arches the masonry is carried up

to the roof, forming low interior gables in the nave and half gables

in the aisles. The other two columns of the pier are members of the

nave arcade, of which three

i

hi^. 'S.jlu Florence, b. Miniato.

arches fill each interval be-

tween the great piers. The

arrangement is similar to

that of Santa Prassede at

Kome. The clerestory wall

is ])ierced by five simple

round - arched windows in

each division. The aisles

are without windows. Both

nave and aisles are covered

by o})en-timber roofs of low

])itc'li, witli tie-beams deco-

rated with gold and color.

The easternmost division

both of nave and aisles is

made to constitute a choir,

the floor of which is raised

some eleven feet above that

of the nave proper, and

readied by two staircases

from the aisles. Beneath is

a sj)acious and beautiful

crypt, of uncommon height,

its floor only about four

feet below that of the nave,
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Fig. '2o4. Interior of ^. Miniato.

occupying the full width of the church, and opening into the nave

by three broad arches, the arrangement being very similar to that in

San Zeno at Verona, and the cathedrals at Modena and Parma.

The crypt is divided by six rows of columns into seven aisles, of

which the three in the centre correspond in width to the nave above,

and two to each of the side aisles. The great apse of the choir

is repeated in the crypt. The columns are connected by lines of

arches in two directions, which divide the ceilino- into oroined bavs.

The two lines of columns and arches, which are under the arcades

of the choir above, are somewhat rudely broken in upon by the

columns of the upper arcades, which are continued down through the

vaulting to the pavement of the crypt, without regard to the size or

disposition of the lower columns and arches.

The exterior is of brick, and of extreme simplicity, with the excep-
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tion of the facade. Here the Pisan influence may be traced in the

hijrh blind arcade of live round arches on Corinthian cohnnns which

make the lower stage. But the treatment is different from the Pisan

treatment, and the doorways which occupy the micUlle and two end

arches are plain rectanguhir openings with a classic moulded archi-

trave. The upper stage, following the outline of the interior, has a

central division answering to the front of the nave, with an order of

flat Corinthian pilasters, surmounted by a low pediment, and flanked

by the low half gables of the aisle roofs. The only opening in the

whole fa^'ade, except the three doorways of the lower stage, is a

single small rectangular window^ in the middle interval of the second

stage. The front derives its character from its decorations, which

consist of a panelling of black and white marble covering nearly the

whole surface of the wall, the bald and somewhat coarse design of

which is in the strongest contrast to the inlay we have seen adorning

the fronts of the Lucca churches, and even to the less remarkable

but still delicate and beautiful inlay of Pisa. The decoration of the

interior is of the same character,— the spandrils of the nave arcades

and those of the great arches which span the nave, as well as the

wall of the clerestory and the arch-heads of the apse, being laid off

in black and white })atterns, even more uninteresting and poverty-

stricken than those of the exterior. There is, however, something

better than this in the screen which forms the front of the raised

choir. It is a panelled wall, about five feet high, of various marbles,

the frieze containing a mosaic of animals and geometrical figures of

great richness and delicacy. A pul})it at the end of the screen has

a decoration of similar character.

The basilican type also apj)ears in the cathedral of Fiesole, whose

Fiesoie rebuilding, begun in 1013, was very nearly contemporary
Cathedral.

y,'\{^\^ that of San Miuiato. It is a small church, with nave

and aisles covered by an open-timber roof, and separated by large

columns built up in courses with Corinthianesque capitals, varied in

design and mostly from older churches, supporting perfectly plain

round arches, above which is a high })lain clerestory wall pierced

with narrow round-headed windows on the south side. It has a pro-

jecting transept and an apsidal choir, of which the floor is raised

some twelve or fourteen steps above that of the nave, from which it

is reached by stairs from each aisle, and is brought forward so as to

include the crossing and transepts, under all of which is a fine crypt

like that of San Miniato, o])cning by three round arches into the

nave and with Ionic columns suj)})orting the groined vaulting. The
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faradc li:is hccii greatly clijiiigod hoin its original <h'.sigii, whirh

showed :i Uliiul jiivjuh^ on eiigJig(Ml I'olumns and a parti-eoloied wall

facing. riic s(|uare tower was built in tlu! early years of the thir-

teenth eentnry.' Like so many of the anctient churclu^s this has now

no hint of anti(iuity; hoth inside; and outsid<; all is n«'w.

The only otlier ecclesiastical building of importance in I'lorenee

which can be cited as an example; of the Romanesque architectunt is

the bai)tistery, and this an unsatisfactory example, since Florence

it is of so many and so uncertain dates that its rehition to Bap^^'^tery.

the other buildings of its style is dif^cult to determine. It was built

originally as a church, and, according to some authorities, as early as

the sixth or seventh

century.'-^ For a very

long period, perhaps

until the beginning

of the twelfth cen-

tury, it served as the

cathedral. Whatever
may have been its

original form, it must

have been very differ-

ent from that of re-

cent times, since no

dome of the size and

form of that which

now covers the bap-

tistery could have

been built in the sev-

enth century.^ The
construction was at first doubtless of a much more humble character,

but as to the date of its final rebuilding no trustworthy records appear.

The best indication is perhaps to be had from the baptistery of

Parma, which was begun in 1196, and of which the plan and gen-

eral construction bear much resemblance to that of Florence. Both

buildings differ from the typical baptistery, of which the first exam-

ple was that which Constantine built in Rome, but which was so gen-

erally adopted in Lombardy as to form one of the most characteristic

Fig. 265. Florence. S. Miiiiaio.

1 Mothes, p. 884.

^ De Cauraont. Hiibseh, Del Rosso. Cordero believes it to have been built under

Justinian.

^ See Mothes, pp. 2')3, 254.
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features of the Lombard arcliitectiue, and which was adhered to in

Tuscany in such prominent examples as that of Pisa. Of these tv})-

ical baptisteries, the ground ])]an. Avitli its central space, circular

or octagonal, enclosed by a ring of arches and surrounded by the

circular or octagonal aisle, often covered by an arcaded gallery,

governed the construction, of which the central feature was the

dome covering the central space, and therefore of moderate size,

with the lean-to roof covering the surrounding aisle. The rule was,

as we have seen in a previous chaptei", not without its exceptions,

but these were almost invariably on a smaller scale, the baptistery

of Parma being almost the only instance to the contrary.

The Florence baptistery is an unbroken octagon of an inside dia-

meter of nearl}^ ninety feet. Its interior architecture is now more
classical than Komanesque, the lower of its two stages following in

its general disposition the Pantheon at Rome. Each side has a

flat niche flanked by detached Corinthian columns of red and gray

Sardinian marble with a low entablature. On one side this niche is

expanded by a later addition into a rectangular apse cov^ered by a

barrel vault, under which is an altar, the vault rising to the heiglit

of the entablature of the second stage. This stage has an order

of composite pilasters over the cohunns of the lower story, three

intervals to each side of the octagon, with coupled arches in each

intercolumniation, opening into a narrow gallery, not continuous,

lighted by small windows in the outer wall. Over the second stage is

a hioh blank attic wall, from wliich rises the octai^onal dome, with an

elliptical outline, its crown one hundred and three feet above the

pavement. The eye of the dome was originally left open, as in

the Pantheon, bnt in 1150 it was covered by a lantern.

The exterior is in three stages, of which the lower two make prac-

tically one, with a high l)lind arcade around the building, three arches

on each face of tlie octagon, with i)iers at the angk's and slender

columns between, and an cntabhiture over the arcade. Tlie third

stage is an attic with an order of flat pilasters, and the building is

covered by a low octagonal roof. There is no hint on the exterior

of the high dome within, any more than at Parma. There are three

doorways in the lowest stage, of Renaissance character, one of which

is adorned by the two columns of porjihyry, which the Pisans sent as

a gift, in 1117, in recognition of the liclp lendered by the Florentines

in the war against the Hah'aric Isles, thiMi just at an end. This door-

way is closed by the magnilicent bronze gates of (iliiberti. Besides

the doorways the only openings in the walls are a series of Reuais-
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Toscanella.

sanco windows in the slhmhuI HUv^r. 'I'iic wall Hurfac** In tin; mh'miuI

and third sta«;os is do(;orated witli a pancllin;; of Mack niarhlu on a

white irronnd, of much the same character with that of San Miniato,

though added to the huildinj;' as late as 121)0 by Arnolfo da C'and)io.

How much of tlie old exterior remains is exceedingly douhtful.

Toscanella, a small town lying far to the south of tht; Tuscan

cities, and within tlu; circle of Roman intia'csts and tradi-

tions, had little or no i)art in tlu; stormy mediiuval life of

which they were the theatre, and it is not easy to trace the way in

which either the Lombard or the Tuscan influence was brought to

bear on its architecture. Yet the two churches of Toscanella, whose

])lans Ikivc been described above, are in all, except their fac^ades, of

which 1 will speak directly, early Lombard churches, dating, San

Pietro from G28, S. Maria even earlier, but both rebuilt with various

changes, chiefly affecting the exterior, during the eleventh century.

S. Pietro is built on the slope of a hill, which gives so much addi-

tional height to its east end that its fine crypt, which belongs
. • 1 • . -11 1 1 1

S. Pietro.

to the original construction, is quite above the ground level,

and is lighted by five windows in the apse. The apse has thus on

the exterior three stages, of which the lower two are (as are also the

flanks of the church, both on the aisle walls and the clerestory)

divided into bays by pilaster strips ending in arched corbel-tables,

quite in the Lombard stjTe. The third stage is similarly treated,

but more subdivided and with an arcaded gallery. The interior

has been already noticed on page 268.

On the facade, the disposition of whose parts indicates that of the

interior, the older Lombard archi-

tecture, in which, however, the

Pisan influence may be traced,

still retains its place on the front

wall of the aisles, which is faced

on each side with a blind arcade

of four arches on slender ensraofed

shafts, the middle shaft omitted

to give place for the doorway.

But the wall terminates with a

half pediment instead of the Lom-
bard half gable, both the horizon-

tal and raking cornice bearing,

however, the characteristic arched

corbel-table. The aisle doorways Fig. 230. Baptistery, Florence.
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are of rude Lombard character, in strong contrast to those of the

Tuscan churches which we have examined ; without lintels, but

with the panelled slab of the tympanum resting directly on the

capitals of the inner jamb columns, and the arch mouldings loaded

with coarse and rude leaf -decoration. The lintel is replaced by a

thin string decorated with an eg<^ and dart ornament, with bead and

reel above. The central division of the facade, wliich ])rojects some

twenty inches forward of the sides, is of strikingly different char-

acter, and evidently of later date, and it is here that we see the

refining influence of the Pisan school, though the Pisan forms are

nuich modified. The composition presents a combination of features

of remarkable elegance, and quite without a parallel except in the

sister church of S. Maria. The central doorway still retains in

general the Lombard form, with three orders of jamb-shafts and

corresponding square archivolts. But the shafts are slender, their

capitals are delicate, and the outer band of the arch has at its

beginning on the right hand a fragment of Cosmati work, which is

re})eated on the narrow frame of marble which encloses the square

opening. Above the doorway is a beautiful little arcaded gallery of

eleven arches supported on delicate marble columns, with Ionic

capitals and with decorated arch mouldings. The arches are not

built with voussoirs, but each arch is cut out of a single block of

marble, the vertical joints being over the columns. The refinement

of the architect is illustrated by the treatment of this arcade, which

does not occupy, as is commonly the case, the whole breadth of the

wall, but a square pier is left at each end of it, on the angle of which

is a griffin, with the greater ))art of his body in high relief against

the wall, but the head, breast, and fore legs projecting boldly beyond

the angle. The arcade is surmounted by a light decorated string

supported on carved corbels. Nothing can well exceed the combined

grace and vigor of this charming c()m])osition, in which the best

characteristics of the Lombard and the Pisan architecture are united,

with an effect which is equalled by neither.

The u])per stage of the facade is remarkable for a large rose win-

dow, which is perhaps the earliest example of that feature in Italy.

The circle occupies the whole height of the stage and is set in a square,

of which the four angles are charged each with a single figure in re-

lief ; the two low figures being those of winged lions, the upper being

on the left a bird with extended wing and on the right a human figure.

On each side of the rose is a small two-light window, the two arches

supported on very slender colunnis of white marble, and the whole
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window enclosed within a broad band of decoration strongly Byzan-

tine in character, — that of the left hand window consisting of a

series of circles, each containing a half-length human figure in relief,

and that on the right of a meandering vine. Fragments of ancient

Byzantine sculpture are set in the wall below the windows. The

pilasters, which strongly mark the angles of this stage, rest on the

backs of beasts, which stand boldly forth from the wall. Between

the pilaster capitals runs a thin decorated cornice supported on cor-

bels, a repetition of that over the arcade. A low pediment finishes

this remarkable fa9ade, which I have described perhaps with excess-

ive particularity, because it is one of the most striking examples in

Italy of the brilliant eclecticism of an unknown architect whose work

stands alone and refuses to be classed. The rebuilding of the church

is presumed to have occupied the years between 1039 and 1090,

which would make the facade closely contemporary with the cathe-

dral of Pisa. But the facade of Pisa, with all its richness and ele-

gance, shows no such architectural capacity and invention as the much
humbler work of the unnamed architect of Toscanella.

The facade of S. Maria is somew^hat later than that of S. Pietro,
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which it resenihles so closely as to make it probable that the two
may have been the work of the same architect. The door-

S. Maria. '^ •hi
ways, especially those of the nave and the south aisle, are

richer and finer, though the great central doorway has, like that of S.

Pietro, three orders of jamb-shafts and arch mouldings. The outer

member has the same coarse leaf decoration which we have seen in

the north doorway of S. Pietro. But here a light lintel intervenes

between the capitals and the tympanum, which is covered with reliefs,

and the inner jamb-piers carry on their faces each a full-length figure

of a saint, while the vertical edges of the intermediate members
between the shafts are chamfered and decorated with the nail head

ornament so common at a somewhat later period in the Venetian

architecture. The arcaded gallery of S. Pietro above the doorway is

here repeated, but with much less perfection of detail. The colunnis

are of various sizes and design, evidently taken from older buildings,

and their capitals are much more florid than those of S. Pietro. The
false construction of the arches is also repeated, each arch being cut

out of a single block. The square piers at the extremities of the

arcade bear each a grifBn, but here the beast is wholly relieved

against the wall instead of projecting from it. And the corbels of

the cornice which runs above the arcade are unequal in size, and the

heads which decorate them are rude and course both in design and

execution.

The upper stage of the front has, as in S. Pietro, a great rose

window, but occupying here so much of the wall space as to leave no

room for any other feature except four emblematic figures in relief,

evidently of earlier origin and of various sizes and forms, set in the

wall at the top, bottom, and sides of the circle. The tracery of

the rose is distinctly better than in S. Pietro. The angle pilasters

of S. Pietro are wanting, and the angle is marked only by a thin

band of lozenges. The cornice is gone, with the exception of a line

of small thin corbels like those of the clerestory, and indicating that

the flat arched corbel-table of the clerestory was repeated on the

facade.

END OF VOL. I.
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